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If somebody’s dead and everything, and in
Heaven, then it isn’t really —.

J.D. Salinger;
The Catcher in the Rye.

Раз человек умер и попал на небо, значит,
нельзя его любить по-настоящему.

Р. Райт-Ковалевой;
Над Пропастью во Ржи.

If somebody is already dead and has gone
to Heaven, it means you cannot love him
properly.

Gerlach Giesbertz;
The Catcher in the Rye in the Soviet Union.
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Introduction

One of the most successful theories in physics is quantum mechanics [1–4]. It
explains the stability of atoms and discretisation of their spectra. Further devel-
opment also led to the explanation of some macroscopic phenomena like type I
superconduction and superfluidity which cannot be described by classical mech-
anics. Quantum mechanics also correctly describes molecules. Therefore, it can
be deemed as the theory of chemistry.

In quantum mechanics, the particles do not have definite position and mo-
mentum: “. . . müssen wir uns daran erinnern, daß es in de Quantentheorie nicht
möglich war, dem Elektron einen Punkt im Raum als Funktion der Zeit mittels
beobachtbarer Größen zuzuordnen.” [1]. Instead, the state of a system is de-
scribed by a state-vector, or equivalently, its wavefunction. The wavefunction of
a system with N particles is a function dependent on all their coordinates and
time

Ψ(x1, . . . , xN ; t).

Such a wavefunction should satisfy the Schrödinger equation. In particular, if the
number of particles is large, the wavefunction depends on many coordinates (3N
spatial- and N spin-coordinates) and it becomes hard to solve the Schrödinger
equation because of the many degrees of freedom in the wavefunction. In gen-
eral, dealing with one particle (N = 1) is not problematic, but for more particles
(N > 1) the problem becomes much harder to solve, which is also referred to
as the many-body problem. However, if the particles are not interacting, they
should behave independently. This is reflected in the wavefunction, since for
non-interacting particles it can be broken into one-body wavefunctions, ψ(xt),

v
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which describe each particle separately. These one-body wavefunctions are often
referred to as orbitals and satisfy one-body Schrödinger equations which can be
solved to high accuracy without too much effort in general.

In practice, all particles in nature interact. If they would not interact, they can-
not be detected and they are irrelevant for nature, cf. the Buddhist view on gods.
Therefore, the solution for non-interacting particles seems to be of no use. How-
ever, one can argue that if the interaction is not too strong, that a non-interacting
description would be a reasonable approximation. Therefore, the wavefunction
of the interacting system is often approximated by an expansion in products of
orbitals

Ψ(x1, . . . , xN ; t) ≈ Ψm(x1, . . . , xN ; t)

=
m
∑

k1,...,kN=1
ck1,...,kN(t)ψk1

(x1t)⋯ψkN(xNt).

One can actually show that if the number of orbitals goes to infinity, m →∞, that
the exact wavefunction is obtained, Ψm ⇀ Ψ. The simplest approximation would
be to take only one such product into account and try to find the optimal orbitals
for this product, which is also known as the Hartree approximation [5]. However,
this approximation neglects an important aspect of quantum theory, that identical
particles should be indistinguishable [6, 7]. Therefore, the wavefunction should
satisfy

∣Ψ(x1, x2, . . . ; t)∣2 = ∣Ψ(x2, x1, . . . ; t)∣2

⇒ Ψ(x1, x2, . . . ; t) = ±Ψ(x2, x1, . . . ; t).

Depending on the plus or minus sign, different kinds of particles are described
by the wavefunction. In the case of the plus sign, particles can have identical
coordinates. These particles are called bosons and from relativistic theory it can
be shown that these particles have an integer spin. Examples are photons (light
quanta), phonons (vibration quanta), etc. In the case of the minus sign, particles
cannot have identical coordinates, since the wavefunction would have to be zero
to satisfy the anti-symmetry relation. These particles are called fermions and
from relativistic theory it follows that these particles have a half integer spin.
Examples are electrons, protons, neutrons, etc.

Since the quantum mechanical effects of the nuclei are not so important in
many situations, it often suffices to describe only the electrons quantum mech-
anically, so the wavefunction only depends on the electron coordinates explicitly.
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The mathematically correct way to formulate this approximation is known as
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation [8]. Since electrons are identical fermi-
ons, the electronic wavefunction should be anti-symmetric [9, 10]. So instead
of simple products to expand the trial wavefunction, it is better to use anti-
symmetric products. Such products can be obtained from a normal product using
an anti-symmetrisation operator

(ÂN f )(x1 . . . xN) = ∑
P∈SN

sgn(P) f (xP(1) . . . xP(N)),

where the summation runs over all permutations P of the group of permutations
SN of N elements and sgn-function is defined to be negative (positive) for an
odd (even) permutation. Such an anti-symmetrised product can also be repres-
ented as a determinant [6, 10] and a normalised determinant [an additional factor
1/

√
N! is used] is also known as a Slater determinant. The wavefunction is now

approximated as

Ψ(x1, . . . , xN ; t) ≈
m
∑

k1>...>kN=1
ck1,...,kN(t) 1√

N!
ÂNψk1

(x1t)⋯ψkN(xNt).

This Ansatz to the wavefunction is known as configurations interaction (CI). The
use of a single Slater determinant as an approximation to the wavefunction is
called the Hartree–Fock (HF) approximation. Better results are obtained by tak-
ing more of these Slater determinants into account, which leads to a complete
zoo of selection schemes. If the HF determinant is already a good approximation
for the real wavefunction, a traditional method is to change one of the orbitals
in the HF determinant with a different one. This procedure corresponds to an
excitation for non-interacting particles, so these new determinants are usually
called “singly excited” determinants. Since this is not a real excitation of the in-
teracting system, this terminology often leads to confusion. Including only singly
excited determinants is known as CI with singly excited determinants (CIS). Of
course one can add doubly excited determinants which leads to CI with singly
and doubly excited determinants (CISD), etc.

A more sophisticated approach is coupled cluster (CC). In CC the contribu-
tions from higher order determinants is estimated, based on the lower excited
determinants which are taken explicitly into account. This approximation for the
higher order excitations is based on an exponential Ansatz of the wavefunction,
which gives CC the distinct advantage over CI that it is size-extensive, i.e. the
energy of two non-interacting systems A and B in CC is equal to a CC calculation
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of the two systems A and B separately. The hierarchy of explicit excited determ-
inants taken into account is named in the same manner as in the CI method, e.g.
calculating the contributions from singly and doubly excited determinants expli-
citly is called CC with single and double excitations (CCSD).

There are quite some number of situations where a single determinant is not
sufficient for a qualitative approximation of the wavefunction. A typical example
is breaking of a chemical bond. In these cases multiple determinants have to be
taken into account from the start. Not only the orbitals should now be optim-
ised, but also the coefficients for the determinants. This combined optimisation is
known as multi-configurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) and can give rather
accurate results.

A different approach to the many-body problem is to use a reduced quant-
ity instead of the complete wavefunction. Usually we are not interested in the
complete wavefunction, but in reduced quantities like the density or the dipole
of a system. So instead of a theory which deals with the complete wavefunction,
it would be convenient to have a theory that immediately gives the quantity of
interest instead of the complete wavefunction with all 4N variables. A major step
for such a theory was made by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964, when they showed
that the density of a non-degenerate ground state wavefunction is unique for a
local potential [11]. Thus the wavefunction is a functional of the density and
therefore, other quantities of interest are functionals of the density as well. Since
every quantity is expressed as a functional of the density, this theory is known
as density functional theory (DFT). However, they were only able to show its
existence and an explicit form for most of these functionals is unknown. Of par-
ticular interest is the energy functional, which is required to actually find the
ground state density. The energy functional has to be approximated. However,
this turned out to be a rather difficult task, since it is hard to describe physics
with the density alone.

Another crucial step was made one year later, when Kohn and Sham assumed
that the density of the interacting system can also belong to a non-interacting
system with an effective local potential. This effective potential in the non-inter-
acting system (Kohn–Sham system) is completely determined by the interacting
system [12]. Since the density of the interacting system could now be calculated
via a non-interacting system (which can be solved exactly), the Kohn–Sham sys-
tem provided a much more physical way of approximating the energy functional.
In particular the kinetic energy of the Kohn–Sham system turned out to give a
significant boost to the approximations. The first approximation only used the
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density locally, so it is known as the local density approximation (LDA). The
LDA was already quite successful, since it allowed for the description of metals.
This was a big advantage over HF, since HF cannot describe metals due to its
finite gap [13]. For molecules the LDA did not give such impressive results com-
pared to HF. Only when the generalised gradient approximations (GGAs) were
introduced [14, 15], the results of DFT were significantly improved over HF.

Although DFT is quite successful at equilibrium distance, it usually fails badly
in cases in which several determinants make an important contribution to the wa-
vefunction, e.g. bond-breaking in molecules. This deficiency should theoretically
be solved by a better approximation to the functionals. However, since the Kohn–
Sham system usually only provides one determinant, it does not even give a good
qualitative description of the physics. Since only the density can be used to cor-
rect this behaviour, it is rather hard to improve these results. A remedy might be
the use of orbital-dependent functionals. However, to use these functionals the
response function has to be inverted which turns out to be problematic in a finite
basis [16, 17]. The origin of this problem is that “locality” looses its meaning in
a truncated basis, so even the Kohn–Sham system becomes a rather ill-defined
concept.

A remedy can be sought using a reduced quantity with more information than
only the density, to have a better tool to build approximations. A particular well
suited quantity is the 1-body reduced density matrix (1RDM),

γ(x1, x′1; t) ≡ N∫ dx2⋯∫ dxN Ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN ; t)Ψ∗(x′1, x2, . . . , xN ; t),

so the 1RDM depends on two coordinates instead of only one as the density
does. Since the 1RDM is hermitian, it can be diagonalised. The one-electron
eigenfunctions are called the natural orbitals (NOs) and the corresponding ei-
genvalues occupation numbers. Systems for which a single Slater determinant
gives a good description, have occupation numbers close to integer values, zero
or one. If a single Slater determinant is not sufficient anymore for a qualitative
description, the occupation numbers become strongly fractional. For example,
the dissociation of singlet H2 to infinity results in four occupations of 1/2 [the up
and down components of the σg and σu NOs]. Since these situation are appar-
ently well represented by the 1RDM, it would be advantageous to use one-body
reduced density-matrix functional theory (1MFT) instead of DFT. A basic the-
oretical justification has been provided by Gilbert in 1975 [18]. He showed that
the Hohenberg–Kohn theorem partially also holds for non-local potentials and
1RDMs. Since the 1RDM can describe situations in which multiple determinants
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are important, there is more hope that we can build approximations which can
also handle bond-breaking situations. Some successes for small molecules have
already been reported [19, 20].

We only concentrated on the ground state so far. This is interesting, but not so
interesting as the dynamics of a system and closely related, the excited states. A
theoretical justification for the extension of DFT to time-dependent DFT (TDDFT)
was given by Runge and Gross in 1984 [21]. The Kohn–Sham system was also ex-
tended to a time-dependent Kohn–Sham system with a time-dependent effective
potential. However, this time dependence is hard to approximate, so one usu-
ally uses the adiabatic approximation, which means that the time dependence
is simply neglected. This might seem a very serious approximation, but the ap-
proximation turns out to be rather successful. In particular for the calculation of
valence excitations. Also Rydberg excitations can be calculated, provided that a
potential is used which gives a good orbital energy spectrum. However, there are
also some drastic failures. Since DFT already failed in the case of bond-breaking
systems, it is no surprise that adiabatic TDDFT also fails. Another important fail-
ure is the charge transfer (CT) excitation. This can be easily understood by the
qualitative argument that the electron goes from one region to a different region
in space. Since the density has only one variable, the local approximations used in
practice are “blind” where the electron goes, so these functionals can give com-
plete disasters. The 1RDM is much better equipped to handle these situations,
since it can naturally describe situations with multiple determinants. Addition-
ally, it depends on two coordinates, so it can “see” where the electron goes in the
case of a CT excitation. The hope for a better description of these difficult cases
has been an important stimulus to develop time-dependent 1MFT (TD1MFT). Al-
though its formal aspects are not addressed, the main purpose of this thesis is to
test whether TD1MFT can actually handle these problematic cases. However, it
turns out that the adiabatic approximation is not so straightforward as in TDDFT.
Using the standard adiabatic (SA) approximation like in TDDFT leads to station-
ary occupation numbers and a discrepancy between the static response equations
and the time-dependent response equations in the static limit [ω → 0].

To remedy these problems two alternative ways to implement an adiabatic
approximation are proposed: the 1st alternative adiabatic (AA1) and the 2nd al-
ternative adiabatic (AA2). However, both alternative adiabatic approximations
also have some unphysical features. Both alternative approximations break the
symmetry in some excitations like the ∆g excitations in H2. Further, the AA1
implements an instantaneous response of the occupation numbers and prevents
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the calculation of certain class of excitations, the so-called “diagonal” double
excitations. The AA2 recovers these diagonal double excitations, but it breaks
time-reversal symmetry. This is reflected in the response function as χAA2(ω) ≠
χ∗AA2(−ω) [they should be equal] and also the excitation energies differ for posit-
ive and negative frequencies.

An alternative solution is to go beyond (TD)1MFT. The definition of the NOs
does not define their phase, so (TD)1MFT could be extended by having an explicit
definition for the phase of the NOs which results in phase included natural orbit-
als (PINOs). The system is not only described by the 1RDM, but also the phases
of the PINOs, so in this sense it is an extension of (TD)1MFT. Although it is not
clear how this phase should generally be defined, the assumption that energy
and action functionals exist that depend on the PINOs and the occupation num-
bers leads to very useful equations. In particular, the SA approximation leads to
equations that allow for dynamical occupation numbers, a consistent static limit
[ω → 0] of the frequency-dependent response equations and a full treatment of
the diagonal double excitations without breaking time-reversal symmetry.

Outline of the thesis

The thesis is structured in the same manner as the introduction. In chapter 1
1MFT is introduced. First a rather extensive introduction is given in (reduced)
density matrices and most emphasis is on the 1RDM. In Sec. 1.2 the Hohenberg–
Kohn theorems for DFT are introduced. An attempt is made to extend these
theorems to 1MFT, but it turns out that one of the theorems cannot straight-
forwardly be generalised to 1MFT. In Sec. 1.3 some of the formal problems of
the energy functional are pointed out. In Sec. 1.4 we assume that all the formal
problems have been addressed and that the energy functional is differentiable.
It is then possible to formulate stationarity equations for the NOs and occupa-
tion numbers. Two approaches are used to derive these equations. The first one
uses the chain-rule and the second one takes the derivatives directly taking into
account the constraints that the NOs and occupation numbers must satisfy to
correspond to ensemble N-representable 1RDMs. This requires the use of the
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions to handle the inequality constraints. An
easy introduction to the KKT conditions is given in Ap. A. This approach natur-
ally leads to Aufbau for the occupation numbers and is also applicable to HF and
Kohn–Sham DFT. In 1MFT it is possible to derive an almost exact functional for
the two-electron system. This is done for the singlet case in Sec. 1.5. In Sec. 1.6
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the linear response equations are worked out and equations for the static polar-
isabilities are derived.

TD1MFT is introduced in chapter 2. First the failures of TDDFT are shown
in more detail as a motivation for the development of TD1MFT. In Sec. 2.2 the
equation of motion (EOM) for the 1RDM is derived which is the basic equa-
tion for TD1MFT. In the next section (Sec. 2.3) the retarded response function
is defined and some of its properties are derived. In particular that the poles of
the response function correspond to excitations energies will be used later on. An
extension of the Runge–Gross theorem for TD1MFT is not known, but we are able
to show invertibility of the 1RDM-1RDM response function under some condi-
tions in Sec. 2.4. Armed with this proof, we derive linear response equations for
TD1MFT in Sec. 2.6. However, in practice an adiabatic approximation is required.
The SA approximation is applied to the TD1MFT response equations in Sec. 2.7
and also results for the polarisabilities and excitation energies are shown for the
singlet two-electron system. Subsequently the alternative adiabatic approxim-
ations AA1 and AA2 are covered in Secs 2.8 and 2.9 respectively. It turns out
that particular excitations such as the ∆g excitations for H2 are symmetry broken
in the alternative adiabatic approximations, which is discussed in more detail in
Sec. 2.10.

Although it is possible to remedy some of the deficiencies of the SA approx-
imation, a thorough understanding of its failures is lacking. Therefore, the exact
singlet two-electron TD1MFT equations are derived in chapter 3. First the exact
ground state equations are derived in Sec. 3.1 and subsequently the exact time-
dependent equations using the variational principle in Sec. 3.2. From the exact
time-dependent equations the exact time-dependent and frequency-dependent
response equations are readily derived in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.4 the exact response
equations are transformed into TD1MFT response equations. By comparing these
exact TD1MFT response equations with the TD1MFT response equations in the
SA approximation, we are better able to explain the failures of SA. The exact
TD1MFT response equations are also compared to the alternative adiabatic ap-
proximations AA1 and AA2 respectively. A short summary of the most import-
ant insights is presented in Sec. 3.5.

The results gathered in the previous chapter and especially the overview gi-
ven in Sec. 3.5 indicate that an extension of (TD)1MFT with a defined phase for
the NOs should give a solution. The idea to use these phase included natural
orbitals (PINOs) is worked out in chapter 4. Unfortunately, it is only clear for the
non-interacting system and the two-electron system how to define the phase of
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the PINOs. However, if one assumes the existence of an action which depends on
the PINOs and occupation numbers (or equivalently the 1RDM and the phases
of the PINOs), it is possible to derive EOMs for the occupation numbers and the
PINOs including their phase (Sec. 4.2). As expected, applying the SA approxima-
tion to these time-dependent PINO equations does not have all the drawbacks as
for TD1MFT. (a) The static limit of the frequency-dependent response equations
is now consistent with the static response equations derived in Sec. 4.1. (b) The
occupation numbers are dynamical. (c) The diagonal double excitations are ac-
counted for. (d) No symmetry breaking in the response functions as for TD1MFT
in the AA2 approximation. As mentioned before, for the two-electron system it
is clear how to define the PINO phases. Since the PINOs and occupation num-
bers now cover all the degrees of freedom in the two-electron wavefunction, it is
possible to formulate the exact spin-dependent two-electron action functional ex-
plicitly in terms of the PINO and occupation numbers (Sec. 4.3). Using the time-
dependent PINO functional theory (TDÒπFT) formulation, equations for both the
singlet and triplet response of the two-electron system are derived. Some final
conclusions and prospects are given in Sec. 4.4.





CHAPTER1
One-body reduced density matrix
functional theory

1.1 Density matrices

The density matrix or equivalent in operator space, the density operator, has
found much use in physics. In particular in statistical physics, where one is not
interested in a single state but in an entire ensemble of states. There are several
ways one could introduce density matrices. However, since we will need the en-
sembles later, it is convenient to start from the definition in statistical physics. We
first introduce the pure state density operator for a specific state ΨP

D̂N
P ≡ ∣ΨP⟩⟨ΨP∣. (1.1)

1
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It follows direct from its definition that this operator is hermitian. The trace of a
linear operator is defined as

Tr{Â} ≡∑
R
⟨ΨR∣Â∣ΨR⟩, (1.2)

so due to the normalisation of the state ΨP, it follows directly that the trace of the
density operator should be unity. The density operator can be used to express the
expectation value of an operator Ô in a compact form, since we have

Tr{D̂N
P Ô} =∑

R
⟨ΨR∣∣ΨP⟩⟨ΨP∣Ô∣ΨR⟩ = ⟨ΨP∣Ô∣ΨP⟩. (1.3)

This definition for the density operator is mathematically not so convenient, since
the set of all pure state density operators is not convex. Therefore, we will extend
the set to include any convex combination. A general element in this new set PN

can be written as

D̂N =∑
P

wPD̂N
P . (1.4)

Since, the trace should still be unity and negative contributions would make no
sense, the weights have to satisfy the following conditions

0 ≤ wP(≤ 1), ∑
P

wP = 1. (1.5)

It is apparent from its construction that the pure state density operators are the
extreme elements of the set PN . Note that by construction the elements of the
PN are still hermitian.

An alternative definition of this set would be all positive Hermitian N-particle
operators with unit trace, since these operators can always be written in their
spectral representation [Eq. (1.4)] and since they are positive and have unit trace,
the conditions on the eigenvalues [Eq. (1.5)] follow immediately. Since the con-
verse is obvious, both definitions are equivalent.

The set PN is not merely a mathematical construction, but the extension is
also convenient if one needs to handle ensembles. As a particular example con-
sider the canonical ensemble in statistical physics. In this case the weights are
given by the Boltzmann factors divided by the partition function Z to normalise
the weights,

wP = 1
Z

e−βEP , Z =∑
P

e−βEP , (1.6)
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where the parameter β = 1/(kBT) and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Now let us consider the expectation value of an operator. We can use the same

expression for the expectation value as before [Eq. (1.3)]. Since the ensemble is a
linear combination of pure states, we have

Tr{D̂NÔ} =∑
P

wP Tr{D̂N
P Ô} =∑

P
wP⟨ΨP∣Ô∣ΨP⟩, (1.7)

which is the desired result.
The density matrix is defined to be the representation of the density operator

in some basis. In particular, consider the N-dimensional spin-spatial coordinate
basis, ∣x1...N⟩ ≡ ∣x1 . . . xN⟩. Using the resolution of the identity

1̂ =∫ dx1⋯∫ dxN ∣x1 . . . xN⟩⟨x1 . . . xN ∣ ≡∫ dx1...N ∣x1...N⟩⟨x1...N ∣. (1.8)

we can rewrite the equation for the expectation value of the operator Ô [Eq. (1.7)]
as

⟨Ô⟩ = Tr{D̂NÔ}

=∫ dx1...N∫ dx′1...N ∑
P,R

wP⟨ΨR∣∣ΨP⟩⟨ΨP∣∣x1...N⟩⟨x1...N ∣Ô∣x′1...N⟩⟨x′1...N ∣∣ΨR⟩

=∫ dx1...N∫ dx′1...N ∑
P

wPΨ∗
P(x1...N)⟨x1...N ∣Ô∣x′1...N⟩ΨP(x′1...N)

=∫ dx1...N∫ dx′1...N ⟨x1...N ∣Ô∣x′1...N⟩DN(x′1...N , xN...1), (1.9)

where ⟨x1...N ∣Ô∣x′1...N⟩ is the matrix representation of the operator Ô and in the
last step the density matrix was introduced which is defined as

DN(x1...N , x′N...1) ≡ ⟨x1...N ∣D̂N ∣x′1...N⟩ =∑
P

wPΨP(x1...N)Ψ∗
P(x′1...N). (1.10)

Since the final expression in Eq. (1.9) means that the operator first acts on the
primed coordinates, ⟨Ô⟩ can also be expressed as

⟨Ô⟩ =∫ dx1...N [Ô(x′1...N)DN(x′1...N , xN...1)]x′1...N=x1...N
, (1.11)

where Ô(x′1...N) means that Ô acts only only the coordinates x′1...N . So this ex-
pression for ⟨Ô⟩ says: first operate with the operator Ô on the x′1...N part of the
density matrix and subsequently set x′1...N equal to x1...N and integrate over x1...N .
The expression for multiplicative operators, i.e. operators that are diagonal in the
∣x1...N⟩ basis [⟨x1...N ∣Ô∣x′1...N⟩ = O(x1...N)δN(x1...N , x′1...N)], simplifies to

⟨Ô⟩ =∫ dx1...N O(x1...N)DN(x1...N , xN...1), (1.12)
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so only the diagonal of the density matrix, DN , is required.
Most operators can be written as a sum of operators that only act on p particles

simultaneously and they will be referred to as p-body operators. Most common
are the one-body and two-body operators. For example the total kinetic energy
operator is a one-body operator, since it is the sum of the kinetic energy of the
individual particles,

T̂ =
N
∑
i=1

−1
2
∇2

ri
. (1.13)

Due to the anti-symmetry of the wave function [and therefore also the density
matrix], it suffices to calculate the expectation value for one element of the p-body
operator and multiply it by the number of elements. For example the expectation
value of the kinetic energy can be rewritten as

⟨T̂⟩ =∫ dx1...N ∑
i
[−1

2
∇2

ri
DN(x′1...N , xN...1)]

x′1...N=x1...N

= N∫ dx1 [−1
2
∇2

r1∫ dx2...N DN(x′1x2...N , xN...2x1)]
x′1=x1

≡ N∫ dx [−1
2
∇2

r D1(x, x′)]
x′=x

, (1.14)

where in the last step we introduced the 1-body reduced density matrix (1RDM)
which is a contraction over all coordinates of the density matrix except one. This
definition is straightforwardly generalised to a p-body reduced density matrix
(pRDM) by only contraction over N − p coordinates

Dp(x1...p, x′p...1) ≡∫ dxp+1...N DN(x1...pxp+1...N , x′N...p+1x′p...1). (1.15)

The set of all pRDMs will be labelled P
p
N . Since the set PN is convex, the set P

p
N

is convex as well since the map PN ↦P
p
N is linear. Further note that the set P

p
N

is a subset of the set of all positive Hermitian operators of unit trace P p. Note
that for the set of all NRDMs we have, PN

N = PN .
In the next subsections some properties for reduced density matrices are de-

rived which will be useful later in the thesis. First it will be shown that the pure-
state pRDM and (N − p)RDM have the same eigenvalues. Subsequently it will be
shown that the eigenfunctions of pure-state RDMs give the fastest convergence
for a wave function expansion and finally the ensemble N-representability con-
ditions are derived for the 1RDM.
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1.1.1 The Carlson-Keller expansion

The following theorems show the dual relationship between the pRDM and the
(N − p)RDM for a pure state. In physics, this duality was first noted by Carlson
and Keller [22] in 1961. However, as was pointed out by Coleman [23], it was
known for a quite some time in mathematics and probably first formulated by
Schmidt [24] in 1907.

Theorem 1.1. Given a pure N-particle wave function Ψ(x1...N) expanded in the eigen-
functions gr(x1...p) and eigenvalues λr of its pRDM as

Ψ(x1...pxp+1...N) =∑
r

√
λrgr(x1...p)hr(xp+1...N), (1.16)

the functions hr(xp+1...N) are eigenfunctions of the (N − p)RDM.

Proof. The spectral representation of the pRDM can be written as

Dp(x1...p, x′p...1) =∑
r

λrgr(x1...p)g∗r (x′1...p), (1.17)

where gr(x1...p) are the eigenfunctions and λr are the eigenvalues. Since the set of
eigenfunctions of Dp is complete, the functions gr(x1...p) can be used to expand
the wave function Ψ(x1...N) as

Ψ(x1...pxp+1...N) =∑
r

gr(x1...p)h̃r(xp+1...N), (1.18)

where the functions h̃r(xp+1...N) serve as expansion coefficients. By projecting
against g∗r an explicit expression can be obtained

h̃r(xp+1...N) =∫ dx1...p g∗r (x1...p)Ψ(x1...pxp+1...N). (1.19)

The functions h̃r are orthogonal as can be shown explicitly

⟨h̃r ∣h̃s⟩ =∫ dyp+1...N ∫ dx′1...p gr(x′1...p)Ψ∗(x′1...pyp+1...N)×

∫ dx1...p g∗s (x1...p)Ψ(x1...pyp+1...N)

=∫ dx1...p∫ dx′1...p g∗s (x1...p)Dp(x1...p, x′1...p)gr(x′1...p)

= λr∫ dx1...p g∗s (x1...p)gr(x1...p) = λrδrs. (1.20)
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So we find that the functions h̃r(xp+1...N) vanish if the eigenvalues of the pRDM
are zero. Only gr(x1...p) with λr > 0 contribute to the wave function. The func-
tions h̃r(xp+1...N) that do contribute are straightforward to normalise

hr(xp+1...N) ≡ 1√
λr

h̃r(xp+1...N) (λr > 0). (1.21)

Using this definition in the expression for the wave function [Eq. (1.18)] gives

Ψ(x1...pxp+1...N) =∑
r

√
λrgr(x1...p)hr(xp+1...N), (1.22)

The (N − p)RDM can now directly be calculated, since the functions gr(x1...p) are
orthonormal

DN−p(xp+1...N , x′N...p+1) =∫ dx1...p Ψ(x1...pxp+1...N)Ψ∗(x1...px′p+1...N)

=∑
r

λrhr(xp+1...N)h∗r (x′p+1...N), (1.23)

which shows that λr are also eigenvalues of the (N − p)RDM and that the func-
tions hr(xp+1...N) are its eigenfunctions.

Note. Although the functions hr(xp+1...N) are eigenfunctions of the (N − p)RDM
matrix, it does not mean that they have an arbitrary phase. Depending on the
phase choice for the functions gr(x1...p), they need to have a particular phase to
make the expansion [Eq. (1.16)] valid.

Corollary 1.2. The pRDM and (N − p)RDM of a pure N-particle state have the same
eigenvalues with the same multiplicity.

Remark. It is important that the RDMs belong to a pure state. Since theorem 1.1
requires a specific state, it can not be applied to a general ensemble. Also corol-
lary 1.2 cannot be extended to a general ensemble, which can be shown with a
simple counter example. Consider the following density matrix for a system with
N = 3

D̂3 = w1∣123⟩⟨123∣+w2∣124⟩⟨124∣+w3∣134⟩⟨134∣, (1.24)

where ∣nlm⟩ = ĉ†
n ĉ†

l ĉ†
m∣0⟩ is a state with the levels n, l and m occupied. The corres-

ponding 1RDM and 2-body reduced density matrix (2RDM) are

D̂1 = 1
3
∣1⟩⟨1∣+ w1 +w2

3
∣2⟩⟨2∣+ w1 +w3

3
∣3⟩⟨3∣+ w2 +w3

3
∣4⟩⟨4∣ (1.25a)
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D̂2 = w1 +w2

3
∣12⟩⟨12∣+ w1 +w3

3
∣13⟩⟨13∣+ w1

3
∣23⟩⟨23∣+

w2 +w3

3
∣14⟩⟨14∣+ w2

3
∣24⟩⟨24∣+ w3

3
∣34⟩⟨34∣. (1.25b)

So we find that the highest eigenvalue for the 1RDM (1/3) is not present in the
2RDM, which immediately shows that corollary 1.2 does not hold for a general
NRDM.

1.1.2 Convergence properties

The most common approach to calculate the full N-particle wave function Ψ is
to expand it in a basis set. However, the basis set cannot be complete in practice,
since it would require an infinite number of basis functions. Therefore, the num-
ber of basis functions has to be truncated to some finite number, which is also
known as the (Ritz–)Galerkin approximation [25, 26] in mathematical physics. It
is interesting to investigate which truncated basis set gives the best convergence
with respect to the basis set size.

It can be shown that the eigenfunctions of the RDMs are the ultimate basis
functions for a truncated basis. This can be proven for two types of expansions.
The first theorem in this section will deal with an expansion in two basis func-
tions of dimension p and N − p. The second theorem will deal with a full CI wave
function in a truncated basis set of one-particle functions. It is important to be
precise about the convergence criterium, since different criteria will lead to dif-
ferent optimal basis functions. The criterium that will be used in this section is
defined as

∆ ≡ ∥Ψ −Φ∥2, (1.26)

where Ψ is the exact wave function and Φ is the approximation to Ψ.
The following theorem has been shown for N = 2 by Löwdin [27]. However,

Coleman [23] found an article where Schmidt [24] proved the following theorem
for general N.

Theorem 1.3. Given an approximation to an N-particle wave function Ψ(x1...N) of the
form

Φ(x1...pxp+1...N) =
m
∑
ij

aij fi(x1...p) f̃ j(xp+1...N), (1.27)
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where the functions fi(x1...p) and f̃ j(xp+1...N) are linear independent square integrable
functions. The minimum of ∆ will be obtained if we choose aij = ciδij with ∣ci∣2 = λi,
where λi are the highest eigenvalues of the pRDM and (N − p)RDM, and fi = gi and
f̃i = hi, i.e. the eigenfunctions of the pRDM and (N − p)RDM respectively.

Proof. With no loss of generality, the set of functions { f} can be replaced by {α},
where {α} is an orthonormal set equivalent to { f}. Define ciβi = ∑m

j aij f̃ j, where
ci ∈ C chosen such that ∥βi∥ = 1, so we can write Φ as

Φ(x1...pxp+1...N) =
m
∑

i
ciαi(x1...p)βi(xp+1...N). (1.28)

The deviation from the real wave function ∆ can now be worked out as

∆ = ∥Ψ −
m
∑

i
ciαiβi∥

2
= ∥Ψ∥2 −

m
∑

i
ci⟨Ψ∣αiβi⟩−

m
∑

i
c∗i ⟨αiβi∣Ψ⟩+

m
∑

i
∣ci∣2

= ∥Ψ∥2 −
m
∑

i
ci⟨Ψ∣αi⟩∣βi⟩−

m
∑

i
c∗i ⟨βi∣⟨αi∣Ψ⟩+

m
∑

i
∥ciβi∥2

= ∥Ψ∥2 +
m
∑

i
∥ciβi − ⟨αi∣Ψ⟩∥2 −

m
∑

i
⟨Ψ∣αi⟩⟨αi∣Ψ⟩, (1.29)

For an arbitrary αi, to minimise the second term we need to set

ciβi(xp+1...N) =∫ dx1...p α∗i (x1...p)Ψ(x1...pxp+1...N). (1.30)

So the minimum of ∆ is obtained by maximising

m
∑

i
⟨Ψ∣αi⟩⟨αi∣Ψ⟩ =

m
∑

i
∫ dyp+1...N ∫ dx′1...p αi(x′1...p)Ψ∗(x′1...pyp+1...N)×

∫ dx1...p α∗i (x1...p)Ψ(x1...pyp+1...N)

=
m
∑

i
∫ dx1...p∫ dx′1...p α∗i (x1...p)Dp(x1...p, x′1...p)αi(x′1...p)

=
m
∑

i
⟨αi∣D̂p∣αi⟩. (1.31)

This is readily achieved by choosing for αi the eigenfunctions with the highest
eigenvalues of the pRDM. So the functions αi = gi, the corresponding eigenfunc-
tions of the pRDM and via Eq. (1.30), we find by using theorem 1.1, βi = hi, the
eigenfunctions of the (N − p)RDM, and ∣ci∣2 = λi, the corresponding eigenval-
ues.
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Unfortunately the theorem is not so useful, since in practice functions of p and
N − p coordinates are still too large to handle. Only for the two-electron system
the eigenfunctions of the pRDM and the (N − p)RDM are one-particle functions,
which are sufficiently small to deal with in practice.

Usually the wave function is expanded in one-particle functions. It is a gen-
eral believe that the eigenfunctions of the 1RDM are the most suitable func-
tions for this task [28]. This conjecture has its origin in a paper by Löwdin in
1955 [29], where he gave some mathematical arguments that the 1RDM eigen-
functions should lead to superior convergence. Later in 1960 he showed that
taking the eigenfunctions of the 1RDM with the largest eigenvalues, D̃1, gives
the best 1RDM in the sense that ∥D1 − D̃1∥2 is minimal [27]. Nine years later,
Kobe showed that the full CI wave function expressed in the eigenfunctions of
the 1RDM gives the lowest contribution from excited configurations, if the refer-
ence configuration Φ0 is chosen to be composed of the eigenfunctions with the
highest eigenvalues [30]. So the reference state Φ0 is optimal in the sense that
∥Ψ −Φ0∥2 is minimal. It is easy to extend the claim to a general full CI expansion
in a truncated basis set, but I could not find any proof in the literature.

Theorem 1.4. Given an N-particle wave function Ψ(x1...N) and full CI expansion in a
truncated basis set of the form

Φ(x1...N) =
m
∑

i1 ...iN

ci1 ...iN φi1(x1)⋯φiN(xN), (1.32)

where φi(x) are orthonormal one-particle functions. The minimum of ∆ = ∥Ψ −Φ∥2 is
obtained if the m functions φi are chosen to be the eigenfunctions of the 1RDM of the
exact wave function Ψ with the highest eigenvalues.

Proof. The proof is by straightforward functional analysis. A good comprehens-
ive overview can be found in reference [31]. The value of ∆ has to be minim-
ised under the constraints that the one-particle functions φi are orthonormal and
that the truncated expansion Φ is normalised. Therefore, the derivatives cannot
straightforwardly be set to zero, but we need to introduce the following Lag-
rangian

L ≡ ∆ −
∞
∑
rs

λrs(⟨φs∣φr⟩− δsr)− λ
⎛
⎝

m
∑

i1 ...iN

∣ci1 ...iN ∣2 − 1
⎞
⎠

. (1.33)
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For the derivatives with respect to the one-particle functions we have for k ≤ m
and l ≤ m

∂L
∂φk(x1)

= N∫ dx2...N
⎛
⎝

m
∑

i1 ...iN

c∗i1 ...iN
φ∗i1(x1)⋯φ∗iN

(xN)−Ψ∗(x1...N)
⎞
⎠
×

m
∑

j2 ...jN

ckj2 ...jN φj2(x2)⋯φjN(xN)−∑
r

λkrφ∗r (x1) = 0,

∂L
∂φ∗l (x1)

= N∫ dx2...N
⎛
⎝

m
∑

j1 ...jN

cj1 ...jN φj1(x1)⋯φjN(xN)−Ψ(x1...N)
⎞
⎠
×

m
∑

i2 ...iN

φ∗i2(x2)⋯φ∗iN
(xN)c†

iN ...i2l −∑
r

φr(x1)λrl = 0. (1.34a)

For k > m and l > m the convergence criterion ∆ gives zero contribution, so in this
case we have

∂L
∂φk(x1)

= −∑
r

λkrφ∗r (x1) = 0,
∂L

∂φ∗l (x1)
= −∑

r
φr(x1)λrl = 0. (1.35)

Now we use that the exact wave function can be expanded in any basis set, in
particular the complete set of φi. The exact wave function will be written as

Ψ(x1 . . . xN) =
∞
∑

i1 ...iN

di1 ...iN φi1(x1)⋯φiN(xN). (1.36)

Now we project the one-particle derivatives in Eqs (1.34) onto φl and φ∗k respect-
ively and use the expansion for Ψ to simplify the equations to

0 =∫ dx
∂L

∂φk(x)
φl(x)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N
m
∑

i2 ...N
cki2 ...iN

(c†
iN ...i2l − d†

iN ...i2l)− λkl for k ≤ m, l ≤ m

−N
m
∑

i2 ...N
cki2 ...iN

d†
iN ...i2l − λkl for k ≤ m, l > m

−λkl for k > m,

(1.37a)

0 =∫ dx φ∗k (x) ∂L
∂φ∗l (x)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

N
m
∑

i2 ...N
(cki2 ...iN

− dki2 ...iN
)c†

iN ...i2l − λkl for k ≤ m, l ≤ m

−N
m
∑

i2 ...N
dki2 ...iN

c†
iN ...i2l − λkl for k > m, l ≤ m

−λkl for l > m.

(1.37b)
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Now consider the derivative with respect to the expansion coefficients c of the
approximate wave function

∂L
∂ck1 ...kN

=∫ dx1...N (Ψ∗(x1...N)−Φ∗(x1...N))φk1
(x1)⋯φkN(xN)− λc∗k1 ...kN

= c†
kN ...k1

(1− λ)− d†
kN ...k1

= 0, (1.38)

so we find that the coefficients c in the wave function Φ are identical to the ones
of the real wave function Ψ, up to some overall scaling factor (1 − λ) to ensure
normalisation of the approximate wave function Φ. The derivative with respect
to c∗ would have given the same result.

From the case k > m in Eq. (1.37a) we find that λkl = 0 ∀ k > m. Using this
result in Eq. (1.37b) for the case k > m and l ≤ m, we find

m
∑

i2 ...N
dki2 ...iN

c†
iN ...i2l = 0 for k > m, l ≤ m. (1.39)

In particular, if we combine with the result from Eq. (1.38), we have for k > m and
l ≤ m

m
∑

i2 ...N
dki2 ...iN

c†
iN ...i2l =

1
1− λ

m
∑

i2 ...N
dki2 ...iN

d†
iN ...i2l = D1

kl = 0. (1.40)

For k ≤ m and l > m we also find D1
kl = 0 by similar arguments. Since the Eqs (1.37)

for k ≤ m and l ≤ m do not give any additional requirements, the final requirement
on the one-electron functions can be formulated as

D1
kl = 0 ∀k≤m,l>m and ∀k>m,l≤m (1.41)

Since the eigenfunctions of the 1RDM have all D1
kl = 0 for k ≠ l, they fulfil the

requirement [Eq. (1.41)], so they give a stationary ∆. From the definition of ∆
[Eq. (1.26)] it is immediately clear that the eigenfunctions with the highest eigen-
values should be chosen to obtain the minimum.

Note. The first order derivatives of ∆ only gave conditions for k ≤ m and l > m
and k > m and l ≤ m. This could be expected, since the full CI wave function is
invariant under unitary transformations of its one-particle orbitals, cf. the min-
imisation of the HF energy.

Although this result might seem useful, in practice it is not. Since full CI
calculations are horrendously expensive (they scale factorial with the number of
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basis functions and electrons), they are not used a lot in practice. Further, the full
CI wave function is not optimised by minimising ∆, since the exact wave func-
tion has to be known to calculate it. Instead one uses the energy as a criterion.
Since the energy operator is bounded from below, one can define the ground
state wave function Ψ0 to be the one that gives the lowest energy. This is known
as the variational principle. This is very useful, since one can just minimise the
energy without having to know the exact wave function. Unfortunately a low
energy does not necessarily imply that ∆ is small, i.e. that we have a good ap-
proximation to the wave function. Using the energy as a convergence criterion
also gives different optimal one-electron functions. In particular for m = N the
full CI reduces to HF and the optimal one-particle functions will be HF orbitals
and not eigenfunctions of the 1RDM. It has also been noted by Bytautas et al. in
Ref. [32] that the natural orbitals (NOs) are not always the optimal orbitals for
a CI expansion. However, they seem to miss the point that the different criteria
lead to different optimal orbitals. Also using truncated CI schemes like CISD and
CC lead to different optimal orbitals.

1.1.3 1RDM ensemble N-representability conditions

We first state a theorem concerning necessary conditions on the eigenvalues of
the 1RDM. They were first mentioned by Löwdin [29].

Theorem 1.5. Given the eigenvalues λ of the 1RDM, necessary 1RDM ensemble N-re-
presentability conditions on λ are

0 ≤ λi ≤ 1/N and ∑
i

λi = 1. (1.42)

Proof. Since the trace of D̂1 is unity, it follows directly that the sum of the eigen-
values has to be unity. Further, positivity requires that ⟨ψ∣D̂1∣ψ⟩ ≥ 0 ∀ ψ. So in
particular for the eigenfunctions gi of the 1RDM, we find λi = ⟨gi∣D̂1∣gi⟩ ≥ 0.

To proof the upper bound on the eigenvalues we use the proof of Coleman [23]
for a general pRDM for the special case of the 1RDM. Define the anti-symmetri-
sation operator as

(ÂN f )(x1 . . . xN) = 1
N!
∑

P∈SN

sgn(P) f (xP(1) . . . xP(N)). (1.43)

It is easily verified that ÂN is a projection operator, Â2
N = ÂN , and is hermitian,

ÂN = Â†
N . Now suppose that the 1RDM is pure-state N-representable. Using
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theorem 1.1 together with the operator ÂN , we have

λi = ∣⟨Ψ∣gihi⟩∣2 = ∣⟨ÂNΨ∣gihi⟩∣2 = ∣⟨Ψ∣ÂN gihi⟩∣2

≤ ⟨Ψ∣Ψ⟩⟨ÂN gihi∣ÂN gihi⟩ = ⟨gihi∣ÂN gihi⟩, (1.44)

where the inequality follows directly from the Schwarz inequality. Since the ei-
genfunction of the (N − 1)RDM, hi, is already antisymmetric in its variables, the
anti-symmetrisation operator working on gihi can be simplified to

(ÂN gihi)(x1...N) = 1
N

[1− (x1 ↔ x2)−⋯− (x1 ↔ xN)]gihi(x1...N). (1.45)

All the terms with a minus sign give zero contribution to ⟨gihi∣ÂN gihi⟩. This can
be seen by working out the following integral (cf. Eq. (1.16))

√
λi∫ dx1 g∗i (x1)hi(x1x3...N) =∫ dx1 g∗i (x1)∫ dx2 g∗i (x2)Ψ(x2x1x3...N)

= −∫ dx1∫ dx2 g∗i (x2)g∗i (x1)Ψ(x1x2x3...N)

= −
√

λi∫ dx2 g∗i (x2)hi(x2x3...N), (1.46)

So we find that the integral equals minus itself. There is only one number with
this property, so we have

∫ dx1 g∗i (x1)hi(x1x3...N) = 0. (1.47)

So all the terms contributing with a minus sign in ⟨gihi∣ÂN gihi⟩ disappear, so we
have ⟨gihi∣ÂN gihi⟩ = 1/N and we find the required upper bound.

λi ≤ 1/N. (1.48)

Since the pure states are the extreme elements of the convex set P1
N , this result

also holds for ensembles.

The following theorems shows that the necessary conditions on the eigenval-
ues of the 1RDM [Eq. (1.42)] are not only necessary, but also sufficient for the
1RDM to be ensemble N-representable. Define the set P̃ 1

N to be the set of all
positive hermitian operators with unit trace that satisfy the conditions (1.42), i.e.

P̃ 1
N ≡ {d ∶ d ∈ P1, all eigenvalues λi ≤ 1/N}. (1.49)

The first theorem is due to Coleman [23] and it identifies the extreme elements
of the set P̃ 1

N with extreme elements in PN . Subsequently he shows that the
conditions (1.42) are sufficient in a bit elaborate manner. However, we will use a
simple argument that goes directly by construction.
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Theorem 1.6. The set P̃ 1
N is convex and an extreme element, d, is representable by a

single Slater determinant which is uniquely determined by d except for its phase.

Proof. Given a Slater determinant

Φ(x1 . . . xN) = 1√
N!

∣φ1(x1)⋯φN(xN)∣, (1.50)

by straightforward calculation we find that

d(x, x′) = 1
N

[φ1(x1)φ∗1 (x′)+⋯+ φN(x1)φ∗N(x′)]. (1.51)

It is easy to see that 1RDMs of this type are Φ-representable, by building a Slater
determinant of the eigenfunctions of the 1RDM.

Now we show that any d of the form (1.51) is extreme in P̃ 1
N . First note that

d of the form (1.51) is of rank N. Next, if d would not be extreme, we have

d = αd1 + βd2, (1.52)

where α > 0, β > 0, α+ β = 1 and d1 and d2 are N-representable. Since we have for
the eigenvalues of the 1RDM λi ≤ 1/N and ∑λi = 1 (theorem 1.5), the 1RDMs d1

and d2 are at least of rank N. So we find that d can only be of rank N if d1 = d2 = d,
so 1RDMs of the type (1.51) are extreme in P̃ 1

N .
For the converse consider an expansion of a pure state, Ψ, in Slater determin-

ants, ΦK, built from the eigenfunctions of the 1RDM

Ψ(x1 . . . xN) =∑
K

cKΦK(x1 . . . xN). (1.53)

So the 1RDM becomes in terms of the 1RDMs of the Slater determinants, dK,

d(x, x′) =∑
KL

cKc∗L∫ dx2...N ΦK(x1x2 . . . xN)Φ∗
L(x′1x2 . . . xN)

=∑
K
∣cK ∣2dK(x, x′). (1.54)

We used here that the Slater determinants are expressed in the NOs, so the cross-
terms disappear. Since 0 ≤ ∣cK ∣2 ≤ 1 and ∑∣cK ∣2 = 1, we find that extreme 1RDMs
dK ∈ P̃ 1

N are of the type (1.51)

Corollary 1.7. The extreme elements of P̃ 1
N are N-representable.
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Theorem 1.8. The conditions (1.42) are not only necessary, but also sufficient for a
1RDM to be N-representable.

Proof. The proof goes by construction. Since the set P̃ 1
N is convex, a general

element, d, can be expressed as a convex combination of the extreme elements,
dK,

d(x, x′) =∑
K

wKdK(x, x′). (1.55)

By theorem 1.6 we have that all dK are representable by a Slater determinant, ΦK.
Since the map PN ↦ P

p
N is linear we can construct a corresponding NRDM to

d,

DN(x1...N , x′N...1) =∑
K

wKΦK(x1...N)Φ∗
K(x′1...N). (1.56)

Since this can be done for every d ∈ P̃ 1
N , we find P̃ 1

N = P1
N .

1.1.4 An alternative normalisation

When the expectation value of a one-body operator, Ô = ∑i ô(xi), is evaluated, it
can be calculated directly from the 1RDM

⟨Ô⟩ = N∫ dx [ô(x)D1(x, x′)]x′=x. (1.57)

Since the factor N always appears in front of this expression, it is convenient to
include it in the 1RDM. From now on, we will define 1RDM for a pure state Ψ to
be

γ(x, x′) ≡ N∫ dx2...N Ψ(xx2...N)Ψ∗(x′x2...N). (1.58)

An equivalent, shorter definition can be given in second quantisation by defining
the 1RDM operator as

γ̂(x, x′) ≡ ψ̂†(x′)ψ̂(x). (1.59)

The 1RDM γ can now equivalently be defined as

γ(x, x′) ≡ ⟨Ψ∣γ̂(x, x′)∣Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†(x′)ψ̂(x)∣Ψ⟩, (1.60)
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which will turn out to be useful later when we consider time-dependent 1RDMs.
The generalisation to ensembles is easily done by replacing the expectation value
by a trace over the density operator

γ(x, x′) ≡ Tr{D̂γ̂(x, x′)}. (1.61)

Note that the ensemble N-representability conditions (1.42) for this definition of
the 1RDM are scaled by the number of particles, N, so they now become

0 ≤ ni ≤ 1 and ∑
i

ni = N. (1.62)

The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 1RDM also got a special name by
Löwdin [29]. The eigenfunctions were called the “natural spin orbitals”. How-
ever, we will be a bit sloppy and just call them natural orbitals (NOs), wether
they are spin-dependent or not. He named the eigenvalues “natural occupation
numbers”. We will usually skip the term natural and only use occupation num-
bers. For convenience, it is generally assumed that the occupation numbers are
ordered as n1 ≥ n2 ≥ ⋯ .

An additional advantage of the NO basis is that the expectation value of a
general one-body operator, Ô, becomes a simple sum over the diagonal elements
of the operator

⟨Ô⟩ =∫ dx [ô(x)γ(x, x′)]x′=x =∫ dx [ô(x)∑
r

nrφr(x)φ∗r (x′)]x′=x =∑
r

nrorr, (1.63)

where in the last term we used the representation of the operator ô in the NO
basis

okl ≡ ⟨φk∣ô∣φl⟩ =∫ dx φ∗k (x)ôφl(x). (1.64)

For the 2RDM, there are even more normalisation conventions one can use, due
to the additional factor one half that is usually present in two-body operators
to prevent double counting. However, we will stick to the second quantisation
definition, so the 2RDM for a pure state Ψ will from now on in general be defined
as

Γ(x1x2, x′2x′1) ≡ ⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†(x′1)ψ̂†(x′2)ψ̂(x2)ψ̂(x1)∣Ψ⟩ (1.65)

= N(N − 1)∫ dx3...N Ψ(x1x2x3...N)Ψ∗(x′1x′2x3...N).

The 1RDM can be obtained from the 2RDM in this normalisation by

γ(x1, x′1) =
1

N − 1∫
dx2 Γ(x1x2, x2x′1). (1.66)
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The definition of the pure-state 1RDM and 2RDM is easily extended to ensembles,
by taking a weighted sum of the states.

Sometimes we are not interested in the spin-structure of the 1RDM. For ex-
ample if we deal with spin compensated system (Nα = Nβ or equivalently Ms = 0),
we necessarily have

γ(r1α, r′1α) = γ(r1β, r′1β) and γ(r1α, r′1β) = γ(r1β, r′1α) = 0. (1.67)

In such cases we only consider the 1RDM in spatial coordinates, which we define
by integrating over the spin coordinate

γ(r1, r′1) ≡∫ ds1 γ(r1s1, r′1, s1). (1.68)

Note that the eigenvalues of this 1RDM now have to lie between 0 and 2, since
they are actually the sum of the occupation numbers of the α and β components.

1.2 Hohenberg–Kohn theorems

The Hohenberg–Kohn theorems [11] form the foundation for density functional
theory (DFT). Loosely speaking, they state that the map from a local potential
to ground state wave function, v ↦ Ψ0 is invertible up to a constant shift in the
potential and that the map from the ground state wave function to the density,
Ψ0 ↦ ρ, is invertible as well. Especially the invertability of Ψ0 ↦ ρ0 is important,
since it implies that all expectation values can be written as a functional of the
density, in particular the ground state energy E0[ρ].

To develop one-body reduced density-matrix functional theory (1MFT), one
can just use the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems, since Ψ0 ↦ γ0 ↦ ρ0. However, the
1RDM contains much more information than the density alone, so actually the
Hohenberg–Kohn theorems might be extendable to the larger class of non-local
potentials. This is interesting if one has to deal with spin-dependent potentials
and/or magnetic fields. It is also interesting for calculations in finite basis sets,
since one would not have to deal with locality, which is ill-defined in a finite
basis.

1.2.1 Local potentials

Before we show how far one can get for non-local potentials, it is instructive to
review the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems for local potentials first. A more thorough
discussion can be found in [33, 34].
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Using the time-independent Schrödinger equation provides us with a map
from the local potential to the ground state wavefunction, v(r) ↦ Ψ0. Now as-
sume that we only deal with nondegenerate ground states, so Ψ0 is uniquely
determined up to a trivial phase factor. Therefore, we have established a map
vloc ↦ Ψ0.

Theorem 1.9. The map vloc ↦ Ψ0, is invertible up to a constant shift in the potential.

Proof. The proof is by straightforwardly considering which potentials give rise to
the same ground state. Consider two distinct potentials v and v′ and the corres-
ponding Hamiltonians H and H′ respectively. Assume that both potentials result
in the same ground state, Ψ0, so the Schrödinger equationfor both Hamiltonians
is

ĤΨ0 = E0Ψ0,

Ĥ′Ψ0 = E′0Ψ0.
(1.69)

Now subtracting both equations yields

(E0 − E′0)Ψ0 = (Ĥ − Ĥ′)Ψ0 = (V̂ − V̂′)Ψ0. (1.70)

Since V̂ is a local potential, it is a multiplicative operator. Further, the wave func-
tion Ψ0 can not be zero on an open set (a set with nonzero measure) [34], so we
can divide by Ψ0 and we obtain for the potentials

V̂ = V̂′ + (E0 − E′0) = V̂′ +C. (1.71)

Therefore, local potentials that give the same ground state can not differ by more
than a constant.

Remark. The proof actually needs more care. Especially the fact that one needs
that Ψ does not vanish on some open set requires some constraints on the poten-
tial. For more detailed information one can consult [31, 33, 34].

Theorem 1.10. The map from the ground state wavefunction to the ground state density,
Ψ0 ↦ ρ0, is invertible.

Proof. The proof goes by reductio ad absurdum. Consider two potentials v1 and
v2 that differ by more than a constant. Since the corresponding ground state
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wavefunctions Ψ[v1] and Ψ[v2] are different by the previous theorem, we can
write

E[v1] = ⟨Ψ[v1]∣T̂ + V̂1 + Ŵ∣Ψ[v1]⟩ < ⟨Ψ[v2]∣T̂ + V̂1 + Ŵ∣Ψ[v2]⟩

= ⟨Ψ[v2]∣T̂ + V̂2 + Ŵ∣Ψ[v2]⟩+∫ dr (v1(r)− v2(r))ρ2(r)

= E[v2]+∫ dr (v1(r)− v2(r))ρ2(r). (1.72)

Interchanging the roles of v1 and v2, we find

E[v2] < E[v1]+∫ dr (v2(r)− v1(r))ρ1(r). (1.73)

Adding both inequalities yields a new inequality

∫ dr (ρ2(r)− ρ1(r))(v2(r)− v1(r)) < 0. (1.74)

If the two ground state densities of the two different ground state wave functions
would be the same, we would have 0 < 0, so different ground states must have
different ground state densities.

In particular the last theorem is important. It shows that the ground state can
be regarded as a functional of the density, so we can write Ψ0[ρ]. This implies
that the ground state expectation value of any operator Ô is also a functional of
the density

O[ρ] ≡ ⟨Ψ[ρ]∣Ô∣Ψ[ρ]⟩. (1.75)

In particular consider the Hohenberg–Kohn functional which is defined as

FHK[ρ] ≡ ⟨Ψ[ρ]∣T̂ + Ŵ∣Ψ[ρ]⟩. (1.76)

The energy functional can now be defined as

Ev[ρ] =∫ dr ρ(r)v(r)+ FHK[ρ]. (1.77)

If ρ0 is the ground state density corresponding to a potential v0, then by the vari-
ational principle we have for an arbitrary ρ which has a corresponding ground
state from a local potential

Ev0[ρ] =∫ dr ρ(r)v(r)+ FHK[ρ] = ⟨Ψ[ρ]∣T̂ + V̂0 + Ŵ∣Ψ[ρ]⟩

≥ ⟨Ψ[ρ0]∣T̂ + V̂0 + Ŵ∣Ψ[ρ0]⟩ = Ev0[ρ0]. (1.78)
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Therefore, the ground state energy can be found as

E[v] = inf
ρ
{∫ dr ρ(r)v(r)+ FHK[ρ]}, (1.79)

where the infimum should be over all pure-state V-representable densities ρ. A
pure-state V-representable density is defined to be a density that can be gener-
ated from a ground state wavefunction of a local potential.

1.2.2 Non-local potentials

The first attempt to extend the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems to non-local poten-
tials was made by Gilbert [18] in 1975. He considered the analogue of the first
theorem, which would be the invertability of the map v ↦ Φ. However, in the
proof of the first theorem (theorem 1.9) we needed that the potential was mul-
tiplicative. Since a non-local potential is not multiplicative, it is not possible to
show that this map is invertible in this manner.

For the local potential we only included the local potentials modulo a constant
shift. Probably, we need more of these constraints for the non-local potential. To
see this, consider the contribution of the potential to the energy

V =∫ dx∫ dx′ γ(x, x′)v(x′, x) =∑
r

nrvrr. (1.80)

Suppose that occupation numbers nk = 0. We could then add an arbitrary amount
of vkk to the potential without changing the energy. However, if vkk is negative
enough, the system could lower its energy by occupying NO φk. This makes
it difficult to make any precise statements. The inertness of the 1RDM to these
kind of potentials will be shown more explicitly when we have derived the linear
response equations in section 1.6.

Fortunately, the second theorem can be generalised to non-local potentials
without too much trouble.

Theorem 1.11. The map of non-degenerate ground state wavefunctions generated by a
non-local potential and the corresponding 1RDMs, Ψ ↦ γ, is invertible.

Proof. The proof is completely analogous to the local case. Consider two poten-
tials v1 and v2 that give rise to two distinct ground states Ψ1[v1] and Ψ2[v2]. From
the variational principle we have

E[v1] = ⟨Ψ[v1]∣T̂ + V̂1 + Ŵ∣Ψ[v1]⟩ < ⟨Ψ[v2]∣T̂ + V̂1 + Ŵ∣Ψ[v2]⟩
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= ⟨Ψ[v2]∣T̂ + V̂2 + Ŵ∣Ψ[v2]⟩+∫ dx∫ dx′ (v1(x′, x)− v2(x′, x))γ2(x, x′)

= E[v2]+∫ dx∫ dx′ (v1(x′, x)− v2(x′, x))γ2(x, x′). (1.81)

Interchanging the roles of v1 and v2, we have

E[v2] < E[v1]+∫ dx∫ dx′ (v2(x′, x)− v1(x′, x))γ1(x, x′). (1.82)

Adding bot inequalities gives the new inequality

∫ dx∫ dx′ (v2(x′, x)− v1(x′, x))(γ2(x, x′)− γ1(x, x′)) < 0. (1.83)

If the two different ground states Ψ1 and Ψ2 would give the same 1RDM, we
would have 0 < 0, so the different ground states must have different 1RDMs.

This theorem puts 1MFT on some firm ground, since it allows us to write the
ground state wavefunction (generated by a non-local one-body potential) as a
functional of the 1RDM, Ψ[γ]. So similar to DFT we have that the expectation
value of any operator, Ô, can be written as a functional of the 1RDM

O[γ] ≡ ⟨Ψ[γ]∣Ô∣Ψ[γ]⟩. (1.84)

In a similar fashion to FHK[ρ] we define the functional

WHK[γ] ≡ ⟨Ψ[γ]∣Ŵ∣Ψ[γ]⟩. (1.85)

So the energy functional can be defined to be

Ev[γ] ≡∫ dx∫ dx′ h(x′, x)γ(x, x′)+WHK[γ]. (1.86)

where we combined the one-body part of the Hamiltonian in

h(x, x′) ≡ −1
2
⟨x∣∇2∣x′⟩+ v(x, x′) = −1

2
∇2

xδ(x − x′)+ v(x, x′). (1.87)

Now suppose that γ0 is a ground state 1RDM corresponding to an external poten-
tial v0 and γ is an arbitrary other ground state 1RDM. Again due to the variational
principle, we have

Ev0[γ] =∫ dx∫ dx′ h0(x′, x)γ(x, x′)+WHK[γ] = ⟨Ψ[γ]∣T̂ + V̂0 + Ŵ∣Ψ[γ]⟩

≥ ⟨Ψ[γ0]∣T̂ + V̂0 + Ŵ∣Ψ[γ0]⟩ = Ev0[γ0]. (1.88)

Note that the infimum should be over pure-state V-representable 1RDMs for
the functional Ev[γ] to be defined. However, this is rather unfortunate, since
theorem 1.8 gave some convenient criteria to determine wether γ is ensemble
N-representable. This is the main reason why we need to extend the definition
of the energy functional. A nice feature of this extension that it also allows for
degenerate ground states.
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1.3 Extended functional

The first problem of the functional WHK[γ] that we will address is that the func-
tional is only defined for 1RDMs that are pure-state V-representable. This do-
main is very hard to characterise, i.e. it is difficult to determine wether a given
1RDM is pure-state V-representable. In DFT this problem has been solved using
a constrained search procedure introduced by Levy [35]

FLL[ρ] = inf
Ψ→ρ

⟨Ψ∣T̂ + Ŵ∣Ψ⟩. (1.89)

Since for every density there is a Slater determinant which yields this density [36],
this functional covers all well-behaved densities. However, this functional has
the mathematical difficulty that it is not convex [31, 33, 34].

In the case of 1MFT, the definition of the Levy–Lieb functional would be

WLL[γ] ≡ inf
Ψ→γ

⟨Ψ∣Ŵ∣Ψ⟩, (1.90)

where the infimum is searched over all proper N-particle wavefunctions Ψ yield-
ing the 1RDM γ. However, apart from a non-convexity of the functional, the
domain remains problematic for the 1MFT version of the Levy–Lieb functional.
The problem is that the set of pure-state N-representable 1RDMs is still hard to
characterise. (It is smaller than the set of ensemble N-representable 1RDMs, an
explicit example has been given by Lieb [34].)

Fortunately, both problems can be eliminated if we use the 1MFT version of
the Lieb functional, which can be defined as

WL[γ] ≡ inf
D̂→γ

Tr{D̂Ŵ}, (1.91)

where the infimum now goes over all density matrices D̂, which yield the given
1RDM γ(x, x′) = Tr{D̂γ̂(x, x′)}, cf. Eq. (1.61). Since we now search over all
ensembles, the domain only has to be restricted to ensemble N-representable
1RDMs. Note that it does not matter that there might be more density matrices
yielding the lowest value, since they all give the same value.

The corresponding energy functional is now defined as

Ev[γ] ≡∫ dx∫ dx′ h(x′, x)γ(x, x′)+WL[γ]. (1.92)

It can be suspected that the functional WL[γ] has similar properties as the Lieb
functional in DFT,

FL[ρ] ≡ inf
D̂→ρ

Tr{D̂(T̂ + Ŵ)}. (1.93)
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For example, the functional FL is convex, so the functional WL is expected to be
convex as well. This is indeed the case.

Theorem 1.12. The functional WL[γ] is convex.

Proof. This can be shown straightforwardly. If γ = λ1γ1 + λ2γ2 with λ1 + λ2 = 1
and 0 ≤ λ1, λ2 ≤ 1, then

λ1WL[γ1]+ λ2WL[γ2] = λ1 inf
D̂1→γ1

Tr{D̂1Ŵ}+ λ2 inf
D̂2→γ2

Tr{D̂2Ŵ}

= inf
D̂1,D̂2→γ1,γ2

Tr{(λ1D̂1 + λ2D̂2)Ŵ}

≥ inf
D̂→γ

Tr{D̂Ŵ} = WL[γ], (1.94)

which immediately proofs the theorem.

The functional FL is Gâteaux differentiable for every ensemble V-representa-
ble density and this derivative is equal to −vloc, where vloc is the potential that
generates this density [33, 37, 38]. The Gâteaux derivative for a functional G is
defined as

δG
δ f

[h] ≡ lim
ε→0

G[ f + εh]−G[ f ]
ε

. (1.95)

Since the functional δG/δ f is linear in h, it can be represented in an integral form
as

δG
δ f

[h] =∫ dx g(x)h(x) (1.96)

and the function g(x) will be written as

g(x) = δG
δ f (x)

, (1.97)

which will be called the functional derivative of G.
In the case of the DFT functional, FL, we see that the functional derivative at

ρ was equal to minus the potential which generates the density, vloc. It is imme-
diately clear that there is a problem for the 1MFT functional WL, since we were
not able to prove that v → γ is invertible up to a constant shift in the non-local
potential, v. Therefore, it is not guaranteed that the derivative of the functional
WL can be uniquely defined. More research will be required in this area, since dif-
ferentiability is particularly convenient to characterise the minimum. Although I
was not able to prove differentiability and WL might not be differentiable at all,
differentiability will be assumed in the rest of the thesis.
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1.4 Stationarity equations

Now we will consider necessary conditions for the ground state. Since we as-
sumed that the derivative of the functional WL[γ] exists, the first order necessary
condition can be formulated as

δE
δγ(x, x′)

= 0. (1.98)

Unfortunately, in practice we cannot use the functional WL, since we do not know
how to perform the constraint search in a feasible way. Therefore, we resort to
more explicit, approximate functionals W. However, it is not easy to define an ap-
proximate functional in terms of the 1RDM directly. The only known functionals
of this type are the Hartree–Fock (HF) functional and the Müller functional [39–
41] which are defined as

WHF ≡ 1
2∫

dx∫ dx′ (ρ(x)ρ(x′)− ∣γ(x, x′)∣2)w(x, x′), (1.99)

WMüller ≡ 1
2∫

dx∫ dx′ (ρ(x)ρ(x′)− ∣γ1/2(x, x′)∣2)w(x, x′). (1.100)

Most approximate functionals however, are constructed from the NOs and occu-
pation numbers [19, 20, 42–52]. Of course it is perfectly justified to work with the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 1RDM, but one needs to take special care
that the functional is phase invariant. The eigenfunctions of the 1RDM are only
defined up to their phase factor, so we cannot attribute a particular phase to the
NOs. Therefore, proper 1RDM functionals have to be phase-independent. Let us
make the phase of the NOs explicit by writing them as φk(x) = e−iαk χk(x) and
consider a general 1RDM functional F[{φ},{n}] in terms of its NOs and occupa-
tion numbers. Since this functional should be phase-independent, we have

0 = dF
dαk

=∑
r
∫ dx

∂F
∂φr(x)

dφr(x)
dαk

+∑
r
∫ dx

∂F
∂φ∗r (x)

dφ∗r (x)
dαk

= i∫ dx (φ∗k (x) ∂F
∂φ∗k (x)

− ∂F
∂φk(x)

φk(x)) = i(F†
kk − Fkk), (1.101)

where we introduced a general short-hand notation for the projected NO deriv-
ative

Fkl ≡∫ dx
∂F

∂φk(x)
φl(x). (1.102)

This important result has been derived before by Klooster [53]. Equation (1.101)
might look rather innocent. However, it caused the existence of half of this thesis.
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There are two ways to derive the stationarity conditions in terms of NO and
occupation number derivatives. One can use the chain rule to expand δE/δγ or
one can consider the derivatives with respect to the NOs and occupation numbers
directly and taking all the appropriate constraints into account in some manner.
Both approaches have been considered before in Ref. [54], but our account here
will be a bit more rigorous.

1.4.1 Chain-rule

This approach was first carried out by Pernal [54]. However, Klooster showed
that a more delicate treatment was in order [53]. Using the chain-rule for the
derivative in Eq. (1.98), we have

0 = δE
δγ(x, x′)

=∑
k
∫ dy ( ∂E

∂φk(y)
δφk(y)

δγ(x, x′)
+ ∂E

∂φ∗k (y)
δφ∗k (y)

δγ(x, x′)
)+∑

k

∂E
∂nk

δnk
δγ(x, x′)

. (1.103)

So if we are able to evaluate the derivatives of the NOs and occupation numbers
with respect to the one-matrix, we have obtained the required result. These can
be derived considering the eigenvalue equation of the 1RDM

∫ dz′ γ(z, z′)φk(z′) = nkφk(z). (1.104)

Now consider the effect of a perturbation by δγ(x, x′)

∫ dz′ ( δγ(z, z′)
δγ(x, x′)

φk(z′)+ γ(z, z′)
δφk(z′)

δγ(x, x′)
)

= δnk
δγ(x, x′)

φk(z)+ nk
δφk(z)

δγ(x, x′)
. (1.105)

The first term on the left-hand side becomes δ(x− z)φk(x′) after integration. Now
we multiply by φ∗r (z) and integrate over z, which gives

φ∗r (x)φk(x′)+ (nr − nk)∫ dz φ∗r (z)
δφk(z)

δγ(x, x′)
= δkr

δnk
δγ(x, x′)

. (1.106)

So for the derivatives of the occupation numbers with respect to the one-matrix
we have the nice closed expression

δnk
δγ(x, x′)

= φ∗k (x)φk(x′). (1.107)
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For k ≠ r the only remaining terms are

∫ dz φ∗r (z)
δφk(z)

δγ(x, x′)
=

φ∗r (x)φk(x′)
nk − nr

. (1.108)

We can clean a bit up by multiplying by φr(y) and summing over r ≠ k

∑
r≠k
∫ dz φr(y)φ∗r (z)

δφk(z)
δγ(x, x′)

=∑
r≠k

φr(y)φ∗r (x)φk(x′)
nk − nr

⇒
δφk(y)

δγ(x, x′)
− φk(y)∫ dz φ∗k (z)

δφk(z)
δγ(x, x′)

=∑
r≠k

φr(y)φ∗r (x)φk(x′)
nk − nr

. (1.109)

The second term on the left hand side is neglected by Pernal [54]. However,
this term is important to ensure phase invariance of the equation. Suppose that
φk(y) is a solution. Because of phase invariance of the NOs, we should be able
to construct another solution of the form φ̃k(x) = e−iαk[γ]φk(x), where the phase
αk[γ] is an arbitrary functional of the 1RDM. The derivative with respect to the
1RDM can be written as

δφ̃k(y)
δγ(x, x′)

= e−iαk[γ] δφk(y)
δγ(x, x′)

− i
δαk[γ]

δγ(x, x′)
φ̃k(y). (1.110)

Using this result in Eq. (1.109), we find that φ̃k(x) is a solution as well. Therefore,
the second term on the left-hand side of Eq. (1.109) can not be neglected, since it
is important for phase invariance.

Using that the 1RDM is hermitian, we immediately find

δφ∗k (y)
δγ(x, x′)

− φ∗k (y)∫ dz φk(z)
δφ∗k (z)

δγ(x, x′)
=∑

r≠k

φ∗r (y)φr(x′)φ∗k (x)
nk − nr

. (1.111)

Using the results (1.107), (1.109) and (1.111) in Eq. (1.103), we have

δE
δγ(x, x′)

=∑
k

∂E
∂nk

φ∗k (x)φk(x′)+

∑
k
∫ dy

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

∂E
∂φk(y)

⎛
⎝∑r≠k

φr(y)φ∗r (x)φk(x′)
nk − nr

+ φk(y)∫ dz φ∗k (z)
δφk(z)

δγ(x, x′)
⎞
⎠
+

∂E
∂φ∗k (y)

⎛
⎝∑r≠k

φ∗r (y)φr(x′)φ∗k (x)
nk − nr

+ φ∗k (y)∫ dz φk(z)
δφ∗k (z)

δγ(x, x′)
⎞
⎠

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
. (1.112)

Since the norm of the NOs should be conserved, we have

∫ dz φk(z)
δφ∗k (z)

δγ(x, x′)
= −∫ dz φ∗k (z)

δφk(z)
δγ(x, x′)

. (1.113)
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Using this result in Eq. (1.112) and interchanging the indices in the first term at
the last line, we can write

δE
δγ(x, x′)

=∑
k

∂E
∂nk

φ∗k (x)φk(x′)+

∑
k
∑
r≠k

φ∗r (x)φk(x′)
nk − nr

∫ dy ( ∂E
∂φk(y)

φr(y)− φ∗k (y) ∂E
∂φ∗r (y)

)+

∑
k
∫ dy ( ∂E

∂φk(y)
φk(y)− φ∗k (y) ∂E

∂φ∗k (y)
)∫ dz φ∗k (z)

δφk(z)
δγ(x, x′)

. (1.114)

If the functional E[{φ},{n}] is a proper 1RDM, it should be independent of the
NO phase factors, so it should obey Eq. (1.101). Therefore, Eq. (1.114) simplifies
to

δE
δγ(x, x′)

=∑
s
∑
r≠s

φ∗r (x)φs(x′)
ns − nr

(Esr − E†
sr)+∑

s

∂E
∂ns

φ∗s (x)φs(x′), (1.115)

which is the result obtained by Pernal in [54]. Although her intermediate deriv-
atives for the NOs [Eq. (1.109) and (1.111)] were incorrect, she still got the right
result for proper 1MFT functionals.

To single out the individual derivatives, we multiply by φk(x)φl(x′) and in-
tegrate over x and x′ to obtain

(E†
kl − Ekl)

nl − nk
= 0, (1.116a)

∂E
∂nk

= 0. (1.116b)

A disadvantage of this derivation is that we assume that the variations are with
respect to the 1RDM. So this includes only variations that preserve the trace of the
1RDM (∑k nk = N) and that the individual occupation numbers obey 0 ≤ nk ≤ 1.
It is not clear how the energy functional should behave at the constraints. One
could argue that its derivatives at the boundaries should vanish

∑
k

∂E
∂nk

= 0 for∑
k

nk = N, (1.117a)

∂E
∂nk

= 0 for nk = 0 or nk = 1. (1.117b)

However, most approximate functionals do not take care of this explicitly. There-
fore, we should take care explicitly that the occupation numbers sum to N and
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since the gradients will not be zero for occupation numbers equal to 0 or 1, their
derivatives have to be set to zero by hand [55]. A much more satisfying set of
stationarity equations which deals with these constraints in a natural way, can be
derived by considering the derivatives with respect to the NOs and occupation
numbers directly including their constraints.

1.4.2 Direct derivatives

By Eq. (1.101) we were able to identify first order criteria that phase invariance
of the NOs put on a proper 1MFT functional. These criteria are sufficient for first
order derivatives, since we have the same number of phases to be taken care of.

To optimise the energy functional directly with respect to the NOs and occu-
pation numbers, we need to take care of some constraints for the corresponding
1RDM to be N-representable:

1. The NOs have to be orthonormal.

2. The occupation numbers should sum to N.

3. The occupation numbers should be between zero and one, 0 ≤ nk ≤ 1.

The first two types of constraints are easily taken care of by Lagrange multipliers.
However, the third condition is an inequality. The proper way to deal with in-
equality constraints is to use the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions [56–58].
The KKT conditions are an extension of the usual Lagrange formalism to cover
also inequality constraints. A qualitative introduction to the KKT conditions is
given in the Ap. A. We start by introducing the following Lagrangian

Ω[{φ},{n}, λ, ε, ε0, ε1] ≡ E[{φ},{n}]− ∑
rs

λsr(⟨φr ∣φs⟩− δrs)− ε(∑
r

nr − N)−

∑
r

ε0nr −∑
r

ε1
r (1− nr). (1.118)

The Lagrange multiplier matrix λ will take care of the orthonormality of the NOs,
the Lagrange multiplier ε is introduced for the proper summation of the occu-
pation numbers and the Lagrange multipliers ε0

k and ε1
k should take care of the

inequalities nk ≥ 0 and (1− nk) ≥ 0 respectively.
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The derivatives with respect to the NOs and occupation numbers have to be
zero, so we have

∂E
∂φk(x)

−∑
r

λkrφ∗r (x) = 0 ∀k, (1.119a)

∂E
∂φ∗l (x)

−∑
r

φr(x)λrl = 0 ∀l , (1.119b)

∂E
∂nk

− ε − ε0
k + ε1

k = 0 ∀k. (1.119c)

Together with the inequalities to ensure that the “force” of the constraints acts
into the feasible region (nk ≥ 0 and nk ≤ 1)

ε0
k ≥ 0 ∀k, (1.120a)

ε1
k ≥ 0 ∀k, (1.120b)

they form the dual feasibility conditions. Further we have the feasibility condi-
tions (the constraints themselves)

⟨φk∣φl⟩ = δkl ∀k,l , (1.121a)

nk ≥ 0 ∀k, (1.121b)

nk ≤ 1 ∀k, (1.121c)

∑
k

nk = N ∀k (1.121d)

and the complementary slackness conditions

ε0
knk = 0 ∀k, (1.122a)

ε1
k(nk − 1) = 0 ∀k, (1.122b)

to ensure that we are either already in the feasible region or that a “force” is
needed to stay at the boundary.

The Lagrange multiplier λ can be easily eliminated by projecting Eqs (1.119a)
and (1.119b) to φl(x) and φ∗k (x) respectively. By using the condition the the NOs
should be orthonormal [Eq. (1.121a)], we find

∫ dx
∂E

∂φk(x)
φl(x) =∑

r
λkr⟨φr ∣φl⟩ = λkl , (1.123a)

∫ dx φ∗k (x) ∂E
∂φ∗l (x)

=∑
r
⟨φk∣φr⟩λrl = λkl . (1.123b)
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Table 1.1: Relation between the occupation numbers and natural orbital energies as given
by the KKT conditions.

occupation ⇒ NO energie

nk = 1 εk ≤ ε

0 < nk < 1 εk = ε

nk = 0 εk ≥ ε

By simply subtracting both equations from each other, we find

(E†
kl − Ekl) = 0 ∀k≠l . (1.124)

Note that we removed the diagonal element k = l, since it is identically zero if the
energy functional E is a proper 1RDM functional [Eq. (1.101)].

Now we will consider the stationarity condition containing the occupation
number derivative [Eq. (1.119c)]. It contains three Lagrange multipliers, so it is
convenient to introduce the combined quantity

εk ≡ ε + ε0
k − ε1

k . (1.125)

The symbol εk is chosen on purpose, since we will see that it can be interpreted
as the orbital energy of the corresponding NO, φk, in a single-particle picture.

From the complementary slackness conditions [Eqs (1.122)] we find that for
fractional occupation numbers ε0

k = ε1
k = 0. Thus all the fractionally occupied NOs

have the same orbital energy ε. However, the orbital energies could have differ-
ent values for states with nk = 0 or nk = 1. These states are known as “pinned”
states [55]. If the occupation number nk = 0, we have ε0

k ≥ 0 [Eq. (1.120a)], so for
the orbital energy of the corresponding NO we have εk ≥ 0. Similar for the fully
occupied NOs (nk = 1), we have εk ≤ 0. So actually we have found the Aufbau
solution which is usually assumed in HF and DFT! An overview of this result is
given in Table 1.1.

Now only the Lagrange multiplier ε needs to be determined. This is readily
achieved by multiplying Eq. (1.119c) by nk and summing over the set of fractional
occupations numbers, N frac = {k ∶ 0 ≤ nk ≤ 1}

∑
k∈N frac

nk
∂E
∂nk

= ∑
k∈N frac

nkεk = Nfracε, (1.126)

where Nfrac is the total number of electrons in the fractionally occupied NOs.
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Now we split the energy functional in the one-body part, which can be ex-
pressed explicitly in terms of the NOs and occupation numbers and the two-body
part, W, which has to be approximated

E[{φ},{n}] =∑
r

nrhrr +W[{φ},{n}]. (1.127)

The two-body part W can be calculated from the 2RDM, so this functional can
also be written as

W[{φ},{n}] = 1
2
∑
rstu

wutsrΓ[{φ},{n}]rstu (1.128)

in some arbitrary basis. However, to approximate Γ, it is convenient in general to
choose the NOs as a basis.

The stationarity equations (1.124) and (1.119c) can now be written as

(nl − nk)hkl + (W†
kl −Wkl) = 0 ∀k≠l , (1.129a)

hkk +
∂W
∂nk

= εk, (1.129b)

where W is the projected NO derivative of W [Eq. (1.102)]. This set of equations
can be rewritten in terms of one-particle eigenvalue equations for the NOs.

ĥNOφk(x) = (ĥ + v̂NO) = εkφk(x), (1.130)

where the non-local potential v̂NO is defined by its matrix elements

vNO
kl ≡

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(W†
kl −Wkl)

nl − nk
for k ≠ l

∂E
∂nk

for k = l.
(1.131)

However, the division through nl −nk might be problematic, since in principle the
occupation numbers could be equal. Fortunately, the term is not needed for k = l
and in the case of degeneracies due to symmetry, the numerator is zero by sym-
metry. This only leaves the question how to deal with accidental degeneracies.

One particle equations for the NOs have been derived before by Gilbert [18] in
1975. Although he did not derive an explicit effective potential of the form (1.131),
he found that the orbital energies of fractionally occupied NOs have to be the
same. Gilbert considered this a “paradoxical aspect”.

However, consider an interacting system and we managed to calculate its
1RDM, also the NOs and occupation numbers are known. Now suppose that
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we want to model the interacting system with some non-interacting system. We
can simply use the construction in the proof of theorem 1.8. We build Slater de-
terminants of the NOs and make an ensemble out of them such that the 1RDM
has the correct occupation numbers. If we further demand that this should be
a ground state ensemble of the non-interacting system, all determinants should
have the same non-interacting energy (the sum of the orbital energies) to allow
them to be present in the ensemble. (Note that we always work in a zero tem-
perature formalism.) This implies that NOs present in only some determinants,
necessarily have the same orbital energy [59]. This interpretation of the large de-
generacy of in the effective NO equations has also been stressed independently
by Requist and Pankratov [60] lately. This feature is not extremely exotic, since
fractional occupation numbers have been applied in HF [61] and later also in the
Xα method [62, 63]. In DFT fractional occupation numbers do not only have to
be included formally [64], but also in practice they are needed [65, 66].

The explicit form of the potential v̂NO has been derived in 2005 by Pernal [54],
although there was not so much emphasis on the connection to a non-interacting
reference system, which will be important later in the thesis. Her main goal was
to find an eigenvalue equation to find an efficient optimisation for the NOs, us-
ing the effective one-particle equations for the NOs [Eq. (1.130)] in an iterative
procedure. Unfortunately, a potential of the form (1.131) turns out to give a di-
vergent scheme. As a remedy, she proposed to use level-shifting, i.e. different di-
agonal elements of the effective potential vNO to improve the convergence prop-
erties [67]. An application to a two-site Hubbard model can be found in Ref. [60]
and Piris has shown some quite encouraging result using some specific recipe to
choose the diagonal elements of vNO [68].

Note that the equations derived here, are also applicable in HF and Kohn–
Sham DFT. Both methods can be formulated in terms of a 1RDM, albeit not the
1RDM of the real interacting system. In the case of HF this would be the HF
1RDM which has nothing in common with the exact 1RDM and in the case of
DFT this would be the 1RDM of the Kohn–Sham system, which at least gives
the same density. In particular, for Kohn–Sham this derivation is an improve-
ment, since fractional occupation necessarily occur, because not all densities are
pure-state representable [66, 69]. Therefore, the Kohn–Sham 1RDM does not ne-
cessarily correspond to a single Slater determinant (a pure-state) in the Kohn–
Sham system, so it is not necessarily idempotent, i.e. the occupation numbers
are not necessarily integers. In the case of Kohn–Sham DFT we expect the ef-
fective potential, vNO, to be the Hartree-exchange-correlation potential of DFT.
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To check this, first note that the two-electron part of the total energy expression
[Eq. (1.127)] in DFT can written as

WKS = 1
2
∑
rs

nrnswrssr + Exc[ρ] = EHxc[ρ]. (1.132)

We have to keep in mind that WKS should now be regarded as a functional of the
density, so we cannot take the derivatives directly with respect to the NOs and
occupation numbers. Instead, we will use that the density is determined by the
orbitals and occupation numbers as

ρ(x) =∑
r

nr ∣φr(x)∣2, (1.133)

so the derivatives [Eq. (1.130)] can be taken via the chain-rule

WKS
kl =∫ dx∫ dx′

δWKS

δρ(x′)
∂ρ(x′)
∂φk(x)

φl(x) = nkvHxc
kl , (1.134a)

∂WKS

∂nk
=∫ dx

δWKS

δρ(x)
∂ρ(x)
∂nk

= vHxc
kk , (1.134b)

where we used the matrix representation of the Hartree-exchange-correlation po-
tential, which is defined as the functional derivative of WKS with respect to the
density

vHxc(x) ≡ δWKS

δρ(x)
, (1.135)

The Hartree-exchange-correlation potential is equal to the sum of the more com-
monly used Hartree potential and the exchange-correlation potential, vHxc(x) =
vH(x) + vxc(x). Using these results for the effective NO potential in DFT, we
find that the effective potential [Eq. (1.130)] is equal to the Hartree-exchange-
correlation potential

vNO:KS
kl = vHxc

kl . (1.136)

The case of Hartree–Fock (HF) is in principle a bit more tricky, since originally HF
is defined with one single Slater determinant, so HF is not defined for fractional
occupations. However, the HF energy, EHF, can be expressed solely in the HF
1RDM using the expression for the energy in Eq. (1.127)] and the following two-
electron part

WHF ≡ 1
2∫

dx∫ dx′ [γ(x, x)γ(x′, x′)w(x, x′)− γ(x, x′)γ(x′, x)w(x, x′)]

= 1
2
∑
r,s

nrns(wrssr −wrsrs), (1.137)
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Using this expression, we can also use fractional occupation numbers, although it
remains unclear what the physical interpretation of a fractional solution should
be. However, Lieb [70] has shown that in the case of completely unrestricted
optimisation that EHF[γ] ≥ ⟨Φ0∣Ĥ∣Φ0⟩, where Φ0 is the ground state HF determ-
inant. Therefore, by allowing for fractional occupation numbers we can never
find an energy lower than the energy corresponding to the optimal solution with
integer occupations. This does not exclude such solutions, however, it has been
shown by Cancés et al. in Ref. [71] p. 126 that although solutions with fractional
occupation numbers might satisfy the first order conditions, they never corres-
pond to a (local) minimum. This is basically an extension of the result by Bach
et al. [13] that in the completely unrestricted case a single determinant always
has a finite orbital energy gap between the highest occupied and lowest unoccu-
pied orbital. The proof is rather straightforward. The following definition will be
useful

Vk,l ≡ wkllk −wklkl =
1
2∫

dx∫ dx′ ∣φk(x)φl(x′)− φk(x′)φl(x)∣2w(x, x′). (1.138)

If we consider a positive definite two-electron operator

∫ dx∫ dx′ ∣ f (x, x′)∣2w(x, x′) > 0, (1.139)

for example the Coulomb operator, the elements Vk,l > 0 if k ≠ l and Vk,k = 0. Now
consider a solution of the effective Hamiltonian [Eq. (1.130)] with two degenerate
orbitals N and N′ = N + 1 with fractional occupations nN and nN′ = 1 − nN . The
corresponding HF energy can now expressed as

EHF =
N−1
∑
k=1

hkk + nNhNN + (1− nN)hN′N′ +

1
2

N−1
∑

k,l=1
Vk,l + nN

N−1
∑
k=1

Vk,N + (1− nN)
N−1
∑
k=1

Vk,N′ + (1− nN)nNVN,N′ . (1.140)

Since the orbitals and occupation were a solution of the effective Hamiltonian
[Eq. (1.130)], the first order perturbation in the HF energy are zero, δEHF = 0.
However, second order perturbations are not necessarily zero. In particular, con-
sider the second order perturbation in the HF energy due to a perturbation in the
fractional occupation number, δnN . Only the last term is is second order in nN ,
so we have

δ2EHF = −(δnN)2VN,N′ . (1.141)
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Since VN,N′ > 0, we find that any finite perturbation lowers the HF energy. There-
fore, fractional solutions never correspond to a minimum. Note that this prove
only holds for completely unrestricted HF.

As a final remark note that although the derivation of the effective NO equa-
tions was for the completely unrestricted case, the generalisation to the restricted
case is rather straightforward by replacing all x by r. Also the normal version of
unrestricted 1MFT, DFT and HF, where the number of α and β electrons are con-
straint to given numbers Nα and Nβ. Both α and β electrons will now have their
own multipliers, i.e. orbital energies. Therefore, Aufbau will only hold within the
groups of α and β electrons separately. There is no reason a priori that Aufbau
would also hold between the α and β electrons.

1.5 The singlet two-electron system

The singlet two-electron system has a special place in 1MFT, since the exact func-
tional is known [72]. In this section we will show how to derive this exact func-
tional and indicate the complications if we want to use it for time-dependent
systems. First consider the spatial part of the singlet two-electron wavefunction

Ψ(r1, r2) =∑
ij

Cijχi(r1)χj(r2). (1.142)

Note that the singlet wavefunction is symmetric in its spatial part. Therefore,
also the matrix C is necessarily symmetric. The 1RDM of the two-electron system
now becomes

γ(r1, r′1) = 2∫ dr2 Ψ(r1, r2)Ψ∗(r′1, r2)

= 2∑
ijkl
∫ dr2 Cijχi(r1)χj(r2)C∗

klχ
∗
k (r′1)χ∗l (r2)

= 2∑
ij
(CC∗)ijχi(r1)χ∗j (r′1). (1.143)

The main reason that one can write down an exact functional for the singlet two-
electron system is that the matrix C is diagonalisable. This statement would be
valid immediately if the wave function is real. However, we will deal with time-
dependent systems later, so we need this statement also to be valid for complex
wave functions. Therefore, we invoke the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.13. Given a symmetric matrix C ∈ Cn ×Cn, there exists a unitary matrix
U ∈ Cn ×Cn such that C̃ = UTCU is diagonal. The numbers on the diagonal of C̃ can be
chosen real and positive.

Proof. The product C∗C will be hermitian and therefore diagonalisable by a unit-
ary matrix U and has di ∈ R as its the eigenvalues (spectral theorem)

diδij = (U†C∗CU)ij = (U†C∗U∗UTCU)ij = (C̃∗C̃)ij =∑
k

C̃∗
ikC̃jk. (1.144)

Thus the columns (and rows) of C̃ are composed of orthogonal vectors. Sup-
pose that we have found such a matrix, B̃, composed of such orthogonal vectors.
We can then generate all other possible orthogonal vectors by applying a unitary
transformation, Q, to the vectors, which gives new matrices B = QT B̃Q. How-
ever, we are only interested in unitary matrices, Q, that keep C∗C diagonal

D = B∗B = Q†B̃∗Q∗QT B̃Q = Q†B̃∗B̃Q, (1.145)

so the unitary transformations Q only go over the remaining freedom of U, so it
is sufficient to find one particular set of orthogonal vectors such that C̃∗C̃ = D.
Since C∗C is semi-positive definite, its eigenvalues are positive, so C̃ij =

√
diδij is

well defined and satisfies all the criteria.

So there is a unitary transformation that yields orbitals ϕk(x), such that C
becomes diagonal. Therefore, the wavefunction and 1RDM are simultaneously
diagonalised

Ψ(r1, r2) =∑
i

√
ni

2
ϕi(r1)ϕi(r2), (1.146a)

γ(r1, r′1) =∑
i

ni ϕi(r1)ϕ∗i (r′1), (1.146b)

so the orbitals {ϕ} are NOs. However, the wavefunction requires them to have a
specific phase, so they can not be any set of NOs. Let us make the phase explicit
by writing these orbitals as ϕk(r) = e−iαk φk(r). The wavefunction can now be
written as

Ψ(r1, r2) =∑
i

√
ni

2
e−2iαi φi(r1)φi(r2) =∑

i
ciφi(r1)φi(r2), (1.147)

where we absorbed the phase in the coefficients ck ≡
√

nk/2 e−2iαk . Note that {φ}
are the NOs since by choosing appropriate phases in the coefficients c, the correct
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phases can be recovered. This becomes even more explicit when we consider the
ground state functional WLL for the two-electron system. The only remaining
free parameter for a given 1RDM is this phase factor, so WLL for the singlet two-
electron system is of the form

WLL[{φ, n}] = min
{α} ∫

dr1dr2∑
kl

√
nknl

2
e2i(αk−αl)φ∗k (r1)φ∗k (r2)w(r1, r2)φl(r2)φl(r1)

= min
{α}

1
2
∑
kl

e2i(αk−αl)√nknlwkkll , (1.148)

where the two-electron integrals were defined as

wklrs =∫ dr1∫ dr2 φ∗k (r1)φ∗l (r2)w(r1, r2)φr(r2)φs(r1). (1.149)

The minimisation over the phases {α} is often not performed in practice. It can be
shown for the He isoelectronic series that if the coefficient of the 1s NO is chosen
positive, c1s =

√
n1s/2, that the other coefficients are small and negative. Since

nuclei of H2 are very close together at equilibrium distance, the H2 molecule is
quite similar to the He atom and the same phase pattern for the coefficients c
seems to hold. However, if H2 is dissociated, the situation changes dramatically.
It has been shown that in the dissociation limit, the coefficients are alternating
positive and negative and that the occupation numbers of the bonding and anti-
bonding NOs become degenerate, so they start to form pairs. If the coefficient of
the highest occupied NO is taken to be positive, c1σg = ∣c1σg ∣, the corresponding
anti-bonding NO has a negative coefficient, c1σu = −∣c1σu ∣. However, all the other
anti-bonding NOs (2σu, πg, etc.) have positive coefficients and the coefficients
of their bonding counterparts (2σg, πu, etc.) are negative [73]. However, for
the energetics this has almost no effect, since the occupation numbers of the low
occupied NOs become very small upon dissociation and only the 1σg and 1σu

are important in this case. Therefore, it is usually a not so bad approximation to
chose the first coefficient positive and the rest negative in the functional.

WPILS ≡ 1
2
∑
kl

fk fl
√

nknlwkkll with f1 = 1 and fi>1 = −1. (1.150)

However, the problem is that this functional is not phase invariant anymore, since
NOs with different phases are not compensated anymore by the internal optim-
isation. Since this functional also depends on the phase of the NOs, this approx-
imation is named the phase including Löwdin Shull (PILS) functional. In fact,
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the final phase in the functional depends now on the phase of the NO, since tak-
ing a particular NO purely imaginary, gives a minus sign in the PILS functional.
Effectively, the choice of phases { f} can be negated by optimising the complex
phase of the NOs.

To make the approximation phase invariant, one usually swaps the stars in the
exchange-like integral wkkll to obtain the normal exchange integral wklkl , which is
phase invariant. The final form of the approximation will be deemed the density
matrix Löwdin Shull (DMLS) functional

WDMLS ≡ 1
2
∑
kl

fk fl
√

nknlwklkl with f1 = 1 and fi = −1 if i > 1. (1.151)

All the concern for phase invariance might seem not important, since for real NOs
the two exchange integrals are equal, wklkl = wkkll . However, if we extend the
theory to time-dependent systems, all the quantities become complex and phase
invariance will become a big issue. One might expect that the DMLS functional
will be superior since it satisfies phase invariance as a proper 1RDM functional
should. However, we will see later that the PILS functional is superior in most
aspects when we consider time-dependent response calculations.

1.6 Linear response

The 1MFT linear response equations have been derived in 2001 by Cioslowksi
and Pernal [74] and in 2006 they have been written in a bit more general form
by Pernal and Baerends [75]. However, we will extend the formulation even fur-
ther to be able to deal with pinned occupation numbers. The derivation is quite
straightforward by perturbing the stationarity equations (1.129) up to first order.
The only part that requires some work is to find a convenient expression for the
perturbation in the Lagrange multiplier, δε, which has not been done before.

Linear response assumes that one has a reference state for which the solution
is known, in our case this will be a 1RDM that satisfies the stationarity condi-
tions (1.129). Since the set of NOs is complete, a general perturbation in an NO,
δφk, can be expanded in the original, unperturbed NOs, {φ},

δφk(x) =∑
r

φr(x)δUrk. (1.152)

The perturbed NOs have to be orthonormal, so we find for the overlap up to first
order

δkl = ⟨φk + δφk∣φl + δφl⟩ = ⟨φk∣φl⟩+ ⟨δφk∣φl⟩+ ⟨φk∣δφl⟩ = δkl + δU†
kl + δUkl (1.153)
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and it follows immediately that the matrix δU has to be anti-hermitian (δU =
−δU†). Further note that the off-diagonal elements of the perturbed 1RDM are
directly related to the off-diagonal of the matrix δU, since we have

δγkl = δ∑
r

Ukrnr U†
rl = δnkδkl + δUklnl + nkδU†

kl = δnkδkl + (nl − nk)δUkl . (1.154)

So for the off-diagonal elements we can use both δγ as well as δU, since they are
related by this simple transformation. However, we will mainly use δU since this
allows us to avoid divisions by (nl − nk) which can be problematic, especially for
computer implementations.

The perturbation in the NOs and occupation numbers can be obtained directly
by perturbing the stationarity equations (1.129). For the NO equation (1.129a) we
have

0 = (nl − nk)δvkl + (δnl − δnk)hkl +∑
a

δU†
ka[(nl − nk)hal + (W†

al −Wal)]+

∑
a
[(nl − nk)hka + (W†

ka −Wka)]δUal + (δW†
kl − δWkl)

= (nl − nk)δvkl + (δnl − δnk)hkl +∑
a

δU†
ka(na − nk)hal +

∑
a
(nl − na)hkaδUal + (δW†

kl − δWkl), (1.155a)

where we used the unperturbed NO stationarity equation itself [Eq. (1.129a)] for
the simplification in the last step. Now consider a perturbation in the stationarity
equation for the occupation numbers (1.129b). Collecting all first order terms, we
have

δvkk +∑
a
(δU†

kahal + hkaδUal)+ δ(∂W
∂nk

) = δεk. (1.155b)

The exact form of the perturbation in the two-electron terms δW [Eq. (1.155a)]
and δ(∂W/∂nk) [Eq. (1.155b)] will depend on the particular approximation. How-
ever, we can split the contributions due to NO variations and variations in the
occupation numbers

(δW†
kl − δWkl) =∑

ab
Kφ

kl,baδUab +∑
a

Kn
kl,aδna, (1.156)

δ
∂W
∂nk

=∑
ab

Kn†
k,baδUab +∑

a

∂2W
∂nk∂na

δna, (1.157)
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where the hermitian conjugate of Kn is defined as Kn†
k,ba ≡ Kn∗

ab,k and we introduced
the following coupling matrices

Kφ
kl,ba ≡∫ dx

⎛
⎝

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)

∂φb(x)
φa(x)− φ∗b (x)

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)

∂φ∗a (x)
⎞
⎠

, (1.158a)

Kn
kl,a ≡

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)
∂na

. (1.158b)

To facilitate combining all the δU and δn terms, we introduce the following ma-
trices

Akl,ba ≡ (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)+Kφ
kl,ba , (1.159a)

Ckl,a ≡ hkl(δal − δka)+Kn
kl,a , (1.159b)

�Wk,a ≡
1
2

∂2W
∂nk∂na

. (1.159c)

The static response equations can now be written as

∑
ab

Akl,baδUab +∑
a

Ckl,aδna + (nl − nk)δvkl = 0, (1.160a)

∑
ab

C†
k,baδUab + 2∑

a

�Wk,aδna + δvkk = δεk. (1.160b)

Suppose that we have a perturbation that only acts upon NOs that are pinned at
zero, i.e. δvkl = 0 for all k and l such that nk ≠ 0 and nl ≠ 0 as well. It is easily
verified that δU = 0, δn = 0 and δεk = δvkk solve the linear response equations.
Thus these kind of perturbations have no response in the 1RDM, which one could
have expected from the attempt to extend the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems to non-
local potentials (Sec. 1.2.2). A similar argument for the NOs pinned at one, also
gives δγ = 0 and δεk = δvkk for perturbations that only act on these NOs, δvkl = 0
∀ {k, l ∶ nk ≠ 1, nl ≠ 1}.

Since perturbations of these forms give zero 1RDM response, consider for
now only perturbations of the type

δvkl = 0 ∀{k, l ∶ nk = 0, nl = 0}∪ {k, l ∶ nk = 1, nl = 1}. (1.161)

Because now only fractionally occupied NOs are considered, we can replace δεk

in Eq. (1.160b) by δε. To determine the perturbation in the common orbital energy,
δε, consider first the first order response of the energy

δE =∑
r
∫ dx ( ∂E

∂φr
δφr(x)+ ∂E

∂φ∗r (x)
δφ∗r (x))+∑

r

∂E
∂nr

δnr +∑
rs

∂E
∂vrs

δvrs
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=∑
rs
(EsrδUrs + δU†

srE†
rs)+∑

r
εrδnr +∑

r
nrδvrr

=∑
rs
(Esr − E†

sr)δUrs + ε ∑
r∈N frac

δnr +∑
r

nrδvrr, (1.162)

where in the last step we used that the linear response of pinned NOs is zero, so
δnk = 0 if εk ≠ ε. The first term in Eq. (1.162) will disappear, since the reference
state should be stationary with respect to unitary NO perturbations [Eq. (1.124)].
Since a hermitian potential cannot create or destroy particles, the sum over the
perturbation in the occupation numbers is zero, so also the second term vanishes
and we obtain the expected result

δE =∑
r

nrδvrr. (1.163)

Now we can use this result to obtain an expression for δε, since

Nfracδε = ∑
r∈N frac

nrδ( ∂E
∂nr

) = ∑
r∈N frac

nr
∂

∂nr
δE = ∑

r∈N frac

nrδvrr. (1.164)

This is a very interesting result, since effectively δε makes sure that the 1RDM
does not respond to a constant shift in the potential, which is consistent what
we know from the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems (Sec. 1.2). It does not only show
that the 1RDM does not respond to a constant shift in the potential, but it exactly
shows how to remove the constant shift from an arbitrary perturbation in the
potential.

For future use, we will split the response equations in real and imaginary
parts. As a short-hand notation for the real and imaginary components of a vector
v, we introduce the following notation

vR =Rev and vI = Imv. (1.165)

To exploit the symmetry of the matrix δU, we only consider the sum over a > b
for the off-diagonal elements and consider separately the sum over a = b of the
first term in Eq. (1.160a)

∑
ab

Akl,baδUab =∑
a>b

[Akl,ba(δUR
ab + iδU I

ab)+ Akl,ab(δUR
ba + iδU I

ba)]+∑
a

Akl,aaiδU I
aa

=∑
a>b

A−
kl,baδUR

ab +∑
a>b

A+
kl,baiδU I

ab +∑
a

A+
kl,aaiδU I

aa/2, (1.166)

where we introduced the following short-hand notation

A±
kl,ba ≡ Akl,ba ± Akl,ab. (1.167)
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If we further use that A± is real (for details see Ap. C.1.4), we can rewrite the
response equations [Eqs (1.160)] as

∑
a>b

A−
kl,baδUR

ab +∑
a

CR
kl,aδna + (nl − nk)δvR

kl = 0, (1.168a)

∑
a>b

CRT

k,baδUR
ab +∑

a

�Wk,aδna −∑
a>b

iCIT

k,baiδU I
ab −∑

a
iCIT

k,aa
iδU I

aa
2

+ δvkk
2

= δεk
2

, (1.168b)

∑
a

iCI
kl,aδna +∑

a>b
A+

kl,baiδU I
ab +∑

a
A+

kl,aa
iδU I

aa
2

+ (nl − nk)iδvI
kl = 0, (1.168c)

∑
a

iCI
kk,aδna +∑

a>b
A+

kk,baiδU I
ab +∑

a
A+

kk,aa
iδU I

aa
2

= 0, (1.168d)

where the equations for the off-diagonal elements [Eqs (1.168a) and (1.168c)] only
need to be considered for k > l, due to the anti-hermiticity of δU [Eq. (1.153)]. For
comparison later to the time-dependent response equations, it is convenient to
cast the static response equations in a matrix form

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0 −iC I −A+ −A+

0 −iC I −A+ −A+

−A− −CR 0 0

−CRT
−�W iC IT

iC IT

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR

δn
iδU I

iδUD/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

NiδvI

0
NδvR

(δvD − δε)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (1.169)

where we used the superscript D to indicate the diagonal elements of δvR and
δU I and introduced the matrix

Nkl,ba ≡ (nl − nk)δkaδbl . (1.170)

The matrix on the left is an (M, m, M, m) × (M, m, M, m) matrix, where m is the
size of the basis set and M ≡ m(m − 1)/2 is the number of off-diagonal elements.
It should be clear from the position of the submatrices A± and CR/I which par-
ticular part they represent [(off-diagonal,off-diagonal), (off-diagonal,diagonal),
(diagonal,off-diagonal) or (diagonal,diagonal)].

To show that the matrix is invertible on its range, some rows can be inter-
changed to give a hermitian form of the response matrix

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

A− CR 0 0

CRT
�W (iC I)† (iC I)†

0 iC I A+ A+

0 iC I A+ A+

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR

δn
iδU I

iδUD/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

−NδvR

(δε − δvD)/2
−NiδvI

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (1.171)
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However, the matrix is not invertible on the full space, since the matrices C and
�W satisfy the following sum-rules (Aps C.1.5 and C.1.6)

∑
a

Ckl,ana = 0 and ∑
a

�Wk,ana = 0. (1.172)

Therefore, the matrix has one vanishing eigenvalue with an eigenvector equal to
the occupation numbers.

We included the diagonal element k = l [Eq. (1.168d)]. However, proper 1MFT
functionals are phase invariant, so we should have UD = 0. Indeed, if we compare
with the original NO stationarity equation [Eq. (1.129a)], we see that the term k = l
was not present there for proper 1MFT functionals. Let us check if the response
matrices are zero for proper 1MFT functionals, which is a bit tricky due to the
different bases in use. We have shown before that proper 1RDM functionals need
to satisfy the condition (1.101), so in particular for W, we have

W†
kk[γ]−Wkk[γ] = 0 ∀k. (1.173)

This relation should be valid for all possible γ, so also its derivatives are zero.
Note that this relation is satisfied in the perturbed NO basis, but the coupling
matrices are defined in the original unperturbed basis, so we have

Kφ
kk,ba =∫ dx ∑

rs

⎛
⎝

∂Ukr(W†
rs −Wrs)U†

sk
∂φb(x)

φa(x)−
∂Ukr(W†

rs −Wrs)U†
sk

∂φ∗a (x)
⎞
⎠

= δka(W†
bk −Wbk)− (W†

ka −Wka)δbk = (W†
ba −Wba)(δka − δbk), (1.174a)

Kn
kk,a =∑

rs

∂Ukr(W†
rs −Wrs)U†

sk
∂na

= 0. (1.174b)

Using this result in the response matrices A and C, we have

Akk,ba = (nb − na)(hkaδbk − δkahbk)+Kφ
kk,ba

= (nb − na)hba(δbk − δka)+ (W†
ba −Wba)(δka − δbk)

= [(na − nb)hba + (W†
ba −Wba)](δka − δbk) = 0, (1.175a)

Ckk,a = hkk(δak − δak)+Kn
kk,a = 0, (1.175b)

where we used the stationary NO condition [Eq. (1.129a)] in the last step of
Eq. (1.175a). Due to the symmetry properties of A (Ap. C.1.3), we immediately
find Akl,aa = 0 and Akk,aa = 0 as well. Therefore, we find indeed that iδUD de-
couples from the other response equations, so it can be left out out and the static
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linear response equations for proper 1MFT functionals reduce to

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

A− CR 0

CRT
�W −iC IT

0 iC I A+

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR

δn
iδU I

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

−NδvR

(δε − δvD)/2
−NiδvI

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (1.176)

It is interesting to note that the matrix A− is inherently invariant under phase
transformations. To see this, we only need to consider the part with the two-
body interactions, i.e. the part with the K matrix. Its contribution to A± can be
written as

Kφ
kl,ba ±Kφ

kl,ab =∫ dx
⎛
⎝

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)

∂φb(x)
φa(x)∓

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)

∂φ∗b (x)
φ∗a (x)

⎞
⎠
−

∫ dx
⎛
⎝

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)

∂φ∗a (x)
φ∗b (x)∓

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)

∂φa(x)
φb(x)

⎞
⎠

. (1.177)

In the case of the minus combination, it is immaterial if the functional is phase
invariant, since the second and fourth term in Eq. (1.177) are the complex con-
jugates of the first and third term respectively. In particular, the A− matrix will
be identical for the PILS and DMLS functionals defined in the previous section
[Eqs (1.150) and (1.151)].

1.6.1 Static polarisabilities

Unfortunately, the static polarisability derived in Ref. [75] is not completely cor-
rect, since one should take the second order derivative of the Lagrangian Ω
[Eq. (1.118)] instead of the energy. Taking the second order derivative from the
Lagrangian will ensure that the constant shift in the perturbing potential is pro-
jected out. Of course, one could also take the second order derivative of the en-
ergy like in Ref. [75] and correct for the constant shift afterwards. However, using
the Lagrangian gives a cleaner derivation. Let us first consider a perturbation of
a stationary system by a uniform electric field, E , so the perturbing potential is

δv(r) = −∑
η=x,y,z

Eηη. (1.178)

The components of the static polarisability tensor can now be defined as

αην ≡ −
∂2Ω

∂Eη∂Eν
∀η,ν=x,y,z. (1.179)
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The second order perturbation in the energy can be directly obtained from its first
order perturbation expression [Eq. (1.163)]

δ2E =∑
r

nrδ2vrr +∑
r

δnrδvrr +∑
rs

nr(δU†
srδvrs + δvrsδUsr)

=∑
r

nrδ2vrr +∑
r

δnrδvrr +∑
rs
(ns − nr)δUrsδvsr. (1.180)

Note that by the (ns − nr) term in the last term, the NO phases do not contribute,
as expected, so we can omit the r = s term in the summation. Further, δnk ≠
0 only if the corresponding occupation was not pinned, so the corresponding
summation can also be reduced to the fractionally occupied NOs. If we further
use the relation between δγ and δU [Eq. (1.154)], we can write

δ2E =∑
r

nrδ2vrr + ∑
r∈N frac

δnrδvrr +∑
r≠s

δγrsδvsr. (1.181)

Since the perturbed NOs are orthonormal due to the anti-symmetry of δU and
the pinned occupation numbers are excluded, we only need to consider the con-
servation of the number of particles in the perturbed Lagrangian

δ2Ω = δ2E − δε ∑
r∈N frac

δnr. (1.182)

Note we only need the condition for δnk, since δ2nk is not present in the second
order energy expression. Using the definition for the polarisability [Eq. (1.179)],
we find

αην = −2∑
r>s

δγ
η
rs⟨φs∣ν∣φr⟩− ∑

r∈N frac

δnη
r (⟨φr ∣ν∣φr⟩− δεν), (1.183)

where the superscripts η on δγ and δn indicate that these are obtained from the
response equations Eq. 1.176 using δv(r) = η. Further we introduced

δεν ≡ 1
Nfrac ∑

r∈N frac

nr⟨φr ∣ν∣φr⟩. (1.184)

Since the quantity δεν is subtracted from the diagonal part of the perturbing po-
tential in Eq. (1.183), it is automatically ensured that the results are invariant un-
der a constant shift in the potential. For the dipole operators this is equivalent to
invariance of the origin of the dipole.

To have a more compact expression for the polarisability, we introduce the
following definition

ν̃k ≡ ⟨φk∣ν∣φk⟩− δεν = νkk −
1

Nfrac ∑
r∈N frac

nrνrr, (1.185)
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The polarisability can now be expressed as

αην = −2νT
Mδγη − ν̃Tδnη , (1.186)

where the subscript M indicates that only the unique off-diagonal elements, M =
m(m − 1)/2, are considered in the vector.



CHAPTER2
Time-dependent 1MFT

In this section we will develop the time-dependent 1MFT (TD1MFT) formalism.
In TD1MFT the central quantity is the time-dependent 1RDM, which is defined in
a similar way as before [Eqs (1.59) and (1.60)], but now with the time-dependent
field operators

γ(x1, x′1; t) ≡ ⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†
H(x′1t)ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩. (2.1a)

Also the time-dependent 2RDM is important in TD1MFT and is defined as

Γ(x1x2, x′2x′1; t) ≡ ⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†
H(x′1t)ψ̂†

H(x′2t)ψ̂H(x2t)ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩. (2.1b)

In this chapter we will first derive the equation of motion (EOM) of the 1RDM
and express it in various forms that will be useful later in our analysis of the

47
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approximations that have to be made for a viable TD1MFT scheme. Next we
will give a comprehensive introduction into general response theory and sub-
sequently show that the 1RDM-1RDM retarded response is invertible under cer-
tain conditions. Subsequently we will derive the linear response equations and
introduce adiabatic approximations and asses their performance for the polaris-
ability and excitation energies for the two-electron systems H2 and HeH+.

2.1 Motivation

Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) has proven to be a very suc-
cessful method to calculate dynamical response properties and excitation ener-
gies. However, in the past decade it has become clear that despite the many
successes of adiabatic TDDFT, there are some dramatic failures that are not easy
to correct. Especially excitations and other dynamical properties involving long
distance behaviour are challenging for adiabatic TDDFT. One of the first failures
described in the literature was the incorrect description of (hyper-)polarisabilities
in chain-like molecules [76, 77]. A failure that is receiving much attention lately
is an incorrect description of charge transfer (CT) excitations [78].

However, we would like to focus to an other type of excitation that is a serious
challenge for adiabatic TDDFT: excitations in homolytically dissociating systems.
Quite some time ago, the failure of adiabatic TDDFT for the prototype system of
this type, the dissociating H2 molecule, has been highlighted [80]. The excitation
energy to the lowest excited singlet state, the 1Σ+u , goes to zero instead of ca. 10
eV upon dissociation of the molecule (Fig. 2.1). We note that two ground state 2S
H atoms at large distance correspond to two molecular states. The atomic ground
states can couple to singlet and triplet spin states, and the spatial parts to Σ+u and
Σ+g . The singlet is anti-symmetric under interchange of electron spin-coordinates,
so the spatial wave function has to be symmetric, which yields the 1Σ+g , corres-
ponding to the ground state potential energy curve. The triplet is symmetric
under interchange of electron spin-coordinates, so the spatial wave function has
to be anti-symmetric, which yields the 3Σ+u , which corresponds to the dissociat-
ive triplet state corresponding to the lowest excited configuration (1σg)1(1σu)1.
There are no other molecular states which correspond to two ground state H
atoms. In particular, the lowest excited singlet state, 11Σ+u , which is the singlet
state corresponding to the single excitation configuration (1σg)1(1σu)1, is not dis-
sociative like its triplet partner but goes up at large R because of the ionic nature
it is acquiring (it corresponds at large distances to an ungerade combination H+

a -
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Figure 2.1: The excitation energy to the first
1Σ+u state of H2 along the dissociation co-
ordinate, calculated with adiabatic TDDFT
(BP86) in a cc-pVTZ [79] basis set (thin
solid curve) and TDHF (thin dashed curve)
compared to the accurate full CI excitation
energy (thick solid line).

Figure 2.2: The potential energy curves of
the ground state (1Σ+g ) and the first excited
state (1Σ+u ) of H2. The thick lines are full CI
results within the cc-pVTZ basis [79], the
thin solid lines are the DFT results and the
thin dashed line shows the excited state en-
ergy when the TDDFT excitation energy is
added to the full CI ground state energy.

H−
b – H−

a -H+
b ). As Fig. 2.1 shows, the adiabatic TDDFT excitation energy goes to

zero, i.e. completely fails to describe this behaviour [80].
The misbehaviour of adiabatic TDDFT is not so difficult to understand from

a consideration of the Kohn–Sham response equations. Excitation energies for
molecules are usually calculated from the homogeneous response equations of
TDDFT written in the Kohn–Sham basis [81]

[E2 + 2
√
EK(ωk)

√
E] Fk = ω2

k Fk, (2.2)

where we defined

Eia,jb ≡ (εa − εi)δijδab, (2.3a)

Kia,jb(ω) ≡ 2∫ dr1∫ dr2 φi(r1)φa(r1)[
1

∣r1 − r2∣
+ fxc(r1, r2; ω)]φj(r2)φb(r2). (2.3b)

In these definitions, the indices i, j refer to occupied orbitals and the indices a, b
to unoccupied orbitals.
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In adiabatic TDDFT the ω dependence of the coupling matrix K(ω) is neg-
lected and subsequently, a ground state energy functional is used to approximate
the exchange-correlation kernel f adia

xc (r, r′) = δ2Exc/δρ(r)δρ(r′).
To explain the failure of adiabatic TDDFT, consider only the 1s orbitals on

both H-atoms, sa and sb. The symmetric combinations are the σg(r) = (sa(r) +
sb(r))/

√
2+ 2S and σu(r) = (sa(r) − sb(r))/

√
2− 2S, where S denotes the overlap

of sa and sb. Upon dissociation, the σg and σu orbital become degenerate, so
Eσgσu ,σgσu becomes zero. The contribution of (

√
EK

√
E)

σgσu ,σgσu
will also go to

zero since K remains finite in the adiabatic approximation. The total excitation
energy is thus calculated to be zero. The non-adiabatic coupling matrix K(ω) has
to exhibit a divergence that can cancel the zero of the

√
E factors, cf. the analysis

in Ref. [80].
In order to obtain the excited state potential energy surface, one should at each

distance R add the excitation energy to the ground state energy. Two choices
are possible: the DFT and the exact (or very accurate) ground state. It is well
known that the restricted Kohn–Sham calculation yields asymptotically too high
energies for the ground state, although the error is not as large as in the case of
restricted HF [82]. The fact that the excitation energies are added to a ground
state curve with a pronounced minimum at Re could lead to a minimum in the
excited state curve even if the excitation energy goes monotonically to zero for
increasing R. However, as is clear from Fig. 2.2, this is not the case for H2. In
this figure we show the ground state of H2 calculated with DFT (BP86) and the
accurate curve calculated with full CI. The ground state DFT curve is shifted in
energy to make the minimum coincide with that of the full CI ground state (as
a matter of fact, the DFT bond energy is rather close to the full CI one). Clearly,
the H2

1Σ+u excited state potential energy curve does not exhibit a minimum, not
even when this curve is calculated on the basis of the more repulsive (towards
large R) DFT ground state curve. An excited state minimum geometry cannot be
determined and geometry optimisation of the 1Σ+u state should lead to failure.

This problem has received surprisingly little attention. It has been noted that
related wavefunction methods, that are based on a single reference, like CIS and
time-dependent HF (TDHF), are only reliable as long as no stability problems oc-
cur for the ground state determinant, and problems may be expected for adiabatic
TDDFT as well beyond the spin-symmetry breaking point [83]. Since this is usu-
ally at larger distances, adiabatic TDDFT is more robust. For adiabatic TDDFT
the effect of the triplet instability of e.g. dissociating H2 has been discussed [84].
But in general geometry optimisation on adiabatic TDDFT excited state surfaces
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leads to excellent results. For instance, Furche and Ahlrichs have implemented
and tested excited state equilibrium geometries and harmonic frequencies for a
series of simple molecules with very satisfactory results [83]. These tests included
many systems similar to the prototype H2, for instance the homonuclear diatomic
molecules Li2 and N2 for which we would expect similar problems as we ob-
served for H2. In this chapter we investigate this seemingly anomalous situation,
taking these two molecules as examples. We will compare adiabatic TDDFT cal-
culations with MRSDCI calculations for Li2 and N2. All calculations have been
done with the DALTON package [85] in the cc-pVTZ basis [79]. To increase the
performance we pre-optimised the orbitals with a small MCSCF calculation in-
cluding the determinants that are necessary for a proper dissociation description,
e.g. for N2 the 3σg, 1πu, 1πg and 3σu orbitals were included in the RAS2 and no
excitations between the different RASs were allowed.

In Fig. 2.3 we show the results for Li2. As in the case of H2, the adiabatic
TDDFT excitation energies become significantly too low at distances well beyond
the ground state Re, and decreases monotonically to zero at large R. However,
around the equilibrium distance the TDDFT excitation energy is fairly accurate.
Different from the situation in H2, in the case of Li2 still a clear minimum is ap-
pearing in the excited potential energy surface (PES) curve before it turns down to
the wrong asymptotic limit of two ground state Li atoms. An automatic geometry
optimisation would find this minimum, in agreement with Furche and Ahlrichs’
results [83]. Nevertheless, the large R behaviour of the excited state PES is totally
wrong. It exhibits a maximum at about 2Re and then drops to the ground state
energy in the dissociation limit, whereas it should go to ca. 2.1 eV. This actually
indicates that the TDDFT excitation energy at distances close to Re hardly suffers
from the error we are discussing, or maybe has a slight compensating error in the
opposite direction. This fits in with the well known fact that adiabatic TDDFT
vertical excitation energies are mostly excellent. Still, the error is dramatic at large
values of R. We note that the DFT (restricted Kohn–Sham) ground state energy
for R →∞ has an increasing error with respect to the accurate ground state. This
affects the shape of the excited state energy curve when it is obtained (thin solid
curve) by adding the TDDFT excitation energy to the DFT ground state energy
rather than to the accurate ground state energy. The excited state energy curve is
somewhat improved (compare the thin solid curve to the thin dashed curve), but
not essentially.

A more complicated system is N2, since more orbitals are involved in the bond
breaking. First we note that the two 4S ground state N atoms at R →∞ can couple
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Figure 2.3: The ground state (1Σ+g ) and the
first 1Σ+u state of Li2. The thick solid lines
are accurate MRSDCI results, the thin solid
lines are the DFT (BP86) results and the
thin dashed line shows the result when the
TDDFT excitation energy is added to the
accurate ground state.

Figure 2.4: Potential energy curves of sing-
let excited states of N2 calculated with an
adiabatic TDDFT calculation. The ground
state is obtained form a restricted Kohn–
Sham (BP86) calculation to which the adia-
batic TDDFT excitations are added to ob-
tain the other PESs. Thick curve: 11Σ+g
(ground state); dashed curve: 11Σ−u ; dotted
curve: 11∆u; dashed-dotted curve: 11Πg;
thin solid curves: 11Σ+u and 21Σ+u states.

to a number of spin states. Restricting ourselves to singlet states, we again have a
1Σ+g state arising from singlet coupling of the 4S atoms. This state evolves into the
ground state at finite distances, corresponding to the closed shell (3σg)2(1πu)4

configuration. There are no other singlet states that go asymptotically to the en-
ergy of two ground state N atoms. We will be considering in our TDDFT calcu-
lations the singlet states arising from all single excitations from the occupied 3σg

and 1πu orbitals to the unoccupied 3σu and 1πg orbitals. The 3σg → 3σu excitation
yields a 1Σ+u state, the 3σg → 1πg excitation yields a 1Πg state, the 1πu → σu also
yields a 1Πg state, and the πu → πg yields an additional 1Σ+u state, a 1Σ−u state and
a 1∆u state. None of these excited states should go to the energy of two ground
state N atoms at large R. However, they all do go to this limit, see Fig. 2.4. The
excited state PESs in Fig. 2.4 are obtained by adding the adiabatic TDDFT excita-
tion energies to the restricted Kohn–Sham ground state energy curve (also shown
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in the figure). They all go in the dissociation limit to the ground state energy of
the restricted Kohn–Sham calculation, and therefore are all essentially wrong.

We note that most of the excited state PESs clearly exhibit minima, enabling
the determination of excited state equilibrium distances and frequencies. What
about the comparison of these excited state properties in this case to accurate
ones? In Fig. 2.5 we show a comparison between adiabatic TDDFT and MRSDCI
for the two lowest 1Σ+u PESs. In addition we show the DFT and MRSDCI ground
state energy curves. The restricted Kohn–Sham ground state energy goes rather
too high for large R. This has a striking effect on the excited state PESs. If we
add the adiabatic TDDFT excitation energies to the MRSDCI ground state ener-
gies, we find that the 11Σ+u energy curve (lowest dashed curve) does not exhibit a
minimum, it goes monotonically to the dissociation limit energy of two N atoms.
If, however, we add the adiabatic TDDFT excitation energies to the DFT ground
state energies, the 11Σ+u energy curve (first excited state thin solid curve) does
have a minimum, and indeed appears to have a reasonable shape when com-
pared to the accurate curve. This is, however, a totally fortuitous result. The
error in the restricted Kohn–Sham curve for large R is so large that the ground
state DFT energy becomes close to (actually even larger than) the accurate ex-
cited state energy of the 11Σ+u . It is at large R even higher than the asymptotic
energy of the second excited state, 21Σ+u . Because the adiabatic TDDFT excita-
tion energy goes erroneously to zero, the solid adiabatic TDDFT 11Σ+u curve goes
to the same asymptotic energy as the restricted Kohn–Sham ground state curve,
and therefore to a seemingly not totally unreasonable limit at large R (still rather
too high, of course). It is obvious that one cannot rely on this cancellation of
errors in general (cf. the discussion of the second 1Σ+u energy curve below). It
should also be pointed out that the shape of the restricted Kohn–Sham ground
state curve is fairly sensitive to the functional used, whereas the excitation ener-
gies are much more invariant. The solid excited state state PES therefore becomes
rather functional-dependent.

The error of the restricted Kohn–Sham ground state curve is often ignored, or
it is argued that in unrestricted Kohn–Sham calculations eventually the space and
spin symmetry will break (at the Coulson–Fischer point) and a proper asymptotic
energy will be obtained on the ground state curve. The Coulson–Fischer point in
unrestricted Kohn–Sham calculations is at considerably larger bond distance than
in unrestricted HF calculations [86, 87]. For N2 it comes at ca. 3.02 Bohr, at about
the point where we see the restricted Kohn–Sham ground state curve (thin solid
line in Fig. 2.5) deviate from the MRSDCI curve. The symmetry unrestricted cal-
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Figure 2.5: The 11Σ+g and first few 1Σ+u
adiabatic TDDFT PESs (thin lines) com-
pared to the PESs from a MRSDCI calcula-
tion (thick lines). Thin solid lines: adiabatic
TDDFT excitation energies added to the
DFT ground state energies. Thin dashed
lines: adiabatic TDDFT excitation energies
added to the MRSDCI ground state ener-
gies.

Figure 2.6: Adiabatic TDDFT (thin solid
curve) and TDHF (thin dashed curve) res-
ults compared to the full CI result (thick
solid curve) calculated in an aug-cc-pVTZ
basis, for the first 1Σ+ excitation of HeH+.

culation will then improve essentially on the ground state curve. However, just
using the unrestricted Kohn–Sham ground state curve instead of the restricted
Kohn–Sham ground state curve, and adding the restricted Kohn–Sham adiabatic
TDDFT excitation energies would be of no avail: it would in the present case
mean that the excited state surface would revert to the dashed curve, which is
definitely wrong. Calculating the adiabatic TDDFT excitation energies from the
unrestricted Kohn–Sham symmetry broken ground state will yield different ex-
citation energies, and this may improve the situation. However, the status of
unrestricted Kohn–Sham remains rather obscure in situations where the ground
state density can be very well described by a single Kohn–Sham determinant. It
has been demonstrated that this holds for H2 along the whole dissociation co-
ordinate [88], and it is certainly the case for N2 at intermediate distances as well.
We have not analyzed this route further.

For completeness, we also show in Fig. 2.5 the second 1Σ+u PES obtained by
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the MRSDCI calculation. Note that it has an avoided crossing with the 31Σ+u at ca.
2.5 Bohr, and apparently there is also an avoided crossing with the lower lying
11Σ+u around 4.2 Bohr. Comparing the accurate 21Σ+u PES with the one obtained
with adiabatic TDDFT (the highest thin solid curve), we observe that already at
equilibrium distance adiabatic TDDFT fails to describe the 21Σ+u PES correctly.
It gives a spurious low excitation at equilibrium distance and its shape (a clear
minimum around 2 Bohr) is not even remotely related to the excited state PES it
is supposed to describe (monotonically decreasing till ca. 4 Bohr). In general we
have observed that adiabatic TDDFT gives poor results for higher excited states
already at equilibrium distance. If we add the adiabatic TDDFT excitation energy
to the accurate ground state curve we obtain (highest dashed curve) beyond ca.
3 Bohr again a completely wrong behaviour, the energy of this 21Σ+u PES tending
asymptotically to that of two ground state N atoms. We have also compared the
other adiabatic TDDFT excited states (1Σ−u , 1Πg’s and 1∆u) to the lowest MRSDCI
PESs. They showed similar trends and therefore will not be shown here.

As a final comment, we note that the problem with the homolytic dissociation
case [80] is analogous but not identical to the problem with heterolytic dissoci-
ation, i.e. long range charge transfer excitations [78]. In the case of heterolytic
dissociation we have a closed shell A system with configuration (φi)2 and orbital
energy εi, and a distant B system with (φa)0 and εa. In that case

√
E ia,ia =

√
εa − εi

of Eq. (2.2) remains finite, but Kia,ia goes to zero since the differential densities
φi(r)φa(r) go to zero. The CT excitation energy goes to the finite value εa − εi,
which is too low because the meaning of εa is not that of an electron affinity, see
discussion in Ref. [89]. The CT excitation error does not look so bad as the er-
ror for the homolytic dissociation case, where the excitation energy even goes to
zero, see Fig. 2.1.

It has been noted that TDHF actually does a very good job in the description of
CT excitations [78]. Therefore, B3LYP [90] (with some exact exchange) performs
a bit better than local functionals. However, for a good description an admixture
of 100% HF exchange is required. To preserve the good quality of TDDFT for
the valence excitations the “Coulomb attenuated method”-B3LYP (CAM-B3LYP)
has been proposed [91]. Unfortunately, TDHF performs as poorly as adiabatic
TDDFT for homolytic dissociating systems (see Fig. 2.1). Therefore, in that case
there will not be any improvement from HF-exchange based functionals.

However, in one case there is no error in the acceptor orbital energy. This
is for H+, where in this zero electron density system both the electron Coulomb
potential and the exchange-correlation potential are zero and the orbital energy
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is simply the normal energy of the 1s orbital in the field of the +1 charge of the
nucleus. This is the electron affinity of this acceptor system. In this particular
case the whole error of the TDDFT CT excitation energy in actual calculations
arises from the fact that in any GGA the donor orbital energy is not equal to the
ionisation potential, but is too high (not negative enough) by some 4–5 eV. This
GGA error is particularly large for the 1s orbital energy in He, hence the consider-
ably too low excitation energy in the TDDFT CT calculation in this case (Fig. 2.6).
When the systems are at finite distances where 1/R is no longer negligible these
observations remain true. The He 1s orbital energy is shifted down by the field
of the proton, and the orbital energy of the H+ 1s lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) is also shifted down by −1/R because of the −1/R tail in the ex-
act Kohn–Sham potential of the He atom (which, however, is absent in LDA or
GGA). The HF potential, however, has the proper asymptotic −1/R behaviour,
so TDHF is very capable of describing the CT excitation for the HeH+ system as
well (Fig. 2.6).

Irrespective of this difference in the TDHF behaviour for the two cases, the
root cause of the problem of the adiabatic TDDFT method is the same: the Kohn–
Sham orbital energy difference (the leading E2 term in the matrix of Eq. (2.2))
is not a good measure of the excitation energy for distant systems, because the
Kohn–Sham orbital energy of the orbital receiving the electron is not close to
minus the electron affinity [89]. This holds for the homolytic dissociation case
as well as for the heterolytic dissociation case. It is a simple consequence of the
meaning of the unoccupied Kohn–Sham orbital energies, which are not equal to
electron affinities. The coupling matrix contribution in these cases is crucial, but
erroneously goes to zero in the adiabatic approximation.

The failure of the CT excitations is due to the locality of the current DFT func-
tionals. They only depend on local information, so it is very hard to describe pro-
cesses that have a long range behaviour. In the case of the CT excitation, not only
information about the region from which the electron is excited is required, but
also information to which the electron is going is required. Therefore, a quantity
with two coordinates should be much better to describe these processes. Since
TDHF uses an approximate 1RDM (which depends on two coordinates), it is
much better able to describe such a process.

The homolytic dissociation is challenging for (TD)DFT for the same reason:
the functional should be aware that the molecule is dissociating and therefore
needs to use non-local information. Local functionals are therefore never expec-
ted to work in DFT. Similar as for the CT excitations, a solution might be sought
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by not using a local, but a non-local descriptor of the system as a basic variable,
e.g. the 1RDM is used instead of the density. However, as has been shown in
this section, for homolytic bond dissociations, the HF functional is inadequate
to handle such situations. However, more sophisticated 1MFT functionals have
been able to deal with the ground state of bond breaking systems [19, 20]. There-
fore, the use of TD1MFT might be a solution to all these failures of adiabatic
TDDFT.

2.2 The equation of motion of the 1RDM

There are several ways to derive the EOM for the 1RDM. One could use the
Schrödinger equation directly, but probably a more convenient way is to use the
EOM for the field operators in the Heisenberg representation [92], as was done in
Ref. [93]. The EOM for the field operators is given as (Ap. B)

i∂tψ̂H(x1t) = ĥ(x1t)ψ̂H(x1t)+∫ dx2 w(x1, x2)ψ̂†
H(x2t)ψ̂H(x2t)ψ̂H(x1t), (2.4a)

−i∂tψ̂
†
H(x′1t) = ĥ(x′1t)ψ̂†

H(x′1t)+∫ dx2 w(x′1, x2)ψ̂†
H(x′1t)ψ̂†

H(x2t)ψ̂H(x2t). (2.4b)

Working with ψ̂†
H(x′1t) from the left of Eq. (2.4a) and with ψ̂H(x1t) from the right

of Eq. (2.4b) and subsequently evaluate the expectation values of both expres-
sions for a state Ψ, we have

i⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†
H(x′1t)∂tψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩ = ĥ(x1t)⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†

H(x′1t)ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩+

∫ dx2 w(x1, x2)⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†
H(x′1t)ψ̂†

H(x2t)ψ̂H(x2t)ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩, (2.5a)

−i⟨Ψ∣∂t(ψ̂†
H(x′1t))ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩ = ĥ(x′1t)⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†

H(x′1t)ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩+

∫ dx2 w(x′1, x2)⟨Ψ∣ψ̂†
H(x′1t)ψ̂†

H(x2t)ψ̂H(x2t)ψ̂H(x1t)∣Ψ⟩. (2.5b)

By subtracting Eq. (2.5b) form Eq. (2.5a), we find the EOM of the 1RDM in terms
of the 1RDM itself and the 2RDM [Eqs (2.1)]

i∂tγ(x1, x′; t) = (ĥ(x1t)− ĥ(x′1t))γ(x1, x′1; t)+

∫ dx2 (w(x1, x2)−w(x′1, x2))Γ(x1x2, x2x′1; t). (2.6)

So for a correct propagation of the 1RDM, one needs the time-dependent 2RDM,
i.e. the EOM of the 2RDM. It is not hard to convince oneself that due to the two-
body interaction w(x1, x2), the 2RDM EOM will contain the 3RDM. The EOM of
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the 3RDM will contain the 4RDM and so on till this chain of EOMs terminates at
the NRDM. This chain of EOMs of the RDMs is known as the Bogoliubov–Born–
Green–Kirkwood–Yvon (BBGKY) hierarchy [94–100]. The BBGKY hierarchy is
only useful if the hierarchy is truncated at some pRDM with p < N, otherwise one
could just propagate the full NRDM and calculate the other RDMs afterwards.
Typically the BBGKY hierarchy is truncated after the EOM of the 2RDM, since in
this way one can easily ensure energy conservation [101]. Sometimes also EOMs
of higher order RDMs are included, but this becomes quickly computationally
intractable.

In 1MFT however, we will only retain the EOM of the 1RDM and we assume
that the 2RDM is a functional of the 1RDM. Of course, this assumption can be
put on more solid ground for local potentials by invoking the Runge–Gross the-
orem [21] for TDDFT as was done in Ref. [93]. The theorem shows that the initial
state, Ψ0, and the time-dependent density, ρ(rt) uniquely determine the poten-
tial, vloc(rt), up to a time-dependent constant shift. Since ρ(rt) = γ(r, r; t) we
immediately have the following series of mappings

{Ψ0, γ(t)}↦ {Ψ0, ρ(t)}↦ {Ψ0, vloc(t)}↦ Ψ(t)↦ Γ(t). (2.7)

A similar extension can be given for local vector potentials (electric and mag-
netic fields). Ghosh and Dhara [102–104] showed that it is possible to extend the
Runge–Gross theorem by showing that {Ψ0, ρ(t), j(t)} ↦ {vloc(t), Aloc(t)} up to
a gauge transformation of the form

vloc(rt)→ vloc(rt)− ∂tΛloc(rt), (2.8a)

Aloc(rt)→ Aloc(rt)+∇Λloc(rt). (2.8b)

Since the current-density is given by the 1RDM as,

j(xt) = 1
2i

[(∇r −∇r′)γ(x, x′; t)]x′=x , (2.9)

we can set up a similar chain of mappings as for the local potential

{Ψ0, γ(t)}↦ {Ψ0, ρ(t), j(t)}↦ {Ψ0, vloc(t), Aloc(t)}↦ Ψ(t)↦ Γ(t). (2.10)

Later in section 2.4 we will show that in the case of linear response, the allowed
class of perturbing potentials can be extended to Laplace transformable non-local
potentials modulo a constant shift in the potential and modulo elements that act
only on the fully occupied or completely empty NOs, since the retarded 1RDM-
1RDM response function is invertible for these kinds of perturbations.
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Most quantum calculations are done in a stationary orbital basis, {χ}. The
field operators can be expanded in this basis set as

ψ̂H(xt) =∑
r

χr(x)ĉr(t), (2.11a)

ψ̂†
H(xt) =∑

r
χ∗r (x)ĉ†

r(t), (2.11b)

where ĉk(t) and ĉ†
k(t) are the creation and annihilation operators for the basis

{χ} in the Heisenberg representation. In analogy with the definitions (2.1), we
can define the 1RDM and 2RDM in the {χ} basis as

γkl(t) ≡ ⟨Ψ∣ĉ†
l (t)ĉk(t)∣Ψ⟩, (2.12a)

Γklrs(t) ≡ ⟨Ψ∣ĉ†
s(t)ĉ†

r t)ĉl(t)ĉk(t)∣Ψ⟩. (2.12b)

It is straightforward to show that both time-dependent 1RDM and 2RDM defini-
tions [Eqs (2.1) and (2.12)] obey the following simple relation

γ(x1, x′1; t) =∑
kl

χk(x1)γkl(t)χ∗l (x′1), (2.13a)

Γ(x1x2, x′2x′1; t) = ∑
klrs

χk(x1)χl(x2)Γklrs(t)χ∗r (x′2)χ∗s (x′1). (2.13b)

The EOM for the 1RDM in terms of γkl(t) can be obtained by inserting these
expressions for the 1RDM and the 2RDM [Eq. (2.13)] in the EOM for γ(x, x′; t)
[Eq. (2.6)], multiplying by χ∗k (x1) and χl(x′1) and integrating over the remaining
coordinates x1 and x′1, which gives

i∂tγkl(t) =∑
a
(hka(t)γal(t)− γka(t)hal(t))+ (W̃†

kl(t)− W̃kl(t)). (2.14)

We used here a compact definition for the contraction of the 2RDM with the two-
electron integrals

W̃kl(t) ≡∑
rst

Γkrst(t)wtsrl , (2.15)

where the two-electron integrals are defined in concordance with the ordering of
second quantisation operators

wklrs =∫ dx1∫ dx2 χ∗k (x1)χ∗l (x2)w(x1, x2)χr(x2)χs(x1). (2.16)

The EOM of the 1RDM in the stationary basis [Eq. (2.14)] will be used in this
chapter to work out TD1MFT further. However, before we proceed, to analyse
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our results it is convenient to have the EOM of the 1RDM also in terms of its time-
dependent NOs and occupation numbers. So consider a unitary transformation
from the time-independent basis {χ} to the time-dependent NO basis {φ(t)}

φk(xt) =∑
r

χr(x)Urk(t). (2.17)

Using this transformation, the 1RDM EOM can be rewritten as an EOM in terms
of the time-dependent NOs and occupation numbers. First consider the left-hand
side of the 1RDM EOM [Eq. (2.14)]

i(U†γ̇U)kl = i∂t(U†γU)kl − i(U̇
†
γU)kl − i(U†γU̇)kl

= iṅkδkl − i(U̇
†
UU†γU)kl − i(U†γUU†U̇)kl

= iṅkδkl − i(U̇
†
U)klnl − ink(U†U̇)kl , (2.18)

where we dropped the explicit indication of time dependence, since every quant-
ity depends on the same time t. Further, the NOs are orthonormal at all times, so
we have

U̇
†
U = ∂t(U†U)−U†U̇ = −U†U̇ (2.19)

and Eq. (2.18) can be further simplified to

i(U†γ̇U)kl = i[ṅkδkl + (nl − nk)(U†U̇)kl] = i[ṅkδkl + (nl − nk)⟨φk∣φ̇l⟩]. (2.20)

The other terms in the 1RDM EOM [Eq. (2.14)] can straightforwardly be written
in the time-dependent NO basis, so the final result is

i[ṅk(t)δkl + (nl(t)− nk(t))⟨φk(t)∣φ̇l(t)⟩]

= (nl(t)− nk(t))hkl(t)+ (W̃†
kl(t)− W̃kl(t)). (2.21)

By considering the cases k ≠ l and k = l separately, we get separate EOMs for the
NOs and occupation numbers respectively

i(nl(t)− nk(t))⟨φk(t)∣φ̇l(t)⟩

= (nl(t)− nk(t))hkl(t)+ (W̃†
kl(t)− W̃kl(t)) ∀k≠l ,

(2.22a)

iṅk(t) = (W̃†
kk(t)− W̃kk(t)). (2.22b)

In principle we can now derive the time-dependent linear response equations.
However, we will first give an introduction to general time-dependent response
theory which results in the definition of the retarded response function. After we
have shown that the 1RDM-1RDM retarded response function is invertible for a
certain class of potentials, we will digress on the derivation of the linear response
equations.
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2.3 The retarded response function

In this section we will work out an expression for the retarded response function.
We will basically follow the derivation by Fetter and Walecka [92] with some
modifications for our purposes.

Consider a many particle state with a non-interacting Hamiltonian Ĥ. The
state vector in the Schrödinger representation satisfies

i
∂∣ΨS(t)⟩

∂t
= Ĥ∣ΨS(t)⟩. (2.23)

The solution can be written explicitly as

∣ΨS(t)⟩ = e−iĤt∣ΨS(0)⟩. (2.24)

Now consider a perturbation of the system at t = t0 by turning on an external
time-dependent Hamiltonian Ĥex(t). The new state vector ∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩ satisfies a
modified equation for t > t0

i
∂∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩

∂t
= [Ĥ + Ĥex(t)]∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩. (2.25)

Now we will try to exploit the solution of the time-independent system, by find-
ing a solution of the following form

∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩ = e−iĤt Â(t)∣Ψ̄S(0)⟩, (2.26)

where the operator Â(t) obeys the following causal boundary conditions

Â(t) = 1 for t ≤ t0. (2.27)

By inserting Eq. (2.26) into Eq. (2.25) an EOM for Â(t) is found

i
∂Â(t)

∂t
= eiĤt Ĥex(t)e−iĤt Â(t) ≡ Ĥex

H (t)Â(t), (2.28)

where Ĥex
H (t) is in the usual Heisenberg picture with respect to the fully interact-

ing, time-independent Hamiltonian, Ĥ.
The EOM of Â(t) [Eq. (2.28)] cannot be solved directly for t > t0 due to the

time dependence of the perturbing potential. However, Eq. (2.28) can be solved
iteratively

Â(t) = 1− i∫
t

t0
dt′Ĥex

H (t′)+⋯ , (2.29)
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where the causal boundary condition [Eq. (2.27)] is automatically satisfied, since
Ĥex

H (t) = 0 if t < t0. The corresponding state vector is given as

∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩ = e−iĤt∣ΨS(0)⟩− ie−iĤt∫
t

−∞
dt′Ĥex

H (t′)∣ΨS(0)⟩+⋯ . (2.30)

Note that the integral could be taken to run from −∞, since Ĥex
H (t) = 0 for t < t0.

This perturbative expansion of ∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩ can be used to work out the matrix
elements of a Schrödinger picture operator ÔS(t)

⟨Ô(t)⟩ex ≡ ⟨Ψ̄′
S(t)∣ÔS(t)∣Ψ̄S(t)⟩

= ⟨Ψ′
S(0)∣[1+ i∫

t

−∞
dt′Ĥex

H (t′)+⋯ ]eiĤt ×

ÔS(t)e−iĤt[1− i∫
t

−∞
dt′Ĥex

H (t′)+⋯ ]∣ΨS(0)⟩

= ⟨Ψ′
H(0)∣ÔH(t)∣ΨH(0)⟩−

i⟨Ψ′
H(0)∣∫

t

−∞
dt′[ÔH(t), Ĥex

H (t′)]∣ΨH(0)⟩+⋯ . (2.31)

Only the terms linear in the perturbing Hamiltonian have been retained and the
subscript H denotes the Heisenberg picture with respect to the time-independent
Hamiltonian Ĥ. The first order change in a matrix element due to an external
perturbation is expressed in terms of the exact Heisenberg operators of the in-
teracting, but unperturbed system. In particular, if ∣ΨH⟩ and ∣Ψ′

H⟩ both are the
ground state ∣Ψ0⟩, the linear response of the ground state expectation value of an
operator Ô(t) is given as

δO(t) ≡ ⟨Ô(t)⟩ex − ⟨Ô(t)⟩ = −i∫
t

−∞
dt′⟨Ψ0∣[ÔH(t), Ĥex

H (t′)]∣Ψ0⟩. (2.32)

To define the time-dependent retarded response function, consider a perturbation
of the form

Ĥex
H (t) ≡∑

j
Q̂H j(t)δvj(t). (2.33)

According to Eq. (2.32) the perturbation in the expectation value of an operator
Q̂i(t) is given as

δQi(t) = −i∫
t

−∞
dt′⟨Ψ0∣[Q̂Hi(t),∑

j
Q̂H j(t′)δvj(t′)]∣Ψ0⟩

=∑
j
∫

∞
−∞

dt′χij(t, t′)δvj(t′), (2.34)
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where the following definition of the time-dependent retarded response function
is introduced

χij(t, t′) ≡ −iθ(t − t′)⟨Ψ0∣[Q̂Hi(t), Q̂H j(t′)]∣Ψ0⟩. (2.35)

There also exist an advanced response function for t < t′. However, we will not
need it here, so we will generally refer to the retarded response function simply
as the response function.

A special property of the time-dependent response function is that it only
depends on t− t′. In order to show this, first work out one part of the expectation
value of the commutator

⟨Ψ0∣Q̂Hi(t)Q̂H j(t′)∣Ψ0⟩ =∑
K
⟨Ψ0∣Q̂Hi(t)∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣Q̂H j(t′)∣Ψ0⟩

=∑
K
⟨Ψ0∣eiĤtQ̂ie

−iĤt∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣eiĤt′ Q̂je
−iĤt′ ∣Ψ0⟩

=∑
K

ei(E0−EK)(t−t′)⟨Ψ0∣Q̂i∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣Q̂j∣Ψ0⟩, (2.36)

where a complete set of eigenstates of the time-independent Hamiltonian Ĥ was
inserted and the operators in the Schrödinger picture were taken to be time-
independent.

So the time-dependent response function depends on the time-difference only
and can be written as

χij(t, t′) = −iθ(t − t′)∑
K
[ei(E0−EK)(t−t′)⟨Ψ0∣Q̂i∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣Q̂j∣Ψ0⟩−

ei(EK−E0)(t−t′)⟨Ψ0∣Q̂i∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣Q̂i∣Ψ0⟩]. (2.37)

Since the time-dependent response function only depends on the time-difference,
it can be Fourier transformed which gives the spectral or Lehmann representa-
tion [105]. Therefore it is convenient to introduce an integral representation of
the step function

θ(τ) = − lim
η→0+
∫

∞
−∞

dω

2πi
e−iωτ

ω + iη
. (2.38)

Evaluation of this integral requires knowledge of complex analysis, in particular
contour integration. A good introduction can be found in reference [106].

The expression is readily verified as follows. There is only one simple pole at
ω = −iη. If τ < 0, the contour has to be closed in the upper-half of the complex
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τ < 0

τ > 0

C

Figure 2.7: The contour plot for the integral
form of the step function θ(τ) for τ < 0.

Figure 2.8: The contour plot for the integral
form of the step function θ(τ) for τ > 0.

plane to avoid a contribution to the integral of the semi-circle of the contour. The
integrand has no poles in the upper-half plane, so the integral gives zero (Fig. 2.7).
If τ > 0, the contour has to be closed in the lower-half of the complex plane and
now includes the singularity (Fig. 2.8) and we have

θ(τ > 0) = lim
η→0+
∮

C

dω

2πi
e−iω

ω + iη
= lim

η→0+
2πi Res

ω=−iη

1
2πi

e−iω

ω + iη
= 1. (2.39)

Using the integral expression for θ(t− t′) [Eq. (2.38)] we find for the Fourier trans-
form of the response function

χij(ω) = lim
η→0+

∑
K

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⟨Ψ0∣Q̂i∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣Q̂j∣Ψ0⟩
ω − (EK − E0)+ iη

−
⟨Ψ0∣Q̂j∣ΨK⟩⟨ΨK ∣Q̂i∣Ψ0⟩

ω + (EK − E0)+ iη

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2.40)

It is now straightforward to verify that the frequency-dependent response func-
tion satisfies the following symmetry relation

χij(ω) = χ∗ij(−ω). (2.41)

Further, from the Lehmann representation it can be directly seen that the poles of
the frequency-dependent response function are at plus and minus the excitation
energies of the system. This is a nice result, since exactly the frequencies for which
the linear response treatment “fails” give a useful result: the excitation energies.
There are not very many situations in which failure of the theory is so useful.

The residues of the response function represent the strength of an excitation,
i.e. they are a measure how easily the system can be excited at the particular
excitation (pole) with a field that corresponds to the particular operator. The
components ⟨Ψ0∣Q̂i∣ΨK⟩ of the residue corresponding to the poles ±(EK − E0), are
referred to as the transition-Qi. For example if the operators are dipoles, Qi = r̂i,
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they are called transition-dipoles, or if the operators are 1RDM operators, Q̂ij =
γ̂ij ≡ ĉ†

j ĉi, they are called transition-1RDMs.
Since the electric component of light has usually a much stronger coupling

than the magnetic component, one is usually interested in the dipole-dipole re-
sponse function. In particular the frequency-dependent polarisability is defined
as

αην(ω) ≡ −Reχη,ν(ω) = −Relim
ε→0+

∑
K

[
ηKν∗K

ω −ΩK + iε
−

νKη∗K
ω +ΩK + iε

]

= 2∑
K

ΩK

Ω2
K −ω2

Re ηKν∗K (2.42)

for η, ν = {x, y, z} and we introduced the following abbreviations

ηK ≡ ⟨Ψ0∣η̂∣ΨK⟩ and ΩK ≡ EK − E0. (2.43)

Often the orientation of the sample is not well defined and only the average po-
larisability can be measured. The average polarisability, ᾱ(ω), is given as the
weighted trace of the polarisability tensor, so we have

ᾱ(ω) ≡ 1
3

Tr{α(ω)} = 2
3
∑

η={x,y,z}
∑
K

ΩK ∣ηK ∣2

Ω2
K −ω2

=∑
K

fK

Ω2
K −ω2

, (2.44)

where we used the oscillator strengths, fK, in the last step which are defined as

fK ≡ 2
3
∑
η

ΩK ∣ηK ∣2 =
2
3

ΩK(∣xK ∣2 + ∣yK ∣2 + ∣zK ∣2). (2.45)

The sum-over-state expression for the average polarisability [Eq. (2.44)] shows
that ᾱ(ω) is a sum over peaks weighted by the oscillator strengths. The oscil-
lator strengths determine the widths of these peaks and are a measure for the
importance of each contribution.

2.4 Invertibility of the retarded response function

In this section we will address the question under which conditions the retarded
response function is invertible. This has already been done for the special case
of the density-density response function [Q̂i = Q̂j = ρ̂(x)] by Van Leeuwen in
Ref. [107]. It was found that the density-density response function is indeed in-
vertible except for a time-dependent constant shift, C(t), in the potential. How-
ever, this approach is readily extended to general operators and some general
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conditions in terms of the operators used in the response function [Eq. (2.35)] can
be formulated. Applying this result to 1RDM-1RDM response function shows
that it is also invertible under some additional conditions. This is important, since
it shows that TD1MFT should be able to handle a larger class of potentials than
only the local potentials which would follow from invoking the Runge–Gross
theorem.

First we introduce some short-hand notations for the expression of the re-
tarded response function in Eq. (2.37)

χij(t, t′) = iθ(t − t′)∑
K
[eiΩK(t−t′) f K

i
∗

f K
j − e−iΩK(t−t′) f K

i f K
j
∗
]

= iθ(t − t′)∑
K

eiΩK(t−t′) f K
i
∗

f K
j + c.c., (2.46)

where ΩK ≡ EK − E0 ≥ 0 are excitation energies and

f K
i ≡ ⟨Ψ0∣Q̂i∣ΨK⟩. (2.47)

The response in the expectation value of the operator Q̂i(t) can now be written
as [Eq. (2.34)]

δQi(t) = i∑
K

f K
i
∗
∫

t

0
dt′ aK(t′)eiΩK(t−t′) + c.c. (2.48)

where we set t0 = 0 without loss of generality and defined

aK(t) ≡∑
j

f K
j δvj(t). (2.49)

The integral in Eq. (2.48) has the form of a convolution product over [0, t]. The
convolution product can be changed into a normal product by taking the Laplace
transform of Eq. (2.48). The Laplace transform is defined as

L f (s) =∫
∞

0
dt e−st f (t), (2.50)

with the following property for the convolution product

L[ f ⋆ g](s) = L f (s) ⋅L g(s), (2.51)

where the convolution product can be defined over the finite range [0, t] as

[ f ⋆ g](t) =∫
t

0
dt′ f (t′)g(t − t′). (2.52)
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Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. 2.48 gives

L(δQi)(s) = i∑
K

f K
i
∗L aK(s)

s − iΩK
+ c.c. (2.53)

Now we multiply this equation by the Laplace transform of the potential L δvi(s)
and sum over the index i to obtain

∑
i
L(δvi)(s)L(δQi)(s) = i∑

K
∑

i
L(δvi)(s) f K

i
∗L aK(s)

s − iΩK
+ c.c.

= i∑
K

∣L aK(s)∣2

s − iΩK
+ c.c. = −2∑

K

ΩK

s2 +Ω2
K
∣L aK(s)∣2. (2.54)

In absence of response, we have that δQi = 0, so we also have that L(δQi) = 0 and
we obtain from the previous equation that for zero response we necessarily have

0 =∑
K

ΩK

s2 +Ω2
K
∣L aK(s)∣2. (2.55)

Because ΩK ≥ 0 and only for K = 0 we have Ω0 = 0 for non-degenerate ground
states, all the contributions for K > 0 are positive. Therefore, one necessarily has
L aK(s) = 0 for K > 0, so aK(t) = 0 for K > 0 as well.

From the definition of aK(t) [Eq. (2.49)] it is obvious that this can only be the
case if δvj(t) = 0 or

f K
j = ⟨Ψ0∣Q̂j∣ΨK⟩ = ⟨ΨK ∣Q̂j∣Ψ0⟩∗ = 0 ∀ K > 0. (2.56)

The latter can only be the case if Q̂j∣Ψ0⟩ does not produce other components ∣ΨK⟩,
i.e. if ∣Ψ0⟩ is an eigenstate of the operator Q̂j

Q̂j∣Ψ0⟩ = qi∣Ψ0⟩. (2.57)

The ground state Ψ0 is always an eigenstate of multiplication by a number, so we
find that a time-dependent constant shift in the potential, δv(t), does not give a
perturbation in any expectation value, i.e. δQi(t) = 0 for time-dependent constant
shifts in the potential.

For the density-density response function Ψ0 can only be an eigenfunction in
case of constant densities, e.g. the homogeneous electron gas. However, this is
simply the constant shift in the potential again, so the density-density response
function is invertible only up to constant shifts in the potential.
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In case of the 1RDM-1RDM response function we have to check in which cases
the ground state ∣Ψ0⟩ is an eigenstate of the 1RDM operator. For convenience,
consider the 1RDM operator in NO basis, so we have

γ̂kl ∣Ψ0⟩ = ĉ†
l ĉk∣Ψ0⟩ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0∣Ψ0⟩ if nk = 0∨ nl = 1∧ k ≠ l

1∣Ψ0⟩ if nl = 1∧ k = l

∑
K

cK ∣ΨK⟩ otherwise.

(2.58)

Therefore, the ground state ∣Ψ0⟩ is only an eigenstate if nk = 0 or nl = 1. However,
we have to keep in mind that the potential should be hermitian, so if δvkl ≠ 0,
also δvlk ≠ 0. Therefore, the state ∣Ψ0⟩ has to be an eigenstate of γ̂kl and γ̂lk

simultaneously, so we also need that nk = 1 or nl = 0. This can only be the case
if nl = nk = 0 or nk = nl = 1. The special case of harmonic potentials has been
addressed by Requist and Pankratov [108].

From the analysis above, it only takes a few steps to show that the eigen-
values of the retarded response function are negative. From Eq. (2.46) it can be
seen that the retarded response function is hermitian. Therefore, it has a spectral
representation with real eigenvalues λ

λζi(t) =∑
j
∫

t

0
dt′ χij(t − t′)ζ j(t′). (2.59)

Taking the Laplace transform of this equation gives

λL ζi(s) =∑
j
Lχij(s)L ζ j(s), (2.60)

where the Laplace transform of the response function can be expressed as

Lχij(s) = i∑
K

f K
i
∗

f K
j

s − iΩM
+ c.c. (2.61)

Eq. (2.54) implies [taking δQi(t) = λζi(t) and δvj(t) = ζ j(t)]

λ∑
i
∣L ζi(s)∣2 < 0, (2.62)

which immediately implies λ < 0. Therefore we have proven that the eigenvalues
of the retarded response function are negative. It also means that if there are any
variations δQ(t) proportional to the perturbing potential, they will be negative.

To finalise this section, let us summarise the results explicitly for the 1RDM-
1RDM response function. The 1RDM-1RDM response function is invertible for
Laplace transformable functions, modulo the following potentials:
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1. a constant time-dependent potential,

2. potentials δvkl(t) for which nk = nl = 0 in the unperturbed system,

3. potentials δvkl(t) for which nk = nl = 1 in the unperturbed system.

Additionally we found that the eigenvalues of the 1RDM-1RDM retarded re-
sponse function are negative.

2.5 Spin structure of the response function

In this section we will decompose the 1RDM-1RDM response function in its sing-
let and triplet part. Therefore, also the poles can be classified as singlet or triplet.
Since the poles are the excitation energies (Sec. 2.3), this classification immedi-
ately carries over to them as well. However, as will be shown explicitly here, the
distinction between singlet and triplet excitations is only without ambiguity if a
singlet reference state is considered.

Consider the spin-less 1RDM operator

γ̂ ≡ γ̂↑↑ + γ̂↓↓ (2.63a)

and the following spin operators

Ŝz ≡
1
2
(γ̂↑↑ − γ̂↓↓), (2.63b)

Ŝ+ ≡ γ̂↑↓, (2.63c)

Ŝ− ≡ γ̂↓↑. (2.63d)

Note these operators may additionally depend on some other label, e.g. referring
to symmetry, function or coordinate. However, this dependence is immaterial for
this part, so there will not be any reference to this additional dependence.

We will show that the spin-less 1RDM operator is an irreducible tensor op-
erator of rank 0 and the other spin operators are of rank 1. An introduction to
the irreducible tensor operators of SU(2) avoiding an explicit introduction of Lie
groups can be found in Ap. E. An operator is an irreducible tensor operator of
rank k if it satisfies the following commutation relations (Sec. E.4)

[Ŝz, T̂k
q ] = qT̂k

q , (2.64a)

[Ŝ±, T̂k
q ] =

√
k(k + 1)− q(q ± 1)T̂k

q±1. (2.64b)
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Table 2.1: The ranks of the following irreducible tensor operators: the spin-less 1RDM
operator, γ̂, and the spin operators Ŝ−, Ŝz and Ŝ+ [Eq. (2.63b)]. Additionally the results for
the commutators are shown.

operator k q [Ŝ−, T̂k
q ] [Ŝz, T̂k

q ] [Ŝ+, T̂k
q ]

γ̂ 0 0 0 0 0

Ŝ− 1 −1 0 −Ŝ− −Ŝz

Ŝz 1 0 Ŝ− 0 −Ŝ+
Ŝ+ 1 1 Ŝz Ŝ+ 0

Using basic commutation relations for fermions, we have for the spinn-less dens-
ity matrix operator

[Ŝz, γ̂] = 1
2
[γ̂↑↑ − γ̂↓↓, γ̂↑↑ + γ̂↓↓]

= 1
2
([γ̂↑↑, γ̂↑↑]+ [γ̂↑↑, γ̂↓↓]− [γ̂↓↓, γ̂↑↑]− [γ̂↓↓, γ̂↓↓]) = 0, (2.65a)

[Ŝ+, γ̂] = [γ̂↑↓, γ̂↑↑ + γ̂↓↓] = [γ̂↑↓, γ̂↑↑]+ [γ̂↑↓, γ̂↓↓] = −γ̂↑↓ + γ̂↑↓ = 0, (2.65b)

[Ŝ−, γ̂] = [γ̂↓↑, γ̂↑↑ + γ̂↓↓] = [γ̂↓↑, γ̂↑↑]+ [γ̂↓↑, γ̂↓↓] = γ̂↓↑ − γ̂↓↑ = 0. (2.65c)

Hence the spin-less 1RDM operator is an irreducible tensor operator of rank 0.
Working out the these relation for the spin operators as well give the results
shown in Table 2.1.

Now we consider to which states these operators can couple. We will use the
Wigner–Eckart theorem [109] that states that for an irreducible tensor operator T̂k

q

we have

⟨sms∣T̂k
q ∣s′m′

s⟩ = c(s) (sms∣kq, s′m′
s) , (2.66)

where c(s) is some coefficient depending only on s and the last term is known
as the Clebsch–Gordan coefficient. From the properties of the Clebsch–Gordan
coefficient it immediately follows that ms = m′

s + q and ∣s− s′∣ ≤ k ≤ s+ s′ to be non-
zero (Ap. E). Now consider a singlet reference state ∣00⟩. We have for an arbitrary
irreducible tensor operator T̂k

q

⟨sms∣T̂k
q ∣00⟩ = c(s) (sms∣kq, 00) . (2.67)

Since we have ∣s − 0∣ ≤ k ≤ ∣s − 0∣, we find that s = k and we further have ms = q.
For the γ̂↑↑ and γ̂↓↓ operators we have

⟨sms∣γ̂↑↑∣00⟩ = 1
2
⟨sms∣γ̂∣00⟩+ ⟨sms∣Ŝz∣00⟩, (2.68a)
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⟨sms∣γ̂↓↓∣00⟩ = 1
2
⟨sms∣γ̂∣00⟩− ⟨sms∣Ŝz∣00⟩, (2.68b)

from which it follows that

⟨sms∣γ̂↑↑∣00⟩ = ⟨sms∣γ̂↓↓∣00⟩ if s = 0, (2.69a)

⟨sms∣γ̂↑↑∣00⟩ = −⟨sms∣γ̂↓↓∣00⟩ if s = 1. (2.69b)

Further, from the Wigner–Eckart theorem it follows that

⟨1−1∣γ̂↓↑∣00⟩ = ⟨11∣γ̂↑↓∣00⟩. (2.70)

Now, consider the Lehmann representation of the spin-dependent part of the
1RDM-1RDM response function

χ̂
σ1σ′1σ′2σ2
γγ (t1, t2)

= −iθ(t1 − t2)
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑
M

eiΩM(t1−t2)⟨00∣γ̂σ1σ′1
∣M⟩⟨M∣γ̂σ′2σ2

∣00⟩− (1↔ 2)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2.71)

Since the singlet state can only couple to intermediate states M with s = 0 or s = 1,
we find

χ̂↑↑↑↑γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↓↓↓↓γγ (t1, t2), (2.72a)

χ̂↑↑↓↓γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↓↓↑↑γγ (t1, t2), (2.72b)

χ̂↑↓↓↑γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↓↑↑↓γγ (t1, t2), (2.72c)

χ̂↑↑↑↓γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↑↑↓↑γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↑↓↑↑γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↓↑↑↑γγ (t1, t2) = 0, (2.72d)

χ̂↓↓↓↑γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↓↓↑↓γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↓↑↓↓γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↑↓↓↓γγ (t1, t2) = 0, (2.72e)

χ̂↓↑↓↑γγ (t1, t2) = χ̂↑↓↑↓γγ (t1, t2) = 0, (2.72f)

Further, one can make combinations of the response functions such that the res-
ulting response function only contains ∣00⟩ or ∣10⟩ as intermediate states

χ̂00
γγ(t1, t2) ≡ χ̂↑↑↑↑γγ (t1, t2)+ χ̂↑↑↓↓γγ (t1, t2)+ χ̂↓↓↑↑γγ (t1, t2)+ χ̂↓↓↓↓γγ (t1, t2)

= 2(χ̂↑↑↑↑γγ (t1, t2)+ χ̂↑↑↓↓γγ (t1, t2)), (2.73a)

χ̂10
γγ(t1, t2) ≡ χ̂↑↑↑↑γγ (t1, t2)− χ̂↑↑↓↓γγ (t1, t2)− χ̂↓↓↑↑γγ (t1, t2)+ χ̂↓↓↓↓γγ (t1, t2)

= 2(χ̂↑↑↑↑γγ (t1, t2)− χ̂↑↑↓↓γγ (t1, t2)). (2.73b)

Since only singlet intermediate states occur for χ̂00
γγ(t1, t2), its poles are true sing-

let excitation energies, since they are only excitations to singlet states. The same
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argument holds for χ̂10
γγ(t1, t2). Note that the intermediate states ∣11⟩ and ∣1−1⟩

cannot be decoupled, since they transform into each other under time-reversal.
Note that with a reference state of a different spin-state, one can in principle

separate the response function in these singlet and triplet parts as well. However,
a mixture of spin-states will contribute, so the names singlet and triplet become
rather meaningless.

2.6 Linear response TD1MFT

As we have seen from section 2.3, the linear response equations are not only
interesting for linear response properties as the frequency-dependent polarisab-
ility α(ω), but also to calculate excitations. To obtain TD1MFT linear response
equations, consider a stationary 1RDM, so its time-derivatives are zero. Fur-
ther assume that this 1RDM is diagonal (γ0

kl = nkδkl), so the EOM of this 1RDM
[Eq. (2.14)] can be written as

(nl − nk)hkl + (W̃†
kl − W̃kl) = 0. (2.74)

Now consider a time-dependent perturbation in the potential, δv(t). This will
result in a time-dependent perturbation in the 1RDM, δγ(t). Using the general
EOM for the 1RDM [Eq. (2.14)], we find the time-dependent linear response equa-
tions by collecting all first order contributions

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a
(hkaδγal(t)− δγka(t)hal)+

δ(W̃†
kl(t)− W̃kl(t)). (2.75)

Since the 2RDM is regarded as a functional of the 1RDM, also its contractions
with the two-electron integrals, W̃(t), can be treated as 1RDM functionals. There-
fore, their perturbations can be written as

δ(W̃†
kl(t)− W̃kl(t)) =∑

ab
∫

∞
−∞

dt′ K̃kl,ba[γ0](t, t′)δγab(t′), (2.76)

where the coupling matrix is defined as

K̃kl,ba[γ0](t, t′) ≡
δ(W̃†

kl(t)− W̃kl(t))
δγab(t′)

RRRRRRRRRRRγ=γ0

. (2.77)

The coupling matrix K̃(t, t′) plays the same role as the exchange-correlation ker-
nel plus Coulomb (Hartree) part, fHxc(rt, r′t′), in TDDFT. It takes care of all the
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two-body effects in the linear response equation. However, an important differ-
ence is that the fHxc in TDDFT also contains kinetic energy contributions, since
the kinetic energy of the Kohn–Sham system is different from the exact kinetic en-
ergy. However, since the kinetic energy can be calculated exactly from the 1RDM
such a term is not present in the coupling matrix K̃(t, t′).

Since the response function only depends on the time-difference (Sec. 2.3), the
coupling matrix should depend only on the time-difference as well. So we can
write the time-dependent linear response equations as

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a
(hkaδγal(t)− δγka(t)hal)+

∑
ab
∫

∞
−∞

dt′ K̃kl,ba(t − t′)δγab(t′). (2.78)

By taking the complex conjugate of the linear response equation (2.78), interchan-
ging the indices k and l and using the hermiticity of the 1RDM, we find that the
coupling matrix obeys the following symmetry relation

K̃kl,ba(τ) = −K̃∗
lk,ab(τ). (2.79)

The TD1MFT response equations can be brought into a form that closely re-
sembles the static linear response equations derived in Sec. 1.6. First consider
the expansion of the time-dependent, perturbed NOs, δφk(t), expanded in the
set of the time-independent, unperturbed NOs, {φ},

δφk(xt) =∑
r

φr(x)δUrk(t). (2.80)

Due to the orthonormality of the NOs up to first order, the matrix δU(t) has
to be anti-hermitian [δU(t) = −δU†(t)], cf. Eq. (1.153). Similar to the static lin-
ear response, the perturbed NOs are closely related to the perturbed 1RDM, cf.
Eq. (1.154)

δγkl(t) = δnk(t)δkl + (nl − nk)δUkl(t). (2.81)

Now we introduce coupling matrices similar to the ones defined in Eqs (1.158),
but now for the time-dependent case

K̃φ
kl,ba(t, t′) ≡∫ dx

⎛
⎝

∂(W̃†
kl(t)− W̃kl(t))
∂φb(xt′)

φa(x)− φ∗b (x)
∂(W̃†

kl(t)− W̃kl(t))
∂φ∗a (xt′)

⎞
⎠

, (2.82a)

K̃n
kl,a(t, t′) ≡

∂(W̃†
kl(t)− W̃kl(t))

∂na(t′)
. (2.82b)
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Similar to the original time-dependent coupling matrix K̃(t − t′), the new coup-
ling matrices should only depend on the time-difference, so we have K̃φ(t, t′) =
K̃φ(t − t′) and K̃n(t, t′) = K̃n(t − t′). Further, it can be shown that the new coup-
ling matrices are simply related to the original time-dependent coupling matrix
as

K̃n
kl,a(τ) = K̃kl,aa(τ) and K̃φ

kl,ba(τ) = (nb − na)K̃kl,ba(τ). (2.83)

From these relations and the symmetry relation for the original coupling matrix
K̃(τ) [Eq. (2.79)] it immediately follows that the new coupling matrices obey the
following symmetry relations

K̃φ
kl,ba(τ) = K̃φ∗

lk,ab(τ) and K̃n
kl,a(τ) = −K̃n∗

lk,a(τ). (2.84)

Using these new coupling matrices, we can rewrite the time-dependent response
equation (2.78) as

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+ (δnl(t)− δnk(t))hkl +

∑
a

hka(nl − na)δUal(t)−∑
a

δUka(t)(na − nk)hal +

∑
a≠b
∫ dt′ K̃φ

kl,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′)+∑
a
∫ dt′ K̃n

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)

= (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a≠b
∫ dt′ Ãkl,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′)+

∑
a
∫ dt′ C̃kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′), (2.85)

where we introduced the following time-dependent versions of the A and C ma-
trices defined in Eq. (1.159)

Ãkl,ba(t − t′) ≡ (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)δ(t − t′)+ K̃φ
kl,ba(t − t′), (2.86a)

C̃kl,a(t − t′) ≡ hkl(δal − δka)δ(t − t′)+ K̃n
kl,a(t − t′). (2.86b)

It will be advantageous to separate the real and imaginary components of δγ(t)
and of δU(t). Especially later when we will introduce the adiabatic approxima-
tion, all the imaginary components of the coupling matrices Ã and C̃ will be zero,
if the unperturbed NOs are chosen to be real. The NOs can always be chosen to
be real if the unperturbed Hamiltonian has time-reversal symmetry (no spin de-
pendence nor magnetic fields).
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To denote the real and imaginary parts of a general function, f , in its time-
domain, we introduce the following short-hand notation

f R(t) =Re f (t) and f I(t) ≡ Im f (t). (2.87)

First split the sum over a ≠ b in Eq. (2.85) in two parts over a > b and separate
δU(t) in its real and imaginary part

∑
a≠b
∫ dt′ Ãkl,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′) =∑

a>b
∫ dt′ Ãkl,ba(t − t′)(δUR

ab(t′)+ iδU I
ab(t′))+

∑
a>b
∫ dt′ Ãkl,ab(t − t′)(δUR

ba(t′)+ iδU I
ba(t′))

=∫ dt′
⎛
⎝∑a>b

Ã−
kl,ba(t − t′)δUR

ab(t′)+∑
a>b

Ã+
kl,ba(t − t′)iδU I

ab(t′)
⎞
⎠

, (2.88)

where we introduced the following short-hand notation for the positive and neg-
ative combinations of Ãkl,ba(τ) and Ãkl,ab(τ)

Ã±
kl,ba(τ) ≡ Ãkl,ba(τ)± Ãkl,ab(τ). (2.89)

The response equation separated in real and imaginary parts now becomes

i∂tδγR
kl(t) =∑

a>b
∫ dt′ iÃ− I

kl,ba(t − t′)δUR
ab(t′)+∑

a>b
∫ dt′ Ã+R

kl,ba(t − t′)iδU I
ab(t′)+

∑
a
∫ dt′ iC̃I

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)+ (nl − nk)iδvI
kl(t), (2.90a)

i∂t iδγI
kl(t) =∑

a>b
∫ dt′ Ã−R

kl,ba(t − t′)δUR
ab(t′)+∑

a>b
∫ dt′ iÃ+ I

kl,ba(t − t′)iδU I
ab(t′)+

∑
a
∫ dt′ C̃R

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)+ (nl − nk)δvR
kl(t). (2.90b)

The frequency-dependent linear response equations can simply be obtained by
a Fourier transform. Since the time-derivative becomes a simple multiplication
by ω and the convolution product becomes a normal product, the differential
equation turns into an algebraic equation.

Note that only the the terms k > l for δγR(ω) and iδγI(ω) and δnkk(ω) =
δγkk(ω) need to be considered, since the perturbation in the 1RDM remains her-
mitian. When the adiabatic approximation will be introduced, the equations be-
come linear. To prepare the frequency-dependent response equations for this
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situation, we cast them immediately in a matrix form

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ωN − iÃ−I(ω) −Ã+R(ω) −iC̃ I(ω)
−Ã−R(ω) ωN − iÃ+I(ω) −C̃R(ω)
−iÃ−I(ω) −Ã+R(ω) ω1− iC̃ I(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

NiδvI(ω)
NδvR(ω)

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

,

(2.91)

where Nkl,ba ≡ (nl − nk)δkaδbl [Eq. (1.170)].
The matrix on the left is an (M, M, m) × (M, M, m) matrix, where m is the

size of the basis set and M ≡ m(m − 1)/2 is the number of off-diagonal elements.
It should be clear from the position of the submatrices Ã±R/I(ω) and C̃R/I(ω)
which particular part they represent [(off-diagonal,off-diagonal), (off-diagonal,
diagonal), (diagonal,off-diagonal) or (diagonal,diagonal)].

Unfortunately we do not have an exact expression for the coupling matrix,
K̃(ω), and therefore, also Ã(ω) and C̃(ω) are unknown. To make any progress
we have to introduce approximations. The next three sections introduce three dif-
ferent kinds of approximations to deal with the frequency (or time) dependence
of the coupling matrix.

2.7 The standard adiabatic approximation

In this section we introduce the standard adiabatic (SA) approximation which is
exactly the same kind of adiabatic approximation that is made in TDDFT to get
rid of the frequency dependence in the exchange correlation kernel, fHxc(r, r′; ω).
The motivation of the adiabatic approximation is that if the perturbation is very
slow, the system can instantly adapt to the perturbation on the time-scale of
the perturbation. Therefore, the history dependence in the coupling matrix, K̃,
should not be important. Thus a good approximation would be

K̃[γ0](t − t′) ≈ K̃[γ0]δ(t − t′). (2.92)

The functional K̃[γ0] is still unknown. However, if the system was in its ground
state, it is assumed that a ground state functional is a good approximation to K̃.
The full adiabatic approximation now becomes

K̃[γ0](t − t′) ≈ K̃gs[γ0]δ(t − t′). (2.93)

Therefore, also all the frequency-dependent coupling matrices, K(ω), Ã(ω) and
C̃(ω) become frequency-independent.
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Further, it has been shown by Pernal and Cioslowski [110] with some sketchy
arguments that W̃gs = W . This identification has important implications for SA,
so I will fill in some of the details. First we introduce the following Lagrangian

WL[γ](ξ, λ) = 1
2
∑
rstu

Γrstu(ξ)wutrs −∑
rs

λsr(
1

N − 1
∑

t
Γrtts(ξ)− nrδrs), (2.94)

where the matrices Γ(ξ) and w are in NO representation. The 2RDM has been
parametrised by the parameters ξ and the Lagrange multipliers λ have been ad-
ded to ensure that Γ(ξ) ↦ γ. The Lieb functional WL [Eq. (1.91)] can now be
written as

WL[γ] = inf
ξ

sup
λ

WL[γ](ξ, λ), (2.95)

since the supremum of WL over λ is infinity, unless Γ(ξ) ↦ γ. For the point ξ∗

that achieves the minimum, we have

∂WL[γ]
∂ξp

(ξ∗) = 0 and
∂WL[γ]

∂λrs
(ξ∗) = 0. (2.96)

Now consider the derivative of WL with respect to an NO φk(x)

∂WL

∂φk(x)
= ∂WL

∂φk(x)
(ξ∗)+∑

p

∂WL

∂ξp
(ξ∗)

∂ξp

∂φk(x)
+∑

rs

∂WL

∂λrs
(ξ∗) ∂λrs

∂φk(x)

= 1
2
∑
rstu

Γrstu(ξ∗) ∂wutrs

∂φk(x)
, (2.97)

where we used that WL was at a stationary point with respect to ξ and λ due
to the minimisation and maximisation respectively in WL [Eq. (2.95)]. So for the
projected derivative we have

Wkl =∫ dx
∂WL

∂φk(x)
φl(x) = 1

2
∑
rst

(Γkrstwtsrl + Γrkstwtslr) =∑
rst

Γkrstwtsrl = W̃gs
kl , (2.98)

where we used in the last step that Γklba = Γlkab and wklba = wlkab, which follows
directly form their definitions [Eqs (2.12b) and (2.16)].

Since we identified W̃gs with W , also the time-dependent response matrices
are approximated in the SA by their time-independent counterparts

K̃φ(ω) ≈ Kφ, Ã(ω) ≈ A, (2.99a)

K̃n(ω) ≈ Kn, C̃(ω) ≈ C. (2.99b)
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So the SA applied to the frequency-dependent response equations [Eq. (2.91)]
gives the following system of linear equations

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ωN −A+
MM −iC I

Mm

−A− ωN −CR
Mm

0 −A+
mM ω1mm − iC I

mm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

NiδvI(ω)
NδvR(ω)

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (2.100)

where we use that the matrices A± are real (Ap. C.1.4).
Now using the results that Akl,aa = 0 [Eq. (1.175a)] and Ckk,a = 0 [eq. (1.175b)]

for proper 1RDM functionals (Sec. 1.6), in the SA response equations, we find

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ωN −A+ −iC I

−A− ωN −CR

0 0 ω1mm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

NiδvI(ω)
NδvR(ω)

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (2.101)

So we have the unfortunate result that for all finite frequencies, the perturbations
in the occupation numbers are zero. However, at ω = 0 the situation is even
worse, since the δnk(ω) are actually undetermined in the SA. Since we would
expect a continuous behaviour for the limit ω → 0, we expect them to be zero as
well for ω = 0. Using δnk = 0, the SA response equations can be reduced to

⎛
⎝

ωN −A+

−A− ωN

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝

δUR(ω)
iδU I(ω)

⎞
⎠
=
⎛
⎝

NiδvI(ω)
NδvR(ω)

⎞
⎠

. (2.102)

It might seem strange that in the SA approximation the perturbation in the oc-
cupation numbers are identically zero. However, we can clarify this result by
considering the EOM for the occupation numbers [Eq. (2.22b)]. In the SA we
approximate the functional W̃ by W . If W is a proper 1RDM functional, we im-
mediately have from condition (1.101)

i∂tnk(t) = W̃†
kk[γ](t)− W̃kk[γ](t) = W†

kk[γ(t)]−Wkk[γ(t)] = 0. (2.103)

Now consider the static limit (ω → 0). Simply setting ω = 0 in the SA frequency-
dependent response equations [Eq. (2.102)] gives

⎛
⎝

A+ 0
0 A−

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝

δUR(0)
iδU I(0)

⎞
⎠
=
⎛
⎝
−NδvR(0)
−NiδvI(0)

⎞
⎠

. (2.104)

Comparison with the static linear response equations [Eq. (1.176)] immediately
shows that the ω → 0 limit of SA gives a different response than the static re-
sponse equations. The static response equations allow for a perturbation in the
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occupation numbers, but in the SA approximation, the perturbation in the occu-
pation numbers is actually undefined, since we have ω δn(ω) = 0 from Eq. (2.101).
It is the equation

∑
a>b

CRT

k,baδUR
ab +∑

a

�Wk,aδna −∑
a>b

iCIT

k,baiδU I
ab =

δεk − δvkk
2

(2.105)

from the static response equations that is completely missing in the ω → 0 limit
of the SA approximation.

2.7.1 Polarisabilities

Although we have some strange behaviour near ω = 0, we can still perform the
linear response calculations. First we will consider the non-zero components of
the polarisability tensor for the singlet H2 system: αxx(ω) = αyy(ω) and αzz(ω).
(The others are zero by symmetry.) Since the system has only two-electrons, we
can use the DMLS functional defined in Eq. (1.151). Although the PILS functional
defined in Eq. (1.150) is not a proper 1RDM functional, it is closer to the original
exact singlet two-electron functional [Eq. (1.148)], so it will be interesting to com-
pare their performance.

First a CISD calculation was performed with the GAMESS-UK [111] package
which also calculated the NOs and occupation numbers from the 1RDM. Sub-
sequently, the occupation numbers, the NOs and all the required integrals were
loaded into our own program.

Next we need to solve the response equations, i.e. Eq. (2.102) for the DMLS
functional and Eq. (2.100) for the PILS functional. Note that all the NOs of the
ground state can be taken real, since the singlet two-electron system obeys time-
reversal symmetry. Therefore the matrices iC I and iδvI(ω) are all zero and we
only need real arithmetic. The response matrices A± were implemented for gen-
eral primitive functionals (Ap. D.2) and they can also be used for the DMLS func-
tional and the PILS functional by setting the Coulomb part to zero.

A numerical concern is that the occupation numbers can become rather small
which limits the accuracy to which numerically the derivatives with respect to
the occupation numbers can be handled. To circumvent numerical problems cal-
culating the occupation number derivatives in the response matrix C, we only
included δnk(ω) for which nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−6. An additional source of numerical in-
stabilities might arise from entries referring to off-diagonal entries with nl − nk ≈
0, since the matrix becomes numerically singular. These numerical instabilities
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are dealt with in a similar way as before by only including pairs k and l, whose
occupation numbers satisfy nl − nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−8. (Only pairs with k > l are con-
sidered and the occupation numbers are taken to be ordered from high to low.)

Since we ensure that nl − nk is never zero, the inverse of N is well defined and
we can use it to reduce the dimension of the SA response equation. In particular,
if we also allow for phase including functionals, we can rewrite Eq. (2.100) for
real NOs as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1MM −A+
MM 0

−N−1 A−N−1 ω1MM −N−1C
0 −A+

mM ω1mm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δvR(ω)

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (2.106)

So, δγR(ω) and δn(ω) can be directly expressed in iδU I(ω)/ω as

δγR(ω) = A+
MM

iδU I(ω)
ω

and δn(ω) = A+
mM

iδU I(ω)
ω

, (2.107)

so we can substitute for them to obtain

(ω21MM − N−1 A−N−1 A+
MM − N−1CA+

mM) iδU I(ω)
ω

= δvR(ω). (2.108)

Using the expression for the polarisability [Eq. (1.186)], we have

∀η,ν=x,y,z αην = −(2νT
M A+

MM + ν̃T A+
mM) iδU I(ω)η

ω
, (2.109)

where iδU I(ω)η is the solution to Eq. (2.108) with δvkl(ω) = ⟨φk∣η∣φl⟩ = ηkl . Note
that this expression is equivalent to the negative dipole-dipole response function.
However, one has to keep in mind that this response function should be invariant
under a constant shift in the potential, i.e. independent of the origin of the dipole
operator. Therefore, the constant shift has to be projected out as has been done in
Eq. (2.109).

The SA response equations were implemented by first using the linear algebra
package (LAPACK) [112] to solve the linear system of equations [Eq. (2.108)] to
obtain iδU I(ω)/ω. Subsequently, we employed Eq. (2.109) to calculate the polar-
isability.

As a first application we show the results for the αzz(ω) polarisability of the
H2 system at its equilibrium separation Re = 1.4 Bohr in Fig. 2.9. The calculation
was done in a cartesian aug-cc-pVTZ basis [79]. Using the criterium nk > 1.0 ⋅10−6

brought the number of diagonal elements down from 50 to 30. The criterium
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Figure 2.9: The αzz(ω) polarisability of a
H2 system at Re = 1.4 Bohr, calculated in
the SA approximation. Thick line: CCSD,
which coincides with the PILS functional;
thin line: DMLS.

Figure 2.10: The same calculations as in the
left plot. However, now with only trans-
itions 1, 2 → all. Thin dashed line: PILS
functional. Only one spurious divergency
remains for the DMLS functional.

nl − nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−8 brought the number of off-diagonal elements down from 1225
to 1186, so still most pairs are included. As a reference calculation we also show a
CCSD calculation, which is equivalent to full CI, by the thick black line in Fig. 2.9.
Surprisingly, although the PILS functional is not a proper 1MFT functional, its
polarisability αzz(ω) exactly matches the CCSD results. The results for the DMLS
are shown by the thin line and with increasing frequency, it shows seven spurious
divergencies before it reaches the proper divergence. However, the divergencies
are very narrow, so they have a very low oscillator strength.

To ensure that these spurious divergencies do not originate from numerical
problems, we also did a calculation where we only included the pairs with l = 1, 2
and k = l, . . . , m, so only transitions from the first two NOs to all others (Fig. 2.10).
Since we now seriously limit the number of pairs included, also the PILS func-
tional, shown by the dashed line, deviates from the exact result. Although the
general trend for the DMLS functional is a bit worse now, reducing the number
of included pairs removes a lot of the spurious roots. However, one signific-
ant spurious root still remains, so the spurious roots in the large calculation are
probably not due to numerical instabilities. Therefore, we have to conclude that,
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although theoretically not allowed, using a phase including functional like PILS
can drastically improve the results.

Both the DMLS functional and the PILS functional coincide at ω = 0 with the
static response. This is because the H2 molecule has too much symmetry for the
discrepancy to show up, since the matrices A+

mM and C are zero by symmetry
which can be seen directly from their expressions for the two-electron system
[Eqs (2.115) and (2.116)]. The easy term is the one-electron integral hkl . It can
only be non-zero if the irreducible representations of φk and φl are equal, since
the one-body operators in ĥ transforms as the completely symmetric irreducible
representation, Γ1. The two-electron integral is more complicated, since it in-
volves four orbitals. However, since the Coulomb operator also transforms as
Γ1, we only need to consider the direct product of the irreducible representations
of the four orbitals. In particular, the integral can only have a finite value if this
product contains Γ1, i.e.

Γ1 ∈ Γk ⊗ Γl ⊗ Γa ⊗ Γa. (2.110)

Since the dipole operator along the bond axis (the z-direction) is of Σ+u symmetry,
the equation that was missing in the SA approximation compared to static re-
sponse theory [Eq. (2.105)] does not contribute to the αzz polarisability. Therefore,
in the case of H2, the SA approximation gives the same αzz(ω = 0) as the static
response equations [Eqs (1.176)].

To show this discrepancy in the αzz(ω) polarisation, we need to break the
mirror symmetry of H2. Therefore, we also consider the HeH+ system which has
its equilibrium distance at Re = 1.463 Bohr [113]. The results for an SA calculation
with the DMLS functional and the PILS functional are shown in Fig. 2.11 by the
thin solid and dashed lines respectively. Although we used for the inclusion of
the transitions the same criteria as before [nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−6 and nl − nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−8],
the DMLS functional shows much fewer spurious divergencies before its first real
excitation. Considering only 1, 2 → all transitions even removes all the spurious
divergencies (Fig. 2.12).

The insets in the Figs 2.11 and 2.12 show the behaviour of the polarisability
near ω = 0. Since the αzz polarisability is now of Σ+ symmetry, the equation
that was lacking in the SA approximation compared to the static linear response
[Eq. (2.105)], does make a contribution. Therefore, the SA result for αzz(ω = 0)
does not coincide anymore with the static result, indicated by the black dot in
Figs 2.11 and 2.12. Since the result for the static response calculation is independ-
ent of the use of the DMLS or the PILS functional (Sec. 1.6), there is only one dot
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Figure 2.11: The αzz(ω) polarisability of
a HeH+ system at Re = 1.463 Bohr [113],
calculated in the SA approximation. Thick
line: CCSD; thin solid line: DMLS func-
tional; thin dashed line: PILS functional.
The black dot in the inset at ω = 0 gives
the result from static response equations,
which is the same for both functionals.

Figure 2.12: The same calculations as in the
left plot. However, now with only trans-
itions 1, 2 → all. All spurious divergencies
before the first exact divergence disappear.

per figure at ω = 0. Note that the static response including most pairs agrees per-
fectly with the CCSD result (Fig. 2.11). Including only the 1, 2 → all transitions
still gives a remarkably good agreement (Fig. 2.12).

Although the SA results for both functionals do not exactly match the CCSD
results, they are still rather close. If we include most pairs (Fig. 2.11), one can say
that the PILS functional is superior to the DMLS functional, since it does not give
spurious divergencies. However, these divergencies only occur in a very small
region of ω. Therefore, one could give not so much weight to this feature and
argue that the DMLS is superior to the PILS functional, since in general it follows
the exact (CCSD) result more closely. This statement definitely holds if only the
1, 2 → all transitions are taken into account (Fig. 2.12). Although the SA results
do not follow the CCSD results so close anymore, the spurious divergencies have
disappeared for the DMLS functional.
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2.7.2 Singlet excitation energies

As mentioned before (Sec. 2.3), the frequency-dependent response equations also
yield the excitation energies. They are given by the frequencies at which the
response function diverges. An example of this behaviour was already shown
in the previous section, since the polarisability is defined as the negative dipole-
dipole response function. Therefore, the polarisability shows the divergencies
if the transition dipole, ⟨ΨK ∣r∣Ψ0⟩ ≠ 0. Although one could scan through the
polarisability to search for excitations, they can also be calculated directly from
the SA equations [Eq. (2.106)], since it is basically of the form

χ−1
SA(ω)δγ(ω) = δv(ω). (2.111)

The response function χSA(ω), will diverge if its inverse becomes singular

det{χ−1
SA(ω)} = 0. (2.112)

Since the frequency only appears on the diagonal in the frequency-dependent
1MFT (FD1MFT) response equations in the SA approximation [Eq. (2.106)], the
excitation energies can be calculated as the eigenvalues of the inverse SA re-
sponse function, χ−1

SA(ω).
However, the SA approximation always yields m zero excitations. This result

can be found directly by setting ω = 0 in the SA equations [Eq. (2.106)] and since
the excitations are of interest, the perturbing potential is also set to zero. All the
equations are now satisfied trivially except for the second set, which reduces to

N−1 A−N−1δγR(0)+ N−1Cδn(0) = 0. (2.113)

Since this set of M linear equations has M +m unknowns, there are m linear in-
dependent solutions. Therefore, the SA equations yield m zero excitations.

Since these zero excitations are not of interest, the matrix in the SA response
equations [Eq. (2.106)] is not diagonalised. Instead the reduced form in Eq. (2.108)
is used, where these zero excitations have been projected out. In the case of DMLS
functional, the sub-matrix A+

mM = 0. Therefore, we can multiply from the left by
√

A+
MM to make the matrix symmetric

(ω21MM −
√

A+
MM N−1 A−N−1

√
A+

MM)
√

A+
MM

iδU I(ω)
ω

= 0. (2.114)

This has the advantage that the eigenvalues are necessarily real and the LAPACK
algorithm will also be stable. Unfortunately, it was not possible to find a symmet-
ric form in the general case, A+

mM ≠ 0, which is required for the PILS functional.
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Table 2.2: The first 1Σ+u excitation ener-
gies in a.u. for H2 at equilibrium distance
Re = 1.4 Bohr calculated with the DMLS
and PILS functional in the SA approxima-
tion and with CCSD.

Table 2.3: Similar as in Table 2.2, but now
for the 1Σ+g excitations.

SA DMLS PILS CCSD

1 0.03363

2 0.03651

3 0.38095

4 0.41712

5 0.42554

6 0.42927

7 0.46235 0.46802 0.46804

8 0.47214

9 0.54159

10 0.57958 0.57815 0.57818

11 0.65856

12 0.72730

13 0.74607

14 0.75093

15 0.76589

16 0.78372 0.78366 0.78370

17 0.88193 0.88179 0.88181

18 0.94511

SA DMLS PILS CCSD

1 0.48785 0.49934 0.48263

2 0.65636 0.66208 0.65329

3 0.69178

4 0.69460 0.70304 0.68777

5 0.70231

6 0.70668

7 0.80875

8 1.06622 1.12803 1.03910

9 1.12090

However, diagonalisation routines for non-symmetric matrices are also available
in LAPACK, but there might be complex solutions. Fortunately, these solutions
occur rarely in practice. Further, note that the perturbed 1RDM is not simply
the solution of an eigenvalue problem, like in TDDFT. Therefore, the resulting
vectors of transition density matrices, δγ(ω), are not orthogonal in general.

Let us first consider the Σ+u excitation energies at equilibrium distance (Re =
1.4 Bohr) presented in Table 2.2. As expected from the results for the αzz(ω) polar-
isability, the DMLS functional gives a huge number of spurious low lying excit-
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Table 2.4: Similar as in Table 2.2, but now
for the 1Πu excitations.

Table 2.5: Similar as in Table 2.2, but now
for the 1Πg excitations.

SA DMLS PILS CCSD

1 0.02800

2 0.05006

3 0.05679

4 0.08626

5 0.09895

6 0.14914

7 0.20887

8 0.25561

9 0.40227

10 0.45163

11 0.54134 0.53006 0.53021

12 0.54968

13 0.61461

14 0.67327

15 0.67773

16 0.78195

17 0.81085

18 0.83635

19 1.11399

20 1.16444 1.16297 1.16345

SA DMLS PILS CCSD

1 0.05469

2 0.24849

3 0.28353

4 0.28956

5 0.37838

6 0.44360

7 0.46055

8 0.50164

9 0.50413

10 0.52657

11 0.55054

12 0.55824

13 0.57581

14 0.66588 0.66204 0.66208

15 0.72362

16 0.76599

17 0.78424

18 0.91743

19 1.16027 1.10620 1.10629

ation energies. The PILS functional basically gives exact results as was expected
from the perfect result for the polarisability (Fig. 2.9). This remarkable result for
the PILS functional which is not a proper 1MFT functional will be explained in
the next chapter. Loosely speaking, one can say that all excitations are exact for
the PILS functional, except the totally symmetric ones. For H2, these are the Σ+g
excitations. [Also the ∆g, Γg, etc. excitations are partially affected (Sec. 2.10).]

The results for the Σ+g excitations are shown in Table 2.3. Although the PILS
results are not exact anymore, they are still superior to the DMLS results. How-
ever, the DMLS results are much better for the Σ+g excitations compared to the
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1Σ+u DMLS results. There are no spurious solutions anymore before the first exact
excitation energy. It turns out that this improvement is limited to the Σ+g excit-
ations. There are 10 spurious roots before the exact one for the Πu excitations
(Table 2.4) and even 13 spurious solutions before the exact solution for the Πg

excitations (Table 2.5). A similar analysis for the Σ−u , Σ−g , ∆u, ∆g, Φu, Φg yielded
5, 1, 8, 7, 4, 5 spurious roots below 1 a.u. and even a Γu excitation was present
below 1 a.u.

However, the most important reason to use 1MFT and its time-dependent ex-
tension TD1MFT is the promise to give a good molecular description while disso-
ciating bonds (Sec. 2.1). So we also considered the performance for the excitation
calculation of both functionals while dissociating the H2 molecule. It is already
expected from the results at equilibrium distance that the DMLS functional will
not perform particularly well.

To do such a calculation, we need to take care of two numerical problems.
Firstly, we only included off-diagonal pairs satisfying nl − nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−10 and
diagonal elements satisfying nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−6. However, the dissociation of the
H2 bond will result in a change in the occupation numbers. Especially at large
bond distance the occupation numbers of the 1σg NO and the 1σu NO are both
almost equal to one (n1σg ≈ n1σu ≈ 1), while the other occupations are almost
zero. Using these criteria at RH–H = 10.0 Bohr, only 70 off-diagonal elements
and 4 diagonal elements remain, so the space to build the excitations has been
significantly reduced. Therefore, we have chosen a particular set of NOs from
which we excite into all others which is kept fixed over all bond distances. For
this set of NOs we used the lowest five σg, three σu, three πu, two πg, one δg

and one δu NOs , which are the highest occupied NOs at equilibrium distance.
Also the number of diagonal elements was fixed such that they always contain
the occupation numbers of the same NOs. For H2, we could only use the 1σg,
1σu and 2σg NOs, since they are the only NOs that remain the highest over all
distances.

A further numerical complication is that the NOs become numerically ill-
defined, since the low occupied NOs (typically nk < 1.0 ⋅ 10−8), do not make
much contribution to the energy. Since the NOs are obtained from an energy
optimisation, they are not calculated accurately. Therefore, the summations in
the response matrices become inaccurate. To circumvent this problem, we also
implemented response matrices specially for the DMLS and the PILS functionals.
It turns out that all the summations can be taken analytically, which greatly sim-
plifies the expressions (Ap. D.3). The A± response matrices for the DMLS and the
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PILS functionals reduce to

ADMLS±
kl,ba = 2(cb − ca)(cl − ck)[(δblhka ∓ δalhkb + δakhlb ∓ δbkhla)+

(wklba ∓wklab)− E(δkaδbl ∓ δkbδal)], (2.115a)

APILS±
kl,ba = 2(cb ± ca)(cl ± ck)[(δblhka + δalhkb + δakhlb + δbkhla)+

(wklba +wklab)− E(δkaδbl + δkbδal)], (2.115b)

where E is the energy of the reference state, which will usually be the ground
state. The integrals are in the NO representation of the reference state and the
coefficients are related to the occupation numbers as ck = ±

√
nk/2 (Sec. 1.5). As

anticipated the minus combination of the DMLS and PILS functional are equal,
ADMLS− = APILS− (Sec. 1.6). Since the response matrices C and �W do not contain
any second-order NO derivative, they are also equal for both the DMLS func-
tional and the PILS functional

CDMLS
kl,a = CPILS

kl,a = cl − ck
2ca

[(δal + δak)hkl +waakl], (2.116)

�WDMLS
k,a =�WPILS

k,a = 1
16ckca

[wkkaa + δak(2hkk − E)]. (2.117)

Taking these considerations into account, we have calculated all excitations by
brute-force diagonalisation for bond distances varying from 1.0 to 10.0 Bohr. The
results for the Σ+u excitations are shown in Fig. 2.13. Again the PILS functional
shows a superior behaviour compared to the DMLS functional. The DMLS func-
tional gives a complete mess. Although not very clear from the graph, some of
the DMLS excitations correspond very well to the exact excitation energies, in
particular the second one. Also the first excitation gives a good match a short
distances and the fifth one gives a rather close match at elongated bond lengths.

For the DMLS functional, the Σ+g excitations at equilibrium distance were a
bit better than the Σ+u excitations, so we also show the results for the Σ+g excit-
ations in Fig. 2.14. However, the PILS functional is now not equal to the exact
result anymore. However, it still follows very closely the CCSD results, except
for one excitation that is somehow problematic for the PILS functional in the
SA approximation. For elongated bond distances (RH–H > 3.0 Bohr), this prob-
lematic excitation becomes the lowest excited state. The character of this state
is mainly a double excitation from (σg)2 → (σu)2. Since this transition needs to
change two orbitals, it can never occur in TDHF or adiabatic TDDFT. However,
1MFT describes the ground state by an ensemble of states, which in case of the
two-electron system becomes an ensemble over all doubly excited configurations
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Figure 2.13: The 16 first Σ+u excitations cal-
culated with the DMLS functional in the SA
approximation. The CCSD results for the
first 5 excitations are shown by the thick
lines. The PILS results are shown by the
dashed curves, but are so close to the CCSD
results that they are hardly visible.

Figure 2.14: The first 9 Σ+g excitations with
the DMLS functional in the SA approxima-
tion. The first 5 excitations by a CCSD cal-
culation are shown by thick lines and the
first 4 excitations for the PILS functional are
shown by the dashed lines.

weighted by the occupation number. Therefore, 1MFT is in principle able to de-
scribe this doubly excited state in adiabatic linear response, since it only has to
change the occupation numbers of the (σg)2 and the (σu)2, i.e. the σg and σu NOs.
However, in the SA, this is not possible, since iṅk(t) = 0 for proper 1MFT func-
tionals. Although PILS is not a proper 1MFT functional, apparently it is still not
sufficient to get the occupation numbers really going.

Unfortunately, the proper 1MFT (DMLS) functional shows only a little less
spurious solutions for the Σ+g excitations than for the Σ+u excitations (Fig. 2.14).
It is only reasonably well behaved for moderately stretched bond distance (Re ≲
RH–H ≲ 3.0 Bohr) for the lowest excitations. However, at all distances the DMLS
functional now gives excitations that are rather close to all four PILS excitations
at all distances. There is always a thin line (DMLS) closely following the dashed
line (PILS) in Fig. 2.14.

All the fluctuations look more like a numerical instability than a real result.
Therefore, we also did a calculation in a 3-21G basis set [114] which only con-
tains two s functions on each hydrogen atom. So there should be no numerical
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Figure 2.15: All the Σ+u excitations calcu-
lated with the DMLS functional in a 3-21G
basis set (thin line). The CCSD results are
shown by the thick lines. The PILS results
are equal to the CCSD results up to 7 digits,
so they are not visible.

Figure 2.16: All the Σ+g excitations calcu-
lated with the DMLS functional (thin line)
and the PILS functional (thin dashed line).
The first four Σ+g excitations from a CCSD
calculation are shown in thick lines for
comparison.

problem obtaining the NOs from the CISD calculation. Since there are only two
σg and two σu orbitals, we can only obtain four Σ+u and two Σ+g excitations from
the SA equations. The results for the Σ+u excitations are shown in Fig. 2.15 and
the results for the Σ+g excitations are depicted in Fig. 2.16. Although the basis
set is extremely small, the DMLS calculation for the Σ+u excitations shows an ex-
citation that is very low at short distance which increases to become the highest
excitation at long distance. Simultaneously, the highest state at short distance is
coming down and becomes the lowest state at long bond distances (almost zero).
The crossing of these two excitations in the intermediate region already causes a
lot of wiggles in the excitation energies. So all the wiggles in the large calcula-
tion (Figs 2.13 and 2.14) are probably not (only) caused by numerical difficulties.
However, the Σ+g excitations of the DMLS functional in the 3-21G basis (Fig. 2.16)
are well behaved, so one can argue that the wiggles in the DMLS excitations in
the large basis (Fig. 2.14) are of numerical nature. However, there are only two Σ+g
excitations in the small calculations, so there are not so many excitations that can
cross to cause wiggles. Therefore, we also expect that the wiggles in the DMLS
Σ+g excitations are not (only) of numerical origin.
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Figure 2.17: The first four Σ+u excitations
calculated with the DMLS functional (thin
solid line) and the PILS functional (thin
dashed line) in the SA approximation in-
cluding only 1, 2 → all off-diagonal trans-
itions and only the 1σg and the 1σu NOs for
the diagonal elements. The CCSD results
are again given by the thick curves.

Figure 2.18: The same as in Fig. 2.17, but
now for the Σ+g excitations.

From the results of the αzz(ω) polarisability calculation, we saw that a reduc-
tion in the number of NOs from which we allow transitions reduced the number
of spurious roots, especially for H2 (cf. Figs 2.9 and 2.10. Therefore, it is expected
that the performance of the DMLS functional for the excitation energies might be
enhanced by only including transitions from the first two NOs, the 1σg and 1σu

NOs. The results for the Σ+u excitations are shown in Fig. 2.17. We find indeed that
the DMLS functional performs much better. There is only one low lying spurious
root at short distances which rises steeply out of the spectrum, if the H2 bond is
stretched. This low lying excitation corresponds to the one remaining spurious
root found in the polarisability calculation with the same parameters (Fig. 2.10).

The results for the Σ+g excitations are shown in Fig. 2.18. Although the DMLS
functional performs a little bit less, again it shows a remarkable improvement
over the results when we included most of the transitions (Fig. 2.14). In this case
even no spurious roots remain.
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The results including only 1, 2→ all transitions are not only interesting for the
DMLS functional. They also show that the PILS functional still gives good results,
when the excitation space is reduced significantly. Compared to the large calcu-
lation including all transitions from the highest occupied NOs at equilibrium dis-
tance (Figs 2.13 and 2.14), the number of off-diagonal elements is reduced from
840 to only 97, which results in a great increase in the speed of the calculation due
to the reduced matrix size.

Although we show that the strange results of the DMLS functionals are not
(only) caused by numerical errors, we do not completely understand why this
functional behaves so badly. It is even more surprising that its improper 1MFT
functional counterpart, the PILS functional, gives much better results. Appar-
ently, the improper PILS functional is able to capture an essential part of the wa-
vefunction dynamics. So for TD1MFT it is good to violate phase independence.
Maybe it is possible to extend 1MFT to allow for phase-dependent functional to
make the use of the PILS functional formally allowed.

2.8 The alternative adiabatic approximation 1

In a first attempt to remedy the discrepancy between the ω → 0 limit of the SA and
the static response [115, 116], it was proposed to remove the equation ωδn(ω) = 0
of the SA response [Eq. (2.101)], since it forces the response in the occupation
numbers to be zero. This equation should be replaced by the equation that was
missing in the ω → 0 limit [Eq. (2.105)] to ensure a proper response near ω = 0. All
the perturbed quantities are now treated as frequency-dependent in this missing
equation [Eq. (2.105)] This approximation will be referred to as the 1st alternative
adiabatic (AA1) approximation and can be written in a matrix representation as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ωN −A+ −iC I

−A− ωN −CR

−CRT
iC IT

−�W

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

NiδvI(ω)
NδvR(ω)

(δvD(ω)− δε(ω))/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (2.118)

The ω → 0 limit of this adiabatic approximation should now give the static re-
sponse equations [Eq. (1.176)] by construction. To check this, we reorder the mat-
rix, sacrificing the ω on the diagonal

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

A− CR −ωN

CRT
�W −iC IT

−ωN iC I A+

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δUR(ω)
δn(ω)

iδU I(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

−NδvR(ω)
(δε − δvD(ω))/2
−NiδvI(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (2.119)

Setting ω = 0 immediately gives the static response equations [Eq. (1.176)].
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2.8.1 Polarisabilities

It will be interesting to see if the replacement made in AA1 approximation also
has some significant effect on the dynamical response properties for finite fre-
quencies. In this section we will consider the αzz(ω) of HeH+, since the polaris-
ability of the H2 will be unaffected due to symmetry. (The coupling occurs via
the matrix C, which is zero for combinations that do not contain the totally sym-
metric irreducible representation as explained in Sec. 2.7.1.)

For the implementation, we only need real NOs, so the imaginary part of the
response matrix C = 0 in Eq. (2.118). Further, we can rewrite the AA1 equations
[Eq. (2.118)] to obtain a more efficient and compact form. Since we will be work-
ing again with the same criteria as before, we will first rewrite the AA1 equations
[Eq. (2.118)] as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1MM −A+
MM 0

−N−1 A−N−1 ω1MM −N−1C
−CT N−1 0 −�W

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δvR(ω)

(δvD(ω)− δε)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (2.120)

From these equations, we see that for δn(ω) we can write

δn(ω) = −�W−1(δv̄D(ω)/2+CT N−1δγR(ω)), (2.121)

where we introduced the following definition

δv̄D(ω) = δvD(ω)− δε(ω). (2.122)

Note that the inverse of the matrix �W is not properly defined, since it has one
vanishing eigenvalue (Sec. 1.6), so we only invert�W on its range, which is easily
achieved with the help of a singular value decomposition.

Using these expressions, we can eliminate both iδU I(ω) and δn(ω) by using
Eq. (2.120) to work out

ω2δγR(ω) = A+ωiδU I(ω) = A+(N−1 A−N−1δγR(ω)+ N−1Cδn(ω)+ δvR(ω))

= A+((N−1 A−N−1 − N−1C�W−1CT N−1)δγR(ω)+

δvR(ω)− N−1C�W−1δv̄D(ω)/2). (2.123)

Reordering this equation to get δγR(ω) on the left hand-side and the perturbed
potential on the right hand-side, we have

[ω2 − A+(N−1 A−N−1 − N−1C�W−1CT N−1)]δγR(ω)

= A+[δvR(ω)− N−1C�W−1δv̄D(ω)/2]. (2.124)
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In principle, we can use LAPACK to solve this equation for each ω that we want
to calculate the polarisability for as was done for the SA implementation. How-
ever, we chose to diagonalise it, which has to be done only once and then the
frequency squared can be added to the eigenvalues. However, for diagonalisa-
tion of the matrix on the left, it is convenient to make it symmetric first. This can
be done by multiplying from the left by (A+

MM)−1/2 which gives

[ω21−
√

A+
MM(N−1 A−N−1 − N−1C�W−1CT N−1)

√
A+

MM](A+
MM)−1/2

δγR(ω)

=
√

A+
MM[δvR(ω)− N−1C�W−1δv̄D(ω)/2]. (2.125)

It is now convenient to introduce the following definitions

χ−1
AA1(ω) ≡ ω21MM −

√
A+

MM(N−1 A−N−1 − N−1C�W−1CT N−1)
√

A+
MM, (2.126a)

d(ω) ≡
√

A+
MM[δvR(ω)− N−1C�W−1δv̄D(ω)/2]. (2.126b)

Using these definitions, the AA1 response equation can now be written in a more
compact form

χ−1
AA1(ω)(A+

MM)−1/2
δγR(ω) = d(ω). (2.127)

So the polarisability, i.e. the negative dipole-dipole response function, can be ex-
pressed as

∀η,ν=x,y,z αην = (−2νT
M + ν̃T

�W−1CT N−1)
√

A+χAA1(ω)dη + ν̃T
�W−1

η̃/2

= −2dT
ν χAA1(ω)dη + ν̃T

�W−1
η̃/2, (2.128)

where the subscript η under d indicates that is it evaluated with the dipole η as a
perturbation. By diagonalising χ−1

AA1(ω)−ω2, we obtain a solution of the form

ω21MM −χ−1
AA1(ω) = Q diag(g)QT , (2.129)

where diag(g) is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues, gi, on its diagonal. The
vectors QT d̃ν and QTdη can be calculated and then used for every frequency that
we want to calculate the frequency-dependent polarisability for

∀η,ν=x,y,z αην = −2dT
η Q diag((ω2 − g)−1)QTdν + η̃T

�W−1
ν̃/2. (2.130)

If the frequency, ω, is numerically too close to one of the eigenvalues, gi, the
patricular element (ω2 − gi)−1 is set to zero.
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Figure 2.19: The αzz(ω) polarisability of a
HeH+ system at Re = 1.463 Bohr [113], cal-
culated in the AA1 approximation. Thick
line: CCSD; thin solid line: DMLS func-
tional; thin dashed line: PILS functional.

Figure 2.20: The same calculations as in the
left plot. However, now with only trans-
itions 1, 2→ all. Similar to the SA result, all
spurious divergencies of the DMLS before
the first exact divergence disappear.

The results for the HeH+ system at equilibrium distance, Re = 1.463 Bohr [113]
are shown in Fig. 2.19. We used the same criteria as before to select off-diagonal
(nl − nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−8) and diagonal elements (nk > 1.0 ⋅ 10−6) to increase numerical
stability. Both the DMLS and the PILS functional now give a static polarisability
that is in agreement with the static response equations, so they are identical at
ω = 0. Not only this part of the spectrum has improved. The results of both the
DMLS and PILS functional are closer to the exact result within the given basis
from the CCSD calculation, at least up to ω = 1.0 a.u. However, the DMLS func-
tional still shows the same number of spurious roots at almost the same position
as in the SA approximation. So unfortunately, the AA1 approximation is not able
to improve the performance of the DMLS functional in this matter. Similar to
the SA approximation, the spurious spikes of the DMLS disappear if only trans-
itions from the first two NOs are used for the off-diagonal elements (Fig. 2.20).
As expected the limitation of the number of NO transitions in the calculation, de-
creases the performance. However, the decrease in performance is rather small
compared to the decrease in the matrix size in the calculations (1186 to 97 off-
diagonal elements), concomitant a great increase of computational speed.
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2.8.2 Singlet excitation energies

Since the excitation energies are those frequencies at which χAA1(ω) diverges,
they can easily be obtained by finding ω at which χ−1

AA1(ω) [Eq. (2.126a)] becomes
singular. Therefore, by diagonalisation of the matrix

√
A+

MM(N−1 A−N−1 − N−1C�W−1CT N−1)
√

A+
MM (2.131)

one finds, the square of the AA1 excitation energies, ω2, as its eigenvalues. Com-
pared to the expression for the SA approximation [Eq. (2.108) and (2.114)], only
the last term is different. Due to the response matrix C [Eq. (2.116)], this last
term can only contribute if the excitation corresponding to the kl pair, satisfies
Eq. (2.110). In the case of H2 these are the Σ+g , ∆g, Γg, etc. excitations. This also
signals immediately a problem: these excitations will be symmetry broken. We
will come back to this matter at the end of this chapter (Sec. 2.10).

To keep matters simple, only the Σ+g excitations will be addressed for the H2

system. The Σ+g excitations are presented in Fig. 2.21. Although the AA1 approx-
imation was successful in repairing the discrepancy between the 1MFT response
and the ω → 0 limit of the adiabatic FD1MFT equations, they are not very differ-
ent from the SA results for the Σ+g excitation, cf. Fig. 2.14. By comparing the AA1
equations to the SA equations the similarity between them can be understood.

Firstly, the degree of the characteristic polynomial of the SA equations that
one uses to solve for excitation energies is of order 2M, since the m ω = 0 excita-
tions are unphysical. In the AA1 approximation, the dynamical equation for the
occupation numbers which gave these ω = 0 excitations is replaced by a static
version. The static version does not have a term of the form ω δnk(ω). Therefore,
these ω = 0 excitations have been removed from the adiabatic response equations
and the characteristic polynomial for the excitation energies also has 2M roots.
So both adiabatic approximations give the same number of excitations. Since the
exact H2 spectrum has M +m excitations, 2(M +m) roots would be required to
recover the complete spectrum. Since the AA1 approximation still gives M excit-
ations, some excitations should still be missing.

That the AA1 approximation gives the same number of excitations does not
explain why their results are so similar for the Σ+g excitation energies, so we have
to dive a bit deeper into the equations. In the SA equations we have δn(ω) = 0 for
all finite ω. Therefore, the occupation numbers do not play a part in the dynam-
ics of the system (within the SA approximation). A similar observation holds
for the occupation numbers in the AA1 approximation. The occupation num-
bers are now determined from the static response equation [Eq. (2.105)]. Since
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Figure 2.21: The first nine DMLS Σ+g ex-
citations (thin solid line) and the first four
PILS Σ+g excitations (thick dashed line) cal-
culated in the AA1 approximation. The
first 5 exact (CCSD) excitations in the par-
ticular basis are shown by the thick lines as
a reference.

Figure 2.22: The first four Σ+g excitations
calculated with the DMLS functional (thin
solid line) and the PILS functional (thin
dashed line) in the AA1 approximation in-
cluding only 1, 2 → all off-diagonal trans-
itions and the corresponding diagonal ele-
ments. The CCSD results are again given
by the thick curves.

this static response equation gives the instantaneous change of the occupation
numbers (there is no multiplication by ω, or equivalently a time-derivative in the
time-domain), it does not change the dynamics of the system significantly.

An alternative way to see this, is that for increasing ω in the AA1 equations
[Eq. (2.120)], the last set of equations becomes less important, so their contribu-
tion to the solution becomes less important. It turns out that for the lowest ex-
citation the relative contribution is already so small that the last set of equations
can effectively be neglected, which would be equivalent to the SA.

For the H2 system the effect of the AA1 approximation compared to the SA
approximation was rather small. However, the effect of the AA1 approximation
is much larger for the HeH+ system, although the lowest excitation of the HeH+

system has a higher energy than the lowest excitation of the H2 system. For com-
parison results for the Σ+ excitations of the HeH+ system for both the SA and
AA1 approximation are shown in Figs 2.23 and 2.24. The same number of trans-
itions at equilibrium distance as in the H2 case were taken into account, which
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Figure 2.23: The lowest DMLS Σ+ excita-
tion and occasionally the second to visual-
ise the avoided crossings. Solid thin lines:
SA approximation; dashed thin lines: AA1
approximation; thick solid line: the first Σ+

CCSD excitation.

Figure 2.24: The first PILS Σ+ excitation
in the SA approximation (solid thin line)
and in the AA1 approximation (dashed
thin line). The first Σ+ CCSD excitation is
shown by the thick solid line.

amounts to eight σ, five π and two δ NOs from which transitions are allowed
for the off-diagonal elements (840 of the 1225 off-diagonal pairs) and only the
occupation numbers of the first three σ NOs were taken into account.

In Fig. 2.23 only the DMLS results are shown. Similar to the H2 system the
results from the SA and AA1 approximation are quite alike. Only from 1.5 to 4.0
Bohr, the SA and AA1 results which resemble most the first exact excitation de-
viate sufficiently to clearly see two distinct curves. Further the DMLS functional
shows some spurious roots, but they are less abundant than in the H2 case, cf.
Figs 2.14 and 2.21. They can be removed by reducing the number of transitions
taken into account as was already demonstrated for H2 (Fig. 2.22).

Again, the performance of the PILS functional is much better in the sense that
it does not show spurious excitation energies (Fig. 2.24). Although the spurious
roots have disappeared, the PILS functional does not follow the first exact Σ+

excitation from the CCSD calculation as close as the DMLS functional. Note that
the impact of using the AA1 approximation instead of the SA approximation is
larger in the case of the PILS functional compared to the DMLS functional.
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2.9 The alternative adiabatic approximation 2

In the previous section an ad-hoc modification to the SA approximation was
made to correct for the discrepancy between static linear response 1MFT (Sec. 1.6)
and the static limit (ω → 0) of the SA approximation. Unfortunately, by making
the replacement, also the number of roots that could result from the AA1 approx-
imation has been lowered by m (the size of the basis). In practice, this was not
a big loss, since the m additional roots of the SA approximation were zero and
therefore discarded anyway. However, the loss of potential roots is not desirable.
Therefore, in Refs [117, 118] a 2nd alternative adiabatic (AA2) approximation was
proposed. This approximation is quite similar to the AA1, but instead of repla-
cing the problematic equation, ω δn(ω) = 0, by the missing equation [Eq. (2.105)],
the missing equations were each added with some fraction, xk. For real NOs, the
AA2 approximation becomes

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1MM −A+ 0
−N−1 A−N−1 ω1MM −C

−XCT −A+
mM ω1mm −X�W

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δvR(ω)

Xδv̄D(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (2.132)

where X = diag(x). This procedure is succesful in the sense that it indeed yields m
roots that are not identically zero anymore. Unfortunately, this procedure breaks
the symmetry of the response function, χAA2(ω) ≠ χ∗AA2(−ω) in general (except
for x = 0 of course), which is such a non-physical result that this approxima-
tion should not be used. However, this approximation has a very interesting
feature. The mixing parameters, xk, can be chosen such that the AA2 approx-
imation yields the exact excitation energies in its positive or negative part of the
spectrum, for the PILS functional. This means that even the Σ+g excitations will be
exact. Which part of the spectrum will give exact excitation energies, will depend
on the sign of the mixing parameter. To derive this magical value of the mixing
parameter, the exact singlet two-electron response equations are required. These
will be derived in the next chapter, so the derivation of this magical mixing para-
meter has to be postponed. It turns out that the mixing parameter has to be set
to

xmagic
k = 8nk (2.133)

to recover exact excitation energies of the singlet two-electron system for the pos-
itive part of the spectrum.
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Figure 2.25: The αzz(ω) polarisability for the He+ system at equilibrium distance in an
aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The result for the DMLS functional is shown by the thin solid line
and the result for the PILS functional is shown by the thin dashed line. As a reference the
CCSD results are shown by the thick solid curve.

2.9.1 Polarisabilities

Although the AA2 approximation yields an unphysical symmetry breaking in
the frequency domain, it is still interesting to consider its performance and to
see how severe the symmetry breaking is. Because of this symmetry breaking, it
is not likely that the AA2 approximation will be pursued much further, we did
not put in any effort to find a reduced form. It is even not likely to exist, due to
the symmetry breaking [χAA2(ω) ≠ χ∗AA2(−ω)]. The polarisabilities were calcu-
lated by using the LAPACK to solve the linear system of equations [Eq. (2.132)]
for each frequency, ω, and the appropriate dipole operators as a perturbation.
Subsequently, the result was used in Eq. (1.186) to calculate the polarisabilities of
interest.

Results for the αzz(ω) polarisability of the HeH+ system at equilibrium dis-
tance (1.463 a.u. [113]) are shown in Fig. 2.25. For the calculation an aug-cc-
pVTZ [79, 119, 120] basis set was used. It is immediately clear that the symmetry
breaking is rather severe. Both the DMLS and the PILS functional give a result
which is very close to the exact one at the positive side of the spectrum. How-
ever, both functionals give a not so accurate result on the negative side. Further,
it is quite remarkable that also the DMLS functional gives nearly exact results, al-
though the mixing parameter in the AA2 parameter was chosen to be optimal for
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Figure 2.26: The first 10 positive Σ+g excita-
tions with the DMLS functional (thin solid
curves) and the first 5 Σ+g excitations with
the PILS functional (thick dashed curves)
in the AA2 approximation. The thick solid
lines show the CCSD results.

Figure 2.27: Similar as in Fig. 2.26, but now
for the negative solutions.

the PILS functional. However, the DMLS functional shows some spurious roots,
similar as in the other adiabatic approximations (SA and AA1). Again there are
two spikes in the polarisability before the real divergence appears, so the AA2
approximation does not improve the performance of the DMLS functional in this
respect. Since the DMLS functional is “wasting” roots in the early part of the spec-
trum, the remarkable agreement of the DMLS functional with the exact (CCSD)
result does not persist over the whole positive part of the frequency domain.

2.9.2 Singlet excitation energies

For the AA1 approximation it was argued that only the excitations in the totally
symmetric irreducible representation would be different from the SA approxim-
ation. The same arguments also hold for the AA2 approximation, so we will only
consider the Σ+g excitations of the H2 system.

In Fig. 2.26 the results for an AA2 calculation for the positive roots are shown.
Similar as in the previous H2 excitation calculations, an aug-cc-pVTZ basis was
used and only transitions from the highest occupied five σg, three σu, three πu,
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Figure 2.28: The same calculation as in
Fig. 2.26, but now only 1, 2 → all off-
diagonal transitions are included and ac-
cordingly, only the 1σg and the 1σu NOs
for the diagonal elements are taken into ac-
count.

Figure 2.29: Similar as in Fig. 2.28, but now
for the negative solutions.

two πg, one δg and one δu NOs were taken into account and only the 1σg, 1σu

and 2σg NOs for the diagonal elements. Since the AA2 approximation gives the
exact divergencies for the PILS functional for the positive part of the frequency
spectrum by construction, it follows the CCSD (exact in the given basis) results
very close. Even the lowest Σ+g is now reproduced. However, it shows a bit
worse performance compared to the other excitations, since it mainly consists of
double excitations to the same NO (e.g. (1σg)2 → (1σu)2, (1σg)2 → (2σg)2, etc.)
which correspond to perturbations in the occupation number. Since a very large
truncation is made for the number of δnk(ω) elements (only three remain), the
performance of excitations for which these transitions are particularly important
are expected to be affected most.

In Fig. 2.27 the results for the negative solutions are shown. The main failure
for PILS functional is similar to the other adiabatic approximations: the lowest
Σ+g excitation is not reproduced, since the dynamics of the occupation numbers
is not correctly described. The quality of the other Σ+g excitations is similar to the
quality of the Σ+g excitations of the SA and the AA1 approximation.
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Although the AA2 approximation can exactly describe the divergencies with
the PILS functional for the positive part of the spectrum, the results for the DMLS
functional show the same disaster as in the other adiabatic approximations. How-
ever, similar to the other adiabatic approximations, the DMLS functional often
gives an excitation close to the PILS excitations. Although the deviation from the
lowest PILS excitation in the positive part of the spectrum (Fig. 2.26) seems to be
rather large.

From the experience with the DMLS functional in the other two adiabatic ap-
proximations, it is expected that its performance can be greatly enhanced by re-
ducing the transitions only to the transitions from the first two NOs, at least in
the sense that most of the spurious roots disappear. The results for such a calcu-
lation are shown in Figs 2.28 and 2.29. The agreement of the PILS functional for
the positive part of the spectrum (Fig. 2.28) is a bit less, since the total number of
transitions is reduced from 1275 to only 99. However, the qualitative features are
still maintained. Most notably: the lowest Σ+g excitation. Now the DMLS spec-
trum has been cleaned up, a lowest excitation is revealed which resembles the
exact lowest Σ+g excitation. However, its quality is much worse than the lowest
Σ+g excitation of the PILS functional. As might have been anticipated, the results
for the negative part of the spectrum in Fig. 2.29 are similar to the results for the
SA approximation (Fig. 2.18) and AA1 approximation (Fig. 2.22).

2.10 Symmetry breaking

As mentioned before, most of the adiabatic approximations discussed so far are
prone to symmetry breaking. In particular, the excitations belonging to multidi-
mensional irreducible representations which couple to the occupation numbers,
i.e. which satisfy Eq. (2.110). There are only two exceptions: 1) The DMLS in the
SA approximation, since the occupation numbers do not play a role [Eqs (2.104)].
2) The positive roots of the PILS in the AA2 approximation with xmagic parameter,
since these roots correspond to the exact ones. It is interesting to ask the question
how the AA2 approximation is able to prevent the symmetry breaking although
it has a coupling to the perturbation in the occupation numbers. To simplify
the discussion, consider the ∆g excitations of the hydrogen molecule. Only the
∆g∶x2−y2 can couple to δn(ω), in particular the perturbation in the πu∶x and the
πu∶y occupation numbers. However, the ∆xy excitation does not couple to δn(ω).
However, it can couple the the πu∶xπu∶y pair, which would be the equivalent of the
πu∶x2 −πu∶y2 combination of the occupation numbers. Unfortunately, these orbit-
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als are degenerate, so in general this will prevent a direct calculation in practice
due to the term N−1. However, in the case of the DMLS and PILS functional,
we have explicit expressions of the response matrices [Eqs (2.115)-(2.117)]. For-
tunately, the expressions of these response matrices are such that the divergence
in the N−1 is easily taken care of.

As an example, we show the symmetry breaking in the first ∆g excitations for
an H2 system at an elongated bond distance of 4.0 Bohr. We used again a cartesian
aug-cc-pVTZ basis [79]. To see the symmetry breaking we have to include at least
some πu∶x and πu∶y occupation numbers. Since the first πu NOs are the 4th and
5th NO, we included the first five occupation numbers for the diagonal elements.
The PILS functional in the AA2 symmetry can only preserve symmetry if the
corresponding πu∶x → πu∶y transition is included as well. Since the first 5 NOs
were taken into account for the diagonal elements, it seems reasonable to take
the 1–5 → all transitions for the off-diagonal elements.

The results for the both the DMLS and PILS functional in the SA approxima-
tion are shown in Table 2.6. The inclusion of the πu∶x → πu∶y transition only gen-
erates an additional zero root for the DMLS functional. This behaviour is clear
from the expression for the A+ response matrix of the DMLS [Eq. (2.115)], since
A+ will be zero for the πu∶x → πu∶y pair. The same zero root can also be found
for the alternative adiabatic approximation (Table 2.7 and Table 2.8). As expected
the symmetry of the ∆g excitations does not break for the DMLS functional in the
SA approximation, but it does break for the PILS functional, since it will couple
to the occupation numbers.

The AA1 approximation always couples to the occupation numbers, no mat-
ter if the DMLS or PILS functional is used. Therefore, the ∆g always break sym-
metry (Table 2.7). Also the DMLS functional in the AA2 approximation breaks
symmetry as is clear from Table 2.8. However, in the case of the combination
of the PILS functional and the AA2 approximation, the positive roots should be
equal to the exact results (using xmagic), so they cannot be symmetry broken. In-
deed, from the results in Table 2.8 it is clear that this is the case. We also checked
the composition of the ∆g excitations and indeed the πu∶x → πu∶y is present in
these excitations. The negative roots do not have such a relationship with the
exact excitations, so symmetry is not guaranteed. In fact, the symmetry is broken
between the different ∆g components as can be seen in Table 2.8.

It should also be noted that the ∆g∶xy excitations are all equal for the SA, AA1
and AA2 adiabatic approximations. Only the functional (DMLS or PILS) has an
influence on their particular value.
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Table 2.6: The first ∆g excitation energies
in the SA approximation.

Table 2.7: The first ∆g excitation energies
in the AA1 approximation.

ωDMLS ωPILS

1∆g∶xy 0.00000030 0.84590067

1∆g∶x2−y2 0.91334132 0.91784737

2∆g∶xy 0.91334132 0.94205412

ωDMLS ωPILS

1∆g∶xy 0.00000030 0.84590067

1∆g∶x2−y2 0.91126225 0.91501318

2∆g∶xy 0.91334132 0.94205412

Table 2.8: The first ∆g excitation energies in the AA2 approximation.

ω+
DMLS ω−

DMLS ω+
PILS ω−

PILS

1∆g∶xy 0.00000000 −0.00000000 0.84590067 −0.84590067

1∆g∶x2−y2 0.93369032 −0.91232548 0.84590067 −0.91647970

2∆g∶xy 0.91334132 −0.91334132 0.94205412 −0.94205412

2∆g∶x2−y2 0.94205412

This kind of symmetry breaking is not unique for the first ∆g excitations, but
also occurs to the other excitations in the two-dimensional irreducible represent-
ations that couple to δn(ω): ∆g, Γg, etc.





CHAPTER3
The exact singlet two-electron system

In this chapter we will focus on the singlet two-electron system. As shown before
(Sec. 1.5), the spatial part of a general complex singlet two-electron wavefunction
can be brought into a diagonal form, so in particular also the time-dependent
wavefunction

Ψ(r1, r2; t) =∑
i

ci(t)φi(r1t)φi(r2t). (3.1)

The eigenfunctions are NOs with an arbitrary phase factor and the expansion
coefficients are related to the occupation numbers as ni(t) = 2∣ci∣2(t). The goal
in this chapter is to derive the exact two-electron response equations and sub-
sequently turn them into exact time-/frequency-dependent 1MFT response equa-

107
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tions to determine the cause of the bad behaviour of the SA approximation near
ω = 0.

3.1 Exact time-independent equations

In the case of a time-independent Hamiltonian, the energy is a constant of motion
and the time-dependent Schrödinger equation has stationary solutions. These
solutions have a simple multiplicative form of a purely time-dependent and spa-
tial part

Ψ(r1, r2; t) = T(t)R(r1, r2) = e−iEt∑
r

crφr(r1)φr(r2), (3.2)

where the energy, E ≡ ⟨Ψ∣Ĥ∣Ψ⟩, is an eigenvalue of the time-independent Hamil-
tonian. Since the Hamiltonian is a hermitian operator bounded from below, there
exists a lowest eigenvalue, E0, which is defined as

E0 = min
Ψ,∥Ψ∥2≤1

⟨Ψ∣Ĥ∣Ψ⟩. (3.3)

Instead of minimising over the wavefunctions directly, one can minimise over its
components: the NOs, φk(r), and coefficients, ck. However, it has to be ensured
that the NOs are orthonormal and that the wavefunction is normalised. The latter
condition can be translated in the following condition on the coefficients ck in the
wavefunction expansion [Eq. (3.2)]

∑
r

cr
2 = 1, (3.4)

where we used that the spatial part of a singlet state can be taken to be real. To
derive the first order conditions that the NOs and coefficients have to satisfy, we
introduce the following Lagrangian

Ω[{φ},{n}, λ, µ] = E[{φ},{n}]−∑
rs

λsr(⟨φr ∣φs⟩− δrs)− µ(∑
r

cr
2 − 1) . (3.5)

The energy can written explicitly as

E =∫ dr1∫ dr2 ∑
rs

c∗r φ∗r (r1)φ∗r (r2)[ĥ(r1)+ ĥ(r2)+w(r1, r2)]csφs(r1)φs(r2)

=∑
rs

crcs(2⟨φr ∣φs⟩⟨φr ∣ĥ∣φs⟩+ ⟨φr⟨φr ∣w∣φs⟩φs⟩)

=∑
r

nrhrr +∑
rs

crcswrrss. (3.6)
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The first order stationarity conditions can now be derived by taking the derivat-
ives with respect to the NOs and coefficients

∂Ω
∂φ∗l (r)

= nl ĥφl(r)+ 2cl∑
r

cr⟨φl ∣w∣φr⟩(r)φr(r)−∑
r

φr(r)λrl = 0, (3.7a)

∂Ω
∂φk(r)

= nk ĥφ∗k (r)+ 2ck∑
r

crφ∗r (r)⟨φr ∣w∣φk⟩(r)−∑
r

λkrφ∗r (r) = 0, (3.7b)

1
2

∂Ω
∂ck

= 2ckhkk +∑
r

crwkkrr − µ ck = 0. (3.7c)

By multiplying the first two equations [Eqs (3.7a) and (3.7b)] by φk(r) and φ∗l (r)
respectively, and integrating over r, we obtain

∫ dr φ∗k (r) ∂Ω
∂φ∗l (r)

= nlhkl + 2cl∑
r

crwklrr − λkl = 0, (3.8a)

∫ dr
∂Ω

∂φk(r)
φl(r) = nkhkl + 2ck∑

r
c∗r wrrkl − λkl = 0. (3.8b)

To eliminate the Lagrange multiplier, we simply subtract both equations from
each other to obtain

(nl − nk)hkl + 2(cl − ck)∑
r

crwrrkl = 0. (3.9)

Note that this expression is similar to the NO stationarity conditions in 1MFT
[Eq. (1.129a)] if the PILS functional is employed with ck = fk

√
nk/2 [Eq. (1.150)].

Now consider the stationarity condition that was obtained by taking derivat-
ives with respect to the coefficients [Eq. (3.7c)]. The Lagrange multiplier µ can
not be simply eliminated, so it has to be calculated. To calculate the Lagrange
multiplier, we multiply Eq. (3.7c)] by ck and sum over ck to obtain

∑
k

2ck
2hkk +∑

kr
ckcrwkkrr = µ∑

k
ck

2 = µ. (3.10)

Comparing this result with the expression for the energy [Eq. (3.6)], we find that
the Lagrange multiplier µ equals the singlet two-electron energy,

µ = E. (3.11)

A similarity to the 1MFT occupation number stationarity equation [Eq. (1.129b)]
can only be established on a formal level, since the coefficients cannot be written
as a function of the occupation numbers. However, we still have

ck(nk) = ±
√

nk
2

, (3.12)
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so locally for nk ≠ 0, the coefficients could be regarded as a function of the occu-
pation numbers and the derivative would be given by

∂ck
∂nk

= 1√
2

±1
2
√

nk
= 1

4ck
. (3.13)

The 1MFT occupation number stationarity equation [Eq. (1.129b)] could therefore
formally be written as

∂E
∂nk

= ∂E
∂ck

dck
dnk

= hkk +
1
2
∑
r

cr

ck
wkkrr =

µ

2
. (3.14)

Note that although the first order conditions on the singlet two-electron sys-
tem [Eqs (3.9) and (3.14)] are very similar to the 1MFT stationarity conditions
[Eq. (1.129)], they are not equivalent, since the occupation numbers do not de-
termine the phase of the wavefunction coefficients, c.

Further note that these stationarity equations [Eqs (3.7c), (3.9) and (3.11)] are
equivalent to the full CI equations. However, in practice one would prefer to
solve the full CI equations since they are much easier to solve due to their linear
character. The main purpose of the stationarity equations derived in this section
will be to simplify expressions in the time-dependent response equations. There-
fore, it is convenient to combine both stationarity conditions [Eqs (3.7c) and (3.9)]
into one expression.

∑
r

crwrrkl = E ckδkl − (cl + ck)hkl . (3.15)

3.2 Exact time-dependent equations

The most straightforward way to derive the exact time-dependent equations for
the singlet two-electron system is by using the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion as was done in Refs [116, 118]. However, it will be instructive to use the
action formalism, since we will need it in the next chapter.

3.2.1 A time-dependent variational principle

In the time-independent case we have the Rayleigh–Ritz [25, 121] variational
principle to judge the accuracy of any approximation to the ground state wa-
vefunction. It states that the normalised wavefunction which minimises the ex-
pectation value of the Hamiltonian is equal to the ground state. There are sev-
eral ways to define an action principle also in the time-dependent case [122–
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124]. However, we will use a variational principle based on the following time-
dependent Lagrangian [125]

L[Ψ, Ψ∗](t) ≡ ⟨Ψ(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣Ψ(t)⟩. (3.16)

The action A is simply defined as the time-integral over the Lagrangian

A[Ψ, Ψ∗] ≡ ∫
T

0
dt L[Ψ, Ψ∗](t) = ∫

T

0
dt ⟨Ψ(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣Ψ(t)⟩. (3.17)

Now consider all possible variations in the wavefunction, δΨ(t), and its complex
conjugate Ψ∗(t), which will cause a variation in the action functional

δA[Ψ, Ψ∗] = ∫
T

0
dt ⟨δΨ(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣Ψ(t)⟩+∫

T

0
dt ⟨Ψ(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣δΨ(t)⟩

= ∫
T

0
dt ⟨δΨ(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣Ψ(t)⟩+

∫
T

0
dt ⟨(i∂t − Ĥ(t))Ψ(t)∣δΨ(t)⟩+ i⟨Ψ(t)∣δΨ(t)⟩∣Tt=0. (3.18)

Traditionally one only considers variations which keep the end-points of Ψ(t)
fixed, δΨ(0) = δΨ(T) = 0. Therefore, the boundary term disappears and one
obtains the time-dependent Schrödinger equation by setting δA = 0.

Setting δΨ(0) = 0 is a sensible thing to do since we are only interested in
propagating a specific state from t = 0. However, a variation at a time t < T
inevitably causes a change in the wavefunction at time T, so it is actually incor-
rect to assume that δΨ(T) = 0. A more mathematical way of saying this is that
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is a first order differential equation in
time. Therefore, only one boundary condition, i.e. the initial state [δΨ(0) = 0], is
required to specify a unique solution. Usually this incorrect treatment of δΨ(T)
does not give many problems. However, if one tries to derive the time-dependent
Kohn–Sham potential in TDDFT from δA = 0, one inevitably has a violation of
causality [126].

The best way to circumvent any of these problems is to take the boundary
term δΨ(T) explicitly into account. Therefore, the variational principle should be
defined as

δA[Ψ, Ψ∗] = i⟨Ψ(T)∣δΨ(T)⟩. (3.19)

The time-dependent Schrödinger equation for Ψ(t) and Ψ∗(t) can now be ob-
tained directly from this variational principle by evaluating the functional deriv-
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ative with respect to Ψ∗(t) and Ψ(t) respectively for t < T

0 = δA
δΨ∗(t)

− i⟨Ψ(T)∣δΨ(T)⟩
δΨ∗(t)

= (i∂t − Ĥ(t))Ψ(t) (3.20a)

0 = δA
δΨ(t)

− i⟨Ψ(T)∣δΨ(T)⟩
δΨ(t)

= (−i∂t − Ĥ(t))Ψ∗(t), (3.20b)

where we used the expression for δA in Eq. (3.18).
A different form of the variational principle [Eq. (3.19)] in terms of the vari-

ations with respect to Ψ(t) and Ψ∗(t) separately can be given as

0 = ∂A
∂Ψ∗(t)

, (3.21a)

0 = ∂A
∂Ψ(t)

− d
dt

∂A
∂Ψ̇(t)

. (3.21b)

We made use that the variations in the action due to Ψ(t) can be rewritten as

δA = ∫
T

0
dt δL = ∫

T

0
dt( ∂L

∂Ψ(t)
δΨ(t)+ ∂L

∂Ψ̇(t)
δΨ̇(t))

= ∫
T

0
dt( ∂L

∂Ψ(t)
δΨ(t)+ d

dt
( ∂L

∂Ψ̇(t)
δΨ(t))− d

dt
( ∂L

∂Ψ̇(t)
)δΨ(t))

= ∫
T

0
dt[ ∂L

∂Ψ(t)
− d

dt
( ∂L

∂Ψ̇(t)
)]δΨ(t)+ ∂L

∂Ψ̇(t)
δΨ(t)∣

T

t=0

= ∫
T

0
dt[ ∂L

∂Ψ(t)
− d

dt
( ∂L

∂Ψ̇(t)
)]δΨ(t)+ i⟨Ψ(T)∣δΨ(T)⟩, (3.22)

where we used that δΨ(0) = 0.
Now we have a quantum mechanical action principle, we can use it explicitly

for the singlet two-electron system.

3.2.2 The singlet two-electron action

The time-dependent Hamiltonian can be written as

Ĥ = ĥ(r1t)+ ĥ(r2t)+w(r1, r2) (3.23)

To define the Lagrangian for the singlet two-electron system, we need Lagrange
multipliers λ(t) to ensure orthonormality of the NOs. However, since the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation is a norm-conserving diffusion equation, the
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orthonormality of the NOs automatically ensures the normalisation condition for
the coefficients, c(t),

∑
r
∣cr(t)∣2 = 1. (3.24)

Taking this into consideration, the Lagrangian, L(t), can now be defined as

L(t) ≡ ⟨Ψ(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣Ψ(t)⟩−∑
rs

λsr(t)(⟨φr(t)∣φs(t)⟩− δrs)

= i∑
r

c∗r (t)ċr(t)+ 2i∑
r
∣cr(t)∣2⟨φr(t)∣φ̇r(t)⟩− 2∑

r
∣cr(t)∣2hrr(t)−

∑
rs

c∗r (t)cs(t)wrrss(t)−∑
rs

λsr(t)(⟨φr(t)∣φs(t)⟩− δrs), (3.25)

where the integrals h(t) and w(t) are now expressed in the time-dependent NO
basis, {φ(t)}. The action is defined as a time-integral over the Lagrangian

A = ∫
T

0
dt [i∑

r
c∗r (t)ċr(t)+ i∑

r
nr(t)⟨φr(t)∣φ̇r(t)⟩−∑

r
nr(t)hrr(t)−

∑
rs

c∗r (t)cs(t)wrrss(t)−∑
rs

λsr(t)(⟨φr(t)∣φs(t)⟩− δrs)]. (3.26)

3.2.3 NO derivatives

Now we find the stationary points by considering the derivatives to each of the
wavefunction parameters, the coefficients, {c(t)}, and the time-dependent NOs,
{φ(t)}, seperately. First consider the derivatives with respect to the NOs

0 = ∂A
∂φk(rt)

− d
dt

∂A
∂φ̇k(rt)

= −iṅk(t)φ∗k (rt)− ink(t)φ̇∗k (rt)− nk(t)ĥ(t)φ∗k (rt)−

2∑
r

ck(t)c∗r (t)φ∗r (rt)⟨φr(t)∣w∣φk(t)⟩(rt)−∑
r

λkr(t)φ∗r (rt), (3.27a)

0 = ∂A
∂φ∗l (rt)

= inl(t)φ̇l(t)− nl(t)ĥ(t)φl(rt)−

2∑
r

c∗l (t)cr(t)⟨φl(t)∣w∣φr(t)⟩(rt)φr(rt)−∑
r

φr(rt)λrl(t). (3.27b)

Now we project the derivatives against φl(xt) and φ∗k (xt) respectively, which
gives

0 =∫ dx ( ∂A
∂φk(xt)

− d
dt

∂A
∂φ̇k(xt)

)φl(xt) = −iṅk(t)δkl − ink(t)⟨φ̇k(t)∣φl(t)⟩−

nk(t)hkl(t)− 2∑
r

ck(t)c∗r (t)wrrlk(t)− λkl(t), (3.28a)
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0 =∫ dx φk(xt) ∂A
∂φ∗l (xt)

= inl(t)⟨φk(t)∣φ̇l(t)⟩−

nl(t)hkl(t)− 2∑
r

c∗l (t)cr(t)wklrr(t)− λkl(t). (3.28b)

The Lagrange multiplier λ(t) can be eliminated by simply subtracting both equa-
tions from each other, which gives

i[ṅk(t)δkl + (nl(t)− nk(t))⟨φk(t)∣φ̇l(t)⟩]

= (nl(t)− nk(t))hkl(t)+ 2∑
r
[c∗l (t)cr(t)wklrr(t)− ck(t)c∗r (t)wrrlk(t)], (3.29)

where we used that ⟨φ̇k(t)∣φl(t)⟩ = −⟨φk(t)∣φ̇l(t)⟩, since the NOs should be or-
thonormal at all times.

Note that this is exactly the 1RDM EOM in NO representation [Eq. (2.21)],
since the 2RDM in the time-dependent NO basis is given as

Γklrs(t) = 2ck(t)c∗r (t)δklδrs, (3.30)

which follows directly from the singlet two-electron wavefunction [Eq. (3.1)].
Therefore, the matrix W̃(t) in NO representation can be written as

W̃kl(t) =∑
rst

Γkrst(t)wtsrl(t) = 2ck(t)∑
r

c∗r (t)wrrlk(t). (3.31)

Using this expression for W̃(t), Eq. (3.29) becomes identical to the 1RDM EOM
in NO representation given by Eq. (2.21).

3.2.4 Coefficient derivatives

Not only the evolution of the NOs, φk(t), and the occupation numbers, nk(t) =
2∣ck(t)∣2, is required, but also the phase of the coefficients, c(t), to describe the
full evolution of the two-electron system. Therefore, we also need to consider the
derivatives with respect to the coefficients

0 = ∂A
∂ck(t)

− d
dt

∂A
∂ċk(t)

= −iċ∗k (t)+ 2ic∗k (t)⟨φk(t)∣φ̇k(t)⟩− 2c∗k (t)hkk(t)−∑
r

c∗r (t)wrrkk(t),
(3.32a)

0 = ∂A
∂c∗k (t)

= iċk(t)+ 2ick(t)⟨φk(t)∣φ̇k(t)⟩− 2ck(t)hkk(t)−∑
r

cr(t)wkkrr(t). (3.32b)
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Collecting all the time-derivatives on the left, we obtain

−i[ċ∗k (t)− 2c∗k (t)⟨φk(t)∣φ̇k(t)⟩] = 2c∗k (t)hkk(t)+∑
r

c∗r (t)wrrkk(t), (3.33a)

i[ċk(t)+ 2ck(t)⟨φk(t)∣φ̇k(t)⟩] = 2ck(t)hkk(t)+∑
r

cr(t)wkkrr(t). (3.33b)

To check if the EOMs of the coefficients give the same EOM for the occupation
numbers as the EOM of the 1RDM [Eq. (3.29)], multiply Eq. (3.33a) by ck(t) and
Eq. (3.33b) by c∗k (t). Subsequently subtracting both equations gives

iṅk(t) = i[ck(t)ċ∗k (t)+ ċk(t)c∗k (t)]

=∑
r
[ck(t)c∗r (t)wrrkk(t)− c∗k (t)cr(t)wkkrr(t)] = (W̃†

kk(t)− W̃kk(t)), (3.34)

which is equivalent to Eq. (3.29) for k = l, or the occupation number EOM ob-
tained within the TD1MFT framework [Eq. (2.22b)].

In the coefficient EOMs [Eqs (3.33)] the time-derivative of the NOs is also
present. This is because the phase factors in the wavefunction of the two-electron
system can be represented by the NOs as well. However, proper NOs are phase
invariant, so the dynamics of the phase factor should be fixed by the coeffi-
cients. To make life easy, we partially fix the gauge of the NOs by excluding
time-dependent phase factors. This gauge choice implies that ⟨φk∣φ̇k⟩ = 0, so we
can work with a simplified version of Eqs (3.33)

iċk(t) = 2ck(t)hkk(t)+∑
r

cr(t)wkkrr(t) (3.35)

and its complex conjugate.

3.3 Exact linear response

In this section we will derive the exact time- and frequency-dependent response
equations. The time-dependent response equations can be derived directly from
the EOMs for the NOs and occupation numbers derived in the previous section
by a simple perturbation treatment. The frequency-dependent response equa-
tions follow directly by taking the Fourier transform.

3.3.1 Time-dependent linear response

To derive the time-dependent linear response equations, consider a system that
is initially in a stationary state, so it satisfies the stationarity conditions [Eqs (3.7c)
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and (3.9) or (3.15)]. The time dependence of the wavefunction coefficients in this
case only consist of a simple time-dependent pre-factor

ck(t) = e−iEtck. (3.36)

Now consider a perturbation of the two-electron system by a time-dependent
potential v(t). This will cause a perturbation in the NOs and wavefunction coef-
ficients, which can be expressed to first order as

φk(r)→ φk(r)+ δφk(rt) and ck(t)→ e−iEt(ck + δck(t)). (3.37)

Using these expressions for the perturbed quantities in the 1RDM EOM in a sta-
tionary basis [Eq. (2.14)], we have

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
r
(hkrδγrl(t)− δγkr(t)hrl(t))+∑

a≠b
K̃φ

kl,baδUab(t)+

2∑
r
(crδc∗l (t)+ c∗l δcr(t))wklrr − 2∑

r
(c∗r δck(t)+ ckδc∗r (t))wrrkl , (3.38)

where K̃
φ

is defined as before [Eq. (2.82a)]. Since the 2RDM of the singlet two-
electron system in NO representation [Eq. (3.30)] is the same as the PILS expres-
sion [Eq. (1.150) or (D.24)] for real coefficients ck, one finds that

K̃
φ = K̃PILS∶φ = KPILS∶φ. (3.39)

Since twice the square of the coefficients, 2∣ck(t)∣2, yields the occupation numbers,
we have for the perturbed quantities

δnk(t) = 2δ(c∗k (t)ck(t)) = 2(c∗k δck(t)+ ck(t)δc∗k (t))

= 2ck(δck(t)+ δc∗k (t)) = 4ck Re δck(t), (3.40)

where we used that the coefficients can be chosen to be real for the reference state.
To make use of this equality, we first rewrite the last two terms in Eq. (3.38) as

2∑
r
(crδc∗l (t)+ clδcr(t)− crδck(t)− ckδc∗r (t))wrrkl

= 2(δcR
l (t)− δcR

k (t))∑
r

crwrrkl + 2(cl − ck)∑
r

δcR
r (t)wrrkl −

2(iδcI
l (t)+ iδcI

k(t))∑
r

crwrrkl + 2(cl + ck)∑
r

iδcI
r(t)wrrkl

= 2(ck + cl)hkl(δcR
k (t)− δcR

l (t))+ 2(cl − ck)∑
r

wklrr δcR
r (t)+

2((ck + cl)hkl − ckEδkl)(iδcI
l (t)+ iδcI

k(t))+ 2(cl + ck)∑
r

wklrr iδcI
r(t),

(3.41)
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where we used

f R(t) ≡Re f (t) and f I(t) ≡ Im f (t) (3.42)

as short-hand notations for the real and imaginary parts of a function.
Similar to the TD1MFT response equations, we will consider the diagonal and

off-diagonal parts of δγ(t) in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.38)
separately. For the off-diagonal parts of the perturbed 1RDM we can use the
direct relation with δU(t) [Eq. (2.81)], so we can rewrite Eq. (3.38) as

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a≠b

APILS
kl,baδUab(t)+ 4hkl(clδcR

l (t)− ckδcR
k (t))+

2(ck + cl)hkl(δcR
k (t)− δcR

l (t))+ 2(cl − ck)∑
a

wklaa δcR
a (t)+

2((ck + cl)hkl − ckEδkl)(iδcI
l (t)+ iδcI

k(t))+ 2(cl + ck)∑
a

wklaa iδcI
a(t)

=∑
a≠b

APILS
kl,baδUab(t)+∑

a

cl − ck
2ca

[hkl(δal + δak)+wklaa]4caδcR
a (t)+

2(cl + ck)∑
a
((hkl − E/2δkl)(δal + δak)+wklaa)iδcI

a(t)+ (nl − nk)δvkl(t)

=∑
a≠b

APILS
kl,baδUab(t)+∑

a
CPILS

kl,a δna(t)+∑
a

APILS
kl,aa

iδcI
a(t)

2ca
+

(nl − nk)δvkl(t), (3.43)

where the PILS response matrices are worked out in Ap. D.3.
Similar to the TD1MFT equations, the linear response equations can be separ-

ated in real and imaginary parts. Splitting the full 1RDM EOM in EOMs for the
real and imaginary off-diagonal elements gives

i∂tδγR
kl(t) =∑

a>b
APILS+

kl,ba iδU I
ab(t)+∑

a
APILS+

kl,aa
iδcI

a(t)
4ca

, (3.44a)

i∂tiδγI
kl(t) =∑

a>b
APILS−

kl,ba UR
ab(t)+∑

a
CPILS

kl,a δna(t)+ (nl − nk)δvkl(t) (3.44b)

and for the real diagonal elements (the occupation numbers) gives

i∂tδnk(t) =∑
a>b

APILS+
kk,ba iδU I

ab(t)+∑
a

APILS+
kk,aa

iδcI
a(t)

4ca
. (3.44c)

Further we need to consider the perturbed EOM for the imaginary part of the
coefficients [Eq. (3.35)]. Eliminating the overall phase factor e−iEt by multiplica-
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tion with its complex conjugate, we have

Eδck(t)+ iδċk(t) = 2δck(t)hkk + 2ck∑
r
(δU†

kr(t)hrk + hkrδUrk(t))+ 2ckδvkk(t)+

∑
r

δcr(t)wkkrr + 2∑
rs

cr(δU†
ks(t)wksrr +wkkrsδUsr(t))

=∑
a
(2hkkδka +wkkaa)δca(t)+ 2ckδvkk(t)+ 4ck∑

a
hkaδUR

ak(t)+

2∑
b
((ck + cb)hkb − Eckδbk)δUkb(t)+ 2∑

ab
cbwkkbaδUab(t). (3.45)

Since the real part of the perturbation in the coefficient is directly related to the
perturbation in the occupation number [Eq. (3.40)], only the EOM of the perturb-
ation in the imaginary component is required, i.e. the time-derivative in iδcI(t)
which only couples to real quantities. Let us first work out the contribution of
δUR(t) with the one-electron terms, h

4ck∑
a

hkaδUR
ak(t)+ 2∑

b
(ck + cb)hkbδUR

kb(t)

= 4∑
ab

hbacbδbkδUR
ab(t)+ 2∑

ab
(ca + cb)hbaδakδUR

ab(t)

= 2∑
ab

hbacb(2δbk + δak)δUR
ab(t)− 2∑

ab
cahbaδakδUR

ba(t)

= 2∑
ab

hbacb(2δbk + δak)δUR
ab(t)− 2∑

ab
cbhbaδbkδUR

ab(t)

= 2∑
ab

hbacb(δbk + δak)δUR
ab(t).

(3.46)

Using this result, the EOM for iδcI(t) can be written as

i∂tiδcI
k(t) =∑

a
((2hkk − E)δka +wkkaa)δcR

a (t)+ 2ckδvkk(t)+

2∑
ab

cb((δak + δbk)hab +wkkba)δUR
ab(t)

= 2ckδvkk(t)+∑
a
((2hkk − E)δka +wkkaa)

δna(t)
4ca

+

∑
a≠b

(cb − ca)((δak + δbk)hab +wkkba)
δγR

ab(t)
nb − na

= 2ck[δvkk(t)+ 2∑
a

�WPILS
k,a δna(t)+ 2∑

a>b
CPILS

k,ba
T δγR

ab(t)
nb − na

], (3.47)

where PILS response matrices are worked out in Ap. D.3. Together with the EOM
for the 1RDM [Eq. (3.43)] these equations determine the full evolution of the sing-
let two-electron system.
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3.3.2 Frequency-dependent linear response

Now we have the time-dependent linear response equations, it is rather straight-
forward to obtain the frequency-dependent linear response equations. A simple
Fourier transform and ordering the equations as in the SA approximation for real
NOs [Eq. (2.106)] gives

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −A+
MM 0 −A+

Mm

−N−1 A−N−1 ω1M −N−1C 0
0 −A+

mM ω1m −A+
mm

−CT N−1 0 −�W ω1m

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

iδcI(ω)/4c

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δvR(ω)

0
δvD(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (3.48)

where the response matrices A±, C, �W should be evaluated with the PILS fun-
citonal. It is possible to obtain a much more symmetric form by transforming the
response equations to the following variables

δγ̃R
kl(ω) ≡

δγR
kl(ω)

2(cl + ck)
= (cl − ck)δUR

kl , δc̃R
k (ω) ≡

δcR
k (ω)
√

2
= δnk(ω)

4
√

2ck
,

iδγ̃I
kl(ω) ≡

iδγI
kl(ω)

2(cl − ck)
= (cl + ck)iδU I

kl(ω), iδc̃I
k(ω) ≡

iδcI
k(ω)
√

2
,

δṽR
kl(ω) ≡ (cl + ck)δvR

kl(ω), δṽD
k (ω) ≡

√
2ckδvkk(ω).

(3.49)

If additionally we use the following definition

Bkl,ba ≡
1√

1+ δkl

1√
1+ δba

[(δblhka + δalhkb + δakhlb + δbkhla)+

(wklba +wklab)− E(δkaδbl + δkbδal)], (3.50)

the response matrices can be expressed as

Bkl,ba =
1√

1+ δkl

1√
1+ δba

1
2(cl ± ck)(cb ± ca)

APILS±
kl,ba (3.51a)

Bkl,aa =
2
√

2ca

cl − ck
CPILS

kl,a (3.51b)

Bkk,aa = 16ckca�W
PILS
k,a (3.51c)

Using the equalities, the exact frequency-dependent response equations for the
singlet two-electron system can be rewritten in terms of δγ̃(ω) as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M 0 −BMM −BMm

0 ω1m −BmM −Bmm

−BMM −BMm ω1M 0
−BmM −Bmm 0 ω1m

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
δc̃R(ω)
iδγ̃I(ω)
iδc̃I(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
0

δṽR(ω)
δṽD(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (3.52)
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The imaginary component can be eliminated from the response equations to give

(ω21M+m −B2)
⎛
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎠
= (ω1−B) (ω1+B)

⎛
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎠
=
⎛
⎝

δṽR(ω)
δṽD(ω)

⎞
⎠

, (3.53)

so the excitation energies can be found directly by diagonalising B. The trans-
formation to δγ̃(ω) will be useful later, comparing the various adiabatic approx-
imations with the exact result. However, this form of the exact response is also
useful in practice to assess the effect of excluding transitions in the calculation.
For example in Ref. [118] we included all diagonal transitions, δc̃(ω), but only
retained off-diagonal elements k > l with l ≤ L. In Fig. 3.1 we show the error
introduced by this truncation for the first Σ+g excitation and in Fig. 3.2 the error
introduced to the first Σ+u excitation. This calculation was done in an aug-cc-
pVQZ [79]. Since all cartesian components are included in GAMESS-UK [111], this
amounts to 110 basis functions, so the full-size B is a 6105× 6105 matrix. Restrict-
ing l to occupied orbitals only (in this case there is only one occupied orbital, so
L = 1), gives approximately the size of the TDDFT problem. This still yields a
sizable error of several hundredths Hartree at the equilibrium distance, which
resembles the poorer TDDFT cases. However, the error rapidly drops with ad-
dition of just the first and second virtual to the “l set”. The errors also generally
diminish at larger bond distances of H2. So restricting l to only the first three
highest occupied NOs reproduces the excitation energies quite well already. The
matrix to be diagonalised in the aug-cc-pVQZ basis is reduced significantly from
a 6105 × 6105 matrix to a 434 × 434 matrix, with a large concomitant increase in
speed. Thus, the size of the diagonalisation problem is not excessively increased
compared to TDDFT.

3.4 Transformation to TD1MFT

Now we have exact time-dependent and frequency-dependent response equa-
tions, the phase factor (iδcI) can be eliminated from the equations to obtain exact
response equations in terms of the perturbed 1RDM only. In this way, we can
extract the exact FD1MFT response equations. By comparing the exact FD1MFT
equations with the SA approximations, we gain a better understanding why the
SA fails in the static limit (ω → 0). Also the other adiabatic approximations AA1
and AA2 are compared to the exact result. In particular, it will be shown that
choosing the mixing factor x in the AA2 approximation (Sec. 2.9) as xmagic

k = 8nk

[Eq. (2.133)] leads to an exact response for positive frequencies.
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Figure 3.1: The error introduced in the first
1Σ+g excitation energy if only off-diagonal
elements k > l ≤ L are retained and all di-
agonal elements (δc̃(ω)) are kept. Straight
line: RH-H = 1.5 Bohr; dashed line: RH-H =

5.0 Bohr; dotted line: RH-H = 10.0 Bohr.

Figure 3.2: The same as in Fig. 3.1, but now
for the first 1Σ+u excitation.

3.4.1 Exact time-dependent 1MFT response equations

We first extract the exact TD1MFT linear response equations from Eqs (3.43)
and (3.47) . The only quantity which is not a genuine TD1MFT quantity is the
perturbation in the imaginary part of the coefficient, iδcI(t). To eliminate iδcI(t),
first solve for it, by integrating the EOM [Eq. (3.47)] over time

iδcI
k(t) = −2ick ∫

t

0
dt′[δvkk(t′)+ 2∑

a

�WPILS
k,a δna(t′)+ 2∑

a>b
CPILS

k,ba
T δγR

ab(t′)
nb − na

]. (3.54)

With this result we can eliminate iδcI(t) from the EOM for the 1RDM [Eq. (3.43)],
so we find

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a≠b

APILS
kl,baδUab(t)+∑

a
CPILS

kl,a δna(t)−

i∫
t

0
dt′∑

r
APILS

kl,rr [δvrr(t′)+ 2∑
a

�WPILS
r,a δna(t′)+ 2∑

a>b
CPILS

r,ba
T δγR

ab(t′)
nb − na

]. (3.55)

Since the second and the third term on the right-hand side of this equation are
exactly the terms present in the adiabatic approximation, it makes sense to split
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the coupling matrix in an adiabatic part given by the adiabatic PILS coupling
matrix, KPILS, and a non-adiabatic part, Kna(t − τ). The non-adiabatic part can
directly be read off from Eq. (3.55) to be

Kna
kl,ba(t − τ) = −i∫

t

0
dt′∑

r
APILS

kl,rr [
δvrr(t′)
δγab(τ)

+ 2∑
s

�WPILS
r,s

δns(t′)
δγab(τ)

+

2∑
s>t

CPILS
r,ts

T 1
nt − ns

δγR
st(t′)

δγab(τ)
]

= −i∑
r

APILS
kl,rr [∫

t

0
dt′

δvrr(t′)
δγab(τ)

+

θ(t − τ)(δar + δbr)(hab − E/2δab)+wrrba
2cr(cb + ca)

]. (3.56)

The diagonal part of the perturbing potential, δvkk(t), cannot be eliminated. This
is due to the definition of the coupling matrix in the TD1MFT response equa-
tions (Sec. 2.6). Only the off-diagonal terms of the perturbing potential appear
explicitly in the linear TD1MFT response equations [Eq. (2.78)]. Therefore, the
only possible place for the diagonal part of the potential is in the coupling matrix
K(τ).

3.4.2 Exact frequency-dependent 1MFT response equations

The exact FD1MFT response equations can derived via two different routes. The
most straightforward way is probably to Fourier transform the exact TD1MFT
response equation [Eq. (3.55)] which gives

ωδγkl(ω) = (nl − nk)δvkl(ω)+∑
a≠b

APILS
kl,baδUab(ω)+∑

a
CPILS

kl,a δna(ω)+

1
ω
∑
r

APILS
kl,rr [δvrr(ω)+ 2∑

a

�WPILS
r,a δna(ω)+ 2∑

a>b
CPILS

r,ba
T δγR

ab(ω)
nb − na

]. (3.57)

An alternative route is to follow the same route which was used to derive the ex-
act FD1MFT linear response equations: eliminate iδcI(ω) from the exact response
equations [Eq. (3.48)], which gives

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M − A+MmCT N−1

ω −A+
MM − A+Mm

�W
ω

−N−1 A−N−1 ω1M −N−1C

− A+mmCT N−1

ω −A+
mM ω1m − A+mm

�W
ω

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR(ω)
iδU I(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

A+MmδvD(ω)
2ω

δvR(ω)
A+mmδvD(ω)

2ω

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (3.58)
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For the analysis of the adiabatic approximations later, it is advantageous to re-
write the FD1MFT equations in terms of δγ̃R(ω), iδγ̃I(ω) and δc̃R(ω), since the
response matrix gains more symmetry. The new variables have simple relations
to δγ(ω) 1RDM [Eqs (3.49)], so this transformation does not impair interpreta-
tion. Transforming to δγ̃(ω), the exact FD1MFT linear response equations sim-
plify to

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M − BMmBmM
ω −BMM −BMmBmm

ω

−BMM ω1M −BMm

−BmmBmM
ω −BmM ω1m − BmmBmm

ω

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
iδγ̃I(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

BMmδṽD(ω)
ω

δṽR(ω)
BmmδṽD(ω)

ω

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (3.59)

Note that the exact FD1MFT response equations are not a simple set of linear
equations anymore. Therefore, the solution of non-adiabatic response equations
becomes more challenging. This is a complication frequently overlooked in the
case of TDDFT. The failures of adiabatic TDDFT can be solved in principle by
going to frequency-dependent exchange-correlation kernels [127–134]. However,
the response equations are not linear anymore, so new methods to solve these
equations have to be developed as well. A brute force way to calculate the excit-
ation energies from the exact FD1MFT equations is to diagonalise the matrix

M(ω) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

BMmBmM
ω BMM

BMmBmm
ω

BMM 0 BMm
BmmBmM

ω BmM
BmmBmm

ω

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

(3.60)

for each frequency ω. If one of the roots is identical to ω, we found a solution to
the homogeneous form of Eq. (3.59), so this will be an excitation energy.

As an example we calculate the excitation energies for a H2 system at 5.0 Bohr
in an aug-cc-pVQZ basis [79]. Since the matrix M(ω) needs to be diagonalised
at multiple frequencies, only 1–3 → all transitions were included to speed up
the calculation. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3, where the roots of M(ω) are
plotted against the frequency, ω. Since the excitations are the frequencies which
obey ω = root, they are found as the intersection of the roots with the root(ω) = ω

line (dashed line).
Note that all the roots with a symmetry not equal to Σ+g are simple horizontal

lines. They do not have any frequency dependence and therefore they can be
calculated exactly in the adiabatic approximations with the response matrices
from the exact FD1MFT equations (the PILS response matrices), one necessarily
obtains the exact results for these excitations.
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Figure 3.3: Eigenvalues (roots) of M(ω) for the H2 system at 5.0 Bohr in an aug-cc-pVQZ
basis [79]. Only 1-3 → all transitions were taken into account to accelerate the calculation.
Intersections with the dashed line are excitation energies.

3.4.3 The failure of the SA approximation

It is often believed that the adiabatic approximation is the adiabatic limit, so it
should be valid for slowly varying perturbations. However, comparing the exact
FD1MFT equations [Eq. (3.58)] for the singlet two-electron system with the SA
approximation [Eq. (2.106)], we see that the adiabatic approximation is rather
the ω → ∞ limit (the vary fast varying perturbations) than the ω → 0, since the
non-adiabatic terms in the exact FD1MFT equation [Eq. (3.58)] go as 1/ω.

It is now also easy to understand why the SA fails in the adiabatic limit. The
diverging terms have to cancel each other, so effectively these terms form an
equation on their own for ω → 0

∑
r

APILS
kl,rr [

δvrr(0)
2

+∑
a

�WPILS
r,a δna(0)+∑

a>b
CPILS

r,ba
T δγR

ab(0)
nb − na

] = 0 ∀k,l . (3.61)
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If the matrix A does not have eigenvectors with zero eigenvalue, the expression
between the brackets has to be zero for each r. However, it can be shown that the
A matrix satisfies the following sum-rule (Ap. C.1.3)

∑
a

Akl,aa = 0 ∀k,l . (3.62)

Since, the matrix A satisfies this sum-rule, we can add an arbitrary constant to the
expression between the brackets in Eq. (3.61) and it will still satisfy this equation
for the same δn(0) and δγR(0). So we can rewrite Eq. (3.61) as

δvrr(0)
2

+∑
a

�WPILS
r,a δna(0)+∑

a>b
CPILS

r,ba
T δγR

ab(0)
nb − na

= C

2
, (3.63)

where C is some constant. For the exact FD1MFT response equations, this con-
stant is arbitrary. However, it can be determined by multiplying Eq. (3.63) by nr

and summing over the index r. Since the contributions from the response matri-
ces�W and C vanish due to their sum-rules [Eqs (C.33b) and (C.39)], we find

C = 1
N
∑
r

nrδvrr(0) = 1
N

δE = δε, (3.64)

where we used Eqs (1.163) and (1.164) for the identifications with δE and δε. So
we recover the response equation which was missing in the adiabatic limit of the
SA approximation

CT N−1δγR(0)+�Wδn(0) = (δε − δvD(0))/2. (2.105)

It is clear that the SA approximation should fail in the adiabatic limit. It com-
pletely neglects the terms that diverge for ω → 0, so it should actually fail.

From this analysis it is also clear why the SA approximation in TDDFT does
work. In TDDFT the perturbation of the Kohn–Sham system is considered. In
practice one always considers a pure state of the Kohn–Sham system, so it has
only integer, i.e. pinned, occupation numbers. Since the occupation numbers are
pinned, they never occur in the response equations. The missing SA equation
[Eq. (2.105)] is only needed for fractional occupation numbers, so in pure-state
Kohn–Sham TDDFT, this equation is not “missing” anymore.

This observation immediately signals problems if one ever would like to start
from a Kohn–Sham ensemble. The SA approximation in TDDFT would then also
result in the same discrepancy between the static response equations and the dy-
namic response equations in the ω → 0 limit.
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3.4.4 Transformation of adiabatic approximations

Here we will derive the adiabatic approximations for the singlet two-electron sys-
tem in terms of δγ̃(ω) [Eqs (3.49)]. They are convenient for efficient implement-
ations, specific for the two-electron system. Since the SA approximation simply
neglects the 1/ω terms, its tilde form is straightforward to obtain from Eq. (3.59)
by neglecting these terms

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −BMM 0
−BMM ω1M −BMm

0 −BmM ω1m

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
iδγ̃I(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δṽR(ω)

0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (3.65)

To calculate excitation energies, we have to find the frequencies for which the
matrix on the left-hand side becomes singular. Therefore, we need to find ω for
which the determinant of this matrix becomes zero. If we use that for a block
matrix

RRRRRRRRRRRR

A B
C D

RRRRRRRRRRRR
= ∣A∣ ⋅ ∣D −CA−1B∣ = ∣D∣ ⋅ ∣A − BD−1C∣ , (3.66)

we can work out this condition on the determinant as

0 =

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

ω1M −BMM 0
−BMM ω1M −BMm

0 −BmM ω1m

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

= ωm
RRRRRRRRRRRR

ω1M −BMM

−BMM ω1M − 1
ωBMmBmM

RRRRRRRRRRRR

= ωM+m ∣ω1M − 1
ωBMmBmM − 1

ωBMMBMM∣

= ωm ∣ω21M −B2
MM −BMmBmM∣ . (3.67)

From this expression we find that the SA approximation has m ω = 0 excitations
in agreement with our earlier findings (Sec. 2.7). Additionally the matrices on
the right-hand side of Eq. (3.67) are now symmetric and positive-semidefinite.
Therefore, the excitation energies calculated from this expression are guaranteed
to be real.

For the AA1 approximation we do not gain additional insight from the trans-
formation to δγ̃(ω). However, for completeness we still show it here. In the AA1
approximation, the last set of equations (from the EOM of the occupation num-
bers) was replaced by the equation which was missing in adiabatic limit of the
SA approximation [Eq. (2.105)]. In exact FD1MFT this equation emerged from
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the diverging 1/ω terms, so one can read off this equation in terms of δγ̃(ω) from
the exact FD1MFT equations [Eq. (3.59)] to be

BmMδγ̃R(ω)+Bmmδc̃R(ω) = δε̃(ω)− δṽD(ω), (3.68)

where we defined δε̃(ω) as

δε̃k(ω) ≡
√

2ckδε(ω). (3.69)

Replacing the equation with the ωδc̃R(ω) term in the SA equations [Eq. (3.65)] as
prescribed by the AA1 approximation (Sec. 2.8) gives

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −BMM 0
−BMM ω1M −BMm

−BmM 0 −Bmm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
iδγ̃I(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δṽR(ω)

δε̃(ω)− δṽD(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (3.70)

Of course, the same steps can be taken as in Sec. (2.8.1) to simplify the AA1 re-
sponse equations. The substitution for δc̃R(ω) and iδγ̃I(ω) gives

[ω2 −B2
MM −BMMBMmB

−1
mmBmM]δγ̃R(ω)

= BMM[δṽR(ω)+BMmB
−1
mm(δε̃(ω)− δṽD(ω))/2]. (3.71)

Note that the inverse of Bmm in this equation is not well defined, since B obeys
the following sum-rule

∑
r
Bkl,rrcr = 0 ∀k,l . (3.72)

This sum-rule can be derived directly from the definition of B [Eq. (3.50)]. An
easier alternative is to the relation of B to the PILS response matrices [Eq. (3.51)],
their sum-rules [Eqs (C.13), (C.33b), and (C.39)] carry over in this manner. There-
fore, Bmm is only invertible on the subspace with the vector c projected out.

Now let us consider the AA2 approximation in terms of δγ̃(ω). Using all the
transformations [Eqs (3.49) and (3.51)] it is straightforward to show that the AA2
response equations become

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −BMM 0
−BMM ω1M −BMm

−BmM −BmM ω1m −Bmm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ̃R(ω)
iδγ̃I(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
δṽR(ω)

δε̃(ω)− δṽD(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

(3.73)

for xk = xmagic
k = 8nk. These matrix equations can be transformed to a form

from which it is immediately evident that the exact excitation energies reside
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in the positive part of the spectrum. The required transformation is δγ̃R/I(ω) →
δγ̃±(ω) ≡ δγ̃R(ω)± iδγ̃I(ω) which gives

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M +BMM 0 BMm

0 ω1M −BMM −BMm

0 −BmM ω1m −Bmm

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ̃−(ω)
δγ̃+(ω)
δc̃R(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

−δṽR(ω)
δṽR(ω)

δε̃(ω)− δṽD(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

,

(3.74)

so we find by comparing with the exact equation [Eq. (3.53)] that the AA2 approx-
imation yields the exact excitation energies in the positive part of its spectrum.

3.5 What do we learn from the two-electron system?

Transforming the exact response equations of the singlet two-electron system to
FD1MFT response equations, showed that exact FD1MFT contains some addi-
tional elements compared to the SA approximation which behave as 1/ω. Since
these diverging terms are neglected in the SA approximation, this adiabatic ap-
proximation fails for ω → 0. In this limit, the diverging terms act as a sep-
arate equation which is missing in the ω → 0 limit of the SA approximation
[Eq. (2.105)].

The alternative approximations try to repair this failure in some ad hoc way.
The AA1 approximation enforces the missing SA equation [Eq. (2.105)] for all
frequencies, however, at the expense of an other equation to avoid an overde-
terminate system of linear equations. Unfortunately, this leads to a loss of roots
which can be obtained from the AA1 equations (m roots less). In an attempt to
retain these roots, the equation which was missing in the static limit of the SA
approximation [Eq. (2.105)] was added by an amount x instead of replacing one
of the equations, which led to the AA2 approximation. It turns out that by tun-
ing the mixing parameter to some magical value xmagic

k = 8nk, exact excitation
energies can be obtained in the positive part of the spectrum for the singlet two-
electron system if the PILS functional is used. However, the major drawback of
this adiabatic approximation is that it breaks an important symmetry of response
function, i.e. χAA2(ω) ≠ χ∗AA2(−ω), which is a very unphysical feature.

From dimensional considerations it is actually not surprsing that the adiabatic
approximations are ill-behaved in TD1MFT. The SA approximation gives 2M+m
roots which in general can be uneven. Since excitation energies should appear
as a negative and a positive pole in the response function, each excitation energy
has to occur twice. Therefore, a proper approximation should always have an
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even number of roots which is actually not necessarily the case in SA and AA2,
so some problems must occur in these approximations.

Let us try to understand this feature in a bit more detail. In the adiabatic
approximation, the inverse response function is approximated by some linear
approximation of the form

χ(ω) ≈ χadia(ω) = [ω1− M]−1 =∑
K

FKF†
K

ω −ωK
, (3.75)

where ωK are eigenvalues of M. A good approximation should satisfy the sym-
metry relation χadia(ω) = χ∗adia(−ω), so we have

∑
K

FKF†
K

ω −ωK
= χadia(ω) = χ∗adia(−ω) =∑

K

F∗KFT
K

−ω −ωK
. (3.76)

So we find that if ωK is an eigenvalue of M, −ωK should be an eigenvalue as well.
Additionally, we see that the corresponding eigenvectors are each other complex
conjugate. However, they also have to be orthogonal. Therefore, it is necessary
that

Re FK = ±Im FK. (3.77)

So to satisfy χadia(ω) = χ∗adia(−ω), each real variable needs an imaginary coun-
terpart. This is the case for the off-diagonal elements of the 1RDM, so these vari-
ables are good to build an adiabatic approximation on. However, the diagonal
elements of the 1RDM do not have an imaginary counterpart, so they necessarily
lead to problems. There are two possibilities how the approximation can deal
with this.

1. The approximation simply breaks the symmetry (AA2).

2. The approximation retains the symmetry χadia(ω) = χ∗adia(−ω) by having
all problematic eigenvalues ωK to zero, since their contributions naturally
obey the symmetry relation (SA).

In this sense the AA1 approximation is the best approximation. To bring AA1 re-
sponse function in the spectral form of Eq. (3.75), one has to eliminate the perturb-
ation in the occupation numbers, δn(ω) from the response equations (Sec. 2.8.1).
Therefore, the AA1 approximation is effectively an adiabatic approximation only
in terms of the off-diagonal elements of the 1RDM and therefore, it naturally sat-
isfies χAA1(ω) = χ∗AA1(−ω).
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However, the AA1 approximation is unphysical in a different way. The per-
turbation in the occupation numbers in this follows directly from δγR(ω) and
δv̄D(ω) [Eq. (2.121)]. Therefore, they are not a real dynamical quantity anymore.
To illustrate this statement better, consider the Fourier transform back to time of
the frequency-dependent AA1 response equations [Eq. (2.120)] which gives

i∂tδγR(t) = A+N−1iδγI(t), (3.78a)

i∂tiδγI(t) = A−N−1δγR(t)+Cδn(t)+ δvR(t), (3.78b)

δn(t) = −�W−1(δv̄D(t)−CT N−1δγR(t)). (3.78c)

From Eq. (3.78c) it can be seen that the perturbation in the occupation numbers
does not follow from an EOM anymore, but are calculated as an instantaneous
response to δγR(t) and δv̄(t) at time t. This observation has also been made inde-
pendently by Requiest and Pankratov [135], so they called the SA approximation
more descriptively the instantaneous occupation numbers relaxation (IONR) ap-
proximation.

All adiabatic approximations are not really satisfactory in one way or an other
and it is very unlikely that any adiabatic approximation can be satisfactory be-
cause of the previous arguments. The only way to avoid all these problems in
TD1MFT is to go beyond the adiabatic approximation. Such a non-adiabatic ap-
proximation should at least have the 1/ω divergence in the coupling matrix K(ω)
to ensure a proper adiabatic limit and to supply the additional poles required to
have χ(ω) = χ∗(−ω) without spurious ω = 0 solutions like in the SA approxim-
ation. What form should such an approximation have? From the exact singlet
two-electron FD1MFT equations [Eq. (3.57)], we see that the equation which was
lacking in the ω → 0 limit of the SA approximation [Eq. (2.105)] is present as a
1/ω term, multiplied by the matrix APILS. The same construction could be used
for a non-adiabatic approximation which actually has a correct adiabatic limit
and a correct number of roots to satisfy the symmetry relation χ(ω) = χ∗(−ω) in
principle.

The only problematic part is that it is not clear what the prefactor APILS should
be for a general functional. Replacing it simply by the response matrix Akl,rr of
the particular functional will not work in general, since these matrix elements are
zero for proper 1MFT functionals [Eq. (1.175a)]. As an escape, one could use the
relations of B [Eqs (3.51)] to express Akl,rr in terms of C which gives

APILS
kl,aa =

1
2

APILS+
kl,aa = 4

√
2ca(cl + ck)Bkl,aa = 8na

cl + ck
cl − ck

CPILS
kl,a . (3.79)
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However, it is not possible to get rid of the coefficients, so it is not clear how this
expression can be generalised to 1MFT functionals which only depend on the
NOs and occupation numbers.

Note that for a correct adiabatic limit, it actually does not matter how we gen-
eralise Akl,rr. The only requirements are that it is symmetric in the k and l indices
and that it obeys the same sum-rule [Eq. (C.13)]. However, these conditions do
not fix its form. Therefore, one can cook up infinitely many different approxima-
tions to this prefactor, a route which has not been pursued in this research.





CHAPTER4
Phase including natural orbitals

In the last section (Sec. 3.5) it was argued that the adiabatic approximation can
never be satisfactory for TD1MFT, so one needs to go beyond the approxima-
tion. Unfortunately, it is not an easy task to go beyond the adiabatic approx-
imation. However, the crucial frequency was the result from the elimination of
the phase factors of the coefficients ck [Eq. (3.1)] which were not directly express-
ible in terms of the 1RDM. One can see this as “folding” the wavefunction into
a smaller object: the 1RDM. The price that we paid was more complicated re-
sponse equations. They were not simple linear equations anymore, but became
non-linear with 1/ω terms. Therefore, instead of trying to go beyond the adia-
batic approximation, equivalent would be to go beyond TD1MFT and not to use
only the 1RDM to describe the system, but also some additional quantity. This

133
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“unfolding” should make the non-linearity of the response equations less severe.
At least to such extent that we have a descent static limit in the SA approximation.

To stay as close to TD1MFT as possible, it is rather obvious what this quantity
should be: the phase of the NOs. The potential advantages are:

1. The number of variables to describe the system increases with m, so there
are 2(M+m) variables in total. The phase can serve as the complex counter-
part of the occupation numbers. Therefore, the symmetry χ(ω) = χ∗(−ω)
could be satisfied in the adiabatic approximation without the problems
mentioned in TD1MFT (Sec. 3.5).

2. Since the functionals would be allowed the depend on the NO phase, the
condition W†

kk −Wkk = 0 [Eq. (1.101)] is lifted. Therefore, the occupation
numbers would actually evolve in the SA approximation, since their evol-
ution is given by iṅk(t) = W†

kk(t)−Wkk(t) in the SA approximation.

3. Since the occupation numbers are now allowed to evolve, the ω → 0 of
the adiabatic approximation can at least in principle be consistent with the
static response equations.

The difficult question is what the definition for this NO phase should be. In the
case of the two-electron system it is rather obvious. Since it is only the phase
factors e−2iαk in the wavefunction expansion in terms of NOs [Eq. (1.147)] which
can not be determined directly from the 1RDM, it is clear that the NO phases
should be chosen as e−iαk . The spatial part of the singlet two-electron wavefunc-
tion in terms of these phase included natural orbitals (PINOs) then becomes

Ψ(r1, r2; t) =∑
i

√
ni(t)

2
Òπi(r1t)Òπi(r2t). (4.1)

It is not clear how to generalise the definition of the PINO phase to general
N-electron systems. However, we can state that since the phase is an extra vari-
able in addition to the 1RDM, it should contain some non-trivial information
about the 2RDM.

Of course, in the case of exact TD1MFT the introduction of an NO phase
would not be necessary. The same argument applies to local (vector) potentials,
for which the (current) density would be sufficient to describe the system. How-
ever, it turns out to be difficult to build approximations which give a satisfactory
description of the many-body effects on so little information. Using the whole
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1RDM to describe the system gives more explicit information, so finding good
approximations becomes more feasible. We now propose to go one step further
and also include the phase of the NOs. Whatever the definition for this NO phase
used, its main purpose for now is to help building approximations that give a sat-
isfactory evolution of the 1RDM.

Note that not only for the interacting two-electron system it is evident how the
PINO phase should be defined, also for a non-interacting N-electron system it is
rather obvious. A non-interacting system has a Hamiltonian which only consists
of one-body operators

Ĥs(t) ≡∫ dx ψ̂†(x)ĥs(t)ψ̂(x) =
N
∑
i=1

ĥs(xit), (4.2)

where the time-dependent one-body Hamiltonian ĥs(t) contains the kinetic en-
ergy operator, t̂ = − 1

2∇
2, and some time-dependent (non-local) potential, v̂s(t).

The initial many-particle state can always be expressed as a linear combination
of Slater determinants built from NOs. However, since only a one-body Hamilto-
nian acts on this state, the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation is
readily found as the same linear combination of Slater determinants constructed
from time-dependent NOs satisfying

i∂tÒπk(xt) = ĥs(t)Òπk(xt). (4.3)

However, this EOM dictates an explicit time-dependent phase-factor for the NOs,
so they should be referred to as PINOs. This definition for the PINOs for the
non-interacting N-particle system, shows that any set of PINOs and occupation
numbers, {Òπ, n}, is ensemble N-representable, since by constructing Slater de-
terminants from the PINOs and choosing time-dependent weights such that the
non-interacting system has the required occupation numbers. Note that {Òπ, n} is
not pure-state N-representable in general, since the corresponding 1RDM is not
pure-state N-representable as was shown in Sec. 1.1.3.

In the following section, we will derive PINO functional theory (ÒπFT) for the
ground state. The 1MFT equations were obtained by considering variations to the
NOs and occupation numbers. Since the phase invariance of the functionals was
only used later on in the derivation, the derivation of ground stateÒπFT equations
does not require much work. However, as we will see in the subsequent section,
the derivation of some useful time-dependentÒπFT (TDÒπFT) equations requires a
different approach compared to TD1MFT. It turns out that the identification of
{Òπ, n} with a non-interacting system can be used to derive a pratical EOM for the
PINOs.
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4.1 Ground stateÒπFT

In this section will derive the first order conditions for the ground state inÒπFT
and additionally the linear response equations. It turns out that there is almost no
work involved, since the only difference compared to 1MFT is that the functionals
are now allowed to be phase-dependent, so we only have to lift this constraint.
In particular, the energy functional will now be a functional of the PINOs and
occupation numbers, which can be partitioned into the one-body part, which can
be expressed explicitly in terms of the PINOs and occupation numbers, and the
two-body part, W[{Òπ, n}]

E[{Òπ, n}] =∑
r

nrhrr +W[{Òπ, n}]. (4.4)

The energy should now be minimised with respect to variation in the PINOs
and occupation numbers, such that the corresponding 1RDM remains ensemble
N-representable. However, this gives exactly the same result as for 1MFT in
Sec. 1.4.2, except that the first order condition on the functional [Eq. (1.101)] has
been lifted, since the PINOs have an explicit phase. Therefore, we have exactly
the same stationarity conditions as in 1MFT, except that also the term k = l in
Eq. (1.129a) should be considered, i.e.

(nl − nk)hkl + (W†
kl −Wkl) = 0 ∀k,l , (4.5a)

hkk +
∂W
∂nk

= εk, (4.5b)

where the projected derivatives W are now calculated with the PINOs

Wkl ≡∫ dx
∂W

∂Òπk(x)
Òπl(x). (4.6)

The values of the Lagrange multipliers are still dictated as in Table 1.1 and the
common orbital energy, ε, for fractional occupations can still be determined by
Eq. (1.126).

The effective Hamiltonian for a non-interacting ensemble, hs, is actually the
same as in the case of 1MFT, but now with PINOs instead of NOs. So the PINOs
satisfy the following eigenvalue equation

ĥsÒπk(x) = (ĥ + v̂Hxc)Òπk(x) = εkÒπk(x), (4.7)
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where the effective potential v̂Hxc, which takes into account the two-body effects,
is given by its matrix elements

⟨Òπk∣v̂Hxc∣Òπl⟩ ≡

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(W†
kl −Wkl)

nl − nk
for k ≠ l

∂W
∂nk

for k = l.
(4.8)

However, such an eigenvalue equation does not determine the phase factors of
the PINOs, so it should be augmented with the diagonal term of Eq. (4.5a)

W†
kk −Wkk = 0. (4.9)

This additional equation will determine the phases of the PINOs.
Using the derivation of the static 1MFT response equations (Sec. 1.6), no work

needs to be done to derive the static linear response equations ofÒπFT. In the
linear response derivation for 1MFT we first took into account the perturbation
in the phase of the NOs, iδUD, and later removed the term since proper 1MFT
functionals do not depend on the NO phase. Therefore, the static linear response
equations forÒπFT are readily obtained by not removing this term, so theÒπFT
response equations are given by Eq. (1.169).

4.2 Time-dependentÒπFT

It was rather straightforward to derive equations for ground stateÒπFT, since we
could use the 1MFT equations and by allowing for phase dependence of the func-
tionals, we immediately obtained the correspondingÒπFT equations. This was
possible, since the 1MFT equations were obtained by making the energy station-
ary with respect to the NOs and occupation numbers, which is readily extended
toÒπFT by also considering variations over the phase of the PINOs.

Unfortunately, this is not possible for TDÒπFT, since the EOMs for the NOs
and occupation numbers were obtained in a totally different manner: directly
from the EOM of the 1RDM. Since the 1RDM does not define the phase for the
NOs, we cannot find an EOM for the phase via this route. Therefore, we need
some different approach for the time-dependent case.

Now the identification of {Òπ(t), n(t)} with a non-interacting N-electron en-
semble becomes useful, since for this case we know what the EOM for the PINOs
is defined as in Eq. (4.3). Since we can associate a non-interacting reference en-
semble with the PINOs, we can use the same trick as for the derivation of time-
dependent Kohn–Sham DFT [21] to obtain an EOM for the PINOs: the action of
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the real interacting system, A, is partitioned into the action of the reference sys-
tem A0 with only the bare one-body part of the Hamiltonian and a remainder
AHxc

A[{Òπ, n}] = A0[{Òπ, n}]− AHxc[{Òπ, n}]. (4.10)

Note that the action of the interacting system A is assumed to be a functional of
the PINOs and occupation numbers. The partitioning becomes useful in practice
if some suitable approximation for AHxc can be found, like the adiabatic local
density approximation (ALDA) in TDDFT. Now let us go into more detail how
these actions should be defined. In particular, for the non-interacting ensemble
we need a generalisation of the pure-state formulation to ensembles.

First consider a general ensemble of time-dependent states ∣ΨP(t)⟩ and with
time-dependent weights dP(t). We will show that the weights are actually time-
independent for a normal quantum mechanical system. However, due to the
additional term AHxc, the non-interacting reference system will be forced to fol-
low the interacting system, so in this case they will be time-dependent. We can
associate to each state ΨP(t) a Lagrangian

LP[ΨP, Ψ∗
P](t) ≡ ⟨ΨP(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣ΨP(t)⟩. (4.11)

The Lagrangian of the total ensemble, Lens(t), will now be defined as the en-
semble of the Lagrangians of the individual states, LP(t), i.e. a weighted sum
with weights dP(t)

Lens[{Ψ, Ψ∗, d}](t) ≡∑
P

dP(t)LP[ΨP, Ψ∗
P](t). (4.12)

The total action for the ensemble can therefore be written as

Aens[{Ψ, Ψ∗, d}] = ∫
T

0
dt Lens[{Ψ, Ψ∗, d}](t)

= ∫
T

0
dt∑

P
dP(t)⟨ΨP(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣ΨP(t)⟩. (4.13)

Since each of the states ΨP(t) should satisfy the Schrödinger equation, the vari-
ational principle for the ensemble should be formulated as (Sec. 3.2.1)

δAens[{Ψ, Ψ∗, d}] = i∑
P

dP(t)⟨ΨP(T)∣δΨP(T)⟩. (4.14)
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Now let us check if the correct EOMs are obtained if the action is made stationary
with respect to ΨP(t), Ψ∗

P(t) and dP(t)

0 = δAens

δΨK(t)
− i∑

P
dP(T) ⟨ΨP(T)∣δΨP(T)

δΨK(t)
⟩ = ∂Aens

∂ΨK(t)
− d

dt
∂Aens

∂Ψ̇K(t)

= dK(t)(−i∂t − Ĥ)Ψ∗
K(t)+ ḋK(t)Ψ∗

K(t), (4.15a)

0 = δAens

δΨ∗
K(t)

= dK(t)(i∂t − Ĥ)ΨK(t), (4.15b)

0 = δAens

δdK(t)
= ⟨ΨK(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ(t)∣ΨK(t)⟩. (4.15c)

The second derivative [Eq. (4.15b)] gives the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-
tion for the state ΨK(t) weighted by dK(t), which also solves the last equation
[Eq. (4.15c)]. Further, taking the complex conjugate of Eq. (4.15b) sets the first
part on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.15a) equal to zero. Since Ψ∗

K(t) ≠ 0, we find
for normal quantum mechanical systems that

ḋK(t) = 0. (4.16)

Of course, this is not the case anymore if we add some additional term to the ac-
tion representing some heat-bath or in our case an additional term which forces
the evolution of the PINOs and occupation numbers of the non-interacting en-
semble to be the same as in the interacting system. For the non-interacting sys-
tem the states corresponding to {Òπ, n} are simple Slater determinants, ΦP(t), con-
structed from the PINOs and the weights dP(t) are such that the 1RDM has the
prescribed occupation numbers, i.e.

nk(t) = ∑
P∈P(k)

dP(t), (4.17)

where P(k) = {P ∶ ΦP(t) containsÒπk(t)}.
Now consider the following action of a non-interacting ensemble evolving

only under one-body part of the the interacting Hamiltonian, H1-body(t)

A0[{Òπ, n}] = ∫
T

0
dt∑

P
dP(t)⟨ΦP(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ1-body(t)∣ΦP(t)⟩. (4.18)

This expression can be simplified, since we have

⟨ΦP(t)∣i∂t − Ĥ1-body(t)∣ΦP(t)⟩ =∑
k
⟨Òπk(t)∣i∂t − ĥ(t)∣Òπk(t)⟩, (4.19)
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where the sum runs over all the PINOs present in the determinant ΦP(t). How-
ever, a specific PINO will in general be present in multiple determinants ΦP(t),
so the total contribution to the action A0 of an orbitalÒπk(xt) can be written as

∑
P∈P(k)

dP(t)⟨Òπk(t)∣i∂t − ĥ(t)∣Òπk(t)⟩ = nk(t)⟨Òπk(t)∣i∂t − ĥ(t)∣Òπk(t)⟩, (4.20)

where we used the relation in Eq. (4.17). The expression for the action A0 now
simplifies to

A0[{Òπ, n}] = ∫
T

0
dt∑

k
nk(t)⟨Òπk(t)∣i∂t − ĥ(t)∣Òπk(t)⟩. (4.21)

Since the non-interacting reference system has the same 1RDM as the interacting
system, the complete one-body part of the Hamiltonian will drop out of the func-
tional AHxc [Eq. (4.10)], including the kinetic energy which would still remain in
case of TDDFT

AHxc[{Òπ, n}] = ∫
T

0
dt{⟨Ψ[{Òπ, n}](t)∣Ŵ∣Ψ[{Òπ, n}](t)⟩+

i∑
k

nk(t)⟨Òπk(t)∣Ò̇πk(t)⟩− i⟨Ψ[{Òπ, n}](t)∣Ψ̇[{Òπ, n}](t)⟩}. (4.22)

Similar considerations also hold for the boundary term in the formulation of the
variational principle [Eq. (4.14)], so the variational principle for the action A0

would be

δA0 = i∑
P

dP(T)⟨ΦP(T)∣δΦP(T)⟩ = i∑
k

nk(T)⟨Òπk(T)∣δÒπk(T)⟩. (4.23)

However, we are not interested in the stationary points of A0, but of A. So now
we will use the Kohn–Sham trick and introduce

δW[{Òπ, n}] ≡ δAHxc[{Òπ, n}]+

i⟨Ψ[{Òπ, n}](T)∣δΨ[{Òπ, n}](T)⟩− i∑
r

nr(T)⟨Òπr(T)∣δÒπr(T)⟩. (4.24)

The variational principle for the action A can now be written as

δA0[{Òπ, n}]− δW[{Òπ, n}] = i∑
k

nk(T)⟨Òπk(T)∣δÒπk(T)⟩. (4.25)

So we now have an extra term δW in the variational equations for the non-
interacting system. Therefore, the weights, i.e. the occupation numbers, will not
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be time-independent anymore due to this additional term δW . Let us show this
explicitly by deriving the EOMs for the PINOs and occupation numbers from
Eq. (4.25) by considering the variations due to the PINOs and occupation num-
bers. First consider the variations due to the PINOs. Since only ortho-normal
variations of {Òπ} should be considered, some Lagrange multipliers are added to
ensure this condition, so will consider

δA0 − δW −∫
T

0
dt∑

rs
λsr(t)(⟨Òπr(t)∣δÒπs(t)⟩+ ⟨δÒπr(t)∣Òπs(t)⟩)

= i∑
k

nr(T)⟨Òπr(T)∣δÒπr(T)⟩. (4.26)

Now considering the variations dueÒπk(xt) andÒπ∗l (xt) respectively, we have

∑
r

λkr(t)Òπ∗r (xt)+ δW
δÒπk(xt)

= δA0

δÒπk(xt)
− ink(T)Òπ∗k (xT)δ(t − T)

= ∂A0

∂Òπk(xt)
− d

dt
∂A0

∂Ò̇πk(xt)
= −ĥ(t)Òπ∗k (xt)− i[ṅk(t)Òπ∗k (xt)+ nk(t)Ò̇π∗k (xt)], (4.27a)

∑
r
Òπr(xt)λrl(t)+ δW

δÒπ∗l (xt)
= δA0

δÒπ∗l (xt)

= inl(t)Ò̇πl(xt)− nl(t)ĥ(t)Òπl(xt). (4.27b)

Multiplying both equations from the left byÒπl(xt) andÒπ∗k (xt) respectively and
integrating over x and using ortho-normality of the PINOs frees the Lagrange
multiplier λ(t)

iṅk(t)δkl + ink(t)⟨Ò̇πk(t)∣Òπl(t)⟩+ hkl(t)+Wkl(t) = −λkl(t), (4.28a)

inl(t)⟨Òπk(t)∣Ò̇πl(t)⟩− nl(t)hkl(t)−W†
kl(t) = λkl(t), (4.28b)

where we used the definition

Wkl(t) ≡∫ dx
δW

δÒπk(xt)
Òπl(xt). (4.29)

Adding both equations eliminates the Lagrange multiplier λ(t) and gives

i[ṅk(t)δkl + (nl(t)− nk(t))⟨Òπk(t)∣Ò̇πl(t)⟩]

= (nl(t)− nk(t))hkl(t)+ (W†
kl(t)−Wkl(t)), (4.30a)
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which has a very similar structure as the original EOM for the 1RDM in NO
representation [Eq. (2.21)]. The variation due to the occupation numbers gives an
even more interesting result

i⟨Òπk(t)∣Ò̇πk(t)⟩ = hkk(t)+ δW
δnk(t)

. (4.30b)

This equation provides the diagonal elements for the EOM of the PINOs in ad-
dition to the off-diagonal elements already given by the EOM for the 1RDM
[Eq. (4.30a)]. Therefore, the PINOs satisfy the EOM given by Eq. (4.3) with a one-
body Hamiltonian ĥs(t) = ĥ(t) + v̂Hxc(t). The effective potential, v̂Hxc(t), takes
into account all the two-body effects and will be a functional of the PINOs and
occupation numbers. Combining Eqs (4.30a) and (4.30b) the effective potential
can be given in terms of its matrix elements

⟨Òπk∣v̂Hxc[{Òπ, n}](t)∣Òπl⟩ ≡

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(W†
kl(t)−Wkl(t))

nl(t)− nk(t)
for k ≠ l

δW
δnk(t)

for k = l.
(4.31)

The evolution of the occupation numbers is dictated by the diagonal of Eq. (4.30a)

iṅk(t) = (W†
kk(t)−Wkk(t)). (4.32)

Therefore, the stationarity of the PINO phase in ground stateÒπFT [Eq. (4.9)] has
a simple interpretation by the EOM for the occupation numbers that we found
[Eq. (4.32)]: the occupation numbers should be stationary (time-independent) for
the ground state.

Further, since the stationary PINOs, Òπk(x), satisfy the stationary equation
[Eq. (4.7)], the corresponding time-dependent PINOs, Òπk(xt), can be trivially
found from their EOM [Eq. (4.3)] to be

Òπk(xt) = e−iεktÒπk(x). (4.33)

This simple relation implies that in case of a stationary solution, the elements in
the stationary and time-dependentÒπFT equations are related as

hkl(t) = ⟨Òπk(t)∣ĥ∣Òπl(t)⟩ = ei(εk−εl)t⟨Òπk∣ĥ∣Òπl⟩ = ei(εk−εl)thkl , (4.34a)

Wkl(t) = ei(εk−εl)tWkl . (4.34b)
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4.2.1 Exact linear response

The TDÒπFT linear response equations can be directly derived from the EOMs of
the PINOs and occupation numbers [Eqs (4.30)] starting from stationary (time-
independent) solution of the ground stateÒπFT equations [Eqs (4.5)]. Now con-
sider a time-dependent perturbation in the potential, δv(t), which will give a
perturbation in the PINOs and occupation numbers. By working out the EOMs
forÒπ(t) and n(t), one obtains the TDÒπFT linear response equations. However,
since the PINO phase is only a small extension to the 1RDM, the derivation is
contains a lot of elements similar to linear response TD1MFT.

The time-dependent PINOs can be expressed up to first order as

Òπk(xt) = e−iεktÒπk(x)+ δÒπk(xt) = e−iεkt(Òπk(x)+ δÒ̃πk(xt)). (4.35)

Both expressions for the first order perturbation in the PINOs can be expanded
in the stationary time-independent PINOs,Òπk(x)

δÒπk(xt) =∑
r
Òπr(x)⟨Òπr ∣δÒπk(t)⟩, δÒ̃πk(xt) =∑

r
Òπr(x)⟨Òπr ∣δÒ̃πk(t)⟩. (4.36)

Working out the orthonormality of the PINOs up to first order for both expres-
sions for the perturbation reveals the following relations

e−iεkt⟨Òπk∣δÒπl(t)⟩ = −⟨δÒπk(t)∣Òπl⟩eiεl t, ⟨Òπk∣δÒ̃πl(t)⟩ = −⟨δÒπk∣Ò̃πl(t)⟩. (4.37)

Since the expansion in δÒ̃πk(xt) gives the simplest anti-hermitian relation, it will
be more convenient to express the perturbation in this quantity, so let us define
the following anti-hermitian matrix to express the perturbation in the PINOs

δUkl(t) ≡ ⟨Òπk∣δÒ̃πl(t)⟩ = ⟨Òπk∣δÒπl(t)⟩eiεl t. (4.38)

Another nice feature of using this definition for δU(t) is that the simple relation
with the perturbation of the 1RDM [Eq. (2.81)] still holds

δγkl(t) = δ∑
r
⟨Òπk∣Òπr(t)⟩nr(t)⟨Òπr(t)∣Òπl⟩

= δnk(t)δkl + e−iεktnkeiεktδU†
kl(t)+ δUkl(t)e−iεl tnle

iεl t

= δnk(t)δkl + (nl − nk)δUkl(t). (4.39)

First consider a first order perturbation in Eq. (4.30a). Using the equivalence
between the off-diagonal elements of δγ(t) and δU(t) [Eq. (4.39)] and eliminating
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the phase factor ei(εk−εl)t, it can be written in a form similar to the first part of
Eq. (2.85)

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a
(hkaδγal(t)− δγka(t)hal)+ δ(W†

kl(t)−Wkl(t))

= (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+∑
a
(hkaδγal(t)− δγka(t)hal)+

∑
a,b
∫ dt′KÒπkl,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′)+∑

a
∫ dt′Kn

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′), (4.40)

where the matrices are expressed in the time-independent PINO basis and the
coupling matricesKÒπ(τ) andKn(τ) are defined as

KÒπkl,ba(t − t′) ≡∫ dx′ (
δ(W†

kl(t)−Wkl(t))
δÒπb(x′t′)

Òπa(x′t′)−

Òπ∗b (x′t′)
δ(W†

kl(t)−Wkl(t))
δÒπ∗a (x′t′)

)ei(εl−εk)tei(εa−εb)t′ , (4.41a)

Kn
kl,a(t − t′) ≡

∂(W†
kl(t)−Wkl(t))

∂na(t′)
ei(εl−εk)t. (4.41b)

Note that the coupling to the diagonal of δU(t) is now included, since the phase
is explicitly taken into account. Similar to the TD1MFT equations [Eq. (2.85)],
the expression can be simplified by writing the perturbation in the 1RDM on the
right-hand side in terms of δU(t) and n(t) using Eq. (4.39), which gives

i∂tδγkl(t) = (nl − nk)δvkl(t)+ (δnl(t)− δnk(t))hkl +

∑
a

hka(nl − na)δUal(t)−∑
a

δUka(t)(na − nk)hal +

∑
a,b
∫ dt′KÒπkl,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′)+∑

a
∫ dt′Kn

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)

=∑
a,b
∫ dt′Akl,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′)+∑

a
∫ dt′ Ckl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)+

(nl − nk)δvkl(t), (4.42)

where the couplings to δU(t) and δn(t) are combined into

Akl,ba(t − t′) ≡ (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)δ(t − t′)+KÒπkl,ba(t − t′), (4.43a)

Ckl,a(t − t′) ≡ hkl(δal − δka)δ(t − t′)+Kn
kl,a(t − t′). (4.43b)
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Separating the response equations in real and imaginary parts, and using that
δU(t) is anti-hermitian [δU(t) = −δU†(t)], we can write

i∂tδγR
kl(t) =∑

a>b
∫ dt′ iA− I

kl,ba(t − t′)δUR
ab(t′)+∑

a≥b
∫ dt′A+R

kl,ba(t − t′)
iδU I

ab(t′)
1+ δab

+

∑
a
∫ dt′ iC I

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)+ (nl − nk)iδvI
kl(t), (4.44a)

i∂tiδγI
kl(t) =∑

a>b
∫ dt′A−R

kl,ba(t − t′)δUR
ab(t′)+∑

a≥b
∫ dt′ iA+ I

kl,ba(t − t′)
iδU I

ab(t′)
1+ δab

+

∑
a
∫ dt′ CR

kl,a(t − t′)δna(t′)+ (nl − nk)δvR
kl(t). (4.44b)

Since only the off-diagonal elements of δU(t) are directly related to the perturb-
ation in the 1RDM [Eq. (4.39)], an additional equation is required which can be
found by writing out the first order perturbation in EOM for the PINO phase
[Eq. (4.30b)]. For the left-hand side we have

δ i⟨Òπk(t)∣Ò̇πk(t)⟩ = i⟨δÒπk(t)∣Ò̇πk(t)⟩+ i⟨Òπk(t)∣δÒ̇πk(t)⟩

= ε⟨δÒ̃πk(t)∣Òπk⟩+ ε⟨Òπk∣δÒ̃πk(t)⟩+ i⟨Òπk∣∂Ò̃πk(t)⟩ = iδU̇kk(t), (4.45a)

where the last step follows from the anti-hermiticity of δU(t). For the perturba-
tion in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.30b) we obtain

δ(hkk(t)+ δW
δnk(t)

)

= δvkk(t)+∑
r
(δU†

kr(t)hrk + hkrδUrk(t))+∑
a
∫ dt′

δ2W
δnk(t)δna(t′)

δna(t′)+

δ

δnk(t)∑a
∫ dx′∫ dt′ ( δW

δÒπa(x′t′)
δÒπa(x′t′)+ δW

δÒπa(x′t′)
δÒπ∗a (x′t′))

= δvkk(t)+∑
ab

(δal − δak)habδUab(t)+∑
a
∫ dt′

δ2W
δnk(t)δna(t′)

δna(t′)+

∑
ab
∫ dt′ (Wab(t′)δUab(t′)+W†

ab(t′)U†
ab(t′))ei(εa−εb)t′

= δvkk(t)+∫ dt′
⎛
⎝∑a,b

C∗
ab,k(t′ − t)δUab(t′)+ 2∑

a

�Wk,a(t − t′)δna(t′)
⎞
⎠

, (4.45b)

where we introduced

�Wk,a(t − t′) ≡ 1
2

δ2W
δnk(t)δna(t′)

. (4.46)
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Combining Eqs (4.45a) and (4.45b) gives the desired equation for δU̇kk(t)

iδU̇kk(t) = δvkk(t)+∫ dt′
⎛
⎝∑a,b
C†

k,ba(t − t′)δUab(t′)+ 2∑
a

�Wk,a(t − t′)δna(t′)
⎞
⎠

, (4.47)

where C†
k,ba(t − t′) ≡ C∗ab,k(t′ − t). Again the real and imaginary components are

separated. However, since δU(t) is anti-hermitian, only an equation for δU̇ I
kk(t)

is required

i∂tiδU I
kk(t) = 2∫ dt′ ∑

a>b
CR†

k,ba(t − t′)δUR
ab(t′)+ 2∫ dt′ ∑

a

�Wk,a(t − t′)δna(t′)+

2∫ dt′ ∑
a≥b

iCI†

k,ba(t − t′)
iδU I

ab(t′)
1+ δab

+ δvR
kk(t). (4.48)

Together with Eq. (4.44) this equation determines the full time-dependent linear
response of the system. To obtain the frequency-dependent linear response equa-
tions, a simple Fourier transform suffices.

ω δγR
kl(ω) =∑

a>b
A+kl,ba(ω) iδU I

ab(ω)+∑
a
A+kl,aa(ω) i

2
δU I

aa(ω)+

∑
a

iC I
kl,a(ω)δna(ω)+ (nl − nk) iδvI

kl(ω), (4.49a)

ω iδγI
kl(ω) =∑

a>b
A−kl,ba(ω)δUR

ab(ω)+

∑
a
CR

kl,a(ω)δna(ω)+ (nl − nk)δvR
kl(ω), (4.49b)

ω iδU I
kk(ω) = δvR

kk(ω)+ 2∑
a>b

CR†

k,ba(ω)δUR
ab(ω)+ 2∑

a

�Wk,a(ω)δna(ω)+

2∑
a>b

iCI†

k,ba(ω) iδU I
ab(ω)+ 2∑

a
iCI†

k,aa(ω) i
2

δU I
ab(ω), (4.49c)

where we used that due to its symmetries,A±(ω) is real (Ap. C.2.4).
The off-diagonal elements of the perturbed 1RDM, δγ(t) and the PINO per-

turbation matrix, δU(t), are related by a simple transformation [Eq. (4.39)], so
either of them can be used to represent this part of the response of the system.
Since the unique (diagonal) part of the perturbed 1RDM (the occupation num-
bers) is real and the unique (diagonal) part of the matrix δU(t) is imaginary, it
seems natural to choose δγR(t) and iδU I(t) to represent the response of the sys-
tem. However, since the diagonal terms play a different role, we will in gen-
eral use δγR(t) and iδU I(t) for the unique off-diagonal elements and use δn(t)
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and iδUD(t) for the diagonal elements. Using these conventions, the frequency-
dependent response equations can be cast into a matrix form

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −iC I(ω) −A+(ω) −A+(ω)

0 ω1m − iC I(ω) −A+(ω) −A+(ω)

−N−1A−(ω)N−1 −N−1CR(ω) ω1M 0

−CR†
(ω)N−1 −�W(ω) −iC I†

(ω) ω1m − iC I†
(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR(ω)

δn(ω)

iδU I(ω)

iδUD(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

N iδvI(ω)

0

δvR(ω)

δvD(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

.

(4.50)

4.2.2 The standard adiabatic approximation

To perform actual calculations, an expression for the functional W[{Òπ, n}] is re-
quired. However, this expression is not known in general, so it has to be approx-
imated. Since the time dependence is one of the hardest parts, it will in general
be neglected, i.e. the standard adiabatic (SA) approximation. For TDDFT this ap-
proximation is rather succesful. However, for TD1MFT the SA approximation
is quite bad as was shown in Sec. 2.7. In particular, the occupation numbers
remained stationary and the ω → 0 limit of the frequency-dependent response
equations was inconsistent with the static response equations. In this section we
will show that the SA approximation of TDÒπFT does not have these disadvant-
ages. The SA approximation in TDÒπFT is simply replacing the functional W by
its ground state counterpart, W. The projected derivatives with respect to the
PINOs, W , can simply be replaced according to Eq. (4.34b). So the EOM of the
occupation numbers [Eq. (4.32)] in the SA approximation becomes

iṅk(t) = (W†
kk[{Òπ, n}](t)−Wkk[{Òπ, n}](t))

≈ (W†
kk[{Òπ(t), n(t)}]−Wkk[{Òπ(t), n(t)}]). (4.51)

Since W†
kk −Wkk is not required to be zero as in 1MFT (Sec. 1.4), the occupation

numbers will evolve even in the SA approximation. However, if the PINO func-
tional would be phase-independent for some reason, one would have the 1MFT
failures of course.

Since the response equations were written in the time-independent station-
ary PINO basis [Òπk(x)], the response matrices are simply approximated by their
equivalent counterparts from the static response equations

A(ω) ≈ A, C(ω) ≈ C, �W(ω) ≈�W . (4.52)
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Using the SA approximation in the exact frequency-dependent ÒπFT response
equations [Eq. (4.50)] gives

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −iC I
−A+

−A+

0 ω1m − iC I
−A+

−A+

−N−1 A−N−1
−N−1CR ω1M 0

−CR†
N−1

−�W −iC I†
ω1m − iC I†

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR
(ω)

δn(ω)

iδU I
(ω)

iδUD
(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

N iδvI
(ω)

0

δvR
(ω)

δvD
(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (4.53)

Setting ω = 0 gives the static response equations back [Eq. (1.169)], so the ω → 0
limit of the SA approximation is consistent with the static response equations.
The only element missing is the response of the Lagrange multiplier, δε, asso-
ciated with the conservation of the number of particles. Even this quantity can
be recovered, however, some more work is required. First, consider the time-
dependent response to a constant time-dependent potential, i.e. a perturbation of
the following type

δvkl(t) = δv(t)δkl . (4.54)

It can be shown that response matrices A and C satisfy the following sum-rules
(Aps C.1.3 and C.1.5)

∑
a

Akk,aa = 0 and ∑
k

Ckk,a = 0. (4.55)

Therefore, it is straightforward to verify that

δγkl(t) = 0 ∀k,l , −δU̇D
k (t) = δv(t) ∀k (4.56)

is a solution of the time-dependent response equations [Eqs (4.44) and (4.48)] in
the SA approximation. Taking the Fourier transform of this solutions gives the
solution for the frequency-dependent response

δγkl(ω) = 0 ∀k,l and ω iδUD
k (ω) = F[−δU̇D

k ](ω) = δv(ω) ∀k. (4.57)

So for the limit ω → 0, we find that iδUD(ω) diverges, such that

lim
ω→0

ω iδUD
k (ω) = δv(0) ∀k. (4.58)

Armed with this result, consider now the SA approximated frequency-dependent
TDÒπFT equations [Eq. (4.53)] in the ω → 0 limit. Due to the sum-rules of the
matrices C and A [Eqs (4.55)], the response equations have the following solution
for the constant potential, δv(ω), in the ω → 0 limit

δγR(0) = 0, δn(0) = 0, iδU I(0) = 0, iδUD(0)/2 = 1δv(0)/2. (4.59)
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Therefore, the SA approximated frequency-dependentÒπFT response equations in
the ω → 0 limit can be written as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0 −iC I
−A+

−A+

0 −iC I
−A+

−A+

−N−1 A−N−1
−N−1CR 0 0

−CRT
N−1

−�W iC IT
iC IT

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγR
(0)

δn(0)

iδU I
(0)

iδUD
(0)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

N iδvI
(0)

0

δvR
(0)

(δvD
(0)− δv(0))/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (4.60)

where we treated the divergence of iδUD(0) [Eq. (4.58)] explicitly. For an ar-
bitrary static potential, δv(0), the constant component can be determined in the
same way as the perturbation in the Lagrange multiplier, δε: multiply the last
equation in Eq. (4.60) by nk and sum over k. Using the sum-rules of the C and�W
matrices [Eqs (C.33b) and (C.39)], we find

δv(0) = 1
N
∑
k

nkδvkk(0) = δε. (4.61)

Thus indeed, the perturbation in the Lagrange multiplier, δε, in Eq. (1.169) is
recovered. It is now apparent that the SA approximation applied to TDÒπFT does
not have the failures of the SA applied to TD1MFT, so in this sense TDÒπFT is
better approximable than TD1MFT.

In the case of real stationary PINOs,Òπk(x), the imaginary components vanish
and the response equations can be written into the following compact form

⎛
⎝

ω1M −A+

−D ω1M

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝

X(ω)
Y(ω)

⎞
⎠
=
⎛
⎝

0
V(ω)

⎞
⎠

, (4.62)

where we introduced

D =
⎛
⎝

N−1 A−N−1 N−1C
CT N−1

�W

⎞
⎠

, V(ω) =
⎛
⎝

δvR(ω)
δvD(ω)/2

⎞
⎠

, (4.63)

X(ω) =
⎛
⎝

δγR(ω)
δn(ω)

⎞
⎠

, Y(ω) =
⎛
⎝

iδU I(ω)
iδUD(ω)/2

⎞
⎠

. (4.64)

Multiplying the first row in Eq. (4.62) by ω and substituting for Y(ω) using the
second row, gives an equation solely in X(ω)

[ω2 − A+D]X(ω) = A+V(ω). (4.65)

It is now easy to see that the SA approximation also satisfies the important sym-
metry relation χ(ω) = χ∗(−ω). From Eq. (4.65) it is clear that the real part of
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the eigenvectors, X(ω) are symmetric in ω [X(ω) = X(−ω)]. Since Y(ω) =
(V + DX(ω))/ω, the imaginary part is nicely anti-symmetric, so the symmetry
χ(ω) = χ∗(−ω) does hold.

Excitation energies can be calculated by setting the potential term on the right-
hand side to zero, V(ω) = 0, and solving for ω. They will in general be positive,
since the matrix A+ can be shown to be positive semi-definite for the ground state
(Ap. C.1.4). Therefore, the square root of this matrix is well-defined if the ground
state is taken as a reference and Eq. (4.65) can be made symmetric by multiplying
from the left by (A+)−1/2

[ω2 −
√

A+D
√

A+](A+)−1/2X(ω) =
√

A+V(ω). (4.66)

It is interesting to raise the question what happens if a 1MFT functional would be
used in the SA approximated TDÒπFT equations. For a 1MFT we have A+

mM = 0,
A+

Mm = 0 and A+
mm = 0. Therefore, the PINO phases do not couple to the other

quantities anymore and we recover the SA equations

⎛
⎝

ω1M −A+

−N−1 A−N−1 ω1M

⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝

δγR(ω)
iδU I(ω)

⎞
⎠
=
⎛
⎝

0
δvR(ω)

⎞
⎠

, (4.67a)

ω δn(ω) = 0. (4.67b)

However, there is now an additional equation for the PINO phases

ω iδUD(ω)/2−CT N−1δγR(ω)−�Wδn(ω) = δvD(ω). (4.67c)

For finite frequencies Eq. (4.67b) gives δn(ω) = 0 as in the usual SA equations
(Sec. 2.7). However, if ω = 0, the perturbation in the occupation numbers is not
undefined like in the SA equations. In fact, Eq. (4.67c) plays a crucial role in this
case. The divergencies in the first term are such that this term becomes equal to
the constant shift in the potential Eq. (4.58). Therefore, for ω = 0 Eq. (4.67c) be-
comes exactly the static response equation which was missing in the SA approx-
imation [eq. (2.105)], even for phase-independent functionals. However, note
that the ω → 0 limit cannot be smooth, since δn(ω) = 0 for finite frequencies and
δn(0) ≠ 0 for ω = 0. Therefore, phase-independent functionals (proper 1MFT
functionals) should be avoided in the the PINO approach.

It is clear that TDÒπFT has al the desired properties in the SA approximation
one could require. The only remaining question is how to define the PINO phase.
Since we usually only need the 1RDM to calculate physical properties of interest,
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the actual definition of the PINO phase is not so important. The sole purpose
of the phase would be to give a proper evolution/response of the 1RDM. Unfor-
tunately, due to lack of experience, it is not clear what a good phase definition
would be, i.e. how to construct PINO functionals. However, there is one system
for which it is rather obvious how to define the PINO phase: the two-electron sys-
tem. The two-electron wavefunction can be completely reconstructed from the
1RDM up to some phase factors, so the PINO phases should simply be defined
as these unknown phases to make the complete wavefunction known. Since the
complete wavefunction is expressible in PINOs and occupation numbers, an ex-
act functional can be constructed. Since this functional will be explicit in {Òπ, n},
the SA approximation will not be an approximation anymore for this system. So
for the two-electron system, TDÒπFT in the SA approximation will merely be a
reformulation of full CI. However, it is interesting that the two-body interacting
system can be mapped onto a non-interacting ensemble. In fact, this can be done
for a spin-dependent two-electron system as will be shown in the next section.

4.3 An exact explicit spin-dependent two-electron functional

In this section we will derive an explicit spin-dependent two-electron functional.
The derivation relies on the close relation between the two-electron wavefunc-
tion and the 1RDM. This procedure cannot be used for general two-electron en-
sembles. Therefore, the functional will be of the Levy–Lieb type [WLL] and the
1RDM has to be restricted to pure-state 1RDMs. In general it is hard to find an
easy criterium if a 1RDM is pure-state representable. However, we will see that
for the spin-dependent two-electron system a two-fold degeneracy in the occu-
pation numbers is already necessary and sufficient to ensure pure-state repres-
entability.

To construct the exact functional for the two-electron system, the wavefunc-
tion is written in a Carlson–Keller expansion (Sec. 1.1.1) as

Ψ(x1x2, t) = 1√
2

M
∑

k=−M

√
nk(t)φk(x1t)θk(x2t). (4.68)

The sum runs from −M to +M which will be convenient later. Usually, there
will be an even number of functions, so the total number of functions would
be 2M and the element k = 0 is not included in the sum. However, if the total
number would be odd, 2M + 1, the element k = 0 is included. However, due
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Table 4.1: PINO and occupation numbers structure of all the possible spin states of the
two-electron system.

S2 k Òπk(xt) Òπ−k(xt) Sz nk

0 1, . . . , M α(σ)φk(rt) β(σ)φk(rt) 0 no restrictions

1
1, . . . , M/2

M/2+ 1, . . . , M
α(σ)φk(rt)
β(σ)φk(rt)

α(σ)θk(rt)
β(σ)θk(rt)

1 nk = 0 ∀ k > M/2
0 nk = nk+M/2

−1 nk = 0 ∀ k ≤ M/2

to the anti-symmetry the corresponding occupation number, n0(t), is necessarily
zero, which will become clear later.

The one-matrix will now be diagonalised by the functions φ as well as the
functions θ and they both have the same eigenvalue spectrum. Since the anti-
symmetry requires φk ≠ θk, every occupation number needs to be at least two-
fold degenerate. The anti-symmetry further requires θk ∈ {φ}, so let us write the
corresponding function as θk(xt) = fk(t)φ−k(xt), where fk(t) is a phase factor.
Therefore, the two-electron wavefunction can be written as

Ψ(x1x2, t) = 1√
2

M
∑

k=−M

√
nk(t)φk(x1t) fk(t)φ−k(x2t), (4.69)

with nk = n−k. The anti-symmetry requirement can be satisfied, by requiring that
the phases fk satisfy fk = − f−k, so the wavefunction can be written as

Ψ(x1x2, t) = 1√
2

M
∑
k=1

√
nk(t) fk(t)[φk(x1t)φ−k(x2t)− φ−k(x1t)φk(x2t)]. (4.70)

Absorbing the phase, fk(t), in the NO will give a PINO,Òπk(xt) =
√

fk(t)φk(xt),
so the wavefunction in terms of these PINOs is given as

Ψ(x1x2, t) = 1√
2

M
∑
k=1

√
nk(t)[Òπk(x1t)Òπ−k(x2t)−Òπ−k(x1t)Òπk(x2t)]. (4.71)

Depending if it is a triplet or a singlet state, the anti-symmetry comes from the
spin or spatial part of the wavefunction. So the singlet state the anti-symmetry
of the spin part can be realised by giving all the α orbitals a positive index and
all the β orbitals a negative one. For the triplet state, the anti-symmetry is in the
spatial part, so we will separate the spatial part with the sign of the index. If some
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definite value of Sz is required as well, there are some additional constraints on
the values of the occupation numbers, depending on the particular value of Sz as
shown in the last columns of Table 4.1.

Now let us calculate the 1RDM and 2RDM from the PINO expression of the
two-electron wavefunction. The 1RDM becomes

γ(x1, x′1; t) = 2∫ dx2 Ψ(x1x2, t)Ψ∗(x′1x2, t)

=
M
∑

k,l=1

√
nk(t)nl(t)[Òπk(x1t)Òπ∗l (x′1t)⟨Òπ−k∣Òπ−l⟩(t)+⋯ ]

=
M
∑
k=1

nk(t)[Òπk(x1t)Òπ∗k (x′1t)+Òπ−k(x1t)Òπ∗−k(x′1t)], (4.72)

showing the necessary two-fold degeneracy of the occupation numbers for pure-
state representability of the 1RDM explicitly, which is also sufficient.

Using Table 4.1, the singlet 1RDM can be written as

γ(x, x′; t) =[α(σ)α∗(σ′)+ β(σ)β∗(σ′)]
M
∑
k=1

nk(t)Òπk(rt)Òπ∗k (r′t), (4.73)

so the spin-integrated 1RDM for S2 = 0 becomes

γ(r, r′; t) =∑
σ

γ(rσ, r′σ; t) = 2
M
∑
k=1

nk(t)Òπk(rt)Òπ∗k (r′t). (4.74)

The only difference with the chapters before [Eq. (1.146b)], is an additional factor
two, since the occupation numbers, nk, correspond to the spin-PINOs, so they
satisfy 0 ≤ nk ≤ 1 instead of 0 ≤ nk ≤ 2, which would be the case for spin-integrated
PINOs (Sec. 1.1.4).

Working out the 2RDM of the spin-dependent two-electron system gives

Γ(x1x2, x′2x′1; t) = 2Ψ(x1x2, t)Ψ∗(x′1x′2, t)

=
M
∑

k,l=1

√
nk(t)nl(t)[Òπk(x1t)Òπ−k(x2t)−Òπ−k(x1t)Òπk(x2t)]×

[Òπ∗l (x′1t)Òπ∗−l(x′2t)−Òπ∗−l(x′1t)Òπ∗l (x′2t)]

=
M
∑

k,l=−M

√
nk(t)nl(t) sgn(k) sgn(l)×

Òπk(x1t)Òπ−k(x2t)Òπ∗−l(x′2t)Òπ∗l (x′1t)
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=
M
∑

k,l,r,s=−M
[
√

nk(t)ns(t) sgn(k) sgn(s)δk−lδ−rs]×

Òπk(x1t)Òπl(x2t)Òπ∗r (x′2t)Òπ∗s (x′1t). (4.75)

Where the last steps have been made to read off the matrix representation of
the 2RDM in PINO basis which now simply is the quantity between the square
brackets

Γklrs(t) =
√

nk(t)ns(t) sgn(k) sgn(s)δk−lδ−rs. (4.76)

As a check for the two-electron system, we consider the spin-integrated two-
matrix. We then have sgn(k) = sgn(s), so the spin-integrated two-matrix becomes

Γ(r1r2, r′2r′1; t) ≡ ∑
σ1σ2

Γ(r1σ1r2σ2, r′2σ2r′1σ1; t)

=
M
∑

k,l,r,s=1
[2

√
nk(t)ns(t)δklδrs]Òπk(r1t)Òπl(r2t)Òπ∗r (r′2t)Òπ∗s (r′1t), (4.77)

which coincides with the 2RDM found in the previous chapter for the singlet two-
electron system [Eq. (3.30)], is we take into account that the occupation numbers
are now normalised to nk ≤ 1 instead of nk ≤ 2 as before.

Now let us write down the explicit expressions for the functionals W[{Òπ, n}]
andW[{Òπ, n}]. The simplest is the time-independent functional, since it is simply
the two-body part of the energy expressed in PINOs and occupation numbers

W[{Òπ, n}] = 1
2

M
∑

k,l,r,s=−M
Γklrswsrlk =

1
2

M
∑

k,l,r,s=−M

√
nkns sgn(k) sgn(s)δk−lδ−rswsrlk

=
M
∑

r,s=1

√
nrns[wr−r−ss −wr−rs−s]. (4.78)

The time-dependent version is more involved, since we need to take care of
all the time-derivatives and boundary terms. It is convenient to work out first
AHxc[{Òπ, n}] [Eq. (4.22)]

AHxc[{Òπ, n}] = ∫
T

0
dt{⟨Ψ∣Ŵ∣Ψ⟩+ i

M
∑

k=−M
nk(t)⟨Òπk(t)∣Ò̇πk(t)⟩−

i
2

M
∑

k,l=−M
sgn(k) sgn(l)⟨

√
nk(t)Òπk(t)Òπ−k(t)∣∂t

√
nl(t)Òπl(t)Òπ−l(t)⟩}

= ∫
T

0
dt{W[{Òπ(t), n(t)}]− i

4

M
∑

k=−M
ṅk(t)}
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= ∫
T

0
dt{W[{Òπ(t), n(t)}]− i

4
Ṅ(t)} = ∫

T

0
dt W[{Òπ(t), n(t)}], (4.79)

where we used that the we are considering a two-electron system, so the total
number of particles should be conserved [Ṅ = 0]. Alternatively, one can argue
that the EOMs are invariant under such gauge transformations.

For the boundary terms in δW we have

i⟨Ψ[{Òπ, n}](T)∣δΨ[{Òπ, n}](T)⟩− i∑
r

nr(T)⟨Òπr(T)∣δÒπr(T)⟩

= i
2

M
∑

k=−M

√
nk(T)δ

√
nk(T) = i

4

M
∑

k=−M
δnk(T). (4.80)

Since there are no time-derivatives of the occupation numbers anymore in the
functional AHxc[{Òπ, n}] and A0[{Òπ, n}] did not contain any, the boundary term is
not needed anymore. Therefore, we find that

W[{Òπ}, n}] ∼ ∫
T

0
dt W[{Òπ(t), n(t)}] = W[{Òπ}, n}], (4.81)

soW is equivalent to W and the SA approximation will be not an approximation
in the case of the exact two-electron PINO functional.

4.3.1 The exact response matrices

From the exact functional, the exact response matrices can be derived. In par-
ticular, we will separate them in singlet and triplet response matrices (Sec. 2.5).
Therefore, we should take the singlet ground state as a reference. It is convenient
to have real stationary PINOs,Òπk(x), for the reference state, since the imaginary
parts of C and iδv(ω) will disappear from the response equations [Eq. (4.53)].
This can be done by pulling out the stationary PINO phase-factor and writing
the functional W and Γ in PINO representation as

W[{Òπ, n}] = 1
2

M
∑

r,s=−M
crcswr−r−ss, (4.82a)

Γklrs[{n}] = ckcsδk−lδ−rs, (4.82b)

where ck = fk
√

nk = −c−k with the phases fk chosen such that stationary PINOs
are real. In principal, it is straightforward to derive the required response matri-
ces. However, the bookkeeping of all the spin components makes the derivation
tedious. Let us first calculate the first order derivatives.
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The projected PINO derivatives can be calculated directly, since the 2RDM
functional in PINO basis only depends on the occupation numbers

Wkl =∫ dx
∂W

∂φk(x)
φl(x) = 1

2

M
∑

r=−M
cr[ckwr−r−kl + c−kwr−rl−k], (4.83a)

W†
kl =∫ dx φ∗k (x) ∂W

∂φ∗l (x)
= 1

2

M
∑

s=−M
cs[clwk−l−ss + c−lw−lk−ss]. (4.83b)

If no subsequent derivatives are taken, we can use that ck = −c−k, so the projected
PINO derivatives can be simplified to

Wkl =
1
2

M
∑

r=−M
cr[ckwr−r−kl + ckw−rrl−k] = ck

M
∑

r=−M
crwk−l−rr, (4.84a)

W†
kl =

1
2

M
∑

s=−M
cs[clwk−l−ss + clw−lks−s] = cl

M
∑

s=−M
crwk−l−rr = Wlk. (4.84b)

Comparing these expressions with the stationary equation found for the singlet
two-electron system [Eq. (3.15)] in Sec. 3.1, we find that

Wkl
ck

= E ckδkl − (cl + ck)hkl , (4.85)

which will be useful to simplify the expressions later.
For the derivative with respect to the occupation number it is convenient to

write the derivative with respect to the occupation number nk in terms of deriv-
atives with respect to the coefficient ck = fk

√
nk

∂

∂nk
= ∂ck

∂nk

∂

∂ck
=

∂ fk
√

nk

∂nk

∂

∂ck
= 1

2ck

∂

∂ck
. (4.86)

The derivative of W with respect to the occupation numbers can now be worked
out as

∂W
∂nk

= 1
4ck

M
∑

r=−M
cr[wk−k−rr +wr−r−kk]. (4.87)

For the coupling matrix KÒπ (= Kφ) we need the second order derivatives. How-
ever, this has been worked out for a general 2RDM depending only on the occu-
pation numbers in (PI)NO basis in Ap. D.1. Using the final expressions [Eqs (D.7)]
the 2RDM can simply be plugged in to give

KÒπkl,ba =
M
∑

r,s=−M
[Γkraswsbrl + Γkrsawbsrl − Γkbrswsral +

wkrasΓsbrl +wkrsaΓbsrl −wkbrsΓsral]−W†
kaδbl − δkaWbl
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= ckc−aw−ab−kl + ckcawb−a−kl − δk−bck

M
∑

s=−M
csws−sal +

wk−la−bc−bcl +wk−l−bacbcl − δ−alcl

M
∑

s=−M
wkb−sscs −W†

kaδbl − δkaWbl

= (ckca + clcb)(wk−l−ba −wk−la−b)−

δakWbl − δb−k
cb
ca

Wa−l − δblWak − δa−l
ca

cb
Wb−k, (4.88)

where we used the expressions for W and W† in Eqs (4.84). Separating the unique
individual spin components (Sec. 2.5), we have have for k, l, b, a > 0

K↑↑,↑↑,Òπkl,ba = KÒπkl,ba = (ckca + clcb)wklba − δakWbl − δblWak

= (ckca + clcb)wklba − (c2
b + c2

a)Eδakδbl +

cb(cb + cl)hblδak + ca(ca + ck)hakδbl , (4.89a)

K↑↑,↓↓,Òπkl,ba = KÒπkl,−b−a = (ckca + clcb)wklab − δbk
cb
ca

Wal − δal
ca

cb
Wbk

= (ckca + clcb)wklab − 2cacbEδkbδal +

cb(ca + cl)halδbk + ca(cb + ck)hbkδal , (4.89b)

K↑↓,↓↑,Òπkl,ba = KÒπk−l,−ba = (ckca + clcb)(wklba −wklab)−

δakWbl + δbk
cb
ca

Wal − δblWak + δal
ca

cb
Wbk

= K↑↑,↑↑,Òπkl,ba −K↑↑,↓↓,Òπkl,ba . (4.89c)

Adding the one-body parts gives the spin components of the response matrix A±

A↑↑,↑↑,±kl,ba = (c2
b − c2

a)(hkaδbl − δkahbl ∓ hkbδal ± δkbhal)+K↑↑,↑↑,Òπkl,ba ±K↑↑,↑↑,Òπkl,ab

= (c2
a + cbcl)hblδak + (c2

b + cack)hakδbl ± (c2
b + cacl)halδbk ± (c2

a + cbck)hbkδal +

(ckca + clcb)wklba ± (ckcb + clca)wklab − (c2
b + c2

a)E(δakδbl ± δbkδal), (4.90a)

A↑↑,↓↓,±kl,ba = (c2
−b − c2

−a)(hk−aδ−bl − δk−ah−bl ∓ hk−bδ−al ± δk−bh−al)+K↑↑,↓↓,Òπkl,ba ±K↑↑,↓↓,Òπkl,ab

= cb(ca + cl)halδbk + ca(cb + ck)hbkδal ± ca(cb + cl)hblδak ± cb(ca + ck)hakδbl +

(ckca + clcb)wklab ± (ckcb + clca)wklba − 2cacbE(δkbδal ± δkaδbl), (4.90b)
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A↑↓,↓↑,±kl,ba = (c2
b − c2

a)(hkaδ−b−l − δkah−b−l ∓ hkbδ−a−l ± δkbh−a−l)+K↑↓,↓↑,Òπkl,ba ±K↑↓,↓↑,Òπkl,ab

= A↑↑,↑↑,±kl,ba − A↑↑,↓↓,±kl,ba

= (cbcl + cack ∓ cacl ∓ cbck)hkaδbl + (cack + cbcl ∓ cbck ∓ caclδkahbl −

(cbcl + cack ∓ cacl ∓ cbck)hkbδal − (cack + cbcl ∓ cbck ∓ cacl)δkbhal +

(ckca + clcb ∓ ckcb ∓ clca)(wklba −wklab)− (cb ∓ ca)2E(δkaδbl ± δkbδal)

= (cb ∓ ca)(cl ∓ ck)[(hkaδbl + δkahbl − hkbδal − δkbhal)+

(wklba −wklab)− E(δakδbl − δbkδal)]. (4.90c)

For the coupling matrix Kn we need to start from the expression in Eqs (4.83),
since an additional derivative needs to be taken. First work out the derivatives
of W and W† separately

∂Wkl
∂na

= 1
4ca

[ckwa−a−kl + c−kwa−al−k + δak

M
∑

r=−M
crwr−r−kl + δa−k

M
∑

r=−M
crwr−rl−k]

= ck
4ca

(wk−l−aa −wk−la−a)+ (δak + δa−k)
Wkl
4na

, (4.91a)

∂W†
kl

∂na
= 1

4ca
[clwk−l−aa + c−lw−lk−aa + δal

M
∑

s=−M
cswk−l−ss + δa−l

M
∑

s=−M
csw−lk−ss]

= cl
4ca

(wk−l−aa −wk−la−a)+ (δal + δa−l)
Wlk
4na

. (4.91b)

Combining both equations gives the expression for the coupling matrix Kn

Kn
kl,a =

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)
∂na

= cl − ck
4ca

(wk−l−aa −wk−la−a)+ (δal + δa−l)
Wlk
4na

− (δak + δa−k)
Wkl
4na

. (4.92)

Separating the individual spin components for k > l > 0 and a > 0, we have

K↑↑,↑,nkl,a = Kn
kl,a = cl − ck

4ca
wk−l−aa +

δak − δal
4ca

Wkl
ck

= cl − ck
4ca

wklaa +
δak − δal

4ca
(cl + ck)hkl , (4.93a)

K↑↑,↓,nkl,a = Kn
kl,−a = −

cl − ck
4c−a

wk−l−aa +
δ−a−k − δ−a−l

4c−a

Wkl
ck

= cl − ck
4ca

wklaa +
δak − δal

4ca
(cl + ck)hkl , (4.93b)
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where we used Eq. (4.85) in the last steps. Adding the one-body parts for the
response matrix C gives for the unique spin components

C↑↑,↑kl,a = hkl(δal − δak)+K↑↑,↑,nkl,a = cl − ck
4ca

wklaa +
4ca − cl − ck

4ca
hkl(δal − δak), (4.94a)

C↑↑,↓kl,a = hkl(δ−al − δ−ak)+K↑↑,↓,nkl,a = cl − ck
4ca

wklaa −
cl + ck

4ca
hkl(δal − δak). (4.94b)

For the response matrix�W we need to work out the second order derivative with
respect to the occupation numbers

�Wk,a =
1
2

∂2W
∂nk∂na

= 1
4ca

∂

∂ca

1
4ck

M
∑

r=−M
cr[wk−k−rr +wr−r−kk]

= 1
16ckca

(wk−k−aa +wa−a−kk)−
δak

16c3
k

M
∑

r=−M
cr(wk−k−rr +wr−r−kk)

= 1
8ckca

[wk−k−aa − δak
Wkk
nk

] = 1
8ckca

[wk−k−aa − δak(E − 2hkk)]. (4.95)

Separating the unique spin components for k, a > 0 and using Eq. (4.85) immedi-
ately gives

�W↑,↑
k,a =

1
8ckca

[wkkaa − δak(E − 2hkk)], (4.96)

�W↑,↓
k,a = 0. (4.97)

Using the formalism to separate the singlet and triplet excitations from Sec. 2.5,
the spin-dependent response matrices can be combined in singlet and triplet re-
sponse matrices, which will be done in following sections.

Singlet response

The expression for the singlet response matrices can be deduced from the ex-
pression for the singlet 1RDM-1RDM response function [Eq. (2.73a)]. Since the
spin-components are basically parts of the inverse response function, we work
out

δv00
kl (ω) =∑

a,b
χ00−1

kl,ba (ω)δγ00
ab(ω) =∑

a,b

1
2
(χ↑↑,↑↑kl,ba

−1
(ω)+ χ↑↑,↓↓kl,ba

−1
(ω))δγ00

ab(ω)

=∑
a≥b

(χ↑↑,↑↑kl,ba
−1

(ω)+ χ↑↑,↓↓kl,ba
−1

(ω))
δγ00

ab(ω)
1+ δab

. (4.98)
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So the spin components only have to be added to obtain the singlet response
matrices

A00,±
kl,ba = A↑↑,↑↑,±kl,ba + A↑↑,↓↓,±kl,ba

= (cbcl + cack ± cacl ± cbck)hkaδbl + (cack + cbcl ± cbck ± caclδkahbl +

(cbcl + cack ± cacl ± cbck)hkbδal + (cack + cbcl ± cbck ± cacl)δkbhal +

(ckca + clcb ± ckcb ± clca)(wklba +wklab)− (cb ± ca)2E(δkaδbl ± δkbδal)

= (cb ± ca)(cl ± ck)[(hkaδbl + δkahbl + hkbδal + δkbhal)+

(wklba +wklab)− E(δakδbl + δbkδal)], (4.99a)

C00
kl,a = C↑↑,↑kl,a +C↑↑,↓kl,a

= cl − ck
2ca

wklaa +
2ca − cl − ck

2ca
hkl(δal − δak)

= cl − ck
2ca

[(δal + δak)hkl +wklaa], (4.99b)

W00
k,a =�W

↑,↑
k,a +�W

↑,↓
k,a =

1
8ckca

[wkkaa + δak(2hkk − E)]. (4.99c)

Note that these singlet response matrices are equal to the PILS response matrices
[Eqs (2.115b), (2.116) and (2.117)] up to some multiplicative factors.

APILS,± = 2A00,±, CPILS = C00 and �WPILS = 1
2
�W00. (4.100)

These additional scaling factors are due to the different normalisation of the sing-
let versions of δU(ω) and δv(ω), which are defined in the same way as the spin-
less 1RDM [Eq. (2.63)]

δU00(ω) ≡ δU↑↑(ω)+ δU↓↓(ω), (4.101a)

δv00(ω) ≡ δv↑↑(ω)+ δv↓↓(ω). (4.101b)

Therefore, these quantities are twice as large as their spin-independent counter-
parts in the exact singlet two-electron response equations [Eq. (3.48)]

iδU00 I
(ω) = 2 iδU I(ω),

iδU00D
(ω)/2 = 2 iδcI(ω)/4c,

δv00R
(ω) = 2 δvR(ω).

(4.102)

So indeed, the exact singlet linear response is recovered using singlet coupling
for the response equations from the exact two-electron PINO functional.
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Triplet response

To derive the triplet response, the most straightforward way is to use the ms = ±1
response functions. Since the occupation response is not part of this irreducible
representation, only A↑↓,↓↑,± is needed [Eq. (4.90c)]. Since necessarily A↑↓,↓↑,± =
A↓↑,↑↓,± [Eq. (2.72)], the ms = 1 and ms = −1 response equations give identical
results.

The alternative is to use the ms = 0 triplet response functions. The expression
for the triplet response matrices can be deduced along the same lines as the sing-
let response matrices, but now from the triplet 1RDM-1RDM response function
[Eq. (2.73b)]. The only difference is the minus sign, so we have

A10,±
kl,ba = A↑↑,↑↑,±kl,ba − A↑↑,↓↓,±kl,ba = A↑↓,↓↑,±kl,ba

= (cb ∓ ca)(cl ∓ ck)[(hkaδbl + δkahbl − hkbδal − δkbhal)+

(wklba −wklab)− E(δakδbl − δkbδal)], (4.103a)

C10
kl,a = C↑↑,↑kl,a −C↑↑,↓kl,a = hkl(δal − δak), (4.103b)

W10
k,a =�W

↑,↑
k,a −�W

↑,↓
k,a =

1
8ckca

[wkkaa + δak(2hkk − E)], (4.103c)

where we used the expression for A↑↓,↓↑,± in Eq. (4.90c). However, we have be
careful, since the functional is only valid for pure-state representable 1RDMs, i.e.
[nk = n−k]. Therefore, the triplet perturbation in the occupation numbers [δn10

k =
δnk − δn−k] has to be left out, since these excitations would lead to violation of
the anti-symmetry in the two-electron wavefunction on which the functional is
based. Therefore, the response equations for the ms = 0 case reduce to

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M −A10,+
MM 0

−N−1 A10,−N−1 ω1M 0

−C10T
N−1 0 ω1m

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ10R(ω)
iδU10 I

(ω)
iδU10D

(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠
=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0

δv10R(ω)
δv10D(ω)/2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (4.104)

Setting ω = 0, shows immediately that the ms = 0 response equations have zero
excitations which correspond to perturbations of the type

iδU10
a

D
(ω)/2 ≡ iδU I

aa(ω)/2− iδU I
−a−a(ω)/2. (4.105)

These perturbations correspond to a shift of the relative phase between the α and
β PINOs. This is not a surprise, since the singlet two-electron wavefunction is
invariant under such phase changes, since only the overall phase is important.
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Also the ms = ±1 response equations have some free oscillations. To see this,
we write out the ms = 1 response equations as

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

ω1M 0 −A11,+
MM 0

0 ω1m 0 0
−N−1 A11,−

MM N−1 0 ω1M 0
0 0 0 ω1m

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

δγ11R(ω)
δγ11D(ω)
iδU11 I

(ω)
iδU11D

(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎝

0
0

δv11R(ω)
δv11D(ω)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎠

, (4.106)

where the response equations are again partitioned in off-diagonal and diagonal
blocks. It is immediately clear from these response equations that the ms = ±1 re-
sponse equations also have some zero excitations corresponding to triplet trans-
itions of the type

δγ11
a

D
(ω) ≡ δγR

a−a(ω) = (nl − nk)δUR
a−a(ω) and

iδU11
a

D
(ω) ≡ iδU I

a−a(ω).
(4.107)

are zero, so they correspond to zero excitations. Similar as the previous zero excit-
ations, the wavefunction is also invariant under these transformations, since the
represent unitary mixtures of theÒπk PINO with theÒπ−k PINO. Since both PINOs
have the same eigenvalues in the two-electron wavefunction, they are only de-
termined up to unitary transformations. This unitary invariance is found back in
the triplet response as the transitions in Eqs (4.105) and (4.107) with zero excita-
tion energy. Therefore, we will usually only use the off-diagonal elements in the
triplet response equations, since only they give physically meaningful results.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the phase included natural orbital (PINO), an NO
with an explicit phase factor. Next we proposed to assume the existence of func-
tionals depending on these PINOs and occupation numbers, i.e. an extension of
1MFT functionals with the phase of the PINOs, although this PINO phase re-
mained undefined for a general interacting N-electron system. Only in the case
of a non-interacting system and the two-electron system, it was rather evident
how to define the phase of the PINOs. In these cases, they were simply the re-
maining degrees of freedom of the quantum mechanical system given the 1RDM.

Although the phase was not defined, we were able to derive stationary equa-
tions for the PINOs and in addition, the static response equations. The derivation
was rather straightforward, since it was almost the same as the derivation for
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1MFT. The only difference was that the functional was not required to be phase-
independent. Therefore, W† −W was not identically zero anymore and had to be
treated in theÒπFT equations explicitly.

The development of a time-dependentÒπFT (TDÒπFT) was more involved, since
the EOM of the 1RDM does not provide an EOM for the PINO phases. Since
the definition of the PINO phase was not fixed, it was actually impossible to
use a similar route as for the derivation of the TD1MFT equations. Therefore, I
used the same approach as in TDDFT: a non-interacting reference system with
the same PINOs and occupation numbers as the interacting system, cf. the dens-
ity in (TD)DFT. However, since TDÒπFT involves fractional occupation numbers,
a non-interacting ensemble had to be used. By partitioning the action of the inter-
acting system in the action of the non-interacting ensemble and a remainder, the
EOMs for the PINOs and occupation numbers could be written down in terms
of the one-body part of the Hamiltonian and an additional term, δW , taking into
account all the many-body effects. The additional term, δW has to be approxim-
ated for actual calculations. In particular the time dependence is difficult, so we
used the SA approximation. As anticipated in the introduction of this chapter,
the SA approximation for the TDÒπFT equations did not suffer the failures of the
SA approximated TD1MFT equations.

1. The occupation numbers are not stationary anymore in the SA approxim-
ated TDÒπFT equations.

2. The ω → 0 limit of the frequency-dependent response equations is now
consistent with the static response equations.

3. Lack of “diagonal” double excitations.

Although these failures of the SA approximated TD1MFT equations could also
be solved by using alternative adiabatic approximations, the AA1 and the AA2
approximations, the introduced new unphysical behaviour: the AA1 approxim-
ation gave an instantaneous response of the occupation numbers instead of a dy-
namical behaviour and the AA2 approximation broke time-reversal symmetry,
χAA2(ω) ≠ χ∗AA2(−ω). The TDÒπFT in the SA approximation did not suffer from
all these failures. However, its success came at the expense of an additional vari-
able, the PINO phase.

In the case of the two-electron system it was rather evident how the PINO
phase can be defined such that an exact explicit functional can be constructed.
The construction of this functional was based on the close relation between the
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two-electron wavefunction and the 1RDM. Since the functional relies on the exist-
ence of a wavefunction, the functional was of the Levy–Lieb type, so the domain
of 1RDMs needed to be restricted to pure-state representable 1RDMs. In general
it is hard to give explicit criteria, however, for the two-electron system a two-fold
degeneracy in the occupation numbers is already sufficient and necessary. Since
the functional was explicit in the PINOs and occupation numbers, the SA ap-
proximation was not an approximation anymore and the exact TDÒπFT response
equations could be derived for the singlet as well as the triplet response.

Although it has been demonstrated how the PINO phases could be used ef-
fectively to build an exact functional for the two-electron system, it is not clear
how to generalise to N-electron systems. In particular, for one-electron proper-
ties the definition of the PINO phase is immaterial, since they only depend on
the 1RDM. The addition of phase information can be compared going from DFT
to current DFT and even 1MFT. Although in theory the density would be suffi-
cient to describe a system, it might be hard to find good approximations to the
exact functional that actually do describe the system in a meaningful manner. An
example of an improvement by time-dependent current DFT where TDDFT the-
oretically suffices, is the polarisability of long polymer chains [104, 136, 137]. An
example of an improvement by 1MFT for which DFT theoretically suffices, is a
better description of bond-dissociation [19].

The main purpose of the PINO phase is to give good dynamics of the oc-
cupation numbers, so its physical meaning will primarily be determined by the
particular model used to describe the dynamics of the 1RDM. The class of PINO
functionals to try will probably based on the integrals of the PILS functional,
wkkll , in addition to the usual Coulomb and exchange integrals employed in the
standard approximate 1MFT functionals. A particular example of such a func-
tional is readily available, since the 1MFT functional equivalent to the Hartree–
Fock–Bogoliubov (HFB) solution of a system governed by the Bardeen–Cooper–
Schrieffer (BCS) Hamiltonian [138–140] can be written in terms of these integrals
soley [141]

WHFB[γ] =∑
rs

nrns(wrssr −wrsrs)+

min
{σ} ∑rs

σrσs
√

nr(1− nr)
√

ns(1− ns)wrrss, (4.108)

where σr are phase factors. It is now rather evident that this functional can be
written as an explicit PINO functional, since the PINO phases can replace the
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function of the phases σ and the PINO functional becomes

WHFB[{Òπ, n}] =∑
rs

nrns(wrssr −wrsrs)+∑
rs

√
nr(1− nr)

√
ns(1− ns)wrrss, (4.109)

which is equivalent to the BCS model.





APPENDIXA
Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions

Suppose that we want to minimise a function f (x) (also known as the object-
ive function), subject to some constraints. A well known procedure for equality
constraints is the use of Lagrange multipliers. For inequality constraints some
generalisation is required. A generalisation of the Lagrange multipliers has been
derived independently by Karush [56] and by Kuhn and Tucker [57].

In this appendix the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) conditions are not rigor-
ously derived, but the focus will be on understanding them. First the problem
has to be formulated more mathematically

min
x∈RN

f (x)

subject to gi(x) ≤ 0 for i = 1, . . . , m and (A.1)

hj(x) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , l,
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x

y

bar
h(x, y) = 0

O F
x

y

bar
h(x, y) = 0

O F

B

Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the
problem. The student is located at O and
wants to find the shortest path to his friend
at point F via the bar.

Figure A.2: Graphical solution of the prob-
lem. Without constraining B to be on the
bar, all points B that give the same total dis-
tance. The solution is the ellipse that has
only one point in common with the bar.

where f ∶ RN → R, gi ∶ RN → R and hj ∶ RN → R are continuously differentiable.
Strictly, it is not necessary for the domains of f , g and h to be RN , but a more
general domain would require to specify some restrictions on it, which would
only cloud the discussion.

For completeness the concept of Lagrange multipliers for the equality con-
straints will be introduced first, so take m = 0 for now. We will illustrate the
concept of Lagrange multipliers by a daily problem.

A student goes to the pub to meet his friend. Just after he enters the pub he
sees his friend sitting at table. However, he can not go there without a beer, so he
needs to go to the bar first. He is a bit drunk already, so the bar does not seem
to be completely straight. A schematic view of the situation is given in Fig. A.1.
The student enters at the origin, O, his friend is sitting at point F and the edge of
the bar is described by the function h(x, y) = 0. The student has to find a point
B on the edge of the bar [h(B) = 0] such that the distance from O to B, dOB, plus
the distance from B to F, dBF is as short as possible. So we can introduce the
following objective function

f = dOB + dBF. (A.2)
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x

y

h = 0

f = const.

−∇ f

−λ∇h

Fnet

x

y

h = 0

f = const.

−λ∇h

−∇ f

Figure A.3: The force of the objective func-
tion −∇ f and the force of the constraint
−λ∇h are imbalanced. A net force Fnet re-
mains.

Figure A.4: At the optimal point the forces
of the constraint −λ∇h exactly cancels the
force of the objective function −∇ f , so there
is no net force.

The problem can be solved graphically. Suppose we take the total distance to be
some fixed value. If we plot all possible combinations of dOB and dBF which sum
to this fixed value, we obtain an ellipse. By increasing the size of this ellipse till
it just hits the bar (h(x, y) = 0), we find the optimal path that the student should
take. In Fig. A.2 we show a couple of these ellipses. The outer ellipse is just large
enough to touch the edge of the bar, so this is the point B that minimises the total
distance f .

Note that at the point B that the ellipse is tangent to the the bar. In fact, this
is not specific for this problem. For all optimisation problems with equality con-
straints, the objective function will be tangent to the constraints. A more math-
ematical way to formulate this is to say that the normal vectors of both curves
(surfaces in higher dimensions) are parallel. The normal vector of a curve or sur-
face is given by the gradient, so this condition can be expressed mathematically
as

∇ f (P)+ λ∇h(P) = 0. (A.3)

The unknown constant multiplier λ is known as the Lagrange multiplier and it is
necessary, because the magnitudes of the two gradients might be different. This
expression, including the Lagrange multiplier has a nice physical interpretation.
Consider a particle at x and f to be its potential energy, so the force at x is given
by −∇ f (x). Since the constraint prevents the particle from going to the uncon-
straint minimum, it has to generate an opposing force, −λ∇h(x). If the forces are
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not parallel to each other, there will remain a net force pushing the particle to a
region with a lower potential energy, without violating the constraint (Fig. A.3).
At the point where the forces exactly cancel each other, x∗, the particle is at a min-
imum of the potential energy f , satisfying the constraint h(x∗) = 0. The Lagrange
multiplier can be thought of a measure how hard h(x∗) has to pull in order to
balance the force generated by f (Fig. A.4).

Usually the use of Lagrange multipliers is formulated by introducing a Lag-
rangian. It is simply defined to be the objective function f , plus all the required
equality constraints weighted by Lagrange multipliers

L(x, λ) = f (x)+
l
∑
j=1

λjhj(x). (A.4)

By taking the partial derivatives with respect to all coordinates (including λ), all
the optimality conditions are obtained

∇ f (x)+
l
∑
j=1

λj∇hj(x) = 0, (A.5a)

hj(x) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , l. (A.5b)

Example A.1. The problem of the student can be solved if he is not too drunk,
so the bar can be described by a simple straight line. However, due to the square
roots in the objective function, the algebra is quite formidable, so it hardly serves
as an example. Therefore, its solution is deferred to the end of this appendix.

Instead we consider a more simple mathematical problem

min
x,y∈R

f (x, y) = x2y

subject to x2 + y2 = 3.
(A.6)

As the constraint function we will take h(x, y) = x2 + y2 − 3. The Lagrangian can
be written as

L(x, y, λ) = f (x, y)+ λh(x, y) = x2y + λ(x2 + y2 − 3). (A.7)

Now we take all the partial derivates of the Lagrangian L

∂L
∂x

= 2xy + 2λx = 0, (A.8a)

∂L
∂y

= x2 + 2λy = 0, (A.8b)

∂L
∂λ

= x2 + y2 − 3 = 0. (A.8c)
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x y λ f (x, y)

−
√

2 −1 1 −2

−
√

2 1 −1 2

0
√

3 0 0

0 −
√

3 0 0
√

2 −1 1 −2
√

2 1 −1 2

Table A.1: All six critical points of the function f (x, y) = x2y with x and y constraint to lay
on a circle with radius

√

3.

Equation (A.8a) gives x = 0 or y = −λ. In the first case Eq. (A.8c) gives y = ±
√

3, so
by Eq. (A.8b) we have λ = 0.

In the second case Eq. (A.8b) gives

x2 − 2y2 = 0 ⇒ x2 = 2y2. (A.9)

Using this result in Eq. (A.8c) gives

3y2 = 3 ⇒ y = ±1. (A.10)

So the Lagrange multiplier is λ = ∓1 and x = ±
√

2, where the sign of x is arbit-
rary. So the Lagrange equations have six critical points which are summarised in
table A.1. As can be seen from the table, the optimisation problem has two global
solutions at (−

√
2,−1) and (

√
2,−1). From the Hessian of the Lagrangian L it may

be determined that (0,
√

3) is a local minimum.

Now consider a problem with an inequality constraint. Suppose that the stu-
dent got his beer at the bar and want to go to his friend. Unfortunately there is a
table in the way. It would be inappropriate to climb over the table, so he has to
go around it. The table can be described by some function as g(x, y) > 0, so the
student can only go where g(x, y) ≤ 0. A schematic overview of the situation is
shown in Fig. A.5. The student is again placed at the origin O and his friend is
located at point F.

It is very easy to find the solution intuitively. First go to the table in a straight
line tangent to the table. Then he should follow the edge of the table until he can
walk in a straight line to his friend. The solution is shown graphically in Fig. A.5.
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x

y

O F
table

g(x, y) ≤ 0

x

y

O F
table

g(x, y) ≤ 0

−∇g

Figure A.5: Schematic drawing of a student
at the origin O trying to find the shortest
path to his friend at F. However, there is a
table in the way, so he can only go where
g(x, y) ≤ 0.

Figure A.6: The optimal path for the stu-
dent to take.

The optimal path can be separated in a part where the constraint is not binding
and a part where the constraint is binding (it touches the table). Note that the
constrained part is again tangential to the constraint, so for the binding part we
have a similar expression as for an equality constraint [Eq. (A.3)]

∇ f (x)+ ξ∇g = 0. (A.11)

However, this expression is also valid for the unconstrained part if ξ = 0. So
there are two situations: g(x, y) = 0 or ξ = 0. This can be expressed in a single
expression as

ξ g(x, y) = 0. (A.12)

This condition is known as the complementary slackness condition. Its interpret-
ation is rather simple; or the solution is at the boundary or no “force” is required
to keep the solution away from the boundary (ξ = 0).

There is only one more condition needed for the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
conditions. The “force” is should act out of the forbidden region which can be
formulated in a simple expression

ξ ≥ 0. (A.13)

Together with Eq. (A.11) this condition is known as the dual feasibility condition.
It simply guarantees that the force ξ∇g acts outwards the forbidden region.
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Finally we will write down the KKT conditions for a general optimisation
problem with both equality and inequality constraints as formulated at the be-
ginning of this appendix [Eq. (A.1)]. They are grouped in to three sets.

The dual feasibility conditions

∇ f (x)+
m
∑
i=1

ξi∇gi(x)+
l
∑
j=1

λi∇hi(x) = 0, (A.14a)

ξi ≥ 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . , m, (A.14b)

the complementary slackness conditions

ξigi(x) = 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . , m (A.15)

and the primal feasibility conditions

gi(x) ≤ 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . , m and (A.16a)

hj(x) = 0 ∀ j = 1, . . . , l. (A.16b)

So basically we have the same expressions as for equality constraints with only
two additional conditions: an additional feasibily condition [Eq. (A.14b)] and the
complementary slackness condition [Eq. (A.15)]. These are only the first order
conditions. The second order KKT conditions and a more rigorous discussion
about the KKT conditions can be found in reference [58]

Example A.2. The problem with the student is too complicated for a simple il-
lustration, since we have to search over all possible paths he can take. As an
example we will consider the following optimisation problem

min
x1,x2∈R

(x1 − 3)2 + (x2 − 2)2

subject to x2
1 + x2

2 ≤ 5,

x1 + x2 ≤ 3,

x1 ≥ 0,

x2 ≥ 0.

(A.17)

So the objective function f (x) = (x1 − 3)2 + (x2 − 2)2 and for the constraint func-
tions we take g1(x) = x2

1 + x2
2 − 5, g2(x) = x1 + x2 − 3, g3(x) = −x1 and g4(x) = −x2.

There gradients respectively are ∇g1(x) = 2(x1, x2)T , ∇g2(x) = (1, 1)T , ∇g3(x) =
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x1

x2

g1 = 0

g2 = 0
unconstraint optimum

Figure A.7: The grey area shows the feasible region, i.e. where gi ≤ 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 4.
The unconstraint optimum lays outside the feasible region. The constraint g1 and / or g2

will be binding.

(−1, 0)T and ∇g4(x) = (0,−1)T . Using these derivatives, the KKT conditions be-
come

2(x1 − 3)+ 2ξ1x1 + ξ2 − ξ3 = 0, (A.18a)

2(x2 − 2)+ 2ξ1x2 + ξ2 − ξ4 = 0, (A.18b)

ξ1 ≥ 0, ξ1(x2
1 + x2

2 − 5) = 0, x2
1 + x2

2 ≤ 5, (A.18c)

ξ2 ≥ 0, ξ2(x1 + x2 − 3) = 0, x1 + x2 ≤ 3, (A.18d)

ξ3 ≥ 0, ξ3x1 = 0, x1 ≥ 0, (A.18e)

ξ4 ≥ 0, ξ4x2 = 0, x2 ≥ 0. (A.18f)

To solve the KKT equations, all possible combinations of binding constraints (ξi >
0) and not binding constraints (ξi = 0) should be tested. However, making a
sketch of the feasible region gives sufficient inside to rule out many possibilities.
A sketch of the feasible region is given in Fig. A.7 together with the unconstraint
minimum of f . From this picture it follows immediately that constraints g3 and
g4 will not be binding, so we have ξ3 = ξ4 = 0. Since the unconstraint optimum
is outside the feasible region at least one constraint will be binding, so only three
possibilities remain: 1) constraint g1 is binding, 2) constraint g2 is binding or
3) both g1 and g2 are binding, so the optimal point is at an intersection of g1 = 0
and g2 = 0. We will work out the first two cases. The last case is only necessary
cases 1) and 2) both give an unfeasible result.
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Case 1: Only g1 is binding, i.e. x1 + x2 = 5. Additionally we have ξ2 = 0, so the
first two KKT equations simplify

x1 − 3+ ξ1x1 = 0, (A.19a)

x2 − 2+ ξ1x2 = 0. (A.19b)

Multiplying the first equation by x1 and the second equation with x2 and
subsequently subtracting the equations from each other gives

3x2 − 2x1 = 0 ⇒ x2 =
2
3

x1. (A.20)

Using this result in the binding constraint g1 = 0 gives

5 = x2
1 + x2

2 = x2
1 +

4
9

x2
1 =

13
9

x2
1 ⇒ x1 = 3

√
5

13
. (A.21)

So we also find x2 = 2
√

5/13. Now we have to check is we are still in the
feasible region, i.e. the constraint g2 ≤ 0 has to be checked

x1 + x2 = 5

√
5
13

=
√

125
13

>
√

117
13

=
√

9 = 3. (A.22)

So we find that g1 is not the only binding constraint or is not binding at all.

Case 2: Now only g2 is binding, so x1 + x2 = 3. Additionally we have ξ1 = 0, so
the first two KKT conditions now reduce to

2x1 − 6+ ξ2 = 0, (A.23)

2x2 − 4+ ξ2 = 0. (A.24)

Simply subtracting both equations gives x2 = x1 − 1. Using this result in the
binding constraint g2 = 0 gives

2x1 − 1 = 3⇒ x1 = 2. (A.25)

So we also find that x2 = 1. To check feasibility, we check the constraint
g1 ≤ 0

x2
1 + x2

2 = 1+ 4 = 5 ≤ 5. (A.26)

So we find that although g1 = 0, it is not binding. The only binding con-
straint is g2.
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The final result is that the optimal point is at x∗ = (2, 1) with f (x∗) = 2. Only the
second constraint g2(x) = x1 + x2 − 3 ≤ 0 is binding with a Lagrange multiplier
ξ2 = 2.

Example A.3. In this example we will work out the problem for the student when
he is not too drunk, so the bar is still straight. In this case, the constraint function
can in general be defined as

h(x, y) = y − (αx + h), (A.27)

where x and y will be the coordinates of point B. Its gradient is

∇h(x, y) = (−α, 1)T . (A.28)

An explicit expression for the objective function, i.e. the total length of the path
can be written as

f (x, y) = dOB + dBF =
√

x2 + y2 +
√

(x − c)2 + y2, (A.29)

where c is the direct distance between the student and his friend (c ≡ ∣F −O∣).
The square roots in this function might seem pretty harmless, but they will make
the task of solving this problem quite formidable, even though we only treat a
straight bar.

The derivatives of f can be worked out as

∂ f
∂x

= 2x

2
√

x2 + y2
+ 2(x − c)

2
√

(x − c)2 + y2
= x

dOB
+ x − c

dBF
, (A.30a)

∂ f
∂y

=
2y

2
√

x2 + y2
+

2y

2
√

(x − c)2 + y2
=

y
dOB

+
y

dBF
. (A.30b)

Using these derivatives, the stationarity conditions become (at the point B = P)

∂L
∂x

=
∂ f
∂x

+ λ
∂g
∂x

= x
dOP

+ x − c
dPC

− αλ = 0, (A.31a)

∂L
∂y

=
∂ f
∂y

+ λ
∂g
∂y

=
y

dOP
+

y
dPC

+ λ = 0, (A.31b)

αx + h = y. (A.31c)

Since the partial derivative of the Lagrangian L with respect to y [Eq. (A.31b)]
directly gives an expression for the Lagrange multiplier λ in terms of x and y,
the Lagrange multiplier in Eq. (A.31a) can be eliminated. In principle, using the
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equality condition [Eq. (A.31c)] to eliminate y, we obtain an equation with only
the variable x. However, this equation is quite formidable to solve due to all the
square root terms. So feel free to skip the algebra and to jump to the answer at
the end of this section.

It is convenient only to substitute for λ only and not yet for y. The equation
needs to be reordered, so that all the terms containing a square root, dOP and dPC,
are isolated on one site of the equation

( 1
dOP

+ 1
dPC

)x − c
dPC

+ α( 1
dOP

+ 1
dPC

)y = 0

⇔ ( 1
dOP

+ 1
dPC

)(x + αy) = c
dPC

⇔ ( dPC

dOP
+ 1)(x + αy) = c

⇔ dPC

dOP
= c

x + αy
− 1

⇔

¿
ÁÁÀ(x − c)2 + y2

x2 + y2 =
c − x − αy

x + αy
. (A.32)

Now the square root can simply be eliminated by taking the square on both sides.
Later, we have to check our solution in the original equation, since the number
of solutions of the squared equation is twice as large. Before eliminating y, the
equation can be cleaned up a bit further

(x − c)2 + y2

x2 + y2 =
(x + αy − c)2

(x + αy)2

⇔ ((x − c)2 + y2)(x + αy)2 = (x2 + y2)(x + αy − c)2

⇔
(x2 + y2)(x + αy)2 + (c2 − 2cx)(x + αy)2

= (x2 + y2)(x + αy)2 + (x2 + y2)(c2 − 2c(x + αy))

⇔ (c − 2x)(x + αy)2 = (x2 + y2)(c − 2(x + αy)). (A.33)

To proceed, the equality condition y = αx + h has to be inserted. However, the
equation become quite formidable, so we will deal with the left- and righthand
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side of the equation separately.

l.h. = (c − 2x)(x + α(αx + h))2

= (c − 2x)((1+ α2)x + αh)2

= (c − 2x)((1+ α2)2x2 + 2αh(1+ α2)x + α2h2)

= −2(1+ α2)2x3 − 4αh(1+ α2)x2 + c(1+ α2)2x2 −

2α2h2x + 2αch(1+ α2)x + α2ch2, (A.34a)

r.h. = (x2 + (αx + h)2)(c − 2(x + α(αx + h)))

= ((1+ α2)x2 + 2αhx + h2)(c − 2αh − 2(1+ α2)x)

= −2(1+ α2)2x3 − 4αh(1+ α2)x2 + (c − 2αh)(1+ α2)x2 −

2h2(1+ α2)x + 2αh(c − 2α)x + h2(c − 2αh). (A.34b)

Comparing the left- and righthand side, we see that the first two terms are equal.
Therefore, we will only be left with a polynomial of order two. Subtracting the
righthand side from the lefthand side gives

0 = l.h.− r.h.

= [(1+ α2)(c(1+ α2)− (c − 2αh))]x2 + [α2ch2 − h2(c − 2αh)]+

2[cαh(1+ α2)− α2h2 + h2(1+ α2)− αh(c − 2α)]x

= (1+ α2)(c + α2c − c + 2αh)x2 + [α2ch2 − ch2 + 2αh3]

2(αch + α3ch − α2h2 + h2 + α2h2 − αch + 2α2h)x

= α(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)x2 + 2h(α3c + 2α2h + h)x + h2(α2c + 2αh − c). (A.35)

In principle the equation is now easy to solve. However, the coefficients in the
polynomial are rather cumbersome, so it is actually still a tough task. First con-
sider the discriminant D.

D = h2(α3c + 2α2h + h)2 + h2(c − α2c − 2αh)α(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)

= h2[(α3c + 2α2h + h){α3c + 2α2h + h}+

(αc − (α3c + 2α2h))({α3c + 2α2h + h}+ h + αc)]

= h2[h(α3c + 2α2h + h)+ αc(α3c + 2α2h + 2h + αc)−

(α3c + 2α2h)(h + αc)

= h2(h2 + 2αch + α2c2)

= h2(αc + h)2. (A.36)
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With this result for the discriminant, the final solution becomes quite simple

x = −h(α3c + 2αh + h)+ h(αc + h)
α(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)

= h
c − 2αh − α2c

(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)
. (A.37)

The y coordinate of B is now simply found using the equality condition (A.31c)

y = h(α
c − 2αh − α2c

(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)
+ 1)

= h
αc − 2α2h − α3c + αc + 2h + α3c + 2α2h

(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)

= 2h(αc + h)
(1+ α2)(αc + 2h)

. (A.38)

The expression for the total distances dOP and dPC and the Lagrange multiplier
are quite horrendous, so we do not show them.





APPENDIXB
Operators in the Heisenberg picture

In this appendix we will in introduce the Heisenberg representation and derive
an EOM for operators in this representation. First consider the evolution operator
Û(t2, t1). It is defined to propagate a state ∣Ψ⟩ from t1 to t2, i.e.

∣Ψ(t2)⟩ = Û(t2, t1)∣Ψ(t1)⟩. (B.1)

Since the state should remain normalised, we have

⟨Ψ∣Û†(t0, t)Û(t, t0)∣Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ∣Û(t0, t)Û(t, t0)∣Ψ⟩ = 1, (B.2)

so the evolution operator is hermitian and unitary

Û(t, t′) = Û†(t, t′), (B.3a)
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Û(t, t′)Û(t′, t) = 1̂. (B.3b)

From the time-dependent Schrödinger equation it follows directly that the evol-
ution operator satisfies the following EOMs

i∂tÛ(t, t′) = Ĥ(t)Û(t, t′), (B.4a)

−i∂t′Û(t, t′) = Û(t, t′)Ĥ(t′). (B.4b)

If we are interested in the time-dependent expectation value of an operator Ô, then
we can calculate it from the time-dependent wavefunction Ψ(t) as

⟨O⟩(t) = ⟨Ψ(t)∣Ô∣Ψ(t)⟩. (B.5)

This is traditionally called the Schrödinger picture. However, one could also at-
tribute the time-dependence to the operator, since we have

⟨O⟩(t) = ⟨Ψ∣Û(t0, t)ÔÛ(t, t0)∣Ψ⟩ = ⟨Ψ∣ÔH(t)∣Ψ⟩, (B.6)

where we defined the operator in its Heisenberg representation as

ÔH(t) ≡ Û(t0, t)ÔÛ(t, t0). (B.7)

Note that the state ∣Ψ⟩ lost its time-dependence in the Heisenberg picture and the
process of evolution of the system is now attributed to the operator ÔH(t). Since
the time-dependence is now in the operator, it is the operator which satisfies an
EOM. The EOM of the Heisenberg operator ÔH(t) can be directly derived from
the EOMs of the evolution operator [Eq. (B.4)]

i∂tÔH(t) = i∂t(Û(t0, t)ÔÛ(t, t0))

= Û(t0, t)[ÔĤ(t)− Ĥ(t)Ô]Û(t, t0)

= Û(t0, t)[Ô(t), Ĥ(t)]Û(t, t0). (B.8a)

Another form can be obtained by inserting the identity Û(t0, t)Û(t, t0) = 1̂, we
can rewrite the EOM as

i∂tÔH(t) = [ÔH(t), ĤH(t)]. (B.8b)

In particular for the field operators ψ̂H(xt) and ψ̂†
H(xt) we have

i∂tψ̂H(xt) = Û(t0, t)[ψ̂(x), Ĥ(t)]Û(t, t0) = [ψ̂H(xt), ĤH(t)], (B.9a)

i∂tψ̂
†
H(xt) = Û(t0, t)[ψ̂†(x), Ĥ(t)]Û(t, t0) = [ψ̂†

H(xt), ĤH(t)]. (B.9b)
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So we need to evaluate the commutators with the Hamiltonian in the Heisen-
berg representation. We will be interested in systems we the Hamiltonian only
contains a one-body and a two-body part, Ĥ(t) = Ĥ1-body(t) + Ŵ, which are re-
spectively defined as

Ĥ1-body(t) ≡∫ dx ψ̂†(x)ĥ(t)ψ̂(x) (B.10)

Ŵ ≡ 1
2∫

dx∫ dx′ ψ̂†(x)ψ̂†(x′)w(x, x′)ψ̂(x′)ψ̂(x), (B.11)

where we chose the two-body interaction, w(x, x′), to a simple multiplicative op-
erator and it is symmetric in its coordinates. (It would not make much sense to
have an interaction between two identical particles that is not symmetric.) The
commutators of the annihilation operator with Ĥ1-body(t) and Ŵ give respect-
ively

[ψ̂(x), Ĥ1-b.(t)] =∫ dy (ĥ(y′t)[ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)ψ̂(y′)])
y′=y

=∫ dy [ĥ(y′t)({ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)}ψ̂(y′)− ψ̂†(y){ψ̂(x), ψ̂(y′)})]
y′=y

=∫ dy (ĥ(y′t)δ(x, y′)ψ̂(y′))
y′=y

= ĥ(xt)ψ̂(x), (B.12)

[ψ̂(x), Ŵ] = 1
2∫

dy∫ dy′ w(y, y′)[ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)ψ̂†(y′)ψ̂(y′)ψ̂(y)]

= 1
2∫

dy∫ dy′ w(y, y′)[ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)ψ̂†(y′)]ψ̂(y′)ψ̂(y)

= 1
2∫

dy∫ dy′ w(y, y′)[{ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)}ψ̂†(y′)−

ψ̂†(y){ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y′)}]ψ̂(y′)ψ̂(y)

= 1
2∫

dy∫ dy′ w(y, y′)[δ(x, y)ψ̂†(y′)− ψ̂†(y)δ(x, y′)]ψ̂(y′)ψ̂(y)

=∫ dy w(x, y)ψ̂†(y)ψ̂(y)ψ̂(x), (B.13)

where we used that the creation and annihilation operators obey the following
anti-commutation relations

{ψ̂(x), ψ̂†(y)} = δ(x − y) and {ψ̂(x), ψ̂(y)} = {ψ̂†(x), ψ̂†(y)} = 0, (B.14)

where the anti-commutator was defined as {Â, B̂} ≡ ÂB̂ + B̂Â and that

[Â, B̂Ĉ] = ÂB̂Ĉ − B̂ĈÂ = ÂB̂Ĉ + B̂ÂĈ − B̂ÂĈ − B̂ĈÂ = {Â, B̂}Ĉ − B̂{Â, Ĉ}. (B.15)
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Using the result for the commutators, we can write for the EOMs of the field
operators as

i∂tψ̂H(xt) = ĥ(xt)ψ̂H(xt)+∫ dy w(x, y)ψ̂†
H(yt)ψ̂H(yt)ψ̂H(xt), (B.16a)

−i∂tψ̂
†
H(xt) = ĥ(xt)ψ̂†

H(xt)+∫ dy w(x, y)ψ̂†
H(xt)ψ̂†

H(yt)ψ̂H(yt), (B.16b)

where the EOM of the creation operator, ψ̂†(xt) could be found directly from the
EOM of the annihilation operator, ψ̂(xt) by taking the complex conjugate.



APPENDIXC
Symmetries and sum-rules of the
response matrices

In the thesis several response matrices were defined. Most of them obey one or
more symmetry relations which are convenient to derive some of the properties
of the response equations, especially in the adiabatic approximation.

C.1 Static response matrices

In section 1.6 several response matrices were introduced. All of them have one
or more symmetry properties. Some of them might be obvious, but they are still
presented here for completeness.
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C.1.1 The response matrix Kφ

The response matrix Kφ is defined by Eq. (1.158a). The only symmetry of this
response matrix is given as

Kφ
kl,ba = Kφ∗

lk,ab. (C.1)

This can be readily shown by working out the right-hand side

Kφ∗
lk,ab =∫ dx

⎛
⎝

δ(Wkl −W†
kl)

δφ∗a (x)
φ∗b (x)− φa(x)

δ(Wkl −W†
kl)

δφb(x)
⎞
⎠

=∫ dx
⎛
⎝

δ(W†
kl −Wkl)

δφb(x)
φa(x)− φ∗b (x)

δ(W†
kl −Wkl)

δφ∗a (x)
⎞
⎠
= Kφ

kl,ba. (C.2)

C.1.2 The response matrix Kn

The response matrix Kn is defined by Eq. (1.158b). The only symmetry of this
response matrix is given as

Kn
kl,a = −Kn∗

lk,a. (C.3)

This is straightforward to show, since we have

Kn∗
lk,a =

δ(Wkl −W†
kl)

δna
= −Kn

kl,a. (C.4)

C.1.3 The response matrix A

The response matrix A is defined by Eq. (1.159a). This response matrix has two
symmetries. The first is directly related to the symmetry of Kφ [Eq. (C.1)]

Akl,ba = A∗
lk,ab. (C.5)

Since we know that Kφ
kl,ba = Kφ∗

lk,ab, we have

A∗
lk,ab = (na − nb)(h∗lbδak − δlbh∗ak)+Kφ∗

lk,ab

= (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)+Kφ
kl,ba = Akl,ba. (C.6)

Further, the response matrix A is hermitian in the sense that

Akl,ba = A∗
ab,lk. (C.7)
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The most straightforward way to show this is to work out all the derivatives in
the response matrix Kφ. However, the response matrix is formulated in a station-
ary basis, so we need to take this transformation into account

Kφ
kl,ba ≡∑

rs
∫ dx′ (

δUkr(W†
rs −Wrs)U†

sl
δφb(x′)

φa(x′)− φ∗b (x′)
δUkr(W†

rs −Wrs)U†
sl

δφ∗a (x′)
)

= [(W†
bl −Wbl)δka − (W†

ka −Wka)δbl]+

∫ dx∫ dx′ [ δ

δφb(x′)
(φ∗k (x) δW

δφ∗l (x)
− δW

δφk(x)
φl(x))φa(x′)−

φ∗b (x′) δ

δφ∗a (x′)
(φ∗k (x) δW

δφ∗l (x)
− δW

δφk(x)
φl(x))]

= Kφ∶2
kl,ba − [Wblδka +W†

kaδbl], (C.8)

where all the second order derivatives are combined in the quantity

Kφ∶2
kl,ba =∫ dx∫ dx′ (φ∗k (x) δ2W

δφ∗l (x)δφb(x′)
φa(x′)− φl(x) δ2W

δφk(x)δφb(x′)
φa(x′)−

φ∗k (x) δ2W
δφ∗a (x′)δφ∗l (x)

φ∗b (x′)+ φl(x) δ2W
δφk(x)δφ∗a (x′)

φ∗b (x′)). (C.9)

From the expression for Kφ∶2 we directly find that it is hermitian, i.e.

Kφ∶2
kl,ba = Kφ∶2∗

ab,lk . (C.10)

The additional terms in Kφ prevent it from being hermitian. However, the re-
sponse matrix A has some additional elements which make it hermitian. To see
this, write Akl,ba as

Akl,ba ≡ (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)+Kφ
kl,ba

= [(nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)−Wblδka −W†
kaδbl]+Kφ∶2

kl,ba

= [nbhka − (nahka +W†
ka)]δbl + [nahbl − (nbhbl +Wbl)]δka +Kφ∶2

kl,ba. (C.11)

Now writing out A∗
ab,lk gives

A∗
ab,lk = [nlh

∗
ak − (nkh∗ak +Wka)]δlb + [nkh∗lb − (nlh

∗
lb +W†

bl)]δak +Kφ∶2∗
ab,lk

= [nbhka − (nahka +W†
ka)]δbl + [nahbl − (nbhbl +Wbl)]δka +Kφ∶2

kl,ba

= Akl,ba, (C.12)
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where we used the stationary condition nkhkl +Wkl = nlhkl +W†
kl [Eq. (1.129a)].

Further, it can be shown that the response matrix A satisfies the following
sum-rule

∑
a

Aaa,lk =∑
a

Akl,aa = 0 ∀k,l . (C.13)

This sum-rule can be derived by considering the following sum over A

∑
k

Akk,ba =∑
k
(nb − na)hba(δbk − δka)+∑

k
Kφ

kk,ba

=∑
k
∫ dx (

∂(W†
kk −Wkk)

∂φb(x)
φa(x)−

∂(W†
kk −Wkk)

∂φ∗a (x)
φ∗b (x)) = 0, (C.14)

where we used in the last step that Tr{W†} = Tr{W} = Tr{W̃gs} = 2W [Eqs (1.128),
(2.15) and (2.98)]. Since, the response matrix A is hermitian [Eq. (C.7)], the sum-
rule [Eq. (C.13)] follows immediately.

An alternative approach is to use that the response matrix A is basically the
Hessian of the energy with respect to the orbitals. To show this, first note that A
can also be written as

Akl,ba =∫ dx′ (
δ(E†

kl − Ekl)
δφb(x′)

φa(x′)− φ∗b (x′)
δ(E†

kl − Ekl)
δφ∗a (x′)

). (C.15)

The perturbation in the NOs can be expanded in the stationary NO basis. The
coefficients can be collected in a matrix δUkl = ⟨φk∣δφl⟩ [Eq. (1.152)]. The first
order derivatives of δU and its complex conjugate, δU† can be worked out as

∫ dx
∂Ukl

∂φb(x)
φa(x) =∫ dx

⟨φk∣∂φl⟩
∂φb(x)

φa(x) = δbl∫ dx φ∗k (x)φa(x) = δkaδbl , (C.16a)

∫ dx
∂U†

kl
∂φ∗a (x)

φ∗b (x) =∫ dx
⟨∂φk∣φl⟩
∂φ∗a (x)

φ∗b (x) = δka∫ dx φl(x)φ∗b (x) = δkaδbl . (C.16b)

Therefore, the projected first order derivatives of the energy with respect to the
NOs can be written as

E†
kl − Ekl =∫ dx (φ∗k (x) ∂E

φ∗l (x)
− ∂E

∂φk(x)
φl(x)) = ∂E

∂U†
kl
− ∂E

∂Ukl
(C.17)

and the response matrix A therefore can be written in terms of derivatives of the
energy with respect to U and U† as

Akl,ba = ( ∂

∂Uba
− ∂

∂U†
ba

)( ∂E
∂U†

kl
− ∂E

∂Ukl
). (C.18)
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The problematic part of the derivatives with respect to the NOs is that due to
orthonormality, only unitary variations should be considered. The components
of a unitary matrix are related in some complicated way and it is not easy to
disentangle them. However, a unitary matrix U can be expressed as

U = eX , (C.19)

where the matrix X is anti-hermitian (Ap. E.1). The advantage is that for an anti-
hermitian matrix it is rather obvious what the independent parameters are. So
take k ≥ l for Xkl as these independent parameters. [The diagonal, k = l, has
only an imaginary component, so for the real part of X, the elements k > l are
sufficient.] Using the Taylor expansion of the exponential function, we can work
out the first order derivative

dUkl
dXab

=
d exp(X)kl

dXab
= d

dXab
[δkl +Xkl +

1
2

X2
kl − . . . ] = δakδbl , (C.20a)

dU†
kl

dXab
=

d exp(−X)kl

dXab
= d

dXab
[δkl −Xkl +

1
2

X2
kl + . . . ] = −δakδbl . (C.20b)

So the first order derivative with respect to Xkl , can be expressed in derivatives
with respect to Ukl and U†

kl straightforwardly as

d
dXkl

= ∂

∂Ukl
− ∂

∂U†
kl

, (C.21)

so for the first order derivative of the energy we have

dE
dXkl

= ∂E
∂Ukl

− ∂E
∂U†

kl
= −(E†

kl − Ekl). (C.22)

Further, from the expression for the response matrix A in Eq. (C.18) it follows
immediately that

Akl,ba = −
d2E

dXkldXba
= d2E

dXkldXab
for k ≥ l and a ≥ b. (C.23)

From this equation it follows immediately that A is hermitian, since we have

A∗
ab,lk =

d2E
dX∗

abdX∗
kl
= d2E

dXkldXab
= Akl,ba. (C.24)

An additional result from this approach is that it is now straightforward that the
matrix A will be positive semi-definite for the ground state

xT Ax =∑
k≥l
∑
a≥b

xlk Akl,baxab ≥ 0 ∀x, (C.25)

since this is a necessary second order condition for a minimum.
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C.1.4 The response matrices A±

Also the linear combinations A± were introduced in Sec. 1.6. They obey the fol-
lowing trivial symmetry relation

A±
kl,ba = ±A±

kl,ab. (C.26)

This relation implies that also

A±
kl,ba = ±A±

lk,ba (C.27)

holds, since by the symmetry of A [Eq. (C.7)], we have

A±
kl,ba = A±∗

ab,lk = ±A±∗
ab,kl = ±A±

lk,ba. (C.28)

Now it is easy to show that the matrices A± are real, since we have

A±
kl,ba = ±A±

kl,ab = A±
lk,ab = A±∗

kl,ba, (C.29)

where we used the symmetry of A [Eq. (C.5)] in the last step.
Further we have for the ground state that

xT A+x =∑
k≥l
∑
a≥b

xkl A
+
kl,baxab ≥ 0 ∀x, (C.30)

i.e. that the matrix A+ is positive semi-definite. This follows trivially from the fact
that A is positive semi-definite, which has been shown in the previous section
[Eq. (C.25)].

C.1.5 The response matrix C

The next response matrix that was introduced in Sec. 1.6 is C and its definition is
given by Eq. (1.159b). It obeys one rather trivial symmetry relation, related to the
symmetry of Kn [Eq. (C.3)]

Ckl,a = −C∗
lk,a. (C.31)

The prove is straightforward

C∗
lk,a = h∗lk(δak − δla)+Kn∗

lk,a = −[hkl(δal − δka)+Kn
kl,a] = −Ckl,a. (C.32)

Further, the response matrix satisfies the following sum-rules

∑
k

Ckk,a = 0 and (C.33a)

∑
a

Ckl,ana = 0. (C.33b)
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The proof of the first ones is analogous to the proof of the sum-rule for A+.

∑
k

Ckk,a =∑
a

hkk(δak − δak)+∑
k

Kn
kk,a =∑

k

∂(W†
kk −Wkk)
∂nk

= 0, (C.34)

where again we used in the last step that Tr{W†} = Tr{W} = Tr{W̃gs} = 2W
[Eqs (1.128), (2.15) and (2.98)].

For the second sum-rule, we multiply the static response equation for the oc-
cupation numbers [Eq. (1.168b)] by the occupation numbers and sum over k. Us-
ing that�W satisfies the sum-rule in Eq. (C.37), we have

0 =∑
k

nk(δvkk/2− δε −∑
a

�Wk,aδna)

=∑
k

nk(∑
a>b

CRT

k,baδUR
ab −∑

a>b
iCIT

k,baiδU I
ab −∑

a
iCIT

k,aa
iδU I

aa
2

). (C.35)

Since this equation has to be satisfied for arbitrary δU, the sum-rule follows im-
mediately.

C.1.6 The response matrix�W

The next response matrix introduced in Sec. 1.6 is�W and its definition is given by
Eq. (1.159c). It has the following symmetry relation which follows directly from
its definition

�Wk,a =�Wa,k. (C.36)

Further, the response matrix�W satisfies the following sum-rule

∑
a

�Wk,ana = 0. (C.37)

To prove this, consider the occupation stationarity equation [Eq. (1.129b)], multi-
plied by the occupation numbers and summed over the remaining index

∑
r

nr(hrr +
∂W
∂nr

) =∑
r

nrεr. (C.38)

By taking the derivative with respect to the occupation number nk, we find

(hkk +
∂W
∂nk

)+∑
r

∂2W
∂nk∂nr

nr = εk
Eq. (1.129b)
ÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ∑

a

�Wk,ana = 0. (C.39)
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C.2 TDÒπFT response matrices

The TDÒπFT response matrices were introduced in Sec. 4.2.1. All of them have one
or more symmetry properties similar to the static response matrices, since they
are defined in a similar manner. The main difference for the symmetry relations
is that one additionally has to take care of the time-variables.

C.2.1 The response matrixKÒπ(τ)

The response matrixKÒπ(τ) is defined by Eq. (4.41a). The only symmetry relation
that this response matrix obeys is

KÒπkl,ba(τ) = KÒπ
∗

lk,ab(τ). (C.40)

This can be readily shown by working out the right-hand side

KÒπ
∗

lk,ab(t − t′) =∫ dx′
⎛
⎝

δ(Wkl(t)−W†
kl(t))

δÒπ∗a (x′t′)
Òπ∗b (x′t′)−

Òπb(x′t′)
δ(Wkl(t)−W†

kl(t))
δÒπa(x′t′)

⎞
⎠

e−i(εk−εl)te−i(εb−εa)t′

= KÒπkl,ba(t − t′). (C.41)

C.2.2 The response matrixKn(τ)

The response matrixKn(τ) is defined in Eq. (4.41b). The only symmetry relation
that this response matrix obeys is

Kn
kl,a(τ) = −Kn∗

lk,a(τ). (C.42)

This is straightforward to show, since we have

Kn∗
lk,a(t − t′) ≡

δ(Wkl(t)−W†
kl(t))

δna(t′)
e−i(εk−εl)t = −Kn

kl,a(t − t′). (C.43)

C.2.3 The response matricesA(τ) andA(ω)

The response matrixA(τ) is defined by Eq. (4.43a). This response matrix has two
symmetries. The first is directly related to the symmetry ofKÒπ(τ) [Eq. (C.40)]

Akl,ba(τ) = A∗lk,ab(τ). (C.44)
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Since we know that KÒπkl,ba(τ) = KÒπ
∗

lk,ab(τ), we have

A∗lk,ab(τ) = (na − nb)(h∗lbδak − δlbh∗ak)δ(τ)+KÒπ
∗

lk,ab(τ)

= (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)δ(τ)+KÒπkl,ba(τ) = Akl,ba(τ). (C.45)

Further, the response matrixA(t − t′) is hermitian in the sense that

Akl,ba(t − t′) = A∗ab,lk(t′ − t). (C.46)

To show this, we need to work out all the derivatives in the response matrix
KÒπ(τ). Note that the response matrix KÒπ(τ) is in a stationary basis, so we need
to include the transformation to PINO basis, as in Sec. C.1.3. The only additional
complications are some phase factors and time-dependence of the PINOs. Taking
this into account, we have

KÒπkl,ba(t − t′) ≡∑
rs
∫ dx′ (

δ⟨Òπk∣Òπr(t)⟩(W†
rs(t)−Wrs(t))⟨Òπs(t)∣Òπl⟩
δÒπb(x′t′)

Òπa(x′t′)−

Òπ∗b (x′t′)
δ⟨Òπk∣Òπr(t)⟩(W†

rs(t)−Wrs(t))⟨Òπs(t)∣Òπl⟩
δÒπ∗a (x′t′)

)ei(εa−εb)t′

= [(W†
bl(t)−Wbl(t))δkaei(εl−εa)t −

(W†
ka(t)−Wka(t))δble

i(εb−εk)t]ei(εa−εb)tδ(t − t′)+

∫ dx∫ dx′ [ δ

δÒπb(x′t′)
(Òπ∗k (xt) δW

δÒπ∗l (xt)
− δW

δÒπk(xt)
Òπl(xt))Òπa(x′t′)−

Òπ∗b (x′t′) δ

δÒπ∗a (x′t′)
(Òπ∗k (xt) δW

δÒπ∗l (xt)
− δW

δÒπk(xt)
Òπl(xt))]×

ei(εl−εk)tei(εa−εb)t′

= KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′)− [Wbl(t)δkaei(εl−εb)t +W†
ka(t)δble

i(εa−εk)t]δ(t − t′)

= KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′)− [Wblδka +W†
ka]δ(t − t′), (C.47)

where we used the Eq. (4.34b) and combined all the second order derivatives in
the quantity

KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′) =∫ dx∫ dx′ (Òπ∗k (xt) δ2W
δÒπ∗l (xt)δÒπb(x′t′)

Òπa(x′t′)−

Òπl(xt) δ2W
δÒπk(xt)δÒπb(x′t′)

Òπa(x′t′)−Òπ∗k (xt) δ2W
δÒπ∗a (x′t′)δÒπ∗l (xt)

Òπ∗b (x′t′)+

Òπl(xt) δ2W
δÒπk(xt)δÒπ∗a (x′t′)

Òπ∗b (x′t′))ei(εl−εk)tei(εa−εb)t′ . (C.48)
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From the expression forKÒπ∶2(t − t′) we directly find that it is hermitian, i.e.

KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′) = KÒπ∶2
∗

ab,lk(t′ − t). (C.49)

The additional terms inKÒπ(t − t′) prevent it from being hermitian. However, the
response matrixA(t− t′) has some additional elements which make it hermitian.
To see this, write Akl,ba(t − t′) as

Akl,ba(t − t′) ≡ (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)δ(t − t′)+KÒπkl,ba(t − t′)

= [(nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)−Wblδka −W†
kaδbl]δ(t − t′)+KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′)

= [nbhka − (nahka +W†
ka)]δblδ(t − t′)+

[nahbl − (nbhbl +Wbl)]δkaδ(t − t′)+KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′). (C.50)

Now writing out A∗ab,lk(t′ − t) gives

A∗ab,lk(t′ − t) = [nlh
∗
ak − (nkh∗ak +Wka)]δlbδ(t′ − t)+

[nkh∗lb − (nlh
∗
lb +W†

bl)]δakδ(t′ − t)+KÒπ∶2
∗

ab,lk(t′ − t)

= [nbhka − (nahka +W†
ka)]δblδ(t − t′)+

[nahbl − (nbhbl +Wbl)]δkaδ(t − t′)+KÒπ∶2kl,ba(t − t′)

= Akl,ba(t − t′). (C.51)

where we used the stationary condition nkhkl +Wkl = nlhkl +W†
kl .

The first symmetry relation [Eq. (C.44)] immediately carries over to the fre-
quency domain

Akl,ba(ω) = A∗lk,ab(ω). (C.52)

The hermiticity [Eq. (C.46)] implies that

Akl,ba(ω) = A∗ab,lk(ω), (C.53)

since we have

A∗ab,lk(ω) = 1
2π ∫

∞
−∞

dt e−iωtA∗ab,lk(t) = 1
2π ∫

∞
−∞

dt eiωtA∗ab,lk(−t)

= 1
2π ∫

∞
−∞

dt eiωtAkl,ba(t) = Akl,ba(ω). (C.54)
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C.2.4 The response matricesA±(τ) andA±(ω)

Also the linear combinationsA±(τ) were introduced in Sec. 4.2.1. They obey the
following trivial symmetry relation

A±kl,ba(τ) = ±A±kl,ab(τ) and A±kl,ba(ω) = ±A±kl,ab(ω). (C.55)

This relation implies that also

A±kl,ba(τ) = ±A±lk,ba(τ) and A±kl,ba(ω) = ±A±lk,ba(ω) (C.56)

holds, since by the symmetry of A [Eq. (C.46)], we have

A±kl,ba(τ) = A±
∗

ab,lk(−τ) = ±A±
∗

ab,kl(−τ) = ±A±lk,ba(τ). (C.57)

Due to the additional minus sign in Eq. (C.46),A±(τ) is not real in general. How-
ever,A±(ω) will be real in general, since we can have

A±kl,ba(ω) = ±A±kl,ab(ω) = A±lk,ab(ω) = A±
∗

kl,ba(ω), (C.58)

where we used the symmetry ofA [Eq. (C.52)] in the last step.

C.2.5 The response matrix C(τ)

The next response matrix introduced in Sec. 4.2.1 is C and its definition is given by
Eq. (4.43b). It obeys one rather trivial symmetry relation, related to the symmetry
ofKn [Eq. (C.42)]

Ckl,a(τ) = −C∗lk,a(τ), (C.59)

which is straightforward to show

C∗lk,a(τ) = h∗lk(δak − δla)+Kn∗
lk,a(τ) = −[hkl(δal − δka)+Kn

kl,a(τ)] = −Ckl,a(τ). (C.60)

C.2.6 The response matrix �W(τ)

The next response matrix introduced in Sec. 1.6 is �W and its definition is given
by Eq. (4.46). It has the following symmetry relation which follows directly from
its definition

�Wk,a(τ) =�W a,k(−τ). (C.61)





APPENDIXD
Explicit expressions for the response
matrices

In the thesis various response matrices were defined by taking derivatives of
the two-electron part of the the energy, W, with respect to the NOs and occu-
pation numbers. In this appendix these derivatives are worked out in terms of
the 2RDM, which will have to be approximated in some way, e.g. the HF and the
Müller functional.
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D.1 Derivatives for a general W

In this section we work out the derivatives for the functional W, assuming that
the 2RDM in its NO representation only depends on occupation numbers.

W = 1
2
∑
rstu

Γ({n})rstuwutsr. (D.1)

The first order NO derivatives are easily worked out as

Wkl ≡∫ dx
∂W

∂φk(x)
φl(x) =∑

rst
Γkrstwtsrl , (D.2a)

W†
kl =∫ dx φ∗k (x) ∂W

∂φ∗l (x)
=∑

rst
wkrstΓtsrl . (D.2b)

For completeness we also show the derivative with respect to the occupation
numbers

∂W
∂nk

= ∑
rstu

∂Γrstu

∂nk
wrstu. (D.2c)

For the linear response were formulated in a stationary basis, so we require an
expression for the perturbation in W in stationary basis. This can be worked out
as

δWkl = δ∑
rst

Γstat
krstwtsrl = δ∑

rst
∑
abcd

UkaUrbΓNO
abcdU†

csU
†
dtwtsrl

=∑
rst

[∑
a

δUkaΓarst +∑
b

δUrbΓkbst +

∑
c

ΓkrctδU†
cs +∑

d
ΓkrsdδU†

dt]wtsrl +∑
a

∂Wkl
∂na

δna

=∑
ab
∑
rs
[δak∑

t
Γbrstwtsrl + Γkbrswsral −

Γkraswsbrl − Γkrsawbsrl]δUab +∑
a

∂Wkl
∂na

δna

=∑
ab
Kkl,baδUab +∑

a

∂Wkl
∂na

δna, (D.3)

where we introduced

Kkl,ba ≡ δakWbl +∑
rs
[Γkbrswsral − Γkraswsbrl − Γkrsawbsrl]. (D.4)
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The expression for δW† is readily found by taking the complex conjugate and
interchanging the indices k and l.

δW†
kl =∑

ab
K∗lk,baδU∗

ab +∑
a

∂W∗
lk

∂na
δna = −∑

ab
K∗lk,abδUab +∑

a

∂W†
kl

∂na
δna, (D.5)

so we find

δ(W†
kl −Wkl) = −∑

ab
(Kkl,ba +K∗lk,ab)δUab +∑

a
(

∂W†
kl

∂na
− ∂Wkl

∂na
)δna. (D.6)

From this expression, the response matrices Kφ and Kn can be directly read off

Kφ
kl,ba = −(Kkl,ba +K∗lk,ab)

=∑
rs
[Γkraswsbrl + Γkrsawbsrl − Γkbrswsral +

wkrasΓsbrl +wkrsaΓbsrl −wkbrsΓsral]−W†
kaδbl − δkaWbl , (D.7a)

Kn
kl,a =

∂(W†
kl −Wkl)
∂na

. (D.7b)

D.2 Primitive functionals

The primitive functionals consist of a normal Coulomb part and a modified ex-
change part. However, this exchange part is not uniquely defined and ultimately
leads to different response properties. We will decompose the 2RDM in these
approximations as

Γ(a/b)
klba = ΓCoul

klba + ΓX(a/b)
klba , (D.8)

where the components are defined as

ΓCoul
klba ≡ nknlδkaδbl , ΓX(a)

klba ≡ F(nk, na)δkbδla, ΓX(b)
klba ≡ F(nk, na)δklδba. (D.9)

Note that definition (a) of the exchange integral is phase invariant, but definition
(b) is not. The form of the function F(nk, na) will ultimately determined by the
particular approximation employed.

In the following subsections we will work out the NO and occupation deriv-
atives up to second order and the compose the response matrices
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D.2.1 The Coulomb part

In this section we work out the derivatives for the Coulomb part of the energy.
Further we will assume that the NOs are real. For the first order derivatives we
have

WCoul
kl = nk∑

r
nrwkrrl , (D.10a)

WCoul
kl

†
= nl∑

r
nrwkrrl , (D.10b)

∂WCoul

∂nk
=∑

r
nrwkrrk. (D.10c)

So for the coupling matrices we have

Kφ∶Coul
kl,ba =∑

rs
[nknrδksδrawsbrl + nknrδkaδrswbsrl − nknbδksδbrwsral +

wkrasnsnbδslδbr +wkrsanbnsδblδsr −wkbrsnsnrδslδra]−

δblna∑
r

nrwkrra − δkanb∑
r

nrwbrrl

= nknawkbal + δkank∑
r

nrwbrrl − nknbwkbal +wkbalnlnb +

δblnb∑
r

nrwkrra −wkbalnlna − δblna∑
r

nrwkrra − δkanb∑
r

nrwbrrl

= (nb − na)[(nl − nk)wkbal + δbl∑
r

nrwkrra − δka∑
r

nrwbrrl], (D.11a)

Kn∶Coul
kl,a = (nl − nk)wkaal + (δal − δak)∑

r
nrwkrrl (D.11b)

and the contribution to the response matrix W is

W
Coul
k,a ≡ 1

2
∂2WCoul

∂nk∂na
= 1

2
wkaak. (D.12)

D.2.2 The exchange integral (a)

Now we procede with the phase invariant definition of the exchange integral.
The first order derivatives give

WX(a)
kl =∑

rst
F(nk, nt)δksδrtwtsrl =∑

r
F(nk, nr)wkrlr, (D.13a)

WX(a)
kl

†
=∑

rst
wkrstF(nt, nl)δtrδsl =∑

r
F(nl , nr)wkrlr, (D.13b)
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∂WX(a)

∂nk
=∑

r

∂F(nk, nr)
∂nk

wkrkr. (D.13c)

Further, for the coupling matrices we have

Kφ∶X(a)
kl,ba =∑

rs
[F(nk, ns)δkaδrswsbrl + F(nk, na)δksδrawbsrl − F(nk, ns)δkrδbswsral +

wkrasF(ns, nl)δsrδbl +wkrsaF(nb, nl)δbrδsl −wkbrsF(ns, nl)δsaδrl]−

δbl∑
r

F(na, nr)wkrar − δka∑
r

F(nb, nr)wbrlr

= δka∑
r

F(nk, nr)wrbrl + F(nk, na)wbkal − F(nk, nl)wbkal +

δbl∑
r

F(nr, nl)wkrar + F(nb, nl)wkbla − F(na, nl)wkbla −

δbl∑
r

F(na, nr)wkrar − δka∑
r

F(nb, nr)wbrlr

= δbl∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wkrar − δka∑

r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wbrlr +

(F(nl , nb)− F(nl , na)− F(nk, nb)+ F(nk, na))wkbla, (D.14a)

Kn∶X(a)
kl,a =

∂(F(nl , na)− F(nk, na))
∂na

wkala + (δal − δak)∑
r

∂F(na, nr)
∂na

wkrlr (D.14b)

and the contribution to the response matrix W is

2W
X(a)
k,a ≡ ∂2WX(a)

∂nk∂na
= ∂2F(nk, na)

∂nk∂na
wkaka + δka∑

r

∂2F(nk, nr)
∂n 2

k
wkrkr. (D.15)

So the basic response matrices of primitive functionals of the form (a) are

A(a)
kl,ba = δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑

r
nrwkrra)+∑

r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wkrar]−

δka[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wbrlr]+

(F(nl , nb)− F(nl , na)− F(nk, nb)+ F(nk, na))wkbla +

(nb − na)(nl − nk)wkbal , (D.16a)

C(a)
kl,a = (δal − δak)(hkl +∑

r
nrwkrrl +∑

r

∂F(na, nr)
∂na

wkrlr)+

(nl − nk)wkaal +
∂(F(nl , na)− F(nk, na))

∂na
wkala, (D.16b)

W
(a)
k,a =

1
2
(wkaak +

∂2F(nk, na)
∂nk∂na

wkaka + δka∑
r

∂2F(nk, nr)
∂n 2

k
wkrkr). (D.16c)
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For A we work out the combination A± to be

A(a)+
klba = δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑

r
nrwkrra)+∑

r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wkrar]+

δal[(na − nb)(hkb +∑
r

nrwkrrb)+∑
r
(F(na, nr)− F(nb, nr))wkrbr]−

δak[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wbrlr]−

δbk[(na − nb)(hal +∑
r

nrwarrl)+∑
r
(F(na, nr)− F(nb, nr))warlr]+

(F(nb, nl)− F(na, nl)− F(nb, nk)+ F(na, nk))(wklba −wklab), (D.17a)

A(a)−
kl,ba = δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑

r
nrwkrra)+∑

r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wkrar]−

δal[(na − nb)(hkb +∑
r

nrwkrrb)+∑
r
(F(na, nr)− F(nb, nr))wkrbr]−

δak[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wbrlr]+

δbk[(na − nb)(hal +∑
r

nrwarrl)+∑
r
(F(na, nr)− F(nb, nr))warlr]+

(F(nl , nb)− F(nl , na)− F(nk, nb)+ F(nk, na))(wkbla +wklab)+

2(nb − na)(nl − nk)wkbal . (D.17b)

D.2.3 The exchange integral (b)

Now we continue with the phase invariant definition of the exchange integral.
The first order derivatives give

WX(b)
kl =∑

rst
F(nk, nt)δkrδstwtsrl =∑

r
F(nk, nr)wrrkl (D.18a)

WX(b)†
kl =∑

rst
wkrstF(nt, nl)δtsδrl =∑

r
F(nl , nr)wklrr (D.18b)

∂WX(b)

∂nk
=Re∑

r

∂F(nk, nr)
∂nk

wkkrr. (D.18c)

Further we have for the coupling matrices

Kφ∶X(b)
kl,ba =∑

rs
[F(nk, ns)δkrδaswsbrl + F(nk, na)δkrδsawbsrl − F(nk, ns)δkbδrswsral +

wkrasF(ns, nl)δsbδrl +wkrsaF(nb, nl)δbsδrl −wkbrsF(ns, nl)δsrδal]−

δbl∑
r

F(na, nr)wkarr − δka∑
r

F(nb, nr)wrrbl
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= F(nk, na)wabkl + F(nk, na)wbakl + F(nb, nl)wklab + F(nb, nl)wklba −

δbk∑
r

F(nk, nr)wrral − δal∑
r

F(nr, nl)wkbrr −

δbl∑
r

F(na, nr)wkarr − δka∑
r

F(nb, nr)wrrbl

=(F(nk, na)+ F(nl , nb))(wklba +wklab)−

δbk∑
r

F(nk, nr)wrral − δal∑
r

F(nr, nl)wkbrr −

δbl∑
r

F(na, nr)wkarr − δka∑
r

F(nb, nr)wrrbl , (D.19a)

Kn∶X(b)
kl,a = ∂F(nl , na)− F(nk, na)

∂na
wklaa + (δal − δak)∑

r

∂F(na, nr)
∂na

wklrr, (D.19b)

where we assumed real NOs in the last steps. The contribution to the response
matrix W is given by

W
X(b)
k,a ≡ 1

2
∂2WX(b)

∂nk∂na
= ∂2F(nk, na)

∂nk∂na
wkkaa + δak∑

r

∂2F(nk, nr)
∂n 2

k
wkkrr. (D.20)

So the basic response matrices of primitive functionals of the form (a) are

A(b)
kl,ba = δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑

r
nrwkrra)−∑

r
F(na, nr)wkrar]−

δbk∑
r

F(nb, nr)wrral − δal∑
r

F(na, nr)wkbrr −

δka[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r

F(nb, nr)wbrlr]+

(nb − na)(nl − nk)wkbal+(F(nk, na)+ F(nl , nb))(wklba +wklab), (D.21a)

C(b)
kl,a = C(a)

kl,a, (D.21b)

W
(b)
k,a = W

(a)
k,a. (D.21c)

For A we work out the combination A± to be

A(b)+
kl,ba = δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑

r
nrwkrra)−∑

r
F(na, nr)wkrar]− δbk∑

r
F(nb, nr)wrral +

δal[(na − nb)(hkb +∑
r

nrwkrrb)−∑
r

F(nb, nr)wkrbr]− δak∑
r

F(na, nr)wrrbl −

δak[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r

F(nb, nr)wbrlr]− δal∑
r

F(na, nr)wkbrr −

δbk[(na − nb)(hal +∑
r

nrwarrl)+∑
r

F(na, nr)warlr]− δbl∑
r

F(nb, nr)wkarr +

(F(nb, nl)+ F(na, nl)+ F(nb, nk)+ F(na, nk))(wklba +wklab)
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= δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑
r

nrwkrra)−∑
r
(F(nb, nr)+ F(na, nr))wkrar]−

δal[(nb − na)(hkb +∑
r

nrwkrrb)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)+ F(na, nr))wkrbr]−

δak[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)+ F(na, nr))wbrlr]+

δbk[(nb − na)(hal +∑
r

nrwarrl)−∑
r
(F(nb, nr)+ F(na, nr))warlr]+

(F(nb, nl)+ F(na, nl)+ F(nb, nk)+ F(na, nk))(wklba +wklab), (D.22a)

A(b)−
kl,ba = δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑

r
nrwkrra)−∑

r
F(na, nr)wkrar]− δbk∑

r
F(nb, nr)wrral −

δal[(na − nb)(hkb +∑
r

nrwkrrb)−∑
r

F(nb, nr)wkrbr]+ δak∑
r

F(na, nr)wrrbl −

δka[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r

F(nb, nr)wbrlr]− δal∑
r

F(na, nr)wkbrr +

δkb[(na − nb)(hal +∑
r

nrwarrl)+∑
r

F(na, nr)warlr]+ δbl∑
r

F(nb, nr)wkarr +

(F(nb, nl)− F(na, nl)− F(nb, nk)+ F(na, nk))(wklba +wklab)+

2(nb − na)(nl − nk)wkbal

= δbl[(nb − na)(hka +∑
r

nrwkrra)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wkrar]+

δal[(nb − na)(hkb +∑
r

nrwkrrb)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wkrbr]−

δak[(nb − na)(hbl +∑
r

nrwbrrl)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))wbrlr]−

δkb[(nb − na)(hal +∑
r

nrwarrl)+∑
r
(F(nb, nr)− F(na, nr))warlr]+

(F(nb, nl)− F(na, nl)− F(nb, nk)+ F(na, nk))(wklba +wklab)+

2(nb − na)(nl − nk)wkbal . (D.22b)

As anticipated we find indeed

A(a)−
kl,ba = A(b)−

kl,ba. (D.23)
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D.3 Singlet two-electron functional

The 2RDM of the singlet two-electron functional has a very simple structure. As
has been shown in Sec. 1.5 it contains no Coulomb part, but only an exchange
part. The exchange-part can be taken as it originally was in the original two-
electron energy expression, wkkll , which results in a phase depending functional
(PILS). Making the exchange 2RDM expression phase invariant by using the nor-
mal exchange integrals, wklkl , which was named the DMLS functional. In this
section we will work out the response matrices for both approximations

ΓDMLS
klba = 2ckcaδkbδla and ΓPILS

klba = 2ckcaδklδba, (D.24)

where ck ≡ fk
√

nk/2 and fk is some suitable phase factor (Sec. 1.5).

D.3.1 The DMLS functional

The coupling matrices Kφ and Kn for the DMLS functional can be derived dir-
ectly, by using the results for the primitive functionals by only using the exchange
part with the phase invariant exchange integrals (a). Using F(nk, na) = 2ckca, we
have

Kφ∶X(a)
kl,ba = 2(cb − ca)δbl∑

r
crwkrar − 2(cb − ca)δka∑

r
crwbrlr +

2(clcb − clca − ckcb + ckca)wkbla

= 2(cb − ca)δbl(Eckδak − (ca + ck)hak)−

2(cb − ca)δka(Eclδbl − (cb + cl)hbl)+ 2(cb − ca)(cl − ck)wkbla

= 2(cb − ca)[(cb + cl)δkahbl − (ca + ck)hakδbl −

(cl − ck)Eδkaδbl + (cl − ck)wklba]. (D.25)

The response matrix A becomes

ADMLS
kl,ba = 2(cb − ca)[(cb + ca)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)+ (cb + cl)δkahbl − (ca + ck)hak −

(cl − ck)Eδkaδbl + (cl − ck)wklba]

= 2(cb − ca)[(cl − ck)hkaδbl + (cl − ck)δkahbl −

(cl − ck)Eδkaδbl + (cl − ck)wklba]

= 2(cb − ca)(cl − ck)[hkaδbl + δkahbl +wklba − Eδkaδbl], (D.26)
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where we used Eq. (3.15) to eliminate the summations. The plus and minus com-
binations, A±, for the DMLS functional become

ADMLS±
kl,ba = 2(cb − ca)(cl − ck)[hkaδbl + δkahbl +wklba − Eδkaδbl]±

2(ca − cb)(cl − ck)[hkbδal + δkbhal +wklab − Eδkbδal]

= 2(cb − ca)(cl − ck)[(δblhka ∓ δalhkb + δakhlb ∓ δbkhla)+

(wklba ∓wklab)− E(δkaδbl ∓ δkbδal)]. (D.27)

For the other response matrices we use that the derivatives of the coefficients
with respect to the occupation numbers can be taken if the phase factors fk are
taken to be independent of the occupation numbers. In this case we have

∂ck
∂nl

=
fk√
2

∂
√

nk

∂nl
=

fk√
2

δkl
2
√

nk
= δkl

4ck
. (D.28)

Using this derivative, the coupling matrix Kn becomes

KDMLS:n
kl,a = ∂

∂nk
2(cl − ck)∑

r
crwrkrl =

1
2ca

[(δal − δak)∑
r

crwrrkl + (cl − ck)wakal]

= 1
2ca

[(δal − δak)(Eckδkl − (cl + ck)hkl)+ (cl − ck)waakl]

= 1
2ca

[(cl − ck)waakl − (δal − δak)(cl + ck)hkl] (D.29)

and corresponding coupling matrix including the one-electron part can be writ-
ten as

CDMLS
kl,a = hkl(δal − δak)+

1
2ca

[(cl − ck)waakl − (δal − δak)(cl + ck)hkl]

= 1
2ca

[(cl − ck)waakl + (δal − δak)(2ca − (cl + ck))hkl]

= 1
2ca

[(cl − ck)waakl + (δal + δak)(cl − ck)hkl]

= cl − ck
2ca

[(δal + δak)hkl +waakl]. (D.30)

The coupling matrix�W can be written as

�WDMLS
k,a = 1

2
∂2

∂nk∂na
∑
rs

crcswrsrs =
1
2

∂

∂na

2
4ck
∑
r

crwrkrk

= 1
16ckca

wkkaa −
δak

16c3
k
∑
r

crwrkrk =
1

16ckca
wkkaa −

δak

16c3
k
(Eck − 2ckhkk)
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= 1
16ckca

[wkkaa + δak(2hkk − E)]. (D.31)

Note that the results for Kn, C and �W are independent of the type of exchange
integral used in the functional as was shown explicitly in the previous section for
the primitive functionals. Therefore, they will be the same for the PILS functional.

D.3.2 The PILS functional

The coupling matrices Kφ and Kn for the DMLS functional can be derived dir-
ectly, by using the results for the primitive functionals by only using the exchange
part with the phase invariant exchange integrals (b). Using F(nk, na) = 2ckca and
assuming real stationary NOs, we have

KPILS∶φ
kl,ba = 2(ckca + clcb)(wklba +wklab)− 2δbkck∑

r
crwrral −

2δalcl∑
r

crwkbrr − 2δblca∑
r

crwkarr − 2δkacb∑
r

crwrrbl . (D.32)

The response matrix A becomes

APILS
kl,ba = (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)+ 2(ckca + clcb)(wklba +wklab)−

2δbkck∑
r

crwrral − 2δalcl∑
r

crwkbrr −

2δblca∑
r

crwkarr − 2δkacb∑
r

crwrrbl . (D.33)

The response matrix A cannot be simplified much further in the case of the PILS
functional. However, the combinations A± can be simplified a lot

APILS±
kl,ba = (nb − na)(hkaδbl − δkahbl)± (na − nb)(hkbδal − δkbhal)−

2δbkck∑
r

crwrral − 2δalcl∑
r

crwkbrr − 2δblca∑
r

crwkarr − 2δkacb∑
r

crwrrbl ∓

2δakck∑
r

crwrrbl ∓ 2δblcl∑
r

crwkarr ∓ 2δalcb∑
r

crwkbrr ∓ 2δkbca∑
r

crwrral

2(ckca + clcb)(wklba +wklab)± 2(ckcb + clca)(wklab +wklba)

= 2δbl[(c2
b − c2

a)hka ∓ (cb ± ca)∑
r

crwkarr]−

2δak[(c2
b − c2

a)hbl + (cb ± ca)∑
r

crwrrbl]∓

2δal[(c2
b − c2

a)hbk + (cb ± ca)∑
r

crwkbrr]±

2δbk[(c2
b − c2

a)hal ∓ (cb ± ca)∑
r

crwrral]+

2(cb ± ca)(cl ± ck)(wklba +wklab)
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= 2(cb ± ca)[δbl((cb ∓ ca)hak ∓ Eckδak ± (ca + ck)hak)−

δak((cb ∓ ca)hbl + Eclδbl − (cb + cl)hbl)∓

δal((cb ∓ ca)hbk + Eckδbk − (cb + ck)hbk)±

δbk((cb ∓ ca)hal ∓ Eclδal ± (ca + cl)hal)+

(cl ± ck)(wklba +wklab)]

= 2(cb ± ca)[δbl(cl ± ck)hka + δal(cl ± ck)hkb + δak(cl ± ck)hlb +

δbk(cl ± ck)hla + (cl ± ck)(wklba +wklab)∓

δblEckδak ∓ δalEckδbk − δakEclδbl − δbkEclδal]

= 2(cb ± ca)(cl ± ck)[(δblhka + δalhkb + δakhlb + δbkhla)+

(wklba +wklab)− E(δkaδbl + δkbδal)], (D.34)

where we used Eq. (3.15) to eliminate the summations.
As shown before, the response matrices Kn, C and �W are independent of the

type of exchange integral used in the functional. Therefore, by Eqs (D.29), (D.30)
and (D.31) we immediately have

KPILS:n
kl,a = 1

2ca
[(cl − ck)waakl − (δal − δak)(cl + ck)hkl], (D.35)

CPILS
kl,a = cl − ck

2ca
[(δal + δak)hkl +waakl], (D.36)

�WPILS
k,a = 1

16ckca
[wkkaa + δak(2hkk − E)]. (D.37)



APPENDIXE
The SU(2) group

E.1 Generators of SU(n)

In general, the special unitary group of degree n is the group of n × n unitary
matrices with determinant 1 and is denoted as SU(n). It is hard to identify the free
parameters of a unitary matrix directly. Therefore, it is convenient to parametrise
the unitary matrix as

U = eiJ . (E.1)

Unitary of the matrix U requires the matrix J to be hermitian, since

1 = U−1U = U†U = e−iJ†
eiJ = (1− iJ† +⋯ )(1+ iJ +⋯ ) = 1+ i(J − J†)+⋯ , (E.2)

209
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which implies J = J†. This is a great advantage, since the independent parameters
of a hermitian matrix are trivial.

Since the SU(n) group has a determinant 1, we have

1 = det(U) = det(eiJ) = ei Tr(J), (E.3)

so Tr(J) = 0, i.e. the matrix J has to be traceless.
In the last step we used that for an n × n matrix A, det(eA) = eTr(A). This

relation can be proven by first bringing A to Jordan normal form

A =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

λ1 ∗
⋱

0 λn

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

⇒ eA =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜
⎝

eλ1 ∗
⋱

0 eλn

⎞
⎟⎟⎟
⎠

. (E.4)

So we can work out the determinant as

det(eA) =
n
∏
j=1

eλj = exp
n
∑
j=1

λj = eTr(A). (E.5)

It is not only necessary that J is a traceless hermitian matrix, but also sufficient.
A n × n traceless hermitian matrix has n2 − 1 independent elements (n(n − 1)

from the real and imaginary part of the off-diagonal elements and n − 1 from
the diagonal elements). Therefore, n2 − 1 linear independent traceless hermitian
matrices Ji can be chosen to serve as a basis for the n × n traceless hermitian
matrices. A general element in SU(n) can be expressed as

U(α⃗) = eiα⃗⋅ J⃗ , (E.6)

where J⃗ = (J1, . . . , Jn)T . Since only these n elements Ji are required to generate
the whole group, they are called the generators of SU(n). Note that they can not
be called a basis of SU(n), since the elements are not a simple linear combination.

E.2 Commutation relations

In the special case of SU(2), only three matrices are required. A particular con-
venient choice is Ji = 1

2 σi, where σi are the Pauli matrices

σ1 =
⎛
⎝

0 1

1 0

⎞
⎠

, σ2 =
⎛
⎝

0 −i
i 0

⎞
⎠

, σ3 =
⎛
⎝

1 0

0 −1

⎞
⎠

. (E.7)
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Note that with this choice, the matrices Ji satisfy the following commutation re-
lation

[Ji, J j] = iεijk Jk, (E.8)

where εijk is the Levi–Civita tensor. The Levi–Civita tensor is defined to be the
totally anti-symmetric unit tensor, i.e.

εijk =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

+1 if (i, j, k) is an even permutation of (1, 2, 3)

−1 if (i, j, k) is an odd permutation of (1, 2, 3)

0 otherwise.

(E.9)

Since matrices and linear operators can be identified with each other, also tracelss
hermitian operators satisfying the commutation relation (E.8) can serve as a rep-
resentation for the SU(2) group. In particular, the angular momentum operators
L̂x, L̂y and L̂z satisfy this relation and therefore can also be used as a representa-
tion for SU(2).

It turns out that these commutation relations [Eq. (E.8)] are very useful to
derive some group properties. First we define the raising and the lowering oper-
ators

Ĵ± ≡ Ĵx ± i Ĵy (E.10)

and the square of the total angular momentum operator

Ĵ2 ≡ Ĵ2
x + Ĵ2

y + Ĵ2
z = Ĵ2

z + 1
2( Ĵ+ Ĵ− + Ĵ− Ĵ+). (E.11)

These new operators satisfy the following commutation relations

[ Ĵz, Ĵ±] = ±J±,

[ Ĵ2, Ĵ±] = [ Ĵ2, Ĵz] = 0.
(E.12)

Since the operators Ĵ2 and Ĵz commute, the y can be diagonalised simultaneously
and the eigenstates can be labeled by their eigenvalues, ∣am⟩

Ĵ2∣am⟩ = a∣am⟩,

Ĵz∣am⟩ = m∣am⟩.
(E.13)

Now consider the effect of operating with the raising and lowering operators Ĵ±
on a state ∣am⟩. The raising and the lowering operators cannot effect a, since they
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commute with Ĵ2. However, they do change m

Ĵz Ĵ±∣am⟩ = Ĵ± Ĵz∣am⟩+ [ Ĵz, Ĵ±]∣am⟩

= Ĵ±m∣am⟩± Ĵ±∣am⟩

= (m ± 1) Ĵ±∣am⟩. (E.14)

So Ĵ±∣am⟩ is either zero or an eigenstate of Ĵz with an eigenvalue m ± 1. However,
the state Ĵ±∣am⟩ = C±(a, m)∣am ± 1⟩ will not be normalised in general. To calculate
C±(a, m) consider

∣C±(a, m)∣2 = ∣ Ĵ±∣am⟩∣2

= ⟨am∣ Ĵ†
± Ĵ±∣am⟩

= ⟨am∣ Ĵ∓ Ĵ±∣am⟩

= ⟨am∣ Ĵ2 − Ĵ2
z ∓ Ĵz∣am⟩

= a −m2 ∓m, (E.15)

Since the operators are of finite rank, the eigenvalues m have to be bounded. So
there have to be some lower mmin and higher bound mmax on m, such that

∣ Ĵ+∣am⟩∣2 = a −m2
max −mmax = 0,

∣ Ĵ−∣am⟩∣2 = a −m2
min +mmin = 0.

(E.16)

So it follows immediately that a = mmax(mmax + 1) and mmin = −mmax. Further,
constantly operating with Ĵ+ on ∣ammin⟩ gives mmin + 1, mmin + 2, . . . . This series
should terminate at mmax, so we need mmax = mmin + n, where n is an integer.
Therefore, we need that mmax ∈ {n/2 ∶ n ∈ N}, i.e. mmax has to be half a positive
integer including zero.

It is convenient to use standard labelling for the eigenstates, ∣jm⟩, where j =
mmax. In the standard notation we have for the operators working on the state

Ĵ2∣jm⟩ = j(j + 1)∣jm⟩, (E.17a)

Ĵz∣jm⟩ = m∣jm⟩, (E.17b)

Ĵ±∣jm⟩ = C±(jm)∣jm ± 1⟩, (E.17c)

with

C±(jm) =
√

j(j + 1)−m(m ± 1). (E.18)
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Since every traceless hermitian 2×2 matrix can be written as a linear combination
of Ĵz and Ĵ±, a general element of SU(2) can be expressed as

Û(α) = eiα⋅ Ĵ = ei((αx−iαy) Ĵ+/2+(αx+iαy) Ĵ−/2+αz Ĵz). (E.19)

Therefore, when acting on a specific state ∣jm⟩ with an SU(2) operator, only the
magnetic quantum number m can change, so states with the same quantum num-
ber j will transform among themselves upon SU(2) operations. This can be ex-
pressed mathematically as

Û(α)∣jm⟩ =
j

∑
m′=−j

∣jm′⟩Dj
m′m(α). (E.20)

By working from the left with a state ⟨j, m∣, the coefficients Dj(α) can be expressed
as

Dj
mm′(α) = ⟨jm∣Û(α)∣jm′⟩. (E.21)

For operations with α = (0, 0, αz)T , the expression for the coefficients becomes
rather simple, since we have

Dj
mm′(αz) = ⟨jm∣eiαz Ĵz ∣jm′⟩ = ⟨jm∣eiαzm′

∣jm′⟩ = δmm′eiαzm. (E.22)

The corresponding character for these operations are

χj(αz) =
j

∑
m=−j

Dj
mm(αz) =

j

∑
m=−j

eiαzm. (E.23)

The sum can be evaluated explicitly by considering

eiαz χj(αz) =
j+1

∑
m=−j+1

eiαzm = χj(αz)+ eiαz(j+1) − e−iαz j, (E.24)

so we find

χj(αz) =
eiαz(j+1) − e−iαz j

eiαz − 1
⋅ e−iαz/2

e−iαz/2
=

sin((j + 1
2)αz)

sin(αz/2)
. (E.25)

The expression for Dj(αz) will be used later to derive some useful properties for
the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.
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E.3 Clebsch–Gordan coefficients

Consider two operators Ĵ1 and Ĵ2 that operate in a different space ([ Ĵ1, Ĵ2] = 0).
For example they operate on different particles or Ĵ1 = L̂ and Ĵ2 = Ŝ, i.e. they are
the normal angular momentum and the spin of a particle. The combined state can
be written as ∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2⟩ ≡ ∣j1m1⟩⊗ ∣j2m2⟩. A general operation from the SU(2)
group on such a state can be written as

Û(α)∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2⟩ = (Û(α)∣j1m1⟩)(∣j2m2⟩Û(α)∣j2m2⟩)

= ∑
m′

1m′

2

∣j1m′
1⟩Dj1

m′

1m1
(α)∣j2m′

2⟩Dj2
m′

2m2
(α)

= ∑
m′

1m′

2

∣j1m′
1⟩∣j2m′

2⟩(Dj1(α)⊗Dj2(α))m′

1m′

2,m2m1
. (E.26)

However, from group theory we know that a product representation will in gen-
eral be reducible, i.e.

Dj1(α)⊗Dj2(α) =⊕
J

nJ D J(α). (E.27)

The basis of the representation D J(α) will be composed of eigenstates of the Ĵ2

and the Ĵz operations, where Ĵ works in the product space

Ĵ ≡ Ĵ1 ⊗ 1̂2 + 1̂1 ⊗ Ĵ2. (E.28)

By taking the trace of Eq. (E.27) we find for the characters

χj1(α)χj2(α) =∑
j

njχ
j(α). (E.29)

In particular for the operations with α = (0, 0, αz)T we find

χj1(αz)χj2(αz) =
j1
∑

m1=−j1

j2
∑

m2=−j2

ei(m1+m2)αz

=
j1+j2
∑

J=∣j1−j2∣

J

∑
M=−J

eiMαz =
j1+j2
∑

J=∣j1−j2∣
χJ(αz). (E.30)

The change of the order in summation is shown in figure E.1 and further ex-
plained in its caption. Since every irreducible representation occurs only once at
the right-hand side of Eq. (E.30), the product has to be simply reducible, i.e. the
product never contains an irreducible representation more than once. Further,
the irreducible representation is only present if ∣j1 − j2∣ ≤ J ≤ j1 + j2.
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m1

m2

−j1 j1

−j2

j2

m1

m2

−j1 j1

−j2

j2
M = −(j1 − j2)

M = −(j1 + j2)

M = j1 + j2

M = j1 − j2

Figure E.1: A picture of the reordering of the summation in Eq. (E.30). On the left-hand
side the original summation order is shown: for each m1 = −j1, . . . , j1 sum over m2 =

−j2, . . . , j2. On the right-hand side the new summation is shown for j1 > j2. Now the inner
summation runs over M = −J, . . . J. The outer sum set the boundary for M by running
over J = j1 − j2, . . . , j1 + j2. In case j2 > j1 they should simply be interchanged.

Between the direct product basis and the irreducible basis there will exist a
unitary transformation

∣(j1 j2)JM⟩ = ∑
m1m2

∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2⟩(j1m1, j2m2∣JM), (E.31)

where the coefficients (j1m1, j2m2∣JM) are named the Clebsch–Gordan (CG) coef-
ficients. To find explicit expressions for these coefficients a convenient recursion
relation was discovered by the physicist Giulio Racah [142]. Consider the opera-
tion of the total Ĵ± on the left-hand side of Eq. (E.31)

Ĵ±∣(j1 j2)JM⟩ = C±(J, M)∣(j1 j2)JM ± 1⟩

= C±(J, M) ∑
m1m2

∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2⟩(j1m1, j2m2∣JM ± 1), (E.32)

where the coefficients C± where defined in Eq. (E.18). Now applying the same
operator on the right-hand side of Eq. (E.31) gives

Ĵ± ∑
m1m2

∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2⟩(j1m1, j2m2∣JM)

= ∑
m1m2

[C±(j1, m1)∣j1m1 ± 1⟩∣j2m2⟩+

C±(j2, m2)∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2 ± 1⟩](j1m1, j2m2∣JM)
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= ∑
m1m2

∣j1m1⟩∣j2m2⟩[C±(j1, m1 ∓ 1)(j1m1 ∓ 1, j2m2∣JM)+

C±(j2, m2 ∓ 1)(j1m1, j2m2 ∓ 1∣JM)]. (E.33)

Combining the both results [Eqs (E.32) and (E.33)] gives a recursion relation for
the CG coefficients

C±(j1, m1 ∓ 1)(j1m1 ∓ 1, j2m2∣JM)+C±(j2, m2 ∓ 1)(j1m1, j2m2 ∓ 1∣JM)

= C±(J, M)(j1m1, j2m2∣JM ± 1). (E.34)

Considering the upper sign in the recursion relation [Eq (E.34)] gives

0 = C+(j1, m1 − 1)(j1m1 − 1, j2m2∣J J)+

C+(j2, m2 − 1)(j1m1, j2m2 − 1∣J J).
(E.35)

The CG coefficients are only defined up to a phase factor. The Condon–Shortley
phase convention [143] takes (j1 j1, j2 J − j1∣J J) ∈ R and positive. With help from
the last equation [Eq. (E.35)] all the CG coefficients of the form (j1m1, j2m2∣J J) can
be found. Next, the lower sign in the recursion relation [Eq. (E.34)] can be used
to find all the other CG coefficients recursively by subsequently using for M the
values J, J − 1, . . . ,−J + 1.

E.4 Irreducible tensor opertors

An irreducible tensor operator of SU(2), Tk, of rank k has 2k + 1 components Tk
q

which transforms under rotations as

Û(R)T̂k
q Û†(R) =

k
∑

q′=−k
T̂k

q′D
(k)
q′,q(R), (E.36)

where D(k)(R) are the matrices defined in Eq. (E.20).
Now consider an infinitesimal operation with Ĵz only, so we only need to con-

sider terms up to first order

Û(δRz) = 1̂− iδRz Ĵz. (E.37)

For the left-hand side of Eq. (E.36) we have

Û(δRz)T̂k
q Û†(δRz) = (1̂− iδRz Ĵz)T̂k

q (1̂+ iδRz Ĵz) = T̂k
q − iδRz[ Ĵz, T̂k

q ]. (E.38)
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From the definition of D(k)(R) in Eq. (E.20) it follows that

D(k)
q′,q(δRz) = ⟨k, q′∣1̂− iδRz Ĵz∣k, q⟩ = δqq′ − iδRz⟨k, q′∣ Ĵz∣k, q⟩. (E.39)

Combing these results we find that Eq. (E.36) for R = (0, 0, δRz)T gives

[ Ĵz, T̂k
q ] =

k
∑

q′=−k
⟨k, q′∣ Ĵz∣k, q⟩ = qT̂k

q . (E.40)

Using the same procedure for Ĵ± gives

[ Ĵ±, T̂k
q ] =

k
∑

q′=−k
⟨k, q′∣ Ĵ±∣k, q⟩ =

√
j(j + 1)−m(m ± 1)T̂k

q±1. (E.41)

Combining these results we find the following commutation relations for irredu-
cible tensor operators

[ Ĵz, T̂k
q ] = qT̂k

q ,

[ Ĵ±, T̂k
q ] =

√
j(j + 1)−m(m ± 1)T̂k

q±1.
(E.42)

Instead of Eq. (E.36) these commutation relations can be used as an alternative
definition for the irreducible tensor operators of SU(2).

The main advantage of irreducible tensor operators that they transform as
irreducible operators of the group, in our case SU(2). Suppose that we want to
calculate a matrix element ⟨γ1 j1m1∣T̂k

q ∣γ2 j2m2⟩, where γ denotes some additional
other state label. The Wigner–Eckart theorem states that (see e.g. Ref. [109])

⟨γ1 j1m1∣T̂k
q ∣γ2 j2m2⟩ = ⟨γ1∣∣T̂∣∣γ2⟩j1(j1m1∣kq, j2m2), (E.43)

where ⟨γ1∣∣T̂∣∣γ2⟩j1 is the reduced matrix element which is independent of m2, k, q,
j2 and m2.
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Samenvatting

Tijdsafhankelijke Eéndeeltjesgereduceerdedichtheidsmatrixfunctionaaltheorie
Adiabatische Benaderingen en Beter

Voor de beschrijving van materie op moleculair niveau, volstaat in principe quan-
tummechanica. In de quantummechanica staat de Schrödingervergelijking cen-
traal, vergelijkbaar met de tweede wet van Newton, F = ma. In de klassieke
mechanica kon elk deeltje afzonderlijk beschreven worden met behulp van zijn
plaats en impuls. In de quantummechanica echter, wordt de toestand van het
hele systeem door een golffunctie beschreven. Deze functie hangt af van alle
(plaats)coördinaten van de deeltjes en de tijd. Voor N deeltjes is dit dus een 4N+1
dimensionale functie die gevonden moet worden (3N ruimtelijke-coördinaten en
een extra spincoördinaat per deeltje). Aangezien N vaak heel groot is, bijv. 1
gram ijzer bevat N ∼ 1023 elektronen, is dit een uitdagend probleem in de prak-
tijk. Een belangrijke uitzondering zijn niet wisselwerkende deeltjes. Het blijkt
dat de golffunctie uit ééndeeltjesgolffuncties opgebouwd kan worden, die elk
aan een mini-Schrödingervergelijking voldoen voor maar één deeltje.

Als een vereenvoudiging van het probleem, concentreert men zich vaak op
de stationaire toestanden van het systeem. Deze toestanden kunnen beschreven
worden door een golffunctie die enkel van de coördinaten van de deeltjes afhangt
vermenigvuldigd met een tijdsafhankelijke fasefactor, dus hoeft er ‘slechts’ een
4N dimensionale functie gevonden te worden. Dit lijkt dus een kleine winst,
maar de tijd heeft een speciale rol in de Schrödingervergelijking, wat het extra
voordelig maakt deze niet te hoeven behandelen. De stationaire toestand waar
men meestal in is geïnteresseerd is de grondtoestand, i.e. de toestand met de
laagst mogelijk energie.
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In 1964 lieten Hohenberg en Kohn zien dat voor een locale potentiaal (een
potentiaal die maar van één coördinaat afhangt), de grondtoestand een unieke
dichtheid heeft. Dus theoretisch bepaalt de dichtheid alle grondtoestandseigen-
schappen, inclusief de golffunctie. Er wordt ook wel gezegd dat deze grond-
toestandseigenschappen functionalen van de dichtheid zijn. (Een functionaal
is een functie die een andere functie, in dit geval de dichtheid, als argument
heeft.) Daarom wordt deze theorie dichtheidsfunctionaaltheorie DFT genoemd.
De functionaal waarin men over het algemeen het meest geïnteresseerd is, is
de totale energie, omdat minimalisatie van deze functionaal de grondtoestands-
dichtheid geeft. Het is dus voldoende de dichtheid te berekenen in plaats van de
complete golffunctie. Het grote voordeel is dat de dichtheid maar één coördinaat
heeft. Een probleem is echter dat men vaak niet weet hoe de functionalen eruit
zien, dus moeten deze benaderd worden. In het bijzonder, blijkt de kinetische
energie functionaal lastig te benaderen. Later bleek dat de volgende ontwikke-
ling cruciaal was om DFT in de praktijk toe te kunnen passen.

Een jaar later, kwamen Kohn en Sham met het idee dat in principe een denk-
beeldig systeem van niet-wisselwerkende deeltjes gemaakt kan worden met de-
zelfde grondtoestandsdichtheid als het wisselwerkende systeem, door de poten-
tiaal goed te kiezen. Deze effectieve potentiaal wordt traditioneel opgedeeld
in de externe potentiaal, de Coulomb (ook wel Hartree) potentiaal en de zo-
genaamde exchange-correlatie potentiaal. Deze exchange-correlatie potentiaal
moet alle overige veeldeeltjeseffecten beschrijven. Aangezien de dichtheidsfunc-
tionalen voor de externe potentiaal en de Coulomb potentiaal wel bekend zijn,
kan de exchange-correlatie potentiaal ook wel vertaald worden met de rest po-
tentiaal, het deel dat we niet weten. Ondanks dat de kinetische energie van
het niet-wisselwerkende systeem niet hetzelfde is als van het wisselwerkende
systeem, blijkt het fysisch goede eigenschappen te bezitten, wat de benadering
van de kinetische energie functionaal vergemakkelijkt. Een benadering waar de
exchange-correlatie functionaal slechts locaal van dichtheid afhangt (LDA) blijkt
verrassend goede resultaten te geven. De nauwkeurigheid werd echter sterk ver-
groot toen de zogenaamde gegeneraliseerde gradiëntbenaderingen (GGA) wer-
den ingevoerd. In het bijzonder geldt dit voor de bindingsenergie van mole-
culen. Een uitdaging vormen nog altijd sterk gecorreleerde systemen. Sterke
correlatie betekend dat een systeem zich essentieel anders gedraagt dan een niet-
wisselwerkend systeem. Een voorbeeld van een sterk gecorreleerd systeem is de
dissociatie van een chemische binding in een molecuul.
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In 1984 lieten Runge en Gross zien dat ook in de tijd de dichtheid uniek is voor
een tijdsafhankelijke, locale externe potentiaal, wat de theoretische grondslag is
voor tijdsafhankelijke DFT (TDDFT). Net als in DFT werd er een Kohn–Sham
systeem ingevoerd, maar nu tijdsafhankelijk. De exchange-correlatie potentiaal
in dit tijdsafhankelijke Kohn–Sham systeem is dus ook tijdsafhankelijk. De tijds-
afhankelijkheid van de exchange-correlatie potentiaal is echter zeer complex, dus
vaak wordt de tijdsafhankelijkheid verwaarloosd. Dit wordt ook wel de adiaba-
tische benadering genoemd. Het blijkt in de praktijk dat deze benadering niet zo
slecht is. Bijvoorbeeld, bij het gebruik van TDDFT om excitatie-energieën te be-
rekenen, blijkt dat locale excitaties goed beschreven kunnen worden. Dit kunnen
zelfs Ryberg excitaties zijn, mits een asymptotisch correcte functionaal gebruikt
wordt. Niet-locale excitaties vormen vaak een probleem in de adiabatische bena-
dering. Een type excitatie die de laatste tijd veel in de belangstelling staat is de zo-
genaamde ladingsoverdrachtexcitatie. Zo’n excitatie brengt een elektron van het
ene deel naar een ander deel van het systeem. Aangezien de huidige functionalen
enkel locale informatie van de dichtheid gebruiken, zijn ladingsoverdrachtexci-
taties problematisch, want de functionaal kan niet goed ‘zien’ waar het elektron
heengaat. Dit is te vergelijken met een blinde in een auto. Zolang de blinde stil
blijft staan zijn er geen problemen, maar als hij/zij gaat rijden, kan het ernstig
misgaan. Net als bij een blinde in een auto, wordt soms een ladingsoverdracht-
excitatie wel goed berekend. Men kan er echter beter niet van uitgaan. Een ander
belangrijk type excitaties die mis gaan, zijn excitaties in de buurt van een dissoci-
ërende chemische binding. Dissociatie van een chemische binding wordt al niet
goed beschreven door DFT in het geval van de grondtoestand, dus het zou erg
toevallig zijn als dit voor een excitatie wel goed gaat.

Ondanks het succes van DFT zijn er dus nog grote tekortkomingen. Afge-
lopen decennium is daardoor ééndeeltjesgereduceerdedichtheidsmatrixfunctio-
naaltheorie (1MFT) weer in de belangstelling gekomen. In 1MFT wordt niet enkel
de dichtheid gebruikt, maar de complete ééndeeltjesgereduceerdedichtheidsma-
trix (1RDM). De 1RDM is een hermitische functie van twee coördinaten. Daarom
kan hij gediagonaliseerd worden. De eigenfuncties worden natuurlijke orbitalen
(NOs) genoemd en zijn compleet bepaald, behalve hun fase. De eigenwaarden
bezettingsgetallen, welke tussen nul en één moeten liggen voor elektronen. De
dichtheid kan verkregen worden uit de 1RDM door de twee coördinaten van de
1RDM gelijk aan de coördinaat van de dichtheid te kiezen. Een groot voordeel
van de 1RDM ten opzichte van de dichtheid is dat de kinetische energie func-
tionaal exact bekend is. Daarom hoeft er geen niet-wisselwerkend systeem in
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het leven geroepen te worden om deze functionaal te helpen benaderen. Deze
theorie werd in 1975 al onderbouwd door Gilbert. Hij generaliseerde de aan-
pak van Hohenberg en Kohn naar niet-locale potentialen. Zo kon hij laten zien
dat de golffunctie in dit geval een functionaal is van de 1RDM. Een ander groot
voordeel van de 1RDM is dat de bezettingsgetallen aangeven hoe sterk een sys-
teem gecorreleerd is. Een niet-wisselwerkend systeem heeft namelijk normaliter
slechts heeltallige bezettingsgetallen, i.e. nul of één. De bezettingsgetallen van
een wisselwerkend systeem echter, zijn over het algemeen fractioneel, i.e. ze lig-
gen tussen nul en één. De mate waarin ze van nul of één afwijken (welke maar het
dichtst bijligt) geeft dus aan hoe sterk een systeem gecorreleerd is. Aangezien de
1RDM expliciet kan aangeven of een systeem gecorreleerd is, in tegenstelling tot
de dichtheid, zou 1MFT veel beter in staat moeten zijn gecorreleerde systemen te
beschrijven. In 2005 hebben Gritsenko, Pernal en Baerends inderdaad laten zien
dat het mogelijk is grondtoestandsenergie voor een dissociërende chemische bin-
ding nauwkeurig te berekenen.

Een uitgebreide introductie van 1MFT wordt in hoofdstuk 1 gegeven. Eerst
worden de (gereduceerde)dichtheidsmatrices, in het bijzonder de 1RDM, geïn-
troduceerd en daarna worden enkele belangrijke stellingen bewezen (Secs 1.1
t/m 1.3). Vervolgens worden de eerste orde condities afgeleid voor de grond-
toestand (Sec. 1.4). Aangezien ongelijkheidscondities in beschouwing genomen
moeten worden, is het noodzakelijk gegeneraliseerde Lagrange multiplicatoren
te gebruiken, wat resulteert in de KKT condities. Het blijkt dat deze aanpak
vrij krachtig is en ook licht werpt op het over het algemeen aangenomen Auf-
bau principe in Hartree–Fock (HF) en DFT. Vervolgens worden voor het singlet
twee-elektron systeem bijna exacte benaderingen geformuleerd voor de 1RDM
energie functionaal (Sec. 1.5). Als laatste worden ook de algemene statische res-
ponsvergelijkingen geformuleerd (Sec. 1.6) en worden de responsvergelijkingen
toegepast voor het berekenen van de polariseerbaarheid (Sec. 1.6.1).

Gezien het succes van 1MFT, wordt de theorie uitgebreid naar tijdsafhanke-
lijke 1MFT (TD1MFT). Aangezien 1MFT in staat was de grondtoestandsenergie
van dissociërende moleculen goed te beschrijven, wordt er gehoopt op een soort
gelijk succes voor de excitatie-energieën. Ook ladingsoverdrachtexcitaties zou-
den beter beschreven moeten kunnen worden, aangezien de 1MFT van twee co-
ördinaten afhangt en dus ook kan ‘kijken’ waar het elektron heen wordt gebracht.
Deze verwachting wordt aangemoedigd door resultaten voor deze excitaties van
tijdsafhankelijke HF (TDHF) en HF kan gezien worden als een benadering voor
de 1RDMfunctionaal in 1MFT. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt eerst uitgebreid ingegaan op
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een aantal tekortkomingen van TDDFT in de praktijk (Sec. 2.1). Vervolgens wordt
het formalisme voor TD1MFT afgeleid, hoewel een goede theoretische fundering
ontbreekt (Sec. 2.2). Daarna volgt een introductie in responstheorie en in het
bijzonder, hoe de excitatie-energieën verkregen kunnen worden (Sec. 2.3). De in-
verteerbaarheid van de 1RDM-1RDMresponsfunctie kan echter wel aangetoond
worden (Sec. 2.4), wat lineaire responsTD1MFT op een wat vastere mathemati-
sche bodem zet. De lineaire response vergelijkingen worden afgeleid (Sec. 2.6) en
de standaard adiabatische (SA) benadering wordt toegepast (Sec. 2.7). Uit tests
met het singlet twee-elektron systeem blijkt echter dat de SA benadering veel gro-
tere consequenties heeft dan in TDDFT. De statische limiet in de SA benadering,
i.e. een oneindig langzame storing, oftewel de frequentie naar nul limiet (ω → 0),
blijkt niet overeen te komen met de statische lineaire responsvergelijkingen die
in hoofdstuk 1 waren afgeleid. Bovendien blijken de bezettingsgetallen stationair
in de tijd te zijn, dus tijdsafhankelijke correlatie kan slecht beschreven worden.
De stationaire bezettingsgetallen in de SA benadering hebben als oorzaak dat de
fasefactoren van de NOs onbepaald zijn. Ook ontbreekt er een belangrijke klasse
van excitaties, de zogenaamde diagonale dubbelexcitaties, waarvoor een precieze
beschrijving van de tijdsafhankelijkheid van de bezettingsgetallen noodzakelijk
is. Om een aantal van deze problemen te verhelpen, wordt een zogenaamde
eerste alternatieve adiabatische (AA1) benadering geformuleerd (Sec. 2.8). De
adiabatische benadering bepaalt de bezettingsgetallen als in normale grondtoe-
stands1MFT, dus ze reageren instantaan op op veranderingen in het systeem en
zijn dus niet dynamisch. Deze benadering heeft als voordeel dat de statische li-
miet van de benaderde TD1MFT responsvergelijkingen nu wel overeenkomt met
de statische 1MFT responsvergelijkingen. Helaas ontbreken nog steeds de diago-
nale dubbelexcitaties. Als een poging om de diagonale dubbel excitaties te ver-
krijgen, wordt een tweede alternatieve adiabatische (AA2) benadering geformu-
leerd (Sec. 2.9). Deze benadering verhelpt alle problemen, maar het blijkt dat er
nu een nieuw probleem voor in plaats komt. Deze benadering blijkt een belang-
rijke symmetrie [χ(ω) = χ∗(−ω)] in de responsfunctie te breken. Deze breking
betekent ook dat de berekende excitatie-energieën afhankelijk worden van het
teken van de frequentie van het aangelegde veld. In de laatste sectie (Sec. 2.10)
wordt een ander type symmetrie breking uitgelicht, die typisch in beide alterna-
tieve adiabatische benaderingen voorkomen.

Om te achterhalen wat er nu precies misgaat worden de exacte TD1MFT ver-
gelijkingen afgeleid voor het twee-elektron systeem in hoofdstuk 3. Het blijkt dat
in de exact TD1MFT vergelijkingen termen staan die divergeren als één gedeeld
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door de frequentie (1/ω). Deze termen worden in de SA benadering simpelweg
genegeerd. Het is daarom evident dat de SA benadering wel moet falen, om-
dat juist in de statische limiet (ω → 0) deze termen belangrijk worden. Verder
wordt er aangetoond dat de AA2 benadering exacte excitatie-energieën oplevert
voor het singlet twee-elektron systeem voor positieve frequenties. Echter, door
de symmetriebreking in de responsfunctie door de AA2 benadering geldt dit niet
voor negatieve frequenties.

Alle aanwijzingen duiden erop dat het voordelig is 1MFT uit te breiden met
een extra variabele dan enkel de 1RDM. Een uiteenzetting van deze aanwijzingen
wordt gegeven aan het begin van hoofdstuk 4. De uitbreiding wordt gevonden in
de onbepaalde fasefactoren van de NOs. Door de fase vast te leggen, hebben we
te maken met een speciale NO, die de naam fase-inbegrepennatuurlijke-orbitaal
(PINO,Òπ) wordt gegeven. De uitbreiding van 1MFT die op de 1RDM en deze fa-
sefactoren, of equivalent de PINOs en de bezettingsgetallen, is gebaseerd wordt
fase-inbegrepennatuurlijke-orbitaalfunctionaaltheorie (ÒπFT) genoemd. Het is he-
laas niet duidelijk wat een handige definitie voor deze PINO fasefactoren in het
algemeen zou zijn. Twee uitzonderingen vormen een niet-wisselwerkend sys-
teem en het wisselwerkende twee-elektron systeem, waar de keuze voor een ge-
schikte fase definitie tamelijk triviaal blijkt. Door het gebrek van een eenduidige
definitie is het niet mogelijk de theorie op een mathematische vaste grond te krij-
gen. Echter, als er wordt aangenomen dat er functionalen bestaan die enkel van
PINOs en bezettingsgetallen afhangen, is het mogelijkÒπFT grondtoestandsver-
gelijkingen af te leiden. Het blijkt dat dit vrij analoog gaat met de afleiding van
de 1MFT grondtoestandsvergelijkingen (Sec. 4.1). Het enige verschil is dat de
fase van de PINOs expliciet meegenomen moet worden. In het geval van tijds-
afhankelijkeÒπFT (TDÒπFT) blijkt de afleiding van de bijbehorende vergelijkingen
lastiger (Sec. 4.2). In het bijzonder is het niet makkelijk een beweginsvergelijking
voor de fasefactoren van de PINOs te vinden. Een uitweg wordt gevonden door
de Kohn–Sham truc te gebruiken. Er wordt een niet-wisselwerkend systeem ge-
definiëerd dat dezelfde PINOs en bezettingsgetallen heeft als het wisselwerkende
systeem. Aangezien het voor het niet-wisselwerkende systeem eenduidig is wat
de PINO fasefactoren zijn, kunnen we dit gebruiken om bewegingsvergelijkin-
gen voor de PINOs en bezettingsgetallen af te leiden met behulp van het actie-
principe. Het voordeel van een expliciete behandeling van de NOfasefactoren
is dat de bezettingsgetallen niet meer stationair zijn in de SA benadering. Ver-
der laat de afleiding van de TDÒπFT reponsvergelijkingen zien, dat de statische
limiet in de SA benadering nu wel de statischeÒπFT responsvergelijkingen ople-
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vert (Sec. 4.2.1) en dat TDÒπFT in de SA benadering ook in principe instaat is de
diagonale dubbelexcitaties te reproduceren. Als voorbeeld wordt de exacteÒπFT
functionaal voor het twee-elektron systeem afgeleid (Sec. 4.3). Het bijzondere is
dat dit een expliciete functionaal in termen van de PINOs en bezettingsgetallen
is, waardoor de SA benadering in dit geval geen benadering meer is. Daardoor
is het mogelijk alle singlet en triplet excitaties exact te berekenen met deze func-
tionaal. Ten slotte worden enkele mogelijkheden voor benaderde PINO functio-
nalen gegeven (Sec. 4.4).
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